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ABSTRACT 

A framework is developed for describing and proving the correctness 

of certain data flow analyses. This is done by ascribing several 

semantics to the programming language studied. The standard semantics 

is the usual semantics and an approximating semantics describes a 

data flow analysis. A value in the latter somantics describes a set 

of values in the former and this is expressed using the framework 

of abstract interpretation pioneered by P. and R. Cousot. Their 

view of a programming language is limited because a program is 

viewed as a (kind of) flowchart and the main aim of this work 

therefore is to extend the framework to all programming languages 

that have a denotational semantics. This is accomplished except 
for "storable procedures". A secondary aim is to extend abstract 
interpretation to include certain aspects of termination. 

The first aim is addressed by studying a metalanguage for denota- 

tional semantics. A collecting semantics is defined and it may be 

viewed. as the most precise of all data flow analyses. Its formulation 

requires a study of (relational) powerdomains. It is then proved 

correct and "as precise as possible" wi th respect to the standard 
semantics. The development of abstract interpretation generalises 
the previous approaches. In particular, the tensor product is found 
to generalise the relational method just as cartesian product corres- 
ponds to the independent attribute method. It is studied how to 
pass between such methods and how func tionals like conditional are 
likely to look. 

To achieve the second aim another powerdomain is required. The 
development of abstract interpretation distinguishes between two 

partial orders: E is the usual partial order of denotational 

semantics and !E expresses the data flow analysis idea of "safe 

approximation". (It was-E- above. ) An example is given that requires 

this framework. Another example studie's a nondeterministic language 

and its usual (nondeterministic) denotational semantics. It is 

shown that the semantics may be viewed as a data flow analysis upon 

a deterministic language where oracles resolve the choice of paths. 

This view motivates the definition of a nondeterministic denotational 

semantics that distinguishes between "may diverge" and "may have to 

diverge". 
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INTRODUCTION 

The idea behind abstract interpretation, the subject matter of 

this thesis, in best explained with an example taken from /CoCo77b/. 

The text -1515917 may be interpreted to denote computations on the 

abstract universe where the semantics of arithmetic 

operators is defined by the rule of signs. The abstract computation 

- 151 5)e 17 -> - (+) x (+) -> (-) X (+) -> (-) 

shows that -1515xl7 is a negative number. Abstract interpretation 

is concerned with a particular underlying structure of the universe, 

in this example the sign. It gives a summary of some facets of the 

actual computations of a program. In general this summary is 

simple to obtain but inaccurate, e. g. -1515+17 + 

(-)+(+) 3 

The results of abstract computations should be correct with 

0 

respect to the semantics of the program. Usually this has been 

considered with respect to an operational semantics for flowcharts 

or occasionally a predicate transformer semantics. The purpose of 

this thesis is to develop abstract interpretation in the framework 

of denotational semantics /Sto77/ with its underlying domain theory. 

Denotational semantics is used partly because it allows considering 

programs in their source representation and partly because denotational 

semantics has been used to give semantics for most language features. 

In the remainder of this chapter we shall 

- overview a general setting where abstract interpretation 

may be encountered, 
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- informally review abstract interpretation, 

- overview some earlier denotational formulations of properties 

of computations, 

- describe the aims of the work reported and 

- give an overview of the contents of the thesis. 

The main body of previous work that is built upon is abstract 

interpretation (e. g. /CoCo77b/ and /CoCo79/) and domain theory (e. g. 

/SmPl82/ and /PloLN/). It is helpful if the reader is acquainted 

with abstract interpretation but the overview in section 1.2 may be 

sufficient. The domain theory needed is reviewed in section 2.2 

but this overview may be hard to follow if the reader is not already 

acquainted with "Scott's ideas". Some set theory (e. g. /Hal60/) is 

needed in chapter 5. 

J, 1 THE GENERAL SETTING 

The motivation behind the subject matter of this thesis concerns 

the implementation of programming languages whether by compilation 

(e. g. ALGOL and PASCAL) or by interpretation (e. g. APL and SETL). 

Compilation may be viewed as consisting of lexical analysis, syntax 

analysis, generation of intermediate code, code optimization, 

generation of machine specific code and peephole optimization /AhUl78/. 

The phase of interest for abstract interpretation is code optimization. 

Similar considerations apply for the interpretation of programs. 

Code optimization may be viewed as consisting of many program 

transformations. The purpose of each is to improve the quality of 

the program with respect to some measure (e. g. running-time, program 

length, storage requirements) while preserving the meaning of the 

program. For an example consider the program 
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oes Y: =2 ... (no y1s) ... X: =Y+(1+1) *** (no x's) ... x: =o 

and the replacement of x: =y+(I+I) by x: =y+2. It is correct to do 

so because the two pieces of program have the same meaning. Many 

interesting transformations are not of this kind and rely on data 

flow analysis to provide information about the context in which 

the program transformation is to be performed so that the two 

pieces of program need not have identical semantics. This is 

illustrated by the following two examples taken from /Nie8lb/. 

The first transformation (constant folding /AhUl78/) is to replace 

x: =y+(1+1) by x: =4. These two pieces of program have different 

semantics but the transformation is semantically correct because Y 

will always have the value 2 before the assignment statement in 

question. The data flow analysis constant, propagation /AhUl78/ 

computes before each statement a (safe approximation to a)-set of 

variable and value pairs, so that a given pair is included iff the 

variable has always that value at that point. This analysis is 

classified as a forward analysis /Hec77/ because it propagates 

information from left to right. 

Another transformation (useless code elimination /AhUl78/) is 

6 
to remove x: =y+(1+1). The semantics of this piece of program does 

not equal that of the empty statement but the transformation is 

correct because the value of x is not subsequently used before x 

has been assigned a new value. The data flow analysis live. variable 

analysis /AhUl78/ computes after each statement (a safe approximation 

to) the set of variables that in some computation will be used before 

having been assigned a new value. The analysis is a backward analysis 

/Hec77/ because it propagates information from right to left. 
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The data flow information computed is a safe approximation to 

the desired set. The need for approximation arises because the 

problem of determining for a program whether an element is in the 

desired set at a given point, is in general not decidable. For live 

variable analysis the problem is recursively enumerable and for 

constant propagation is the complement of recursivelY enumerable. 

By safe is meant that the computed set should be smallor/larger than 

desired if this means fewer transformations seem allowed. For 

live variable analysis safe means larger and for constant propagation 

it means smaller. 

In code optimization a program is usually represented as a 

0 

flowchart whose nodes contain sequences of very simple assignment 

statements. Most data flow analyses have been developed using this 

scheme (see /Hec77/ for an overview). However, it is often possible 

to perform much optimization at the source level (perhaps extending 

it with some primitives). An advantage of this is that the trans- 

formed program may. be displayed in a way understandable to the 

programmer. For an indication of the potential efficiency gains 

one may note /BaSa74/, where it is estimated that 80% of the run-time 

dimension, type and value checks performed in a naive APL interpreter 

may be eliminated using data flow information. It therefore seems 

worthwhile to develop data flow analysis at this level. This has 

been done (/Hec77/, /Ros77/, /Wil8l/.... ) but like most data flow 

analyses the information obtained is not proved correct with respect 

to any formal semantics. Such a programme is possible using the 

ideas of abstract interpretation. Some data flow analyses that can 

be handled using abstract interpretation are constant propagation, 

type determination and information for array bound checking. 
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1,2 ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION 

Data flow analysis specifies at each program point information 

about the context in which it appears. often this information 

describes (a safe approximation to) the possible states at that 

point. Constant propagation is an example of this 'but live variable 

analysis is not. The important step of formally relating data flow 

information to sets of states was taken by Patrick and Radhia Cousot 

in their work on-abstract interpretation /CoCo76, CoCo77a, CoCo77b, 

CoCo78, CoCo79, CouBl/. In data flow analysis much work has been 

directed towards efficient algorithms for performing the data flow 

analyses but this has played a small role in abstract interpretation 

and we shall ignore the issue*in this thesis. 

To explain abstract interpretation consider the following flowchart. 

Nodes are labelled by ni and n2 is a test node whereas the others 

are assignment nodes. We shall assume that the variables x and 

take their values in the set Z= t**, 
#-1,0,1 .... 

I of integers. The 

2 set of states may be taken to be Z The semantics of an assignment 

22 node is given by a (total) function f1 :z -+Z . For the test node n2 

there is a predicate (i. e. a total function) f2 :Z2. -), jtt, ffj. Here 

tt means true and ff means false. 
0 

A first step is to consider the collecting semantics (called the 

static semantics in /CoCo77b/). The aim is to specify for each 

node ni the set GiSz2 of states possible at entry to that node. 

It is assumed that G1 is some given set G 
start 

(often Z2). The 

semantics of an assignment node is given by a function 

gi : 6)(Z 2 )-ýAz 2) 
where 40(Z 

2) is the powerset Of Z 2. It is defined 
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by 

gi (Y) = 
If 

i (u, v) 
I 

(U, V)Eyl 
The test node n2 gives rise to two such functions: 

9. (Y) = 
I(U, 

V) (u, v)CY Af (u, v)=tti 
2, yes 2 

g2, no 
(Y) =i (U, V) (U, V)CY Af2 (U, V) =f fI 

Intuitively the G1 must satisfy the following equations: 

G, G 
start 

Gg (G vg (G 
21155 

G3 = g2, no 
(G 

2) 

G4 = g2, yes 
(G 2 

G5 = g4 (G 4) 

(G-equations) 

Another way to view these equations is that they define a function 

from (P(Z 2 )) 5 
to itself, i. e. 
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g(G,, G 
2G3G4G 5) -2 (Gs 

tart' ***' g4 (G 
4) 

) 

We shall see that this system of equations always has a least fixed 

point solution, i. e. a solution that is included in every other solu- 

tion. This fixed point solution (written Gi) is of interest because 

contains precisely those states that may ar ise at entry to n1 for 

some computation starting at nI with a state in G 
start 

/CoCo77b, 

Cou81/. For the--example flowchart G 
startý 

1(9,9)1 gives G4= 

1(9, O), (10,9)ý and hence x may be 9 or 10 at entry to n 4* 

A possible data flow analysis is the detection of signs. Let 

I-, O, +l be a "degraded" version of the integers. The idea is to 

replace 04(Z 
2) by 49(1 

2) 
and so represent a set Y 

(3, -3)ý by X= The meaning of XSI 2 is formally 

defined as con(I)S Z2 where con: e(I 2 )-IO(Z 2) is a concretization 

function. If the function r: Z--), I is defined by r(-J)=-, r(O)=O, 

r (1) =+ etc. - we may def ine 

con (X) =I (u, v) I (r (u) ,r (v) 

122 
Similarly there is an abstraction function abs: e(Z )-->e(I 

defined by 

abs(Y) = j(r(u), r(v)) 
I (u, v)6yj 

0 
It-, satisfies that abs(Y) is the smallest set X such that con(X) 

includes Y. This relationship between abs and con will be forma- 

lised by the definition of pairs of adjoined functions below and 

is central to the theory of abstract interpretation. 

One may then formulate a new set of equations: 

G 
11 = Gs' 

tar t 

G 12 =g 11 
(G 

11 
)ug 15 (G; ) 
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G 
31 - (G21 ý' g2', 

no 

G41 ý- gý, 
yes 

(G21) (G'-equations) 

G5' = g4(Gý) 

0 

It is natural to define g! = abs*g con as this intuitively is the 

most precise account of gi (and fi) that can be given when 

considering subsets of 1 2. 
lie shall define g ý, 

yes and g 2', no 

similarly although these are frequently assumed to be identity 

functions, i. e. gI For G 2, yes(X) 
X g2, no(X)* 

I it is natural start 

to use abs(G start)' 
We shall see that a least fixed Point solution 

G! exists and that con(G! )R G, * Because of the relation between G 
11i 

and the set of states Possible before n. we see that G! describes a 

sup. erset of this set. Returhing to the example we will get 

GI 
s tart and G41 J (+, o) 

Not all data flow analyses use powersets. In /Kil73/ and /KaUl77/ 

a theory of monotone frameworks was developed where powersets are 

replaced by complete lattices of finite height (see below). Most 

data flow analyses fall within this framework and efficient solution 

methods have been developed (e. g. /GrWe76/). Abstract interpretation 

may be viewed as extending the theory with means for showing the 

specified solutions to be semantically correct (using concretization 

functions). To explain this and the theory for when least fixed 

points exist we need. some lattice theoretic notions. More details 

can be found in /Cou8l/. 

For-the overview of lattice theoretic concepts let L be 

a partially ordered set. An upper bound of a subset H of L is an 

element 1 of L such that hEl whenever h is an element of H. The 
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subset H has a (necessarily unique) least upper bound denoted LIH 

iff UH is an upper bound such that U1191 for every upper bound 1. 

Dually (i. e. using ;! ) there may be a greate st lower bound n1l. if 
all least upper bounds exist we say L is a complete lattice and then 

all greatest lower bounds exist too because 

nH = Ul 11 Vh(H: lShý 

It is convenient "to write L= LJO, 7= 110, xuy = Ujx, yj and xrly 

nfx, yl. 
An (increasing) chain is a sequence (1 

n)n 
of elements of 

L that are indexed by the natural numbers N =11,2, ... 
I in such a 

way that 11 S1 
2C . *. . If no such chain has infinitely many distinct 

elements then L is said to be of finite height. The least, upper 

n bound On I nCNI'of the chain (1 
n)n 

is written 
Uni 

n* 
By L 

Lx... -VL is meant the n-fold cartesian product of L with itself. 

The partial order is defined componentwise, 'i. e. (1 
1"** 

"n) 

R le.. Ol iff 1 51, ' and .... and 151'. It follows that Ln 
11 n) 1nn 

(for n>, l) is a complete lattice if L is. 

A function g: L--)M between partially ordered sets is monotonic 

iff 1511 implies g(l)Fg(11). It is strict iff g(. L) is the least 

element of M whenever. L is the least element of L. it is completely 

additive iff 

g(LJH) =Ufg(h) I hC-Hj 

whenever H is a subset of L that has a least upper bound. It is 

additive iff g(lull) = g(l)ug(l') whenever lul' exists. The partial 

order 5 on M may be extended pointwise to functions by defining 

gSg' iff 9(1)Sg'(1) holds for all elements 1 of L. A fixed point 

of g: L-4L is an element 1 of L such that g(l) = 1. it is the least 
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fixed point if lql' holds for all fixed points 1'. If L is a 

complete lattice and g is monotonic there always is a least fixed 

point and it is given by 

UP (g) = rl 11 1g (1) Ell 

This result is due to /Tar55/ and may be proved as follows. If 

g(l)Sl the monotonicity of g gives g(LFP(g))5g(l)fl and therefore 

g(LFP(g))SLFP(g). Further, monotonicity gives g(g(LFP(g)))E; 

g(LFP(g)) and hence LFP(g)5g(LFP(g)) follows from the definition 

of UP (g) . 

Turning to abstract interpretation we now address the details 

that were omitted before. The formulation of the collecting semantics 

used the complete lattice (flz 
2 

),!: -) but this will not be essential 

below so we shall just assume a complete lattice L= (L, C-: ). It 

n 
was already-said that the equations define a function g from L to 

Ln (with n=5). ý, It is not hard to seethat g is monononic and hence 

there'is a least fixed point as stated. we shall write (G ..., G ) 
1n 

for this least fixed point. In the detection of signs analysis 

nn there is a monotonic function g, from L' to L' In the example L' 

is (flI 2 ),! E) but we shall only need that L' is a complete lattice. 

Again gl-has a least fixed point which is written (G 
n)* 

It remains to relate the G! to the G.. Ne already saw that this 
11 

is to be done using a concretization function conW. -ýL and an 

abstraction function abs: L--. ), Ll. It is apparent from the two 

examples given that the partial order represents the data flow 

analysis idea of "can safely be approximated by". It is t herefore 

natural to assume that abs and con are monotonic for this just means 

that they preserve "safe approximation". We shall also assume that 
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con(abs(l))Rl is always the case. This condition may be illustrated 

by 

L L' 

and it merely says that abs(l) is a safe description of 1. It is 

common also to assume that abs(con(l'))Sl' holds for all 11. This 

implies that abs(l) is the least element that safely describes 1, 

i. e. that 

abs(l) = R{l' I con (11)213 

because whenever con(11)21 we get ll-, Iabs(con(ll))2abs(l). These 

conditions upon abs and con may be reformulated as. 

VlCL: Vl'6L: a, bs(1)511<: P 15con(ll) 

0 

and (abs, con) is said to be a pair of adjoined functions whenever 

this is the case /CoCo79/. It is easy to see that this condition 

holds for the particular abs and con displayed earlier. The 

adjoinedness condition is further motivated and studied in /CoCo79/ 

and /Nie8la/. One property worth noting is that abs is completely 

additive. (as is straightforward to show). 

The desired relation between G! and G. is that G. Econ(G! ), i. e. 
1111 

that G! is a safe description of G.. Writing con n (1 1 ... ?l 11 n' 
(con(l1), -.., con(ln')) this may be written LFP(g)S con n (LFP(g')). 

To achieve this it, suffices to show that g*con nc con n. g, for then one 

has 
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g(con 
n (LFP(g')))E- con 

n (g'(LFP(g'))) = con 
n (LFP(gl)) 

and-by /Tar55/ the desired result follows. When (abs, con) is a 

pair of adjoined functions also (abs n con n is and g'con nEcon n. g' 

n. n is then equivalent to abs g'con 5 g'. Returning to the examples 

considered earlier it is straightforward to use the complete 

additivity of abs to show that equality holds and hence G! is a safe 
1 

description of G1 The function abs n. g-con 
n 

is said to be induced 

from g /CoCo79/ and is of interest because it intuitively is the best 

representation of g that can be obtained using the approximate space 

L'. 

Abstract interpretation is a quite general framework and we shall 

f 

consider a few additional examples. The detection of signs analysis 

(as well as the collecting semantics) is a relational method /Jon8la/ 

because the use of L' = 0(1 2) 
means that all combinations of values 

are considered. An alternative might be to use V= (ýP(U) 
2 

which 

gives an'independent attribute method where combinations of values 

cannot be explicitly considered. The relation between L' and L" may 

be defined by the following concretization and abstraction functions 

con'(Y 1Y2=y1 wy 2 

abs'(Y) ful3v: (u, v)CYI , 
ivl3u: (u, v)6YI 

As before a system of equations may be defined where G" 
start 

abs'(G and absl*g! *con'. This gives a monotonic function 
start 1 

g" from (L" )n to (L" )n and it is induced from g'. it follows that 

the least fixed point satisfies WE con'(GI. 1) and hence 

(con'con') 

so that G7 is a safe description of G.. 
11 
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One can move closer to the example given in the introduction by 

replacing e(I) with 

+ 

Here the elements are 0, -, O, +, all and the partial order has xýE y iff 

there is. a, non-descending path from x to y. One way to say that the 

above space is more approximate than 0(1) is to note that more 

subsets have the same least upper bounds. So the least upper bound 

operation may be viewed as expressing the "degree of approximation" 

just as the partial order expresses "can safely be approximated by". 

Another example where many sets have the same least upper bounds 

are in constant propagation where O(Z) is replaced by 

all 

0 

0 

with the concretization function being the obvious one. 

So far it has been assumed that the least fixed point is the 

desired solution. It is usually called the MFP solution (for 

maximal fixed point) because originally 2 was used where we have 

usedS. Another, solution is the MOP solution'(for meet over paths). 

If p is a path from the entrance of node n to the entrance of nj 

the composite effect of the gk Is (expressing the effect of the nodes) 

is written gp. e. g. 

gn 
1n2n4n5 

: ", g4 . g2, yes 
. 91 
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The MOP solution specifies that 

i= 
Otgp(ýstart)l P is a possibly cyclic path from n1 to niý 

is the desired information at entrance to n.. In the following we 

shall make use of the fact that there is no nonempty path that ends 

in n 1* if ý 
start start one can prove that MGi by induction on 

the maximal length of paths considored/KaUl77, CoCo77b/. If each 9k 

is completely additive one can show that is a fixed 

point of the corresponding system of equations and hence G 

This is the case for the collecting semantics (where gk=gk if 

not all gk are completely additive the solutions may be different 

and this is the case for constant propagation (for a suitable 

flowchart /KaUl77/). 

v 

It is usually, agreed that the MOP solution is the ideally desired 

solution rather than the MFP solution. Also it is quite easy to 

show that if F1 
start 

E con (ýstar 
t) and gk *con5 con*g-ý then the 

respective MOP solutions satisfy con(R! ). Despite this the MOP 

solution is not, usually computed, This is because there are 

complete lattices of. finite height (e. g. as in constant propagation) 

such that computation of. the MOP solution corresponds to solving the 

halting problem /KaUl77/. By contrast the MFP solution is decidable 

if the complete lattice has finite height. The idea is that finite 

height guarantees that g n(, L = g(gn(. L)) for some n and gn(. L) then 

equals LFP(g). We omit the details required for a formal statement 

of this. 
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Several papers give denotational formulations of properties of 

program computations. Some papers that have influenced the present 

work are surveyed below. A further reference is /Ple8l/ that 

considers storage sharing in SCHEME (a dialect of LISP). 

In /Don78/ an imperative language with while-looPs is given a 

0 

continuation-style standard semantics using locations. Then a 

non-standard semantics defining properties of computations is 

introduced. Where the standard semantics uses a flat domain of 

integers (Z ýL with elements Zv4j and xEy if x=lor x=y) the non- 

standard semantics uses a complete lattice L having as elements 

certain nonempty subsets of Z. L* It is assumed that all elements of 

L are left-closed (i. e. if xSy and y is a member so is x) and a 

further condition that we shall ignore. All sets I. L, x) for xeZ,. 

are elements of L and the'partial order is set-containment 

Where the standard semantics uses a domain expression Z. Lx ... 
the 

non-standard one uses LX... and a function f: Z. Lx... --), Z. Lx ... 

becomes g: Lg. *. -> Lx... In other words an "independent attribute 

method" is used. ' This is complemented by a formal proof that 

g(S): Z ff(x)l xESj but equality is not considered; we shall see 

in section 3.3 that it will not hold in general. The idea in how 

to define L builds on /WaSh77/ (see section 4.1) which shares some 

ideas with abstract interpretation but is not as "developed", 

A possible critique of such an approach is that one may only 

deduce the properties holding at the end of the program and not at 

other program points. The latter is achieved in /Don8l/ for a 

similar language. - A standard semantics is modified to produce a 
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list of the intermediate values arising at various program points. 

Then non-standard semantics are defined that map program, points to 

properties holding there. For the four data flow analyses considered 

in the paper it is proved that the non-standard semantics includes 

descriptions of all the intermediate values produced. The notation 

used is that of the Semantics Implementation System (SIS /Mos79/). 

This may be the reason for why the formulation is further removed 

than /Don78/ from the monotono frameworks or abstract interpretation 

approaches. The SIS system will, however, loop upon iterative 

programs (as is explained in chapter 6) so the analyses cannot be 

automatically: executed /Ple8l/. The solution specified is not related 

to the MOP and MFP solutions of the traditional approach. 

In /Nie82/ the framework of abstract interpretation is given 

a denotational formulation for a language similar to the previous. 

First the semantics is given using a store semantics (see /MiSt76/). 

It is then modified so as to map program points to the set of states 

possible there. Thirdly, a "static semantics" is obtained by 

modifying the previous semantics to accept sets of states as input. 

It is proved that with input S the states specified at some point 

are the union over the-elements of S of those the previous semantics 

0 specified there. The fourth semantics replaces sets of states by 

complete lattices of description elements. These complete lattices 

are related to sets of states using pairs of adjoined functions (in 

fact a weaker condition) and the latter semantics is proved correct 

with respect to the "static semantics" (i. e. it specifies a safe 

approximation). All these semantics are in continuation style and 

it is shown that the abstract information specified is the MOP 

solution. It is also possible to obtain the MFP solution. 
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A companion paper /Nie8lb/ shows that the data flow information 

can be used to assert the correctness of the program transformation 

method of constant folding (and to some extent also useless code 

elimination). In these papers the denotational formulation of 

abstract interpretation is mainly viewed as a convenient stop in 

proving the correctness of pro(jram transformations depending on data 

flow information. It is not discussed whethor it would be 

feasible to execute the denotational formulations directly (e. g. 

on a modified SIS system). 

An application of abstract interpretation to the optimization of 

applicative programs is contained in /Myc8l/. Further an attempt is 

made at extqnding abstract interpretation to include certain aspects 

of termination. The attempt is of rather limited applicability, 

however, and the main application is incorrect. The motivation for 

sections 5.3 to 5.5 of this thesis therefore was to present a correct 

and slightly more general development. 

1.4 AIMS OF THE THESIS AND OVFRVIFW 

The denotational, approaches to formulating abstract interpretation 

(orjust data flow analyses) have only considered toy languages. This 

0 gives rise to two shortcomings: 

a) it is'not completely specified how an ordinary denotational 

- semantics is changed to one that performs abstract inter- 

pretation, 

b) it is unclear what language features in some realistic 

language might give rise to difficulties that have not been 

solved for some of the previous toy languages. 
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Further, 

c) formulations generally use an "independent attribute 

method" even in cases where a "relational method" poses 

no technical problems. 

The operational formulations, of 

shortcoming b). Shortcoming a) 

because some generality is obta 

charts but it is not clear that 

language features. Shortcoming 

view but-is still implicit. 

abstract interprotation also has 

occurs in a slightly weaker form 

ined by considering arbitrary flow- 

the flowchart view encompasses all 

c) does not surface in the flowchart 

A further shortcoming of these approaches (except in a crude way 

parts of /CoCo79/ and /CoCo78/) is that. 

d) no notion of termination is considered 

0 

This is a problem mostly ignored in data flow analysis but when 

considering ambitious program transformations (like in-line expansion 

of procedures). this seems to be needed. 

The development in chapters 2,3 and 4 is concerned with a), b) 

and c) above. First, the use of denotational semantics gives, the 

potential for remedying a) because denotational semantics has been 

used to give the semantics of most realistic languages. To fully 

achieve a) a, metalanguage is defined (in section 2.1) and the 

development works for any language whose semantics can be defined in 

that metalanguage. The types are classified into two levels and 

this gives information about which types in the collecting semantics 

should be powersets (in general not all types should). There are 

some syntactical limitations in the metalanguage that requires further 
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research to overcome. This means that b) is achieved because the 

language features that cannot be treated (e. g. procedures as 

parameters) are those whose semantics uses features not included in 

the metalanguage. Whether c) is achieved or not depends on general- 

izing the notion of "relational method". If this is taken to be 

"as in the collbcting semantics" then some progress is made. In 

particular, the study of the tensor product (in section 3.2) seems 

to generalize the relational method of /Jon8la/ from powersets to a 

large class of complete lattices (as is discussed in section 4.5). 

Some simplifying decisions have been made in order to allow the 

development to concentrate upon a), b) and c). An important one 

is not to consider program points. This means that the development 

in a sense is closer to /Don78/ than to /Nie82/. It is hoped that 

program points can be introduced much as in /Nie82/. Once this is 

done program transformations and implementation of the analyses may 

be considered. Another important decision is only to treat "domain- 

independent" issues of abstract interpretation. An example "domain- 

independent" issues is expected definitions of functionals like 

conditional. But examples of how to choose an approximation lattice 

for some particular purpose (e. g. type checking) will not be given 

v as these can be found elsewhere. 

Chapter-5 is concerned with d), the problem of expressing 

termination. The mathematics is more complicated so it is only done 

at the level of toy languages. The motivation for this work is to 

bring more data flow analyses within the world of abstract interpre7 

tation. One application is to validate a data flow analysis that 

has been found useful for detecting when call-by-name can be replaced 



by call-by-value /Myc8l/. Another, more philosophical, application 

is to show that nondeterminism is nothifig but a particular data flow 

analysis. A more detailed overview of each chapter is given below. 

Overview of chapter 2 

The semantic metalanguage is defined in section 2.1. It consists 

of syntax for types (domains) and expressions (elements). The types 

are divided into_two nearly identical levels. The level of a type 

is used to determine (in the collecting semantics) whether the 

domain or its powerdomain (roughly powerset) should be used. The 

levels might be viewed as separating what is sometimes called static 

and dynamic semantics. The metalanguage has one major limitation 

namely that functions are not "first class citizens". 

The basic domain theory is reviewed in section 2.2. In particular 

domain constructors (like cartesian product) are defined and it is 

shown how to solve (possibly nested) recursive domain equations. 

Categorical concepts (mainly category, functor and limiting cone) 

are found useful, for stating definitions and results. (These 

concepts are all explained in section 2.2. ) Much of the material 

is quite standard so many facts are stated with no or little proof. 

The proofs given generally use order theoretic methods (as in /PlOLN/ 

and. /SmPl82/) rather than categorical methods (as in /LeSM81/). In 

particular, nested recursive domain equations is handled by 

considering certain functors over a category whose morphisms are 

pairs of functions. 

The metalanguage will be interpreted in many different ways (one 

for each kind of semantics considered). It is therefore helpful to 
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define the notion of an interpretation to specify those aspects 

that are not fixed throughout the thesis. 'This is done in section 

2.3 and the semantics of the metalanguage is then given relative to 

an. interpretation. The standard semantics /MiSt76/ (i. e. the 

ordinary denotational semantics) is then defined by specifying the 

standard interpretation S. 

The metalanguage has a "flavour" that will be useful lclter but 

differs from e. g-. /Sto77/ (e. g. the functionality of conditional). 

So to show the "expressiveness" of the metalanguage section 2.4 

gives examples of its use. The major example is to define the 

semantics of an imperative language with procedures (like SMALL 

in /Gor79/). The other example is a simple applicative language 

(recursion equation schemes). 

Overview of chapter 3 

The first step towards formulating abstract interpretation is 

v 

to define the'analogue of the collecting semantics of /CoCo77b/. 

(It was called the "static semantics" in /CoCo77b/ but this conflicts 

with the terminology of static versus dynamic semantics. Unfortu- 

nately the terminology "collecting semantics" was used in /Nie82/ 

to mean something slightly different. ) Previously the powerset 

&( ... ) has been used but for the denotational formulation some power- 

domain /Plo76, Smy78/ seems to be needed. Three candidates are 

considered in section 3.1 and the relational (or lower) powerdomain 

Ip R(... ) is chosen because 0R (Z. L) essentially is jq(Z). The section 
I 

then covers the necessary theory about this powerdomain. 
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Section 3.2 defines and ntudies the tensor product LAOM of certain 

complete lattices L and M. The tensor product is of interest because 

If (DXE) essentially is IP (D)OF (E) The practical use of it is 
RRR 

further descussed in section 4.5 and it is claimed that the tensor 

product allows for a generalization (from powersets to complete 

lattices) of the relational method of /Jon8la/; the independent 

attribute method then amounts to use of cartesian product. The 
I 

treatment of the*tensor product in section 3.2 includes giving 

different charac-terisations of it (one as a function space) and 

a picture of a tensor, prodLr-t of non-powerdomains. 

The collecting interpretation is defined in section 3.3. The 

idea is that a function f: Z XZ --*), Z becomes g: )4) 
JL i A. QOR"-1YSýý? R(ZJ-_' R(ZJ-)* 

The major theorem is to show that this is done in such a way that 

g is the "pointwise" application of f. Intuitively this means that 

g(Y) = 
Jf(y)l 

yF. YJ. This result requires the use of several tech- 

niques, most notably the use of predicates defined on domains given 

as solutions to recursive domain equations. Luckily some of the 

results are proved in sufficient generality that they can be reused 

in chapter 4. 

Overview of chapter 4 

The development of abstract interpretation builds on the notion 

of a pair of adjoined (abstraction and concretization) functions. 

To stay within the usual (continuous) domain theory some additional 

assumptions are needed and these are formulated in section 4.1. 

Further, two additional properties upon the abstraction functions 

are studied. One amounts to when it could have been defined by a 
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"representation function". The other is that so-called "essential" 

v 

elements are preserved. This condition is found of use in section 

4.4. It is argued that this property formalises a vague intuition 

about when one approximation space is more natural than another. 

The main development of abstract interpretation is performed in 

section 4.2. The idea is that a data flow analysis is specified as 

an interpretation-mith certain properties; such interpretations 

are called approximating interpretations. The collocting interpre- 

tation should be thought of as an approximating interpretation that 

is approximated by all others. First, the notion of when one 

approximating interpretation is safely approximated by another is 

defined using a family of adjoined abstraction and concretization 

functions (indexed by the types in one of the levels). It is 

shown that this condition is sufficient and necessary for a similar 

conqition (A 
con, t 

) to hold between the semantics of expressions 

given by the two approximating interpretations. When g and h 

correspond to nodes in the flowchart the condition g 'ýcon, t 
h 

is nothing but the condition 

g*con Econ*h 

met earlier. Secondly, it is possible to specify an induced 

interpretation (generalizing'the induced predicate transformers of 

/CoCo79/). This requires a given approximating interpretation, 

a family of more approximate spaces and'a family of abstraction 

and concretization functions. It gives an approximating interpre- 

tation that uses'the'approximate spaces and is a safe approximation 

to the given interpretation. In a certain sense it is as precite 

as possible. 
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Section 4.3 considers how to define the abstraction and concreti- 

zation functions by structural induction, upon the indexing types. 

This was not of importance above but is in keeping with the 

principle Of compositionality of denotational semantics. This is 

complicated by the possibility that the two data flow analyses use 

different "methods", e. g. one uses a relational method where the 

other uses an independent attribute method. The solution adopted 

is to specify the "change of method" using the categorical notion 

of a natural transformation. Several examples of such transform- 

ations are studied. 

For some purposes an induced interpretation may be'viewed as 

being too precise. Composition is an example of this. One may 

expect the definition of "composition" to be functional composition. 

Even if this is the case in some given approximating interpretation 

it needs not hold in the induced interpretation. It is, however, 

safe to use functional composition instead. Many similar examples 

can be given and these are studied in section 4.4. For some of these 

it will be required that the abstraction functions preserve 

"essential" elements. Finally, section 4.5 goes further into the 

discussion of why use of the tensor product gives a relational 

methodi 

Overview of chapter 5 

In the beginning of chapter 5 it is argued that for some purposes 

a development based on the relational powerdomain is unsuitable. 

The problem is that it is impossible to express (in the collecting 

semantics) that some expression will terminate. To be able to do so 
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it is necessary to use'. another powerdomain and its theory is covered 

in section 5.2. It is sufficient for the purposes of this chapter 

but is not as general as might be desired (often the powerdomain is 

not a "domain"). In this development it is no longer valid to 

assume continuity and a "domain theory" based on monotonicity is 

covered in section 5.1 (but not for recursive domain equations). 

Sections 5.3 to 5.5 consider a simple applicative language. 

First its standard and collecting semantics are defined and related. 

Because of the richness of the powerdomain the collecting semantics 

is a more faithful representation of the standard semantics. 

Secondly, it is argued that the powerdomain and all approximation 

spaces should be equipped with two partial orders. One represents 

"safe approximation" and the other corresponds to the usual 

partial order that is used in domain theory to define least fixed 

points. Chapters 2 to 4 may be viewed as a study ot the special 

case where they are equal! The intuitive difference between these 

partial orders was already stated in /Nie8la/ and /Nie82/ and an 

attempt at formalising it was made in /Myc8l/ (but using the wrong 

powerdomain). For such spaces a framework of abstract interpretation 

is developed. Thirdly, the applications show the correctness of a 

data flow analysis that was used in /Myc8l/ to detect when call-by- 

name can be replaced by call-by-value. 

Sections 5.6 and 5.7 study a simple nondeterministic language. 

The major aim is to show that the nondeterministic semantics of a 

program c is nothingbut a certain abstract interpretation of a 

deterministic program c'. The idea is to replace every occurrence 

ar c 
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of a nondeterministic choice in c by 

if hd(o) then o: =tl(o); c 1 else o: =tl(o); c 2 

in order to get c'. Here o is an oracle /Mil75/. It is used to 

resolve which choice should be made and is modified so it can be 

used to resolve the next choice. The idea is that the semantics 

of c equals an abstract interpretation of c' where all oracles 

are assumed possible. To perform this development the powerdomain 

of section 5.2 seems needed and abstract interpretation is extended 

somewhat. It is then a natural data flow analysis question to 

investigate what happens if not all oracles are possible. Under 

some reasonable assumptions the amount of potential difference is 

shown to be bounded by the nondeterministic semantics and a modified 

semantics that distinguishes between "may diverge" and "may have to 

diverge" - 

9 
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STANDARD 
SEMANTICS 

This ch6pter develops the framewcrk of denotational semantics in 

which the formulation of abstract interpretation will be performed 

in chapter 4. The syntactic aspects of the semantic metalanguage 

are given in section 2.1 and the two-level type structure is 

explained. Applications of the metalanguage for defining semantics 

for example languages are given in section 2.4. The semantic 

aspects of the metalanguage are treated in section 2.3 and central 

to this is the definition of an interpretation. This is exemplified 

by defining the standard-intetpretation. The domain theory needed 

for this is developed/reviewed in section 2.2. 

2,1 SYNTAX OF THE METALANGUAGE 

The metalanguage has notation for defining types, which are to 

denote domains, and for defining expressions, which are to denote 

elements of domains. We begin with a study of the types and their 

0 two-level, nature. Later the expressions are considered. 

The two levels of types are called the top-level, and the. bottom- 

level. We use the metavariable t for the former and gt for the latter. 

The syntax for the two levels is rather similar so underlining i's 

used to disambiguate: 
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tA11t1X.. Oxt kIt1*... 9t kI tll*o*+tk 1tIIt1+t2 

recXiot 
IXi[ ft 

ft gt 1: ± g t2 

gt AiI gt 1X... xgt kI gtý--02Lgtk 
I 

gtl: L*O*: Lgtk I gtl 

EecX, ogt 
I Xi 

The top-level types should be rather familiar. The A1 are 

unspecified basic types but we shall assume that the truth values T 

are included. Types are combined using k-ary type constructors: 

X is cartesian product, -X is smash product and + is coalesced sum. 

These are defined in section 2.2 and we shall assume that k>, 2. To 

be precise we should be explicit about the value of k, e. g. have 

X2,93 etc., but this would make the notation heavier and detract 

from readability. A new least element may be added by lifting, as 

in tj and function spaces may be defined, as in t1 --)It 2* Recursive 

types are available_via recX.. t and the possibility of using X in t. 
1i 

An example is recX. N+(N*X) that is the type of nonempty lists of 

integers (assuming N is the type of integers). This notation allows 

for nested use of recursive types. We shall postpone the discussion 

of ft'(and gt). 

For a type expression t and a finite set V of variables X., the 
1 

0 static well-formedness condition V I- t is defined by structural induc- 

tion on t as indicated below. Among other things it says that the 

free variables of t are included in V. 

t A1 t10.. tk ** .* 
recX. t x gt,: 2, gt 2 

vi-. t tt Akv 1- t Vvixl F- t XEV 
20t 

The use of the empty set 0 in the rule for Vý gtl: ±_gt 2 will be 

explained later. Type expressions t such that 0 ý- t will be of 
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special interest and are said to be closed. 

a 

It seems clear that the top-level types suffice for most impera- 

tive languages so it needs to be explained why a bottom-level is 

introduced. Consider command continuations /Sto77/ (of type C) for 

a language with states (of type S). In a continuation style 

semantics the meaning-of a, command is a continuation transformer (of 

type G). The definitions that are to be used are G=C --ý, C in the 

top-level and C=S -Io S in the bottom-level. For a standard 
I 

semantics /MiSt76/ this distinction is superfluous so we shall 

consider a non-standard semantics. In the collecting semantics it 

should be clear that elements of C are to be functions from IP(S) to 

6)(S). Further, elements of G are still to be functions from C to 

C, --not flC) to e(C), as abstract interpretation is only poncerned 

with the "state transformation" aspects and does not change a 

continuation style semantis to something else /Nie82/. So the use 

of the two levels is a welcome guide in the development of chapters 

and 4. 

Remark. One-may ponder whether the use of two levels might be 

useful for, other, purposes than abstract interpretaion. An example 

that seems to show this is the case is code generation /MiSt76/6 

Here C is to be thought of as the domain-of code (for state trans- 

formations) while G is still a domain of functions from code to 

code. In effect -* is to be interpreted as a function space 

construction whereas is to be-interpreted as textual represen- 

tation for functions. Perhaps one may view the top-level as the 

place to express what is sometimes called static semantics and the 

bottom-level as the place to express dynamic semantics. In 
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particular it will emerge (later in this section and in section 2.4) 

that mutually recursive function definitions will be "solved" in the 

top-level. 

The bottom-level types are much like the top-level types. In 

particular the unspecified base types A1 are assumed to include the 

v 

truth-values T. Domain constructors will be interpreted differently 

in various semantics and are underlined so they can be distinguished 

from those in tho top-level. As an example + will be + in the 

standard semantics but in the collecting semantics it will be K 

because Of(A+B) "is" e(A)XL? (B) and not ý(A)+e(B). It might be of 

practical use in some semantics to have several versions of the domain 

constructors (e. g. so that they could be interpreted 

differently later and this should not cause any problems. Finally# 

the static well-formedness condition VF gt is defined much as 

before. 

The main difference between the two levels is that the bottom- 

level has no function-spaces, i. e. we do not have gt :: = ft. 

Amending this would cause problems in chapter 4 that are not 

immediate to solve (see chapter 6). It is a consequence that e. g. 

procedures as parameters and "storable procedures" cannot be treated. 

This limits the generality of working at the metalanguage level but 

it is desirable that limitations'in the theory are brought out at 

the syntactic level! ' ' 

The interplay between the two levels is somewhat restricted. 

Using t :: = ft the bottom-level types may be included among the top- 

level types. This is useful e. g. for the function get defined in 

section 2.4. The functionality of get is Ir-tS--? V*S which means that 
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get accepts a location and gives a "state transfQrmation" from 

states to values and states. In the collecting semantics this 

becomes L->LP(S)-*F(V*q) so the idea is that identifiers always 

denote single locations. If this is not the case the metalanguage 

may be unsuitable because t :: = gt is not allowed. For the purposes 

of this thesis this is not felt too restrictive. It is in accord 

with the spirit of abstract interpretation where "state transformations" 

(i. e. ft-types) ar'e of prime interest. Further, if t :: = gt is 

allowed then the close 'connection between standard semantics and 

the collecting semantics that is proved in the next chapter is 

likely to fail (see the discussion after theorem 3.3: 14). 

There is no mechanism for binding a top-level typý into a bottom- 

level type. The need for doingso does not arise in this thesis. 

Also the possibility of viewing ft-types as "code" may suggest 

that this would not always be meaningful. Consequently the bottom- 

level is in a sense "below" the top-level. Finally, it should be 

explained why Vý gt 1: 1q t2 iff 01-gt 1 and 01-gt 2* This enforces that 

no domain variable ranging over a bottom-level type (i. e. gt-type) 

can be bound (by rec)-in the top-level and this simplifies part of 

the development. Another way to enforce this might be to distinguish 

between bottom-level and top-level domain variables and assume they 

can only be bound by a rec operator of the appropriate level. 

Remark. Since a development of abstract interpretation involves 

making operational ideas denotational it may be well to ask whether 

the type constructors are natural from an operational point of view. 

One idea might be that functions in the top-level should be total 

functions between domains and that cartesian product corresponds to 
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tupling. Further, one might believe that functions in the bottom- 

0 

level should be partial functions between predomains (domains 

possibly without jL), and that cartesian product corresponds to 

tupling. We shall use total functions between domains but by using 

the smash product much the same effect is obtainod. This suggests 

that smash product in the top-level and cartesian product in the 

bottom-level are not "natural". In fact these two type constructors 

give technical problems later (in particular in sections 4.2 and 4.4). 

Next the syntax of expressions is defined. Contrary to the types 

it is possible to use "top-level notation" inside "bottom-level 

notation" and vice versa. The definition below annotates the various 

pieces of syntax with the corresponding domain constructors and 

suggests the intended meaning. Further hints are presented 

afterwards and the formal semantics is given in section 2.3. 

(e P...,, e )I e1ji k 

e1..., e k e' 

in i el I is i el lout 
i ef 

1up el Idef e' Idown e' 

ýx: t. el Ie1 (e 
2)Ix 

Imkrec e' lunrec 
el 

le 
1 --P e2, e31Y e' 

If 

(for X: tupling, indexing) 

(for *: tupling, indexing) 

(for +: inject, test, extract) 

(for'. L: inject, test, extract) 

(for -t ) 

(for rec: inject, extract) 

(conditional, fixed points, 

constants) 
Ituple 

el,..., e k 
Itake 

1 
(for k). 

Ismashtuple 
el,..., e kl smashtake i (for 

lin, Icase 
e1..., e k (for +) 
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I lift e' 
I 

up 
[fold lunfold 

Icond 
el, e 2e31e1 ae 2 

(for L) 
(for rec) 

(conditional, composition) 

We shall use parqntheses freely. The constants fi are left 

unspecified but at some points we shall need to assume that certain 

functions are included. The most common example of this is the 

identity function id of type gt--), gt. 

The static well-formednoss relation defined below gives the 

respective types and this may clarify the intention with the constructs. 

The syntax*for top-level constructors is much as in /Sto77/ and 

/PloLN/. The syntax for bottom-level constructors are in a different 

style as will be motivated later. It may therefore help to sketch the 

intended meaning in the standard semantics: 

(tuple f I'f2)(vl'v2) (f1(v1)'f2(v2)) 

(case f 1'f2) (ini v) f, (v) 

(lift f)(Upv) = f(v) 

(cond f 1'f2'f3)(v) = fl(v)-'. ý'f2(v)'f3(v) 

0 

i. e. f2 (v) or f3 (v) depending on f1 (v) tt or ff 

(f I of 2)(v) 
fi (f2 (ý V)) 

The static well-formednes. s relation tenv Fe: t means that e 

has type t in type environment tenv. A'type environment is a 

function from`a'finite'-ýubset of identifiers (xj y, xl etc. ) to the 

set of closed top-level types. It will be assumed throughout that 

t is closed. The relation is defined structurally on e by the 

following inference rules and axioms (some of which have side 

conditions). 
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product 
tenvý-e i :ti (all i) 

tenvi-(e 1 ..., e k ): t Ix... 
xt 

k 

smash tenvF ei :t (all i) tenvFefti -W 

product tenvj-(*el,..., e k 9): t 1 
W. " k tenv Fe ti: t 

f 

tcnvý-c: t. 
sum 

tenvi-in e: t 1 +... +t k 

tenvý-e: t +... +t k* 

tenvFout e: t 1 

tenvýe: t tenv e: t 
lifting 

tenvF up e: tL tenvF def e: T 

tenv[t 1 
/x3 Fe: t 2 

function - 
tenv F ýx: t1e: t 

.1 
--ý t2 

tenv i- e1: t1 --> t2 tenv Fe2: t1 

tenv Fe1 (e 
2): t2 

tenvFx: t if tenv(x)=t 

0 

recur- ten, 7F e: t[recx. t/xl 
sive 
types tenvt-mkrec e: recX. t 

tenvF e: t 19 xt k 

tenvFeli: t 

tonvi-e: t 

tcnvýis i e: T 

tenv F e: tj. 

tenv F down e: t 

tenv F e: recX. t 

tenvF unrec e: t[recX. t/Xl 

tenvý-e 1 :T tenvF e2 :t tenvi-e 3 :t 
cond. 

tenv Fe14e2e3: t 

fixed tenvV e: t-l-t 

points tenvl- Ye: t 

const. tenvF f1 :t1 if CP(O, t i) 

Let us pause at this point in listing the defining rules for the 

relation and clarify the notation. The type of truthvalues is T, 

and tenv[tl/xl denotes the type environment that is t' upon x and 
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otherwise as tenv. Syntactic substitution t[t'/Xl is defined as in the 

A-calculus (see e. g. /Sto77/). To be precise in 
1e 

should be written 

in 
1 

(t 1 k) but the simpler notation should not cause 

confusion. A similar ambiguity occurs with mkrec because a term 

t[recx. t/Xj needs not determine t uniquely. 

The types t1 of constants f1 will not be specified but it is 

important for the-development to restrict the types that are 

allowed. (An example is the definition of view t 
in section 3.3. ) 

This is achieved using the predicate CP(V, t). A. type t is said to 

be, contravariantly pure iff CP(O, t) holds and the idea is that this 

is the case iff no ft occurring in t is in the domain of a function 

space construction. The intention with V is that it contains those 

domain variables that denote a type that contains some ft. The 

definition. of CP(V, t) is by structural induction on t and uses 

the auxiliary, predicate P(V, t) (for no ft whatsoever). 

t CP (V, t) 

Ai ;-I tt 

t xseoxt Ak Cp (V, t k 

100. I-. 00 

t1 -) t2 P(V, t 
1 

)A CP(Vjt 
2) 

recX. t' CP(VUIXI, tl) VP(Vtt, ) 

x tt 

F-It I tt 

P (VI t) 

tt 

Ak P(V, t 

A2 P(V, t 

P(Vltl) 

x0v 

ff 

Some examples may help: recX. N-*Xx(N-I#N) is contravariantly pure 

and so is recX. N+(X-tX) but recX. X-PN-*N is not (unfold the 

definition). 
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We now continue listing the rules for the well-formedness 

relation. Recall that T is the type of the truth-values in the 

bottom-level. 

tenvV eg týg t (all i) 
product -I 

tenvi-tuple e 1'***'Ok: gtýg tl A *** yt k 

tenvf-take i : gt ýýg t kýýg ti 

smash tenv Fe : gt: Lgt (all i) 

product tenvi-sinashtuple el,..., e k: 9t 
-"" 

9t it' * '±9 tk 

tenvý smashtake i : gt 1! -* * *ýEg tkft-g ti 

sum 

lifting 

rec. 

tenvi-in i : gt iýg tl±*'*±gtk 

tenv ý- egti.::. tg t (all i) 

tenvi-case el,..., e k: gtl±***±g tk-I gt 

tenv F e: gt-t gt 

tenvF lift e: gt -tgtl 
tenvý- up: gt--o gt 

-L 

tenvý-fold: gt[. EecX. gt/X]=recX. gt 

tenvý-unfold: recX. gt=_gt[LecX. gt/X] 

tenv ý- e1 : gt-OT tenv I- e2: g t--: p gt tenvv- e3 : gýýgtl 
cond. - 

tenvf-cond el, e 2 pe 3: g"gt' 

tenvi-e : gt --Pgt tenvi-e : gt 
COMPO 

12 ý- 123: ±g t2 

tenv I- e1ae2: gt 3: 
±g t1 

Again there are minor ambiguities. For example in. should be indexed 
1 

by gt 1,8691gtk and perhaps underlined to distinguish it from the 

similar syntax in the top-level metalanguage. 

We now comment upon the syntax of expressions. The syntax 

relating to the top-level type constructors focuses on elements, as 
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in (v 1'***'vk ) that is a tuple, whereas the syntax relating to the 

bottom-level type constructors focuses on functions, as in 

(tuple fl, .... fk) that is a function. it is possible to use a syntax 

focusing on functions throughout (see /PloLN/) but it seems to be 

more common to focus on elements (e. g. /Sto77/). For the syntax 

relating to bottom-level types it seems necessary to focus on 

functions, e. g. in the definition Of cond in section 3.3. This is 

in accord with abstract interpretation where it is certain "state 

transformation" functions that are of interest. Also note that the 

constructs tuple, smashtuple, case, lift, cond and U may be viewed 

as. functionals of type ft n 
--)oft. They are the prime examples of 

"constants" whose types are not contravariantly pure. In particular 

there are no constructs of type ft-* T (or gt-+ T) so in a sense the 

dynamic semantics cannot influence the static semantics. 

This section reviews/develops the domain theory needed to define 

the standard semantics of the metalanguage. Most of the material 

is quite standard and can be found elsewhere, e. g. in /SmPl82/ in a 

terse presentation and in /PloLN/. The material originates with 

& Dana Scott who gives a "modern" presentation of the theory in /Sco82/ 

but in a different flavour than used here. Less standard results 

will be proved but much will be stated without proof. A few concepts 

from category theory /ArMa75/ are used but no previous knowledge is 

assumed. 
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Partially ordered sets, complete lattices and chains were defined 

in chapter 1. A cpo (countably complete partial order) is a partially 

ordered set D= (D, S) with a least element and least uppper bounds 

of chains. A subset II of D is directed if each finite subset of 11 

has an upper bound in 11. Then one can prove that a partially ordered 

set is a cpo iff-it has a least element and every countable directed 

set has a least upper bound. A cpo D is flat iff the formula 

dS d' 0 (d=. L v d=d 1) 

is true. Example flat cpo's are: 

tt ff 

0 

In general, for any set S there is the flat cpo s, with elements 

S, v4J (assuming a disjoint union). The set OjL will be of special 

interest and is denoted U. ' We shall sometimes write 0 for I-r)j.. 

An element d of a cpo D is finite iff for every chain (d 
n)n 

we 

have that dS qd 
n 

implies that dSd 
n 

for some n. The idea is that 

finite elements correspond to approximative information about fully 

defined elements /Sco82/. This is exemplified by the cpo of 

partial functions from N to N ordered by subset on the graphs of 

the functions. Here the finite elements are the partial functions 

that have a*finite domain. For this cpo every element is the least 

upper bound of a chain of finite elements. This is often the case 

and motivates: 

Definition A cpo D is countably algebraic, (or just algebraic) if 

the set BD "ý JbGDJ b is finiteý is countable and each M has 
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d= Lýb for some chain (b ) with each b GB 9 nnnnD 

We shall mostly assume cpo's to be algebraic as this simplifies some 

constructions; this assumption is made in many developments of 

domain theory. One can show that in an algebraic cpo every directed 

set has a least upper bound. Clearly S. L is algebraic iff S is 

countable. It is convenient to know: 

Fact 2.2: 1. A cpo D is algebraic iff there is a countable subset H 

whose elements are finite and where each element d of D can be 

written JJH' for a directed subset III of H. The set H then equals 

BD. I/I 

Not all constructions upon cpo's that we will consider preserve 

algebraicity. We therefore define an additional property and we 

shall see that the conjunction of the two properties is preserved. 

Definition A. cpo D is consistently complete iff UH 
exists for every 

subset H of D that has an upper bound in D. 

A cpo D is consistently complete iff the partially ordered set D' 

obtained by adding a new greatest element to D is a complete lattice. 

It is generally believed that in practice cpo's are algebraic and 
7 

consistently complete; such cpo's are often called domains (essential- 

ly as in /Sco82/). On the other hand it. is often unnatural to 

assume cpols to be complete lattices because the "artificial" greatest 

element may invalidate equalities that hold operationally (see e. g. 

/PloLN/) 

We now define several ways of defining a cpo in terms of others. 

Let D, Dl, ..., Dk be CPO's and assume that 0-2. The Cartesian 
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product DX... XD or JTD. has as elements tuples (dl,..., d with 1k11 k) 

d1 ED 
1 and is partially ordered componentwise, i. e. 

(d ,... d)5 (d, ..... d1l) iff for all i that diF d! 
1kI 

This gives a cpo with IJ and 
Pdefined 

componentwise and it is 

algebraic/consistently-complete/a domain if all D1 are. we write 

(dl,..., d k) 
ji for d. Closely associated with the cartesian product 

is the smash product DI -V... -ýD k The elements are those tuples 

(dl,..., d 
k) where some d is 

-L 
iff all are. The partial order is 

as before and defines a cpo that is algebraic / consistently complete/ 

a domain if all D are. The function sinash: D 
1X... 

XD 
k -. k%D 1 -M *D 

k 

sends (dl,,..., J ..... d 
k) to (I ...... L) and otherwise acts as the 

identity. 

The coalesced sum D1+... +D k or 
1D has as elements pairs (i, d i) 

with d1 4D 
1 and diý. L and additionally the element -L. The partial 

orde 
Ir 

has A to be least and (i, d i )Ei(j, d i) iff i=j and di5dj, This 

g ives a cpo that is algebraic/ consistently complete/ a domain if 

all D. are. The function in.: D -7D +... +D sends I to Iand 
11i1k 

otherwise di to (i, d i ). Similarly out i :D1+... +D k -aloD i sends (i, d i) 

to d1 and otherwise gives. L. Finally, is i :D1+... +D k -*T sends (i, d 

to tt and L to .L and otherwise g'ives ff- 
0 

The lifting D. L has as elements a new least element L and for 

each element deD the element (O, d). The partial order has 

(O, d)g (O, dl) iff dEd'. This gives a cpo that is algebraic/ 

consistenly complete/ a domain if D is. The function up: D--kD. L. 

(0, d) to d. sends d to (O, d) and down: D --ID sends L to Land 

Finally, def: D. L-lp T sends L to Land (0, d) to tt 
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Before defining function spaces we explain the notion of 

continuity. A function f: D 1 -4D 2 is continuous iff it is monotonic 

and for each chain (d 
n)n of D, it is the case that f(U 

ndn 
)= ýf(d 

n)' 

Note that the monotonicity of f ensures that (f(d 
n 

)) 
n 

is a chain in 

D and that f (U d ): 2 Lj f (d It is helpful to know that f(011) 2nnnn 
Uýf(h)j hEHS holds when f is continuous and 11 is countable and 

9 

directed. If D1 is algebraic this holds even when 11 is not 

countable. It is not hard to show that f: D X ... AD 7*D is continuous 1k 

iff for all dl,, ...,. d 
k and i the equation g(d) = f(dl,..., d,. *"dk) 

defines a continuous function g: D i --)PD. All the functions defined so 

far in this section are continuous and it is generally believed that 

all functions should be continuous /Sco82/. 

The function space D1 --. +D 2 
has as elements all continuous 

function s from D1 to D 2' The partial order is defined pointwise, 

i. e. fS V iff f(d)E fl(d) holds for all elements d of D1 This 

gives a cpo, with least upper bounds determined pointwise. it is a 

domain if D1 and D2 are. but needs not be algebraic if D1 and D2 are 

only algebraic /PloLN/. 

If f i's a,, continuous function upon a cpo it has a least fixed 

point LFP(f) =Un fn(,. ). Here fn is the n-fold composition of f and 

the monotonicity of f gives that (f n (j)) 
n 

is a chain. Clearly 

fn(. 4) is a fixed point and to see it is less than any other fixed, 
h 

point d one shows fn(. L)Sd by induction on n and then deduces that 

Ljfn (1)5d. The formula LFP(f) = [lid If(d)5dj suggested by /Tar55/ 
n 

still holds: For Un fn LL) is an element of the set on the righthand 

side and any other element d has Lý fn (jL)Ed as can be shown by a 

proof similar to the proof that U fn (ýL) is the least fixed point. 
h 
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Using LFP (f) = LJ fn(,. ) it is not hard to show tha t LFP is a continu- 

ous function from D4 D to D (see e. g. /Sto77/)* 

The proof that Un fn(. L) is the least fixed point is typical of 

many proofs. To facilitate such proofs one can use the following 

proof rule. A predicate P on the cpo D is admissible (inclusive) 

iff P(. L) is true and if for every chain (d 
n)n 

the truth of all P(d 
n) 

gives the truth of P(Lýd 
n 

). Then for a continuous f: D->D and 

admissible P we have the rule of fixed point induction (Scott-. 

induction) 

P (x) =: > P (f (x) ) 

P (LFP (f )) 

For since P is, admissible P(. 1. ) holds and induction on n shows that 

all the P(f n (j. )) hold and hence P( 0 n(., ) holds. (Often P(. L) is 
n 

made a premise of the rule and then not assumed in the definition 

of admissibility. ) As an example the predicate P(x) defined by 

Vd: (f(d)Sd --> xSd) may be used to i)rove that LFP(f)Ed whenever 

f (d)S d. 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the solution of 

(parameterised) recursive domain equations. The development is 

closer to /SmPl82/ and /PloLN/ than to the universal domain 

approach /Sco76/. This calls for the use of some categorical 

concepts to expedite the development. The necessary concepts are 

explained below and the constructs defined earlier are formulated 

in this setting. The two central concepts are those of category 

and functor /ArMa75, Mac7l/. 
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A category allows for a concise way of naming the cpo's and 

functions of interest at some point in the development. A category 

consists of a set of objects and for each two objects A and Ba set 

of morphisms g: A-IPB from A to B. (Some authors require that a 

morphism like g must uniquely determine its domain A and range B. ) 

The most common category is Sot that has sets as objects and total 

functions as morphisms. (Strictly speaking not all sets can be 

allowed as the class of objects then is "too big" to be a set; ways 

around this are discussed in /Mac7l p. 21-24/. ) We shall make much 

use of CPO that has cpo's as ob ects and (total) continuous functions 

as morphisms. To be a category there must be a composition of 

morphisms, as in f*g: A-10C that is the composition of f: B-; OC and 

g: A--*B, and for each object A an identity morphism id 
A : A-. &A (usually 

written id). They must satisfy the associative law (f'g)'h=f*(g*h) 

and the identity laws f*id=f and id*f=f. In Set and CPO 

comp osition is ordinary function composition and the identities 

are the identity functions. For R2 one must check that the identity 

function is continuous and that composition of continuous functions 

gives a continuous function. 

It is convenient to name some additional categories. If only 

0 strict continuous functions are allowed the category is ýE22- If 

all continuous functions are allowed but object must be domains (i. e. 

algebraic and consistently complete cpols) the category is ACC. 

Similarly ACCs requires functions to be strict. 

The category 8ggg is said to be a subcategory of CPO because all 

objects and morphisms of the former are in the latter and because 

the composition and identities agree. it is also a subcategory of 
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k 
ACC and CPOs. A product category like CP09CPO or CPO has objects and 

morphisms to be tuples with one component for each category in the 

product. In particular may be identified with CPO and CPO 
0 is 

a category with one object NIL and one morphism id NILO if 

f1 :A1 --ýB 1 and f2 :A2 --)B 2 are morphisms then (f 
1'f2): 

(Al, A 2)'-** 
(B,, B 2) 

is a morphism in the product category. Composition and identities 

are defined componentwiso, i. e. (f f) and 
1'f2)*(gl'g2) 

(fl'gl 2'g2 

id 
(Al, A 2 

(id 
A 

-1 
'i(IA, 

) 

A covariant functor (sometimes abbreviated to functor) allows for 

a precise description of theýeffect of domain constructors (e. g. 

lifting). A covariant functor F from a category A to a category L3 

consists of two maps: one that sends an object A of A to an object 

F(A) of B and one that sends a morphism f: A -*A of A to a morphism 12 

F(f): V(A )--*. F(A') of B. ' It must satisfy the composition law 
12 

F(f'g) = F(f)*, F(g) and the identity law F(id 
A 

id 
F(A)' 

It is now straightforward. to turn lifting, cartesian product, 

0 

smash product and coalesced sum into covariant functors. For 

lifting we define a functor ( ). L: CPO-ýCPO as follows. The effect 

upon objectshas already been defined and for a morphism f: D--PE 

the functor. gives (f),.: D. L-*E. L that sends J. to i-and (O, d) to (O, f(d)). 

It is'straightforward to check that the composition and identity laws 

hold. It will become clear when solving domain equations that it is 

helpful that the domain constructors are defined as functors, i. e. 

have an effect upon morphisms. 

Cartesian produc is turned into a covariant functor X: Cpok--ýCp 

bY defining f1X... Xf k 
'as the function that maps (v ll***'vk 

) to 

(f 
1 (V 

1 ), *. *, If k (v k )). These functors preserve strictness and therefore 
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specialise to CPOs (i. e. we could have used CPOs above). To turn 

smash product and coale sced sum into covariant functors we need to 

assume strictness, i. e. they become functors CPQs 
k 

-ýCPOs. Smash 

product has f1 -W ... 4f 
k to be the restriction of smash*f 1X... 

Xf 
k 

to 

the smash product. Coalesced sum has f1+... +f k to be the function 

mapping (i, d 
1) 

to (ilf 
i 

(d 
i )) when fi (d 

i 
)/. L and giving k in all 

other cases. All of these functors preserve algebraicity and 

consistent completeness and therefore specialise to ACCs. 

We shall consider two ways of combining functors. The tupl 

0 

of covariant functors F.: L-*K. is the covariant functor 
1= =1 

(F ..., F ): L-*K 9 ... ICK defined by (F,,..., F (A) = (F, (A),..., F 1k =k k) k(A)) 

and similarly on morphisms. (So (F,,..., F k) is a functor and not 

a tuple of functors! ) The composition of covariant functors 

F : L-, YK and F : K-oM is the covariant functor F, F : L-ioM defined on 1==2==21== 

objects by (F 2* F1 )(A) =F2 (F 1 (A)) and similarly on morphisms. The 

covariant identity functor Id maps an object to itself and similarly 

for morphis'ms. If A is an object of L then a covariant constant 

functor KA is defined by KA (B) A and KA (f) = id 
A 

The ilth 

projection functor P.: K X.. 6K --AK is the covariant functor defined 
=1 =k =i 

by P (Al,..., AIJ *= Ai and similarly on morphisms. 

The function space construction is more troublesome. The effect 

upon objects has already been defined and upon morphisms one may 

define f1 -of 2 as the function sending h to f2e h'fl, The identity 

law hold's but for composition we get 

(f -0-f (g -0 gg*f _4 f *9 12121122 

coffesponding to (f1 -* f2): (B 
1 --P A2 )-A (A 1 -0 B2) when fi :AiB1 This 

functor is said to be contravariant in its left argument and 

x )l , 0. ED 0ý-n ýf) 
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covariant in its right. It gives a functor --?: CPO 
2 

-)CPO that 

specialises to CPOs, and ACCs. 

Contravariance is troublesome to work with, e. g. because 

-+*(Id, Id) is neither contravariant nor covariant. To enable all 

functors to be covariant we shall use the category gP02r, instead of 

CPOs. This. category has the same objects as'CPOs but a morphism 

f: A--OB is a pair--(f of CPOs morphisms fl: A--., *B and f : B--PA. 
1'f2) 2 

In other words a'morphism of CP02s is a pair of strict continuous 

functions. Composition is defined by 

(f 1'f2)*(gl'g2) = (fl*gl'g2*f2) 

and may be viewed as being contravariant in its right argument. 

It is this property that will allow contravariance over cPOs to be 

disguised as covariance over CP02s. The identity morphism on A is 

the pair (id, id) of identity functions id: A--->A. When f= (fl'f2) 

it is convenient to write fli =f1 and fR = (f 2'fl)* 

A symmetric functor /PloPS/ (or a domain functor /Rey74/) 

G': CP02s 
k 

-. 0-CP02s 'is a covariant functor that satisfies the law 

G(f 1'***' kR= G(f, 
RF... 

Ff 

When k=1 this means that G((g 
1'g2 )) = (hl, h 2) 

implies that 

G((g )) = (h h Let F: CPOs k 
--.; -CPOs be a mixed covariant and 2'gl 2' 1 ==== ==== 

contravariant functor. A symmetric functor FS : CP02s k-. pCP02s may be 

defined by 

.s 
F (A 

1 ... ,Ak F(A 
1 ..., A 

k 

Fs (f 
1'*** 'fk) (F(fllj 

1fkkF 
(f 1 

j(3-i 
1fký 

(3-i 0) 

where J, ml if F is covariant in the ilth. argument and otherwise ji=2. 

This means that all of X, )ý, +, ( ).. L, -ý may be viewed as symmetric 
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functors over CP02s. For example 

s( (f 1'f2) (gl'g2) fl+gl ' f2+g2 ) 

--) 
s( (fiff 

2) (g 1 'g2) f2 -> g1'f1 -0 g2 

The use of CP02s rather than CP02 is because + and-X were only 

definod as functors over Cilos. Also the identity functor, constant 

functors and projection functors can be transformed to CP02S using 

and they "give'. themselves". 

Most of the categories considered so far have some additional 

structure. A cpo-category is a category where the set of morphisms 

between any two objects forms a cpo and where composition is continu- 

ous with respect to the partial orders. (This corresponds to a 

CPO-category in /ArMa75/. ) For CPOs the partial order is defined 

pointwise (as in the function space construct), for CP02s it is 

defined componentwise (i. e. (f 1 'f 2)1ý (g 1 'g2) iff f1 Eg 
1 and f25g2) 

and for products of categories is defined componentwise (as in the 

cartesian product of cpols). A functor between two cpo-categories 

is locally continuous / locally monotonic if its effect upon 

morphisms is continuous / monotonic. For a (mixed covariant and 

contravariant) functor F: CPOs 
k 

-), CPOs local continuity just means 

that 

F( tjn fn 01 000. f 
[j 

nhn)= 
tj 

n 
F(f 

n... ph n) 

for all chains (f ),..., (h ) of strict continuous functions. 

Clearly local continuity implies local monotonicity and if 

F: CPOs 
k 
-: ýCPOs is locally continuous locally monotonic then so is 

FS : CP02s 
k 

--ý>CP02s. All the functors Id, K 
===== ===== A' 

Pi 

are locally continuous and composition and tupling preserve this 

property. 
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The notion of an isomorphism is essential to explain what is 

meant by a solution to a recursive domain equation. An isomorphism 

in a category is a morphism E): A--)B for which there exists a 

(necessarily unique) morphism 0 : B--ýA such that E)'E)- 
1= id 

A and 

9- 
1. 

G= id 
B 

The morphism 9- 
1 

is called the inverse of E) and is 

-1 -1 itself an isomorphism with inverse (e ) =E). We write Af--"B if 

there is an isomorphism from A to B. The identity is clearly an 

isomorphism with itself as inverse and the composition of iso- 

morphisms give an isomorphism and one has the formula-(E) 1G2 

921. e1 If F is a covariant fun ctor and 91r ... fek are all 

isomorphisms then so is F(E) 1"'*'Gk 
) and its inverse is 

! -l -1 F(E) ymeoE) The isomorphisms in CPO, are the 
1k === --- ---- 

bijections such that it and its inverse are monotonic. In CP02s 

and CP02 isomorphisms are pairs of such functions. 

For recursive domain equations we consider only systems of one 

equation. Systems of several equations can be solved too but are not 

needed for the semantics of the metalanguage. (The effect of 

several equations can be achieved by solving several parameterised 

0 equations /LeSm8l/ so little generality is lost. ) A domain 

equation like 

(XX N) 

corresponding to 

rec X. T 

in the metalanguage gives rise to a covariant functor 

(K 
T, 

X'(Id , N» 
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over CPOs. To cater for occurrences of function space we shall use 

(K 
T'x 

(Id , 

0 

over CP02s, instead. The analogue of a fixod point of a function is 

captured by: 

Definition /SmPl82, PloLN/. Irlic pair (X, E)) is a fixed point of a 

covariant functor G over some category iff X is an object and 

G: G(X)-VX is an isomorphism. I/I 

If F is a covariant functor over CPOs the pair (X, E)) is a fixed 

point of F iff (X, (E), E)- 
1 

)) is a fixed point of F 
S. 

Equalityl i. e. 

9=idX, is usually not considered because the axiom of regularity 

of ZF set theory shows that X= X-v X cannot hold when x ý' 0 /IIam82/. 

The notion of an embedding is essential to explain the analogue of 

least fixed points. An'embedding in a cpo-category B is a morphism 

e: A--oB for which there exists another morphism eU : B-PA such that 

e 
U. 

e=id A and e'e 
u r--id 

B. The morphism eu is the upperadjoint of e 

and is unique if it exists. Every isomorphism E) is an embedding and 

E) = E)-l. The composition of embeddings gives an embedding and 
uUU Therefore one obtains a subcategory p2 of B by (e 1, e2)=e2e1 

restricting the morphisms to be the embeddings of B. The categories 

CPOe and CPOse are the same because an embedding of CPO is completely 

additive (hence strict) with a'strict upper adjoint. An embedding in 

CP02s is a pair (el, e 
U) 

where e and e are embeddings of CPOs and 
---- =212 

the upper adjoint is (e, Ue2A 
locally monotonic covariant functor 

specialises to a functor upon the subcategories of embeddings because 

if all 4, o*#, ak are embeddings then so is F(elv .... ak) with upper 

adjoint F(e 
U 

..., e 
U Finallyl the formula e Ee iff eU 3e 

U 
1k121ý2 
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holds for embeddings e1 and e20 

The existence of an embedding e: A4 B may be viewed as an analogue 

of a-' b for elements of some partially ordered set. Consult /PloLN/ 

for this kind of motivation. Using the categorical concept initiality 

the analogue of a least fixod point is captured by the following 

definition that is explained afterwards. 

Definition The pair (X, ()) is an initial fixed point of a covariant 

functor G over some cpo-category iff it is a fixed point and for 

every fixed point (XI, 91) there exists precisely one embedding 

e: X-->X' such that e*E) = E)"G(e). I/I 

If F is a covariant functor over CPOs the pair (X, e) is an initial 

fixed point of P iff (X, (E), E)- 
1 

)) is an initial fixed point of F 
S. 

The equation eOE) = E)'*G(e) may be formulated as the requirement 

that the diagram 

xi 

commutes. Intuitively, the diagram requires the embedding e of 

0 interest to identify elements of X with elements of X' in a way 

consistent with how G was built. (It is essential for the diagram 

to make sense that G is covariant. ) The existence of precisely one 

embedding means that X has the "right" collection of elements. Even 

when initial fixed points exist they need not be unique. However, 

any two initial fixed points (X, G) and (XI, eI) are isomorphic in the 

sense that there is an isomorphism y: x--., #Xl such that f*G=E)'*G(f). 

For the proof construct T as the unique embedding from X to XI as 
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detailed in the definition. Similarly is constructed from XI 

to X. That v=id x 
follows because both and id 

x are embeddings 

that can be used from X to X as detailed in the definition. Similarly 

P491- 1= idXj and it follows that p is an isomorphisný- 

Solving in POe 

Let G be a locally monotonic symmetric functor over CP02s 

corresponding to'some domain equation that is to be solved. We have 

already seen that G specialises to a covariant functor over CP02e 

and a covariant functor GE : CPOenPCPOe is obtained by 

GE (A) =G (A) 

GE (e) G( (e, eu 

This setting also includes a locally monotonic functor F over 

CPOs as then G=FS and GE is the specialisation of F to CPOe. 

It is convenient to begin with considering an initial fixed point 

for GE Later it wil. 1 be transformed to CP02s and certain sub- 

categories of CPOs. 

Corresponding to a chain of elements of a cpo one may define a 

0 

notion of a chain in a category. It is a pair E= ((D 
n)n 

(e 
n)n) 

where each Dn is an object and each en :Dn -*D n+l 
is a'morphism. 

chain in CPOe therefore is a pair ((D ) (e )) where each D is a 
nnnnn 

cpo and each e is an embedding of CPOs. The analogue of an upper 
n 

bound for the chain E is that of a cone /PloLN/. (In strict 

categorical language the prefix co- should be used. ) A cone is a 

pair R= (Dg(r 
n 

)) where D is an object and each rn :Dn -4D is a 

morphism such that r n+1 
.en=rn. This may be illustrated by the 
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diagram 

0%% 

e0D2-D 

3- 

r Oý 

and the requirement that all small triangles (hence all triangles) 

commute. 

The analogue of a least upper bound is called a limiting cone 

/PloLN/ and builds on the categorical idea of initiality. rhe cone 

R is limiting (or initial) iff for every cone RI (D', (r 
n)n) 

there 

is precisely one morphism r: D--ODI such that r*r r'. The 
mm 

morphism r is said to mediate from R to RO /SmPl82/. This may be 

illustrated by the diagram 

ee D1 ---21 D22D3 

r 

and the requirement that all such triangles must commute. If a 

chain has a limiting cone it may well have more than one. If R 

and 
-RI 

are limiting cones they are isomorphic in the sense that 

there is an isomorhism (): D"-ODI such that E)*r r'. To see this 
nn 

construct E) as the mediating morphism from R to RI and E) as the 

mediating morphism from RI to R. Since both G- 
1. 

E) and id 
D mediate 

from R to R it follows that E)- 
1.9 

= id and E)*O- id is shown 
D D' 

similarly. 

In CPOe a chain always has a limiting cone and it is easy to give 

a non-categorical criterion for when a cone is limiting. 
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Theorem 2.2: 2 /PloLN/ (essentially /SmPl82/). 

Let E= ((D ) (e )) be a chain in CPOe and R= (D, (r a cone nnnnnn 

for E. Then 

(1) R is a limiting cone iff id 
Dr n' 

r 
nU 

(2) E always has a limiting cone 

If R is limiting and RI is a cone then the mediating morphism 

from R to RI is r= ro. rU with upper adjointLJ r 'rou. q1 
nnnnn 

Sketch of Proof. -First note that for any two cones R and R' the 

sequence (r "rU) is a chain and therefore rl*r 
U is well-defined nnnnn 

.U as a function. Next let R be a cone such that id 
D= 

Unr 
nrn 

Then 

r= Unrnl*r U is an embedding with 
Ur *rlU as its upper adjoýnt- nnnn 

It is immediate that r mediates from R to R'. If also r' mediates 

from R to R' we have 

rl = r"id = Lýrl*r *r U Ll rl'r 
U=r 

Dnnnnn 

This shows "if" in (1) and (3) in a special case. 

To show (2) we construct a cone R such that id 
D 2- On rn *r 

nU. 

Let 

l(dosd, 
to o 9) 

1dn ED 
n%dn ýe nU 

(d 
n+l 

)ý 

0 

When partially ordered componentwise this gives a cpo. Further let 

n 
(d 

n)(..., e n-1 
(d 

n 
), dn, en (d 

n 

and note that rnu ((do, dl .... dn Since On 
rn *r 

nu= 
id it 

follows that R is limiting. It remains to show "only if" in (1) 

and (3) in the general case. This may be shown using the "iso- 

morphism" between a given limiting cone RI and the R constructed 

above. I/I 
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It is convenient to define the effect of GE upon chains and 

cones. For a chain E= ((D 
n)n 

(en )n)a chain G Er. ý, is defined bY 

GEr. E I= ((GE(D 
n 

)) 
n 

(G]O(e 
n 

)) 
n) 

and for a cone R= (D, (r 
n)n)a 

cone GE fal is defined by 

GEr RI = (G E 
(D), (G 

E 
(r 

n)) ti 
) 

and it is a cone for GE [E]. To preserve limits we shall assume 

to be locally continuous: 

Lemma 2.2: 3 /PloLN/ (essentially /SmPl82/). 

Let G be a locally continuous symmetric functor and Ea chain in 

CPOe with limiting cone R= (D, (r ) ). Then GEM is a limiting 
nn 

cone for GE fEj 
and if r mediates from R to a cone RI = (D', (r 

n)n) 

then the mediating morphism from GE[. E3 to G Era, ] is GE (r). 

This result is a straightforward consequence of the previous 

theorem and may be formulated as 

rl*r 
u)=UGE 

(rn')*G E (r 
nnnn n)U 

assuming that Un rn 'r 
nU= 

id. 

For the least fixed point of a continuous function f the chain 

(f, (J. )) 
n 

was of interest. For a locally continuous and symmetric 

functor G the analogue is 

CHAIN(G) = ((D ) 

where DO=U (the one-element cpo), D 
n+1 '= GE (D 

n 
eo=,,. and 

eGE (e This gives a chain in CPOe. n+1 n 

Theorem 2.2: 4 (essentially /SmPl82, PloLN/). 

Let G: CP02s-*CP02s be a locally continuous and symmetric functor. 
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Let (D, (r 
n)n) 

be a limiting cone in CPOe of CIIAIN(G). Then (D, ()) 

with E) = LV 
n+l* 

GE (r 
n)u 

is an initial fixed point of 

GE : CPOe-PCPOe. 

Sketch of proof. We shall write CHAIN(G) = ((D 
n)n 

(e 
n)n). 

The chain 

((D 
n+1 

)n (C 
n+1 

)n) has (D, (r 
n+1 

)n) as a limiting cone but since the 

chain equals GIO(CHAIN(G)3 it follows from the previous lemma that 

also (G E (D), (G E (r--)) ) is a limiting cone. Hence the mediating 
nn 

embedding E): G E (D)-*D is an isomorphism. It follows that (D, G) is 

a fixed point for GE and by theorem 2.2: 2 the formula for E) follows. 

Next let (D', 91) be a fixed point and suppose the embedding 

e: D-*D' satisfies e*E) = E)I*G 
E 

(e) . Then e*ro=j4 and e*r 
n+l 

=- 

e*E)*G 
E 

(r 
n)= 

E)' .GE (e .r) shows that e= e*id D=Un 
(e*r 

n 
)*r 

nu 
is 

uniquely determined. Next. a cone (D', (r 
n)n) 

for CHAIN(G) may be 

defined by r; =j. and rnI+1 = E)I*G E (rn). Let r: D-+Dl be the mediating 

morphism from the limiting cone to this cone. Then 

r*E) =Un r'r 
n+l 

*GE (r 
n)u 

rI 'G EU Ljn 
n+1 

(r 
n) 

E 91 *U G 
n 

(rn') *G E 
(r 

n) 
U 

91 *G E (r) 

follows by (the discussion after) the previous lemma. 

Note that local continuity was only required in order to use the 

previ . ous lemma. 

In general there are many limiting cones and initial fixed points, 

although they are all "isomorphic". When talking about the limiting 

cone or the initial fixed point we refer to the constructions of 

2.2: 2 and 2.2: 4. 
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Viewing the solution in other 'categories 

We now move the solutions from CPOe to CP02s and certain sub- 

categories of CPOs. We begin with chains, cones and limiting cones. 

So let E= ((D ) (e )) be a chain in CPOe. It is already a chain 
nnnn 

in CPOs and a chain S(E) in CP02s may be defined by 

S(E) = ((D ) ((e e 

Next let R= (D, (r be a cone of E in CPOe. It is already a 
_nn 

cone of E in CPOs and a cone S(R) in CP02s may be defined by 

S(R) = (D, ((r ru 

It is convenient to write e (e eu) and r (r ru Note 

that eu=e 
11 

and ru=r 
11 

As analogues of theorem 2.2: 2 we have: 

Lemma 2.2: 5. Let E ((D ) (e )) be a chain in CP02s with e 
nnnn -n 

embeddings such that eU= e- 
R. 

It always has a limiting cone in 
nn 

CP02s. A cone R= (D, (r )) is limiting iff r are embeddings and 
-n n -n 

U Ur *r id. Then the mediating morphism from R to (D', (r') ) is 
nnnnn 

r 1. r 
U. It is, possible to choose R such that rU=rR. nnn --n -n 

Lemma 2.2: 6. Let E (D ), (e ). ) be a chain in CPOs with e 
0nnnnn 

embeddings. It always has a limiting cone in CPOs. A cone R=(D, (r )) 
nn 

is limiting iff rn are embeddings and Un r 
n' 

rnu= id. Then the 

mediating morphism from R to (D', (r U r"r 
n')n) 

is 
nnnU. 

The proofs are similar to thatlof 2.2: 2 and are omitted. It follows 

that if R is a limiting cone for E in CPOe then R is a limiting cone 

for E in CPOs and S(R) is a limiting cone for S(E) in CP02s. When 

talking about the limiting cone for S(E) we mean S(R) where R is 
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the limiting cone for E. This means that an embedding rn of the 

limiting cone for S(E) has rnR as its upper adjoint. 

When giving the semantics of the bottom-level metalanguage it is 

convenient to be able to use other categories than CPO. This 

motivates defining a notion of admissible subcategory. A 

sub cpo-category p of a cpo-category g is a subcategory such that 

the morphisms are partially ordered as in C, 

ii) the sets of morphisms of B may be viewed as admissible 

predicates upon the corresponding sets of morphisms in C. 

Clearly a sub cpo-category is itself a cpo-category. An example is 

ACC that is a sub cpo-category of CPO. When B is a sub cpo-category 

of C every chain in Be (the subcategory of embeddings) is a chain 

in Ce as well. An admissible subcategory of a cpo-category is 

a sub cpo-category that 

i) contains U, 

ii) for every chain in Be and limiting cone R in Ce that R is 

a cone in Be. 

f 

(It will not do if R is only in B. ) A further. analogue of theorem 

2.2: 2 then is: 

Lemma 2.2: 7. Let B be an admissible subcategory of cPOs and Ea 

chain in Be. The limiting cone calculated in CPOe (by theorem 

2.2: 2) is also limiting in B and the mediating morphism is as in 

cpos. I/I 

Proof The mediating morphism from CPOs is in B because B is a sub 

cpo-category of CPOs. This proves existence and uniqueness is 

because a cone in B is also a cone in CPOs- 
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Example The category ACCS is an admissible subcategory of ýE22- 

To see'this let (D, (r )) be a limiting cone in CPOe for an ACCe 
nn 

chain ((D 
n)n 

(e 
n)n 

We first show that D is algebraic with 

BD= jr 
n 

(b 
n) 

Ib 
n'ý13D A n! 

4and fact 2.2: 1 will be used for this. If 

n 
r is an embedding and b is finite then also r(b) is finite: for 

r(b)Sjj 
ndn 

gives bSU 
n 

rU(d so there exists an n such that b ;rU (d 
n 

and r(b)Sd 
n 

follows. Next if deD we have d =Lj r (r 
U 

(d)) and for 

each n there is a chain (b n) 
of elements of B such that 

mmD 

rU (d) Ubn. It lollows t1lat 
nMM 

d= tjfr (b n) 
nmI nZOAm'ýOj 

To see D is consistently complete let H be a subset and d an upper 

bound. Then irnU (h)l h(fi) has rn-U (d) as an upper bound so 

d' Ljjr U (h)l hfHj exists. Also (r (d is an increasing chain' 
nn. n n))n 

so nrn 
(dn') exists. It is the least upper bound of H in D. 

We now move the fixed points across to CP02s and admissible 

subcategories of CP0s. Since CPOs is an admissible subcategory Of 

CPOs this includes CPOs as well. A generalisation of fixed. points 

leads to: 

Definition An algebra of a covariant functor G upon some category 

is a pair (D, g) where D is an bbject and g: G(D)-*D is a morphism. 

The algebra is initial iff for any algebra (D', gI) there is 

precisely one morpýhism g": D-4D' such that g"'g = 

Clearly every fixed point is an algebra. 

Theorem 2.2: 8 (essentially /PloLN, SmPl82/). 

Let G be a locally continuous and symmetric functor over CP02S 
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with (D, ()) the initial fixed point of G 
E. 

Then (D, (E), E)- 
1 )) is an 

initial algebra of G and an initial fixed point of G (so that the 

mediating morphism to another fixed point is an embedding). 

(2) Let B be an admissible subcategory of CPOs and Fa locally 

continuous and covariant. functor over B. Then F has an initial 

algebra that is also an iniLial fixed point and it may be constructed 

as in theorem 2.2: 4. 

The proof is analogous to that of 2.2: 4 and is omitted. 

Extending the solution to a functor 

The metalanguage allows to nest recursive domain equations. The 

theory developed so far transform-ý- a domain equation like 

recX.. X +... +X +A to a functor G: CP02s N 
-4CP02s in order to solve 11N ===== ===== 

the equation. It is therefore necessary to formulate the solution 

as a functor. 

we begin with considering a locally continuous and symmetric 

functor G: CP02s N 
-OCP02s. The aim is to define a similar functor 

REC (G): CP02S N-1 
-, *CP02s. We shall subsequently 'assume i=1 and omit 

the subscript. It is straightforward to define the, effect of 

REC(G) upon objects B2,..., B 
N' Define H= G*(Id, K 

B ..., K 
B) 

and note that it is a locally continuous and symmetric functor over 

CP02s. It therefore has the initial fixed point (D, E)) and we 

define REC(G)(B 
2 ..., B N)=D. 

To define the effect upon morphisms we consider the chains 

involved in constructing (D, G). The chain E= S(CIIAIN(M) will 

be written ((H 
n 

(U)) (H n (. L)) ) and let the "M'ting cone R in CP02s 
nn 
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be (D, (r ) ). We then have 0=r (r U. Let f.: B. -+ B! 'be 
nn 

Un 
n. 

*tlll 
n) 111 

morphisms and define III = G*(Id, K B21 .... FK BI 
RI and (D', E)') 

N 
similarly to above. To obtain a morphism from D to DI we will 

modify R' to a cone Rg' of W. 

For this purpono dofino a (vid from E to TV as a sequencc, ((j ) 
nn 

where each g : 11 n (U)--Plll n (U) i., -. a CP02s morphism such that 
n 

gn+1' Hn(. L) = HI n (J. )*g 
n* 

This may be illustrated by 

2 if 2 (. 1. ) U-- PH U 

90 91 g2 

2 H' 
IIIH' (U) 

0 

and the information that all small (hence all) rectangles commute. 

Now define 9, )=. L and g 
n+l 

= G(g 
nf 2"**'fN)* To see this defines 

a grid note that the leftmost square commutes (because we are in 

CP02s) and since G is covariant this means that all others do as 

well. Now define Eg' as (D', (r 
n'*gn)n 

) and note this is a cone on E 

because (g 
n)n 

is a grid from E to El and RI is a cone on E', 
'By 

2.2: 5 there is precisely one mediating morphism r from R to Rg'. 

It is r= Un rn' *gn *r 
nu 

(and (r 
n*gn 

'r 
nu)n 

is a chain) and we define 

REC (G) = r. 

We then have: 

Theorem 2.2: 9. If G is a locally continuous and symmetric functor 

over CP02s then so is REC(G)*. 

Proof The identity functor law that REC(G)(id,..., id) = id is 

straightforward because each g is id n(Uý and id = lj r 'r U 
nHnnn 

follows by 2.2: 5. For the composition functor law let f 

and define H", E", R" as before. Let (g 
n)n 

be the grid from E to E', 
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(g the grid from El to E" and (g") the grid from E to E". It is 
n')n nn 

a straightforward numerical induction to show that g" =g Then 
n n*gn 

REC(G)(fl*f 
2 ... lfý*fN) 

U C* '. 9»ru nn gn nn 
(r"*gnl*rn' u )'(r ru Un 

n n"'jn n 
REC (G) (f '0... p fý) . la: c (C, ) (f pf) 22'N 

shows the result. To see that REC(G) is symmetric note that the 

grid from E' to U constructed for fRfR is (g R Then 
2Nn n* 

REC(G)(f 
2RF... If NR 

n 
(r 

n'gn* rn' 
u)R 

REC(G)(f 
2"***"fN )R 

follows because the cones R and R" have r. 
U=rR 

and r' 
U=r IR 

nnnn 

Local continuity is immediate because the grid (i. e. each gn ) 

depends continuously on f 
2' ***' fN* /1/ 

For later reference we state some lemmas about REC(G). The first 

amounts to another way of defining the effect upon morphisms. 

Lemma 2.2: 10. REC(G)(f 
2""1 fN) is the least fixed point of the 

continuous function mapping a CP02s morphism f to the morphism 

E)I*G(f, f 
2' 0.0, f 

N9 

Proof Let GI denote the continuous function defined. It suffices 

to prove GI n (. L) =r 
n"gn' 

rnU by induction on n. The base case is 

immediate and 

Gl n+l (. L) = G' ' G(r '*gn* rnuf 2'*0*'fN )- e- 1 
n 

HI (ri 9 11 (r 
U) 

e- 1 
n) n+l n 

rru n+l gn+l n+l 

shows the inductive step. i/I 
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Lemma 2.2: 11. rl*g REC(G)(f 'r and 
nn 2'0*"fN) n 

g. ru= r'U'REC(G)(f ..,, f 
nnn 2' N 

Proof The first result follows from the definition of REC(G) and 

lemma 2.2: 5. The second result follows from 9* 11 n GO 
U=111 n (-L) 

U. 
9 

n n+1 

using that rl 
U. 

rl =111 
n (. 0 

U 
n n+l 

/// 

It may help to summarise the last results by the following diagram 

(r 
n n 

Hn (U) HH n+1 r 11 (D) 

gn gn+l rG (r, f2f N) 

Hn (U) H n+l (U) J, D l4f- III (DI 

n+l 

H' (r 
n' 

where r= REC(G)(f 
2" ... f. ) and all polygons commute. 

The development so far may be specialised to apply for locally 

continuous and covariant functors upon admissible subcategories of 

CPOs. So let B be an admissible subcategory of CPOs and Fa locally 

continuous and covariant functor over B. Define H, HI, E, El, R, R', 

(D, ()), (DI, 91) and (g 
n)n much as before and define 

REC(F)(B 2' ***jB N)=D 

v REC (F) (f 
2'a001fN)= 

Li 
nr nl*g n*rnu 

Lemma 2.2: 12. If F is locally continuous and covariant over an 

admissible subcategory of CPOs then also REC(F) is. 

Analogues of lemmas 2.2: 10 and 2.2: 11 also hold in this setting. 

Remark Suppose F: Cpos2_+Cpos is a functor that is covariant in 

its left argument and contravariant in its right argument. Instead 
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of working with Fs over CP02s one could directly define F 
SE 

over CPOe 

by F 
SE 

(f, g) = F(f, g 
u ). This is what is done in /SmPl82/. Instead 

of working with local continuity one may use a categorical notion of 

continuity for covariant functors over CPOe. (Essentially 2.2: 3 

shows that if F is locally continuous then F SE is continuous in the 

categorical sense. ) This if-, done in /LeSmOl/ where proofs have a 

distinct "categorical flavour". 

2*3 SEMANTICLOF THE IIETALAN-CiUAGE 

Using the domain theory of section 2.2 we can now define the 

0 

semantics of the metalanguage from section 2.1. As was sketched in 

the introduction (for basic blocks' of flowcharts) it is of interest 

to assign several different meanings to the formulae of the metalan- 

guage. To facilitate this we parameterise the semantics upon a 

specification of the details that may vary. Such a parameter-will 

be called an interpretation. The idea is borrowed from algebra and 

logic and in data flow analysis similar ideas have motivated the 

monotone frameworks of /KaUl77/ and the interpretations of /CoCo77b/. 

An interpretation consists of two parts: the type part and the 

expression part. We shall consider the type part before the ex- 

pression part. For each of the two parts we begin with a formal 

definition. The definition is illustrated by defining that part 

of the standard interpretation, i. e. the interpretation that gives 

rise to the standard semantics /MiSt76/. Finally, 'tbe semantic 

equations for the corresponding part of the metalanguage is given. 
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TYPE PART 

The type part of an interpretation I specifies-information n. eeded 

to define the functors IEtj and Ijgtj that express the semantics of 

the types. A top-level type t will always be interpreted over 

qEQ? §, i. e. Ijtj will be a locally continuous in(] symmetric functor 

over CP02s. The need for morphisms to be pairs of functions has 

already been motivated (with contravariance of function space) as 

has the need for-strictness (for + and A subcategory of CPO 

(such as ACC) could be used but no complications arise from the use 

of CPO and the larger category is therefore preferred. Domain 

constructors in the top-level will be as in section 2.2. 

The bottom-level metalanguage will vary considerably in the way 

it is interpreted, so most constructs will be defined in the inter- 

pretation. There is no function space construction in the bottom- 

level metalanguage so IIgtS may be interpreted as a locally 

continuous and covariant-functor upon CPOs (i. e. no need for CP02s). 

The bottom-level type structure will be interpreted in different 

settings so it is helpful to allow admissible subcategories of 

CPOs. Domain constructors are then defined as functors over that 

subcategory. 

Formally the type part of an interpretation I is a tuple with the 

following three components: 

-a sub cpo-category P of CPO and a (necessarily admissible) 

predicate p upon each set of morphisms of B such that B2 

(having as morphisms those of B that satisfy P) is an 

admissible subcategory of CPOs, 
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for each of the domain constructors X, V, +, Ia locally 

continuous and covariant functor BL) 
k 

-IBL), 

for each bottom-level domain A. a constant functor B2 
0 

--. oBL). 

We write I(P), I(: t), I(A i) etc. for these entities. We will assume 

throughout that the meaning of domains in the toL)-lcvel motalanqua(ic 

aj-(ý fix(. (I 11id thoroforo iL h. w. ll()t 1,, 11 pa, I or "an interpre- 

tation". 

The standard interpretation S has S(B) = ýgg and S(P2) = LýCCs- 

It is helpful later (when constructing the powerdomain and the tensor 

product) that objects are algebraic. The assumption about 

consistently completeness is not necessary but would be needed if 

algebraicity had been assumed in the top-level type structure. The 

functors S(ýe), 1(*)p S(+ and S(. L) are as in section 2.2 but 

specialised to ACCs. Finally, S(A ): B2 
0 

)oB2 will not be specified 

but one may assume they give the same objects as is given by A1 in 

the top-level. 

For semantics more precision is needed about týe connection between 

a domain variable X of t and the corresponding argument position for 

.! 
jtj. we assume there is a bijective coreespondence between the 

0 
domain variables and the natural numbers. A domain variable X is 

said to have index i in the finite set V of domain variables iff 

exactly i-I domain variables from V have an associated number less 

than that of X. Let card(V) denote the cardinality of V. If VFt 

we define'a functorjWtj : CP02s card(V) 
-.: pCP02s with 

. 
15XIV =p v ===== i 

(the i'th projection functor). Similarly VF gt gives 

. 
IVgtX : B2 card(V) 

--IBp. The use of index, v could'be alleviated if it V 

was always assumed that it was the least set V' such that V'I- t. 
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However, we shall mostly omit the subscript V and assume that the 

index is i=l. 

For the details of the semantics of the top-level types: 

IVA 
iIV=KA 

where K1 
A : CP02n card(V) 

-tCP02s is the funcLor that constantly 
. I 

gives the cpo A , and the A corresponding to T gives T. L i 1 

Lut X ... Xt I xS. (ITt 1 I 
I 

. 1 k V V 1 k V 

for )c: CPOs " --)CPOs defined in section 2.2; it is made 

symmetric and composed with the arguments 

fft *t @=4; S (Ilt D,... Igt D) kV-1vkV 

-Irtl+***+tkXV 
+s. (I Irt 

livi ... I NIV) 

. 
19t. Lj v=( 

)Js iFtl 
v 

Ivt 1 -1 t23V=Sv (I Tt 
1'V'ITt2 

Iv 

where --> is the function space construction of section 2.2 

ITrecx. tBv = REC i( Ifto 
VVIXI 

)* (P 
jl *'Olpi-l lpi+j"**'Pcard(V) 

where i is the index of X in VuIXI and j=l if XQV and 

otherwise j=0 

IJXT v 
where i is the index of X in V and P. is the ilth projection 

1 
functor over CP02s 

_jggt, 
ýýgt I= (-* * (I99t 10 

, IVgt I)*K) 
1- 2V120 NIL 

The last equation requires some explanation. Here -> is a mixed 

covariant and contravariant functor BL3 2 
--), CPos giving on objects the 

cpo pf B morphisms from one to another and is defined in section 2.2 

on morphisms. so --. ), *(IFgt 
130, I[gt 230) is a covariant functor 

P20-+CPOs. The category P2 
0 

has one object NIL and composition with 

the constant functor K : CPOS card(V) 
--. PB2 

0 
gives a functor 

NIL ==== -- 
d. 
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Cpos card(V) 4CPOs which is then made symmetric. 

For the details of the semantics of the bottom-level types: 

IjAjBV = j(A 
1)*K NIL 

where K : BL) card(V) 
NIL =- --PB12 

0 

ilgti X ... xgt k 
IV ! (X) (. Ifqt, Dv, k0V) 

.! 
T, g t 11' *' . 

Ig tkV "() t1 uv ( t JV ) 

.! 
Egt, ± ... ±9 to 

V 
I(+) (Ijgt 

i4v 
Izgt k'V) 

Izgtl. lv gg tBv 

. 
j[. EecX. gtDV REC i( Ifgj 

VUJX3 (plj.. *jpi-llpi+jv ... lp N 

where i is the index of X in VvIX), N is card(V) and 

j=l if X4, V and otherwise j=O 

I Ex 13V =p1 
where i is the index of X in V 

These definitions satisfy: 

2card 
(V) 

Lemma 2.3: 1. If Vf-gt then Irgt-B :B4 B2 is a locally continu- v 

ous and covariant functor. If VF t then ITd : CP02s card(V)--. *CP02s 
v ===== 

is a locally continuous and symmetric functor. 

The proof is straightforward by structural induction. It uses the 

properties of an interpretation I and the results of section 2.2. 

For later reference it is convenient to state a consequence of the 

structural definition of IUtB and LjgtD. Recall the syntactic 

substitutions ... 
[ 

... mentioned in section 2.1. 

Lemma'2.3: 2. If V[-t, VF t', card(V) =N and X has index 1 in V 

then for all interpretions 

. 
Jt [t, MB =I Tt 13 , (I It I, p 2" ,, 'PN) 
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and if additionally VI-gtp VF 9t' then 

lffgt[gt. /x3] = iugtB , (iTgt, T P2.... lp N) 

Proof The proof is by structural induction on gt and t and let us 

restrict attention to the case gt = recY. gto. When Y is X the 

result is straightforward so assume otherwise. Assume that Y is- 

an element of V and has index N and that Y is not f rec in gt' . It 

is straightforward-to adapt the proof should any of the assumptions 

fail (if Y is fr&e in gt' a renaming with some Y' not free in gt' 

may be performed). Abbreviate the two sides of the equation to 

LHS and RHS respectively. 

To show that LHS(L,,..., L,, ) = RHS(L,,..., L 
N) 

define functors 

LH =. IWgt 
ol 

* (Iggt, B, p 
2'***'PN) 

* (K 
L1t..., K 

LN-1 
Id) 

RH = ITgt 03* (K 'ITgt'2(L,,..., L 
N) 

IK L 
2"** 

IK L 
N-1 

Id) 

It follows from the inductive hypothesis that LHS(L 1 ..., L N 
). is the 

object of the limiting cone (L, (r 
n)n) 

for the chain 

((LHn(U)) 
n 

(LH n (. L)) n) 
and similarly that RHS(Lll..., L 

N) 
is the 

nn object of the limiting cone (L, (r 
n)n)f or ((RH (U)) 

n 
(RH (. 1. )) n 

To show L=L and rn =r 
n 

it suffices to prove that LH n (U) = R,, n(U) 

and LIn(J. ) = Rln(,. ) for all n. This may be proved inductively 

0 with n=O obvious. For the inductive step one may calculate 

LH n+l (U = 

iqgt 00 
(Iffgt'](L 

1p.... L 
N-l' 

LH n (U)), L 2' oo*, L 
N-1 

LH n (u)) = 

(because Y is not free in gt') 

. 
ivgt 

0 LM_ 
1, 

RII n (u)) 

RH n+l (U) 

and LH n (. L) = RH n (L) is shown similarly. 
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To show LHS(f fN) = RIIS(f, '-'fN ) note that we have the 

formula LIIS(f rI*LS 'r U 
when US, L and 

1"**'fN) 
Lt 

nnn 

LS ' ilgt I(Iugt, l (f I. *. of ,L, L 
n+l '3 01 N-1 

Sn)'f2"'*'fN-1 Sn) 

Similarly RIIS(f 1'*""fN) = dll*rn*RS 
n 

*r 
nu 

when RSO=. L and 

RS 
likl 

'ý iegt 
03 

(ig(it'm (f 
1, ---, 1N), f 

2'"**fl-N-1"Sn) 

it is a consequence of what was shown earlier that the embeddings 

r' and r are the same in the two definitions. As before an 
nn 

inductive proof shows that LS = RS 
n 

and thereby LIIS(f 11... Ff N)= 

RHS(f 1 F. *., Vf N 
). I/I 

it is also convenient to state a lemma showing when two interpre- 

tations give the same semantics (use VI=V below). This furthermore 

shows the first use of the predicate P(Vlt) defined in section 2.1. 

Lemma 2.3: 3. Let VF t and P(VI, t) and card(V) =N and card(V') = n. 

Suppose V' is the subset of V of variables having index at most n 

in V. For any two interpretations I and J and cpo's D, and, Ei the 

two functors (over CP02s) 

Ittl ' (K 
D1..., 

K 
D 'pn+l'**O'PN) 

and 

0 Jjtj * (K 
E1..., 

K 
E 'pn+l 000, p 

N) 

are equal. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction and only the case 

recX. t is non-trivial. This case follows the same lines as the 

previous proof and is therefore omitted. 

I/I 

/1/ 
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The type t of an expression e is a top-level type with no free 

domain variables. More precisely there is a type environment tenv 

with finite domain dom(tenv) such that tenvF e: t holds and we 

in ,; (-cLiori 2.. l that t ind all ((! nv(x) wojo clo, ', vd- The 

semantics of the type therefore is a constant functor and it is the 

object that is OE-interest. This motivates writing fftl instead of 

0 
(NIL). With this notation the semantics of e is a function 

. 
jae I 

tenv: 
(frx6dom (tenv) jWtenv(x)j) 

The function is continuous but*since all morphisms encountered in 

chapters 2 to 4 will be continuous we shall often let the statement 

of continuity be implicit. Also we shall shortly omit the subscript 

tenv when confusion is not likely to occur. 

The top-level aspects of the metalanguage will always be the same. 

The bottom-level aspects are defined in the expression, Lart of an 

interpretation. Formally it is a tuple with three components: 

- for each of the symbols take, r smashtakeit inir up, fold and 

unfold some functions must be specified. Taking takei as an 

example it is assumed that tenvý-take.: ft and the function 
1 

must be an element of IUfd (and is hence continuous). This 

is slightly imprecise because take 
1 

has not been indexed 

with its type ft. 

- for each of the symbols tuple, smashtuple, case, lift, cond 

and C3 some functional must be specified, i. e. an element of 

ITf t Ix .. A ITf tDI fff tD 1-n 
Taking tuple as an example it is required that 
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An tenvF e : ft implies tenvý-tuple ee : ft 

i=i iin 

and again this is slightly imprecise because tuple has not 

been indexed with ft 
I' ***' ftn' ft' 

- for each constant f1 of contravariantly pure type t1 thore 

must be an element of 14ý 

We write I(take I(tuple), I(f etc. for these entities. The 

conditions upon the functionals are essentially as in the notion of 

a "continuous algebra". 

To define the expression part of the standard interpretation S 

we use. the conditional v1 ->V 2'v3; 
it denotes v2' v3 or L. according 

to whether v1 is tt, ff or L. The functions are given by: 

S(take i)(v) = VU 

S(smashtake i)(v) = vii 

S(in i Hv) in i(v) 

S(up)(V) UPM 

S(fold)(v) = E)(v) -- see below 

S(unfold)(v) = E)- 1 (V) -- see below 

Here it is assumed that Oý fold: gt[. EecX. gt/X]4 recX. gt and that E) is 

the second component of the initial fixed point (D, E)) of the functor 

9ga ACCs--)ACCs. (That the functionalities of e and E)- 1 
are IX): ==== ==== 

correct follows from lemma 2.3: 2. ) The functionals are given by: 

. 
a(tuple)(f 

1'*O"fk)(v) ': - (fl(v)'**"fk(v)) 

S(smashtuple )(f 
1'**"fk)(v) = s6ash(fj(v), "*'fk(v)) 

E(case)(f 
1"**'fk)(v) = lsl(v)-'ýfj (out 1 

M), ( 

is k (v) --y fk (out k (v) ) i. ) 
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S(lift) (f) (v) = def (v)--> f (down (v) ), A. 

S (cond) (f 1'f2'f3)(V) = [1 (V)-"f2(v) 'f3(v) 

(f 
1 j, 

f2 )(V) =f1(f2 M) 

Finally, S(f i) will not be specified. It is straightforward to 

verify that S is an inLerprot. aLion. 

The definition of the semantics is mostly straightforward but 

for completeness sake we give all the clauses. We begin with the 

top-level metalanguage and use the notation of the previous section: 

. 
IT(el,..., e k)ltenv (env) = (Ile 11 tenv 

(env),., Iýe kI tenv 
(env)) 

. 
Iffe-IJ tenv 

(env) = (IUe'J 
tenv 

(env)4i 

. 
jU(Xe 11... tee )ýtenv (env) = smash (I ffe 

1]tenv 
(env) .... 

. 
Ile 'IA 

tenv 
(env) = (ITelfl 

tenv 
(env))1i 

ffis 
ie 

11tenv (env) = is 
i 

(Ige'o 
tenv 

(env)) 

Iqin i ef] tenv 
(env) = in 

i (ITe'D 
tenv 

(env)) 

Ifout ie 
'3tenv (env) = outi(IVe'n tenv 

(env)) 

IUdef e'l tenv 
(env) = def(I Te'Dtenv (env)) 

. 
jup el ýtenv (env) = up(Iaelgtenv (env)) 

jdown el 'tenv (env) = down(Ire'D 
tenv 

(env)) 

iflx: t. e'l tenv 
(e nv) f 

where f(v) = ITell 
tenv[t/xl (env[v/xl) 

. 
jael(e" )Itenv (env) = (IVell 

tenv (env))(I Te"Btenv (env)) 

-Iqx 
Btenv (env) = env(x) . 

. 
lTmkrec e IMtenv (env) = E)( ITA 

tenv 
(env) 

where tenvý-mkrec el: recX. t and (D, (E), E)-')) is the initial 

fixed point of ftlover CP02s; by lemma 2.3: 2 the func- 

tionality is correct 

. 
lTunrec elV tenv (env) = E)- 1 (Ire'D 

tenv 
(env)) 

where tenvV-e': recX. t and ()-' is as above 
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Ile -i-e el' (env) = Ire I (env) I re (env) 
123 tenv -1 tenv 21tenv 

I-go Aenv (env) 

. 
JY eQ tenv 

(env) = LFP( IWe @Stenv (env) 

. 
L[f iD tenv 

(env) = t(f 
i) 

and for the bottom-level: 

lFtliple c11... to kZtcnv((! "v) = 1(tuPle) (Ir('ljtcnv (env), ... ) 

. 
10take 

tenv '(env) = I(take 

ITsmashtuple e1..., e kbtenv (env) = 

I(smashtuple)(IFe 11 tenv 
(env),..., ITO kBtenv (env)) 

ITsmashtake 
11 tenv 

(env) = I(smashtake i) 

iUcase e ..., eD (env) = I(case)(ITe T (env), 
1k tenv 1 tenv 

. 
lTin i3 tenv 

(env) = I(in d 

IUlift A 
tenv(env) = l(lift)(ITe'j tenv 

(env)) 

. 
Ljupý tenv 

(env) = IWO 

fffoldl 
tenv 

(env) = I(fold) 

Lqunfoldg tenv (env) = I(unfold) 

Igcond ee (env) = I(cond)(Ire (env), 
1'02 33tenv lDtenv 

Iqe 
10 e 23tenv 

(env) = I(") (.! Te &env (env), Iff e Aenv (env)) 

Lemma 2.3: 4. If tenvl-e: t then the above equations define a continuous 

function ITel tenv : 'Ir x6dom(tenv) 
fftenv (x)3 41 TtV. 

The proof is by structural induction and is omitted. It is a 

consequence that UP is only applied to a continuous function. 

The notion of interpretation defined here extends that of /CoCo77b/ 

in e. g. including specification of functionals rather than assuming a 

fixed interpretation of these. Still some things that are fixed 

might ideally be allowed to vary and this identifies limitations 
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in the present degree of "ambition". One such point is the fixed 

interpretation of Another is that Y and rec always give the 

least fixed point and initial solution, respectively. This will be 

discussed further in chapter 6. 

Remark The use of ACC rather than ACC. c; for S(B) is not entirely 

satisfactory. An ar(jument i(jainst ACC.,, is that tip is not strict. A 

stronger argument-in favour of ACCs is that the morphisms in the 

bottom-level express "state transformations" and they should be 

strict because "once something has failed to terminate nothing more 

can be done" /Sto77 p. 203/. This will of course entail removing up 

(and lift and L) and claim that up does not correspond to any 

operational intuition. This amounts to continuing the discussion 

started in the second remark in section 2.1. In view of this it is 

interesting to note that !, gives "problems" in section 4.4 which are 

similar to those X gives. 

2.4 APPLICATIONS-OF THE METALANGUAGE 

The notation for the bottom-level metalanguage may be somewhat 

unfamiliar and there are limitations in the types allowed. The 

purpose of this section is therefore to show that the metalanguage 

is still useable. This is done by giving two example semantics but 

they will not be needed later. 

The first and major example is an imperative language with 

procedures. The abstract syntax of programs pro, expressions exp, 

commands cmd and declaratiorfs dcl is given by: 



pro program cmd 

exp num I true I false I 
Lead 

I ide ide (exp 1'**"Oxpk 

if exp , then exP2 else exp 3 exp I ope exp 2 

cmd ide := exp 
1write 

expi ide(exP 1P... fexp k) 

if exp then cmd I clll(12 .1 While exp (10 ClIld 

begin dcl. ; caid ond. 
I 

cmd 1; cmd 2 

dcl :: = var-. ide := expl fun ide(idel,..., ide 
k) ; exp 

I proc ide(idel,..., id Ok) I dcl 
I ; dcl 

2 

0 

The sYntax of identifiers ide, numerals num and operators ope is left 

unspecified. The language is similar to SMALL /Gor79/ but there are 

some syntactic deviations. For simplicity only identifiers may be 

assigned to, but to be general functions and procedures may have 

more than one argument. Variables are declared by var ide := exp 

but there is no facility for constants. The potential problem with 

constants is that we do not allow t:: =gt. So one would have to treat 

constants using locations (as will be done for variables) or 

syntactic constraints must ensure that the identifiers referenced 

when initialising a constant are themselves constants. A semantic 

deviation is that we shall use call-by-value. 

We now define the functionalities of the semantic valuations %1ý', 

t, fand A The semantics will use locations and, to illustrate 

some possibilities, use a mixture of continuation style and direct 

style. To state the functionalities we need the bottom-level tYPOs 

I (input), 0 (output), S (state), E (value) and the top-level types 

L (locations) and R (environments). The functionalities to be used 

are listed below and explained afterwards. 
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STprol: 1--) 0' 

tf expl: R--s, L-* S-)p E*S 

rfcmdB: R-4 (L--PS-*S)--* (L-iS-1, S) 

ý Tdcll: R)cL--t Rx LvS--t S 

direct style 

direct style 

continuation style 

direct style 

Programs should be straight forward. For expressions one might have 

expected 
glexp) 

: R--y S-: pE*S, i. e. that given an environment a "state 

transformation" is produced. However, the semantics of functions 

will require to know the "next free location" so that the arguments 

can be stored from there onwards. This information is available for 

the choice taken. Similar considerations apply for commands and 

declarations. 

Before proceeding any further it is appropriate to point out that 

the metalanguage has been designed to be "minimal" in not having 

explicit notation for constructs that can be built from more primi- 

tive constructs. This simplifies'the formal development but makes 

examples more cumbersome. An example is M= recM. O+EXM that will be 

used to associate locations (in the form of natural numbers) with 

their values. An informal expansion of the definition gives 

O+E-9(0+... ) which may be rearranged to give O+E+E 2 
+E 

3 
+... . so M is 

the type of finite lists of values (of type 
-E) 

and location 1 may be 

viewed as corresponding to the l'th element. Operations upon such 

lists can be defined using the constructs of the metalanguage but the 

definitions become rather detailed. An' example of this is the function 

get below for accessing the contents of a location. One way to improve 

upon this would be to extend the metalanguage with a list forming 

constructor and the associated operations. A more ad hoc solution 

would be to assume that M. is a base type-and that the operations are 

constants (thereby side stepping the metalanguage). We shall not do 
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I 

either as this section still serves its purpose without. But for 

this reason no "worked examples" about the behaviour of the semantics 

will be given. 

Continuing with the development we define the domains as follows: 

I = recI. 0+1-'. *I input 

0 = recO. O+EV-O output 

M = recM. O+E*M 'Imemory" 

S = I*M*O states 

E =T+ values 

T truth values 

L =N locations 

F= L--), Eiý... XEIOS--I)E*S functions 

(L-7. S --v S) " (L-+ E . -A EMS-+ S) procedures 

Ide-: ýW+P environments 

The intention with these definitions is that e. g. S is a shorthand 

for (recI. O+E*I)* ... *(EecO. O+E*O). 

Most of the details due to the "minimality" of the metalanguage 

are encapsulated by the following four auxiliary functions. An 

expression like [ 
.. 

] will be used instead of formally defining a 

constant function with that effect (in the standard semantics). 

Furthermore, where-clauses are used to help impose some structure 

upon the definitions. Also all occurrences of smashtuple and smash- 

take. are abbreviated to tuple and take.. Finallyr we shall write 

e. g. 1-1 as a shorthand for the inore -correct 
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read : S-*E*S (reads the next input value) 

read = tuplq( cases( 
Dx. 

error value], take 1 
)IlunfoldJ3take 

, tuple( abbrl, take 2' 
take 3) 

) 

where, abbr, = cases('foldOinli take 2 
)Elunfoldt3take 

write : E$S-->S (writes the value on the output) 

write = tuplo( take 1 
Utake 

2' tak 02" tak 02' 

foldDin 
2 

Otuple(takel, take 3 t1take 2) 

get : L-: PS-; %Ei4S (gets content of location) 

get = Al: L. tuple( (abbr 1 )(l)atake 2' 
IAS'sl ) 

where abbr, Y( Ag: L-*M--. *E. 11: L. abbr 2 j3unfold) 

where, abbr 2 cases( 
[U. 

error value] 

r (1=1 --: Oý take,, g(1-1)otake 2) ) 

set: L--oEWS-sS 

set = Al: L. tu 

where abbr 
, 11 

1 

where, abbr 2 

where abbr 3 

(updates contents of location) 

ple( take 1 otake 2, abbrl, take 30 take 2) 

= (abbr 2 )(l)j3tuple(takel, take 20 take 2) 

= Y( Ag: L-p. E*M--oM. 11: L. abbr 3) 

=. foldocases(abbr 
7 abbr 6)13 

Cabbr5lC)abbr 
4 

where abbr 4 'ý tuple( take 

, cases( in 
1 DfoldDinl, in 

2)0 unfoldotake 2) 

(of functionality E*M--*E*(M+E*M)) 

where [abbr 
51 ý- 

NX 
r Y) - is 

1 (Y) in 
1 ((x, out 1 (y))) 

in 
2 

((x, out 2 (y)))] 

(of functionality E-X(M+E. 4M)--P(E*M)+E*(E, $M)) 

where, abbr =" in 0(1=1 --. * tuple(takel, take 3 take 62 21 2) 

tuple(take 
10 take 2' 

g(1-1)ntuple(take 1 , take2Otake 2) 

(of functionality EX(EvM)--v4)+EXM) 
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where abbr in U(1=1 
-7 2 

, tuple([ýx. some initial valu 01 , g(1-1) 

(of functionality EwM-*O+E*M) 

In the definition of get and set it should be noted that the fixed 

point operator Y has type (t---)t)"t for This, shows an 

"interaction" between the lovels of types that seems to have no 

analogue for the recursion operators rec and rec allowed for types. 

The semantic iunctions are defined below, using the same notational 

conventions as above: 

, 91prol: 

J)TErogram cmdl = take 3a 

(gtcmdl [some environment] ll. [Is. s) 1)Q 

tuple([Ai. i], Jli. 
some memory], 

[ji. 
some output] 

The definition of expressions uses the notation mk that is defined 

below: 

tVexpV: R-* L-. 9, Sno E*S 

t[num] r1= [As. ((some value) sg 

CTLruej r1= [ýs. (in 
1 (tt)fs)l 

g fLalsej r1= 
[Is. (in 

1 (ff), s)] 

efreadl r1= read 

eýidej r1= is 1 (r 
fideD) --; p get (out 1 (rEidj) (error values )I 

glide(explre. 
o texp k )Ir 1= is 

2 (rTidel) -p abbrlr 
[Is. (error, s)] 

where abbr, = (out 
2 (rjidej)(j))Gm 

k-1 
(tlexp k 

Ir 1)U 

91 (fUexp 1 
Ir 1) 

Ifif expl then e xP2 else e XP31r 1= cond(abbrl, abbr 2 abbr 3) 

where abbr, = [Out 
11 Utake 1a (gTexp 

1 
Ir 1) 

where abbr 2 (ftexp 
2r 1)atake 

2 a(ýJexp Vr 

where abbr 3 (Zlexp 
3r UtItake 

2a 
(tloxp 1Br 
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Ilexp 
1 ope exp 21 r1= [opprator]am 

1 (fVexp 21r 1)tleyexp 1 
Vr 1 

We now explain the equation for ide(exp 1 ..., exp k) when k=2. Then 

frexpli r1 and Me NP2 Ir 1 are of functionality S--*EjS and therefore 

cannot be composed. This is remedied by using 

m1 (Iqexp 
21r 

1) : EVS-, -, -E*E*S 

The idea is that the first argument remains unchanged. The formal 

definition is 

mk (f) = tuple(take 1 .,.,, take k' 

take 1 ofutake k+l' take 2 uftltake k+l ) 

The function mk is not of contravariantly pure type so mk (f) should 

be regarded as a shorthand for the defining expression. (The defi- 

nition of mk may be compared with fit of /MiSt76/. ) 

For commands we have 

tTcmdj : R--> (L-> S-P S) -7 (L, -. * S--P S) 

VTide := expi rc1= c(l)tlabbr 1 13(giexpg r 1) 

where abbr, = is I (rýidj)-l set(out 1 (rýidel)), [A(v, s). error] 

: V±r i te exp] rc1=c (1) a wr i te tv (ZfexpV r 1) 

Vide (exp 1po.. exp k2rc1= is 
3 

(rýidj)-ýp abbrlp[As. error statel 

0 

where abbiýl (out 
3 

(rTidel)c 1)clm 
k-1 

(frexp 
kýr 

1)a 

... tl(erexp 
11r 1) 

glif exp then cmd, 21se cmd 21 rc1 

cond( [out 
11 Otake 1 

0(tffexpT r 1) 

(ffcmd rc 1)c' take cl(gffexp3 r 1) 2 

(rTcmd 
21 rc 1)Dtake 

2 V(fýexpj r 1) 

gT wh ile exp do cmd-I rc=Y( ýc I: L-ý% S--, - S. Al: L. abbr 

where abbr, =- cond( [Out 
130take 1 DýTexpE r 

8 () 



Or 
, &UcmdT r cl 1 93 take 2 

PfTexpZ r 

PC (1) 0 take 2 DfCexpl r 

fLbegin dcl; cmd endU rc= (gycmdy abbr, c abbr 2) P abbr, 

where abbri = ; ffdclW(r, l) Ji 

ftcmd 
1; cmd 21 rc= týcjud 

11r( 
&Icmd 

21r c) 

For declarations we need a variant of mk: 

mk'(f) = tuple(takel,..., take 
k 

fatuple(take k+ 1, take k+2 

(It should be clear that mk and mý are special cases of a more general 

construct. ) We then have 

kfdC'li : RXL--PRiLXS-+S 

PTýLar ide := expS (r, l) = (r[in 
1 

(1)/ide], 1+1, abbr 

where abbr, = set(l)cl(glexpl r 1) 

2Lfun ide(idel,..., ide ; exP3 (r, l) = (abbrl,. l, [AS-S]) 
k) 

where abbr, r[in 2 
(Y(jg: L--PE)l ... *E*S-vE)IS. 21: L. abbr 2 

))/ide] 

where abbr ZýexpD abbr (1+k) a set (1) a ... am I (set(l+k-1)) 
23 k-1 

where abbr 3 r[in 2 
(g)/ide3fin 

1 
(1)/idel] ... 

[in 
1 

(1+k-l)/ide 

OT. Eroc ide(ide 
1 ..., ide 

k 
); cmdl (r, l) = (abbrl, 1, [As. sl) 

where abbr, = r[in 3 
(Y(Ag: (L-f-S--PS)--P (L-#EIA.. . -WE. XS-*S) 

ýc: I. -* S--PS. ýkl: L. abbr 2 
))/ide3 

where abbr 2= 
&Icmd] abbr 3c (1+k) 0 set(1)0 ... omkl_, (set(l+k-1)) 

where abbr 3= r[in 3 
(g)/idej[inl(l)/idej] ... 

[inl(l+k-l)/ide J 

jTdcl 
1 ; 

dcl 2 
3(r, l) = (abbr 

1 
11, abbr 1 

42, abbr 1 
j3t3abbr 

2 

where abbr, '*c' 2' (, PFdcl 
11 (r, 1)11 , 

ýFdcl 
11 

(r, 1) 12) 

where abbr 2 
)fdcl 

1 
J(r, l)ý3 

The clauses rely on set to create a new location if the requested 

location does not already exist. 
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The use of continuation style for commands and direct style for 

declarations is not essential. For expressions problems arise if a 

continuation style semantics is wanted. In the discussion 
I 
below the 

presence of L will be ignored. The usual equation 

euoxp 
1 ope exp 2Srk= 

JTCXp 
1Tr 

(ýv 1* 
Oexl) 

21r 
(lv 

20 

[operator] (v 1 'V2 )) )) 

is not appropriate because the two levels are mixed in a prohibited 

way. The idea with'm 1 might suggest 

c4r 

6UexPl ope exp 21rk= 
ffexp r 

M1 (Kexp 2 r)( 

ka[operatorl 

but it is a problem to find M If a store semantics /MiSt76/ had 

been used it would be feasible to give a continuation style semantics 

(as in /Nie82/) as well as a direct style semantics. In a sense the 

use of mk may be viewed as "implementing" a store semantics locally. 

Remark In section 2.1 it was suggested that the type ft possibly 

might be thought of as code. Even if one accepts this view the 

above semantics is not a compiler because of the top-level domains 

6 participating in the definition of functions and procedures. In 

/MiSt76/ a compiler. is developed by transforming a standard semantics 

(through a store semantics) to a stack semantics. it would-be 

interesting to investigate whether this process can be formalised as 

"moving top-level notions out of the definitions of functions and 

procedures". I/I 

HB 



The second example is a small applicative language of recursion 

equation schemes that will be studied in chapter 5. The syntax of 

expressions exp and programs pro is given by 

exp :: = x1 (l ei ek) 

ri (exp 
1 .... exp k 

(le i en) 

Ai (ex[) 
1 #Cxl) k 

(1 ti) 

pro :: = let F1 (x 
1 #*.. #x k exp 1&... 

&Fn (X 1f... OX k exp 
n 

in exp 0 

Here k and n are natural numbers that will remain constant through- 

out. we shall not specify their values except assume that they are 

greater than 1. 

The language consists of auxiliary functions (the Ai), functions 

defined-by mutual recursion (the Fi) and variables (the xi). The 

parameter mechanism is call-by-name rather than call-by-value as 

before. The meaning of a program is a function whose arguments are 

values for the free variables (in exp 0 above). We shall assume that 

there is only one data type E as this will slightly simplify the 

notation in chapter 5. The meaning of a program therefore will be 

an element of 

0F= 
EX ... X E->E 

where there are k E's to the left of -P. For environments we may 

use 

FX ... 
XF 

where there are n F's. 
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The semantics then is 

:? Uproý : 

fgexpl : R-YF 

defined bY 

J)ff lot ... in exp 0 6jexpg(Y(jc! nv: R. abbr 

where abbr, = (gfoxpjý onv, ... j 
rFc-xp, V env) 

and 

r fxJ env = take 
I 

tqF (exp 
1 i,.,,, exp k env 

envii) 0 tuple (f TexplT env, 
fffexp 

kI env) 

I 
tTAi(exp 

if..., e xpk Q env = 

a1a tuple(frexp, D env, ..., 
tFexpkl env) 

Here ai are, to be constants of contravariantly pure type (F in fact). 

There is no explicit conditional above but it may be assumed to be 

on e of the A1 because the parameter mechanism is call-by-name. It 

could be introduced explicitly by 

rULf exp 1 then exp 2 else exp 3J env = 

cond( 
[je. 

e represents tt] U r[expll env, 

ITexp 
21 env, gTexp 

31 env ) 

.0 but we shall not do so in chapter 
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COLLECTING 
SEMANTICS 

0 

In the previous chapter a metalanguage was specified and its 

standard interpretation was given. In the next chapter we consider 

abstract interpretation, i. e. specification of (forward) data flow 

analyses. As with previous developments of abstract interpretation 

it is helpful to consider the most precise of all data flow analyses: 

the "static semantics" of /CoCo77b/ which is called the collecting 

semantics in this thesis. 

The idea is that a function f: N YN -ýPN 9N 
.LLI, 

becomes 

., 
XN, ) is a powerdomain which is an g:, jP(N. 4xN. L)-s-P(N. LxN. L)- Here f(N 

analogue within domain theory of the powersets used 'in the introduc- 

tion. In section 3.1 several notions of powerdomains are exemplified 

and the theory is developed for the notion chosen. Section 3.2 

studies how to obtain e. g. &P(Nýý N,. ) from 6)(N. 
L) as is necessary in 

order to define the collecting semantics by merely giving a new 

interpretation (the collecting interpretation). This motivates a study 

of the tensor product (3) because L? (N49 N. L) "is" L? (N. L)O? (N. L) . Further 

use of the tensor product will be made in chapter 4. The collecting 

interpretation is then defined in section 3.3 and a suitable relation- 

ship between the standard and collecting semantics is proved. The 

relationship essentially says that g(Y) = 
ff(y)l yCY) which means that 

g is the extension of f to powerdomains. 
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Powerdomains were developed in order to make it possible to give 

semantics to nondeterministic and parallel programs. The semantics of 

a nondeterministic program like 

x: =x+ 1; (x: =x k 27 or x: =x 13) 

is a function f: N,. -. PflN, 
_) 

We define ý(N. 
L) below for three notions 

of powerdomain. It should be stressed that the general definitions 

are more complex as will be apparent when the theory of relational 

powerdomains is covered. 

The Plotkin powerdomain 0, (N ) /Plo76/ has as elements some of the 
P J. 

subsets of N. L. A subset of N. L is an element of the powerdomain iff 

it contains L or is finite but nonempty. The partial order is the 

Egli-Milner order defined by 

XCY iff for all xC-X there is yCY such that x5y, and ýEM 

for all yCY there is xeX such that xSY 

Then P, (N.. ) is a cpo and may be pictured as: P 

$ (N. L) N. L 

J1,2,3, 

Jý, 3) (21 

JJL, 2,3ý) 

JL, 
1 
2) 

The Smyth powerdomain /Smy78/ has as elements N. L and all finite 

and nonempty subsets of N. The partial order is superset inclusion, 

i. e. e XEY iff X2Y. This may be pictured as: 
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e (N. L) 
12) 13ý 

11 23 12,31 

1,2,3 
t 

The relational powerdomain j?, (NI) (taken from /PloLN/) has as 
R 

elements all subsets of N.. that contain L. and is partially ordered 

by subset inclusion, i. e. XIEY iff XC-Y. This may be pictured as: 

e (Nj. ) N. L 

2,3,. 

1 23 

One may note that $R(N3. ) is isomorphic to the ordinary powerset of N. 

It will now be argued that the relational powerdomain is the 

better choice of the three possibilities. One argument is the iso- 

morphism (in CPO) that was mentioned above and therefore a development 

based on this powerdomain may be claimed to be "a generalisation" of 

the usuall theory (e. g. /CoCo77b/). The Smyth powerdomain does not 

seem uusable because it includes only one infinite subset of'N. I. and 

0 
in data flow analysis one often considers representations of infinite 

sets (as in the "detection of signs" ex. ample in the introduction). 

The formulation of abstract interpretation given in the intro- 

duction focuses upon what set of states will be possible at some point 

(say at the end of the program) not whether it can be guaranteed that 

the point is always reached. This agrees with the relational power- 

domain where all elements contain-L. The plotkin powerdomain (as was 

used in /Myc8l/) enables one to express that a certain point is always 
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reached (i. e. that the set does not contain jw). This is useful when 

extending abstract interpretation to include aspects of termination 

and is the subject matter of chapter 5. It will be argued, however, 

that the absence of infinite sets not containing J. severely limits 

the additional generality that is obtained (and the major application 

in /Myc8l/ is incorrect). Por this reason, and less importantly 

because the theory of relational powerdomains is simpler, we shall 

adopt the relational powerdomain. 

Definition of the relational powerdomain 

To define the relational powerdomain we need the notion of an ideal. 

A tuple B= (B,. L, S) is a pointed quasi order iff G is a quasi order 

on B (i. e. a partial order except that xSygx does not imply x=y) and 

.L 
is a least element. For D= (D, E) an algebraic cpo the tuple 

(B 
D . L, S) is a. countable pointed quasi order (because BD is countable). 

An ideal I of a pointed quasi order B is a subset of B that contains 

j. and is left-closed: if bEb' and b'4I then b4I. It is convenient 

to define LC BM= 
fb(-B 13xfX: bSxj and the index B is usually omitted. 

The ideals of N. are exactly the elements of oOR(N. L). This motivates 

(omitting the subscript R): 

Definition For a cpo D define d7(D) = (jideals of B4 S). 

Theorem'3.1: 1 /PlOLN/. If D is an algebraic cpo then u9(D) is an 

algebraic complete lattice with JjL UWand finite elements 
DI 1) 

those ideals I that equal LC(Y) for some finite subset Y of BD. /// 

Proof It is straightforward that G'P(D) is a complete lattice with least 

upper bounds as stated. If YSB 
D 

is finite and nonempty then I=LC(Y) 
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is a finite element: for if IE I for some chain (I ) then Y: FU I On 
nnnnn 

so YSI for some n and hence ISI We next use-fact 2.2: 1 so let I 
nn 

be an ideal. Because B is countable there is a one-one map i: B -*N. DD 

Then (LC(4, LjUjb6B DI 
bEIA i(b)ýn j)) 

n 
is a chain of finite elements 

with least upper bound I. 

The notion of singletons for powersets motivates defining 

OR *ý JbCB 
DI bSdl-= LC(ldl) whenever d6D. It is straightforward to 

show that Ad. ld IR is a continuous function from D to J2(D). 

Theorem 3.1: 2 /PloLN/. Let D be an algebraic cpo and La complete 

lattice. For a continuous function f: D--*L there is precisely one 

continuous and additive function ft: jft)--ýiL such that ft(jd)R)ýf (d) 

for all d6D. It is given by fl(I) = Ljý(b)j b013 and 'Af. ft is an 

isomorphism from D-4 L to flD)--), L (the cpo of additive as well as 
a 

continuous functions) with inverse ýg. Ad. g(jdj R 

Proof The explicitly defined ft is continuou, s as is'shown by 

ft(d I)= Ulf (b) I bfU II= DjUlf (b) I b6I In tNI = IJ fI (In) 
nnnnnn 

and a similar calculation shows that ft is additive. Next 

d3R) =U 
ff (b) I bd BDAb! dl =f (d) 

v because f is continuous and Id IR is a countable and directed subset 

of D. For any other g satisfying the conditions we show 9Mýft(I) 

for I an ideal of BD* By g continuous it suffices to consider ideals 

that are finite elements and by g additive it suffices to consider 

I=fb)R for bCB 
D. 

The result is then immediate. It follows that 

ýf. fl is a bijection as stated and it and its inverse are easily 

seen to be monotonic so that ýf. ft is an isomorphism (in ýE2)- /// 
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The above result is useful for defining ý( 
... ) as a functor. Let 

ALG be the category with algebraic cpols as objects and continuous 

functions as morphisms. It is an admissible subcategory of CPO (see 

the proof for ACC in section 2.2). For a morphism f: D--), Dl we define 

fif) = (ad. 4f(d)l 
R)r and the definition on objects has already been 

-illy continuous and covariant functor given. This specifies a loct 

over ALG as is now proved. , p1, ý, tL? (f*g) is by the "precise- 

ly one" result of the theorem: for 0(01P(g) is continuous and 

additive and (e(f)*0(g))jd )R 
:- 

ý(f ) Ig (d)) 
R=j 

(f * g) (d )iR' One 

shows 
e(id) 

= id in a similar way. That d9is continuous from D-IDI 

to OjD)-ItV(D) is because Jf. ft is continuous from D--ke(D') to 

flD)--qf(D'), the latter claim follows from the theorem because 

additivity is an admissible predicate. The theorem states that dp(D) 

is a complete lattice and it is immediate that e(f) is strict iff f 

is. Hence A 
... ) is a locally continuous and covariant functor over 

all of ALG, nGs, ACC, ACCg. 

There are other isomorphic ways of defining the relational power- 

domain. One that may have more "intuitive appeal" is the following 

where members of v'P(D) do not only contain elements of BD*A subset 

X of D is closed iff it equals fdCD jLC(jdj) SLC(X)j . Then(P(D) is 

isomorphic to (inonempty closed subsets of DJ, E) /PloLN/ but this 

result will not be used subsequently. 

Other characterisations 

The collecting interpretation uses powerdomains but the general 

treatment of abstract interpretation in chapter 4 will also consider. 

other algebraic complete lattices. This means we will use the 
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category ýgý that has algebraic complete lattices as objects and 

continuous functions as morphisms. It is an admissible subcategory 

of CPO (as follows from an easy modification of the proof for ACC). 

In the remainder of this section we consider what special there is 

about powerdomains, i. e. we identify the image ill ACT, of LPactinq 

on ALG. 

For this we need to define the ideal completion of a countable and 

pointed quasi order B= (B,. L,!; ). A directed ideal of B is an ideal 

of B that is a directed subset. 

Definition For a pointed quasi order B define 

5= (Idirected ideals of B1,! j). I/I 

Theorem 3.1: 3 /PloLN/. If B is a countable and pointed quasi order 

then B is an algebraic CPO. The finite elements of 9 are those of 

the form LC(lb)) for bC-B. /1/ 

Proof Clearly B is a partially ordered set with 41 as least element. 

It is a cpo because for (jn)n a chain of directed ideals UnJn is a 

directed ideal and therefore the least upper bound. Clearly an 

element LC(4b]) for bEB is finite. We now once more use fact 2.2: 1. 

Let i: N-*B be onto and Ja directed ideal. Set bo=. L and b 
n+lý- 

bn 

if i(n+l)CtJ and otherwise b 
n+l 

is chosen as some upper bound in J 

of bn and i(ntl). (This uses the countable axiom of choice. ) Clearly 

(LC(4bnj) )n is a chain of finite elements with J as the least upper 

bound. 

Fact 3.1: 4. If D is an algebraic cpo then D is isomorphic to B. The D 
isomorphism from D to ý-D is %d. LC(jdj) and its inverse is 
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The characterisation of powerdomains builds on the notion of a 

prime element. (The definition of prime and irreducible below is dual 

to that of /GHKLMS80/. ) Let D= (D, G) be an algebraic cpo. 

Definition An element dGD is a prime iff d9d 
1 ad 2 

implies that d5d 1 

or dEd 2 and it is irreducible iff d=d 
1 ud 2 

implies that (I=d 1 or 

d=d I/I 

Write PB jb(B Ib is a primeland IB 1"13D Ib is irreducibleA. 
DDD 

If D is consistently complete as well as algebraic and if d is finite 

then d1 and d2 may be assumed finite in the above definition without 

changing the concept. 

Theorem 3.1: 5. An algebraic complete lattice L is isomorphic to a 

powerdomain (of an algebraic cpo) iff 

BLý lb 
1u... ubnI n>OA b1f. PB 

LI 

and then L': -ýO(PB L 
). 

Proof To show "only if" we may without loss of generality assume 

for D an algebraic cpo. The finite elements of L are by 3-1: 1 

those of the form U., LC(lb, J) for 00 and b C-B It therefore 
1 :ni D* 

suffices to show that the finite primes are those of the form LC(lb]) 

v for b6B D. Clearly such an element is prime and if a finite element 

d= U 
i<n LC(Abij) is not of this form then there is j4k such that b j, 

and 
Ibk are maximal in lb 

1 ..., bnj but neither bi Sb 
k nor bk Cb 

3 
Then 

using d, = LC(tbil ifnAb, /bjj) alid d= LC(jbij i, ýnAb, Xbkj) in 
2 

the definition of prime shows that.. d is not prime. 

For "if" let L be an algebraic complete lattice satisfying the 

condition. Then D= PB L 
is an algebraic cpo and we will show LVP(D). 
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Since L^-13 L and BD is isomorphic to PB L 
(in a category with partially 

ordered sets and continuous functions) it suffices to show that 

(Idirected ideals of B IPS) is isomorphic to L"=(Iideals of PB 

Define E): L--PL" by E)(J) = JnPB 
L and E)- 

1 
: L"--. PLI by 9- M 

lb 
1p... ub 

nI 
n)'O A biC Il. Note that b1U... Ub 

n exists in L (because 

L iý, a complete lattice) and (jives an element OF BL because each 

1). is a finite element of L. ")o 9 -1 (1) is a directed ideal of B and 
1L 

G(J) is an ideal. of PB L It is straightforward to show that 

e(e- 
I 

(I)) =I and E)- 
1 

(e(J)) J using the connection between BL and 

PB 
L. 

Finally, both e and ()- are monotonic. 

Further information about powerdomains is given by: 

Fact 3.1: 6. A prime of an object of ACL is irreducible but not 

necessarily conversely. 

For the proof note that the complete lattice V defined by 

0> 

. 1. 

has PBV= III , IBV =I-I Oof +F 41 and BV=V. 

/1/ 

0 Theorem 3.1: 7. If D is an algebraic cpo and I is an element of (P(D) 

then it is a prime iff it is irreducible iff it is a singleton 

(I=jd3R for some dCD). 

Proof If deD then JdIR is a prime and hence irreducible: for let 

d=U b where (b ) is a chain of finite elements and suppose that 
hnnn 

1d) 
RS11 vi 2 Then without loss of generality 11 contains bn for 

infinitely many n, hence 11 contains all bn and Jdj 
R 

SI 
1. 
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Next we show that an irreducible ideal I must be a singleton. If I 

is directed then I= 1 IIIIR so we will show that I must be directed. For 

a contradiction assume that I is not directed but is irreducible. 

There are b,, b21 that have no upper bound in I. Define the ideals 

I, = LC({bC-If bablý ) and 12 = LC(jbeIji(bjb1)j). Then I, contains b 

but not b2 and 12 contains h., but not 1) 
1' 

Bu tII Lf 12 is immediate 
dý 

and since IXI 1 and IXI 2 the desired contradiction has been established. 

I/I 

In chapter 4 we shall consider algebraic complete lattices L 

satisfying BL= lb 
1u... Lob 

n) 
00 Ab, C-IBLI. The previous two theorems 

show that the powerdomains are included (as is v incidentally). The 

condition of the previous theorem cannot be used to characterise 

powerdomains: 

Fact 3.1: 8. The powerdomains are a proper subset of the set of ACL 

objects where primes and irreducible means the same. I/I 

For the proof note that a non-powerdomain satisfying the condition 

is the following: the elements are jjjvjO, 13* and Av iff u=jL or u 

is a finite string over AO, l) with v as a prefix. 

Turning to functions we have: 

Theorem 3.1: 9. Let D and D' be algebraic cpo's and g: flD)->L? (D') a 

continuous function. There exists a continuous function f: D--*Dl such 

that g=? (f) iff g is additive and prime-preserving (i. e. that f(d) 

is a prime whenever d is). I/I 

Proof By a previous theorem the primes are the singletons and this 

shows that 0(f) is prime-preserving and it is clearly additive. Next 

given g define f(d) = Lý(Jd IR ) as a continuous function. Using 3.1: 2 

it follows that g=eff). 
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3.2 TENSOR-PRODUCTS 

Consider a type AlIt ... VA. where 0 is one of the symbols X, 40, + 

or L. In the standard semantics the corresponding domain is 

A1#... *A 
k and in the collecting semantics it will be IP(A 1 0... ijA 

The problem is how to build P(A 4... -4A ) in a structural way. This 1k 

entail.,; finding an operator(RI -mch that jp(A-W ... 4A ) is at least wIk 

isomorphic to ý(A 
1)(9) ... 

OAA 
k ). The operator should preferably 

work for all algebraic complete lattices rather than just powerdomains 

in order to facilitate the development of abstract interpretation in 

chapter 4. When # is L one may use 1. for(2)and when # is + one may 

use X for (D,. It is less clear what to do when 0 is )( or ýf and this 

motivates a study of tensor products /ArMa75/. A further "pay off" 

of this is given'in chapter 4 where it is claimed that the tensor 

product generalises the "relational method" described in chapter 

Before giving the categorical definition of the tensor product it 

a 

is convenient to state some auxiliary results. The categories to be 

considered in this section are ACL, ýUa and ACLas where the a 

means that morphisms are additionally additive. 

Lemma 3.2: 1. ACL, tAgýg, LkCLa and ACLas are admissible subcategories 

of CPO. 

Proof For ACL and A, 

get the rest of the 

(or equally 8gba§2) 

To see that each r 
n 

CLs this is much as for ACC in section 2.2. To 

result consider a chain ((D 
n)n 

(e 
n)n) 

in ACLae 

and let (D, (r be the limiting cone in CPOe- 
nn 

is a morphism of ACLae it suffices to show that 
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each rU is additive. But each eU is additive and therefore D as 
nn 

constructed in 2.2: 2 has componentwise binary least upper bounds. It 

then follows from the formula for rU that the function is 
n 

additive. /1/ 

Define an (upper) semi-lattice as a partially ordered set L= (L, S) 

where all binary least upper bounds exist. 

Lemma 3.2: 2. An algebraic cpo is in ACL iff it is a semi-lattice. /// 

Proof Only "if" is non-trivial so let D be an algebraic cpo that is 

also a semi-lattice. Let X be a subset of D and note that LIX exists 

if X is finite. For a countable set X= Ix 
n 

jntOý we know that 

UnUIX1 
'T. *. jx nI 

exists and it is easy to see this is the least upper 

bound of X. For a general set X we know that LI(LC(X))-exists and it 

is easy to see this is JJX. 

In much the same'way it follows that: 

Lemma 3.2: 3. A morphism of ACL is in ACLas iff it is completely 

additive and is in ACLa iff it preserves least upper bounds of all 

non-empty families. /1/ 

v 
The notion of seperate additivity is central to the definition 

of the tensor product. A function f: L 1x... AL k --J*L (for M-2) iS 

seperately additive (respectively seperately continuous# seperately 

strict) iff for*each i and k) the function 

"Al. fa 1k) is additive (respectively continuous, strict). 

Seperate strictness implies strictness but not conversely whereas 

seperate additivity is iinplied by additivity but not conversely. It 

follows from section 2.2 that seperate continuity is the same as 

continuity. 
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The definition of the tensor product is conce'rnpd with transforming 

a seperately additive function to an additive function. 

Definition A tensor product in ACL for X with respect to additivity 

assigns to any k objects Ll,..., L k an object LI (P ... I&L k and a 

soperately additive morphism 

cross L1X... XL k --; P L1 CL 
k 

that is called the inclusion. Furthermore, for every seperately 

additive morphism f: L X ... XL --vL of ACL there is precisely one 1k 

additive morphism f 3( : L40 ... (PL --JýL such that fX-cross =f. The morphism 
.1kx 

f)(is called the extension of f. 

It should be clear that similar definitions may be given by using 

other entities for ACL, V and adaitivity. In this way one may define 

a tensor product ANin ACLs for X with respect to additivitY. The 

inclusion is written cross 4 and the extension of f as 
d(. In this 

section the theory will be developed for both 0 and @ but the presen- 

tation will focus uponO. The index X to cross will be omitted when 

confusion is not likely to result. 

Example The smash product * may be viewed as the tensor product 

in CPO of X with respect to strictness. The inclusion is smash and 

the extension of f is the function f restricted to the domain 

L1 ip ... *L k' This amounts to saying that for every continuous and 

seperately strict f: L 1X... 
WL 

k ->L there is precisely one strict and 

continuous function f )( :L1*... *L 
k -PL such that 

L1W. . ý(L 

f smash 

L *. a 14L 
fL 

10k or 
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commute. s. 

The two major questions to be addressed are whether a tensor 

product 0 exists and if more than one tensor product exists then what 

is their relationship. The second question is answered by: 

Fact 3.2: 4. Lot d) be a tensor pro(luct witli inclUSion crossx, and 

XI 
extension f. Similarly 0, cross,,, and fX . Then for all L1, ... 

L there is an isomorphism 
k 

E). - L10 OL 
k -4 L1 9p, CP' Lk 

X. -1 X1 
such that E) cross,, =cross.., and fe=f It is given by 

9- 1= )ý I 
E)=(cross,, ) and E) (cross. ) 

The proof is similar to the one showing that two limiting cones are 

isomorphic. 

Construction 

To show that a tensor product always exists we give a particular 

construction that uses the algebraicity of objects. The idea /PloPS/ 

is first to construct a certain logic, then obtain a countable and 

pointed quasi order from it and finally define the tensor product as 

0 the ideal completion. 

Let L1. ... IL be ACL objects and note that all of B ..., B kLL 1k 
are semi-lattices with a least element. The logic Tg is now con- 

structed using ordinary logical notions /Men63/. It is convenient' to 

formulate it as a k+1 sorted logic, where the sorts are L1..., L k and 

L for the tensor product. The constant terms are b (or b :L) of 
-=O iii 

sort Li whenever b1 is a finite element of LI. The function symbols 
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are O: L 9 ... XL -)PL and u: L XL -YL For formulae there is only one 1k0000 

predicate = that takes two terms of sort L0 as argumonts. These are 

subject to the following 

axioms 1.1- x=x 

xw x=x 

xLAy = yLix 

x Li (y ti Z) " (X u y) 0Z 

O(bl,..., bi,..., b O(bl,..., b!,..., b 
k)u k 

..., b 
k) 

inference rules 

Xy 

yX 

2. 
yy 

X=y 

xuz = yuz 

Axiom 1 and the inference. rules express that = is a congruence. Axioms 

2,3 and 4 give properties that hold for a binary least upper bound 

operator. Axiom 5 expresses thatOP is seperately additive. The 

convention is used that b ub! is the constant term V it equals i11 

rather than assuming Uis a function L)CL -. o-L Generally t will 

denote a term of sort L0 and t- tl=t 2' tn-l=tn may be 

abbreviated to F tl=... =t n* 
The logic T* is constructed similarly 

but with function symbol(3) instead of & and with the additional 

axiom 6. (Ybjr.. %j. Lj. *., b k Ou 

1 () 



Proofs in one logic can sometimes be transformed to proofs in 

another.. Suppose that TKI is constructed similarly to T)e but from 

objects LL, 

Lemma 3.2: 5. If ri :BL --), B 
L are additivefunctions then ýX- t, =t 2 

1 
implies trt. r 

whore 
Ir is defined by (t ut )I r=tr 

"t 
Ir 

21 1212 

r 
and 0(bl,..., b 01 6)(r 

1 
(b 

I 
),..., r k 

(b 
k 

The similar result for T)6 also needs rI to be strict. The proof of 

the lemma is formally by induction on the proof k- t, =t2. Informally 

one must show that the axioms of TA-1 still hold in T3? when trans- 

formed by Ir 
and that the transformed inference rules are derived 

rules in TX'- We omit the details. 

The countable and pointed quasi order Py (P*) is now constructed 

from the-logic Tx (Tjr-). The countable set of elements is the set of 

terms of sort L and 0(. L.... I J. ) ( G)(-L ...... L) ) will be the least =0 

element. The quasi order is defined by t1 15t 
2 

iff I- t1 Lit 2=t -2* 
That 

this gives a quasi order is straightforward using axioms 2 and 4. It 

is not a partial order as two syntactically different terms may well 

be proved equal. Because of axiom 4 we may omit parentheses around 

terms so any term is of the form d)(bl,..., b 1)u 
... . (, n,. 

.., b n 
1k1k 

That the designated element is least now follows from the following 

two results. 

Lemma 3.2: 6. The term t1 Ut 2 
is a least upper bound of terms t1 and t2 

with respect to Ch. i/I 

Proof That t Ct Lit 212 
is by I- tU (t U 21 t ' 2) ' ý t2ýYltl ` t1ut2 and 

t St ut is 
112 similar. If t St 

1 and t Ct 
2- then t ut St is 

12 
because 

'of, 



ýt1 ut 2 ut =t1 Lit = t. I/I 

Lemma 3.2: 7. M(b, 
.... lb k) 

0(b 
11 ... jbý) iff b, Cýbj for all i (or, 

in the case of P*, if some bj isjj. 

Proof For "if" it suffices to illustrate the case k=2: 

h «kbl b 
2) ti 

(3K b, b2) = &(1)1, b 
2) Lj O(b 

,, 
b2') Li 0 (b 

l' , 

= W(bl b 
2, 

) Li ' g(bl'tb2) = O(bl', b2') 

using axiom 5 several times. For "only if" we use a soundness result: 

a model specifies a set B (for L) and functions 01 and uland the 
-=O 

predicate ='. Consider-the model where B is B (is ji, ulis the 

binary least upper bound operation of L1 and is equality. Since 

Li is (seperately) additive all axioms are true and the inference 

rules preserve truth. Hence (by induction on the proof of) Ir- tj=t 2 

implies I= BI where F Bgives the value of a term in this model. ýtl Ot2 
' 

So 0(blo ... lb k)5 
O(b Il.... bkl) gives 1 

ý-M(b ..., b )uQP(b .... bk') =0)(bl,..., b 1k1 

so b. ub! = b! and then b. t: b! as was to be shown. In the case of P-* 
11 1 1- 1 

we use (V (b, ... b k) that is b, if all b and L otherwise. 

The "tensor product" L1O... GL 
k 

is now defined to be PX (where 

is the completion by ideals of section 3.1) and similarly 

LlV ... 
@L 

k 
is r4 

* It folloýls from section 3.1 that these definktions 

give algebraic cpolsý That they are objects of ACL (8CLs) follows 

from lemmas 3.2: 2,3.2: 6 and 

Lemma 3.2: 8. If a countable and pointed quasi order has least upper 

bounds of pairs then its completion by ideals is a semi-lattice. /// 
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Proof Define J1 uj 2ý 
lb l3b 

1 
6J, 

jb 2'ý 
j 

2: 
b5b 

1 ub 21 and note that this 

gives a directed ideal that is an upper bound of J1 and J 2' Further- 

more it is contained in any other upper bound that is also a directed 

ideal. 

In a similar way one shows that the least upper bound operation 

in L1 4) Ob 
k 

is 

tj L)) u It I 3n), O: t, tneoy'. tEti u ... Ut n' 

and similarly for L 10 *'$rjk 

/1/ 

To verify that the above construction gives a tensor product we 

must define-the inclusion and extension of functions. Define. 

cross, ((l 1'**"lk)) ý, 

{t I 3b C-B ..., b rzB (Vi: b El tC 0(bl,..., b 
1L1kLkiw Ol 

0 

and similarly for @. It is straightforwardto verify that cross X 

and cross, are strict and continuous functions that produce directed 

ideals. 

Lemma 3.2: 9. crossX and cross Y are seperately additive. 

Proof Let 1', 1"C-L i and bC-B 
L. 

be such that bEllul". Then there exists 
1 

bl, b"C-B 
L. such that bSblub" and WC-11 and b"51". The proof is then 

1 
straightforward using the formula for least upper bounds in Lj(v ... OL 

k* 

Similarly for 0. - 

Given an ACL morphism f: L x ... WL -*-L define fX by 1k 

fA (J) = dIf (b 1bkb k)6 JJ 

This defines a continuous function that satisfies 

fx (crbss(llo,. -. 'tlk)) = f(ll, ***Plk) because by continuity it suffices 

to consider finite 11 and for these the result is immediate. For an 
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ACLs morphism f: L *L -IL define f* by 
k 

f*(J) = Ulf(smash(b 
1 ..., b k ))I 

&(b 
1 ..., b k )Cil 

This gives a strict and continuous function such that fx. cross*=f. 

Lemma 3.2: 10. fe is additive if f is seperately additive and 

similarly for A 

Proof We calculate 

f 
X(JoiJ$I) 

LJýf(b 
..., b ) 10(bl,..., b (V(b ..., bo b") k k)ý kk 

A *(b b 
k) 15 jIA O(b 1 ..., b 

k 
)CJ"ý 

(see below) 

if (b 
1 '... 

bk )I Cp(b, ... b 
k) j (b, bk )C-J"j 

f Y(J. ) Li f )((J,. ) 

For the middle equality it is immediate that F holds and forig we 

shall use a soundness result as in the proof of 3.2: 7. The model has 

B to be B 
LP 

01 to be f, u'to be binary least upper bound in L and 

is equality. It then follows that 

0(bl,..., b 
k) ý5 O(b 

11 ..., 
b 

k) L, (9)(b bk 

implies 

f (b, b 
k) 

Cf (b 
1 ..., b 

k) "f b'l' bk 

For W use (1) 1 that is f*smash. 

The correctness of the construction now follows: 

Theorem 3.2: 11. The constructed LOD... OL is a tensor product with k 

inclusion cross., defined above and extension of f given by f above. 

Similarly for4p. 
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Proof It remains to show that fX is the unique continuous and additive 

function h such that h'cross=f. So let h be some other candidate and 

show h (J) =f ; ý(J) 
. By continuity it suffices to consider arguments J of 

the form ItItEt] and by additivity one may assume tl=(P(b I ..., bk"). 
1 

For such arguments the. result follows from h*cross -3 f Y. cross. /// 

'I'lle function ý[Xy is 1,,, Cauý, L, it is an isomorphisill from 

the continuous and seperately additive functions L xL --p- L to the 
k 

continuouos and addi tive functions L10... &k-: ), L. Similarly If-f x is 

an isomorphism from strict, continuous and seperately additive 

functions to completely additive functions. 

Extendingitto a functor 

All domain constructors have been defined as functors and we now 

consider how to do this for tensor products. For ýa morphisms 

f.: L. -O, M. define the ACL morphism 111 

flo*o, ofk 'ý (cr os s ,*f1 ý( ..., 
gf 

k) 

0 

This gives an additive (respectively strict) morphism if all the f 

are additive (respectively strict) because of 3.2: 10 and 

cross*(f ý... Xf then is seperately additive. S, milarly for ACLs 1k 

morphisms f :L -)-M define the ACLs morphism iii 

(crossi f *f k 

Again this gives an additive morphism if all the fi are. Both 0 and 

Q)are locally continuous and covariant functors over ACLas. This will 

be a consequence of a later result but may easily be proved directly 

using the following idea: since X (and *) are functors one may use 

3.2: 11 to show the functor laws in much the same way the result was 

shown for OP in section 3.1. Neither of 0 or (R) gives a functor over 
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8q, ý, howevere because the lack of additivity means that the law for 

composition may fail as is shown by the following example. 

Example Let L 10,1 23. t) ,M 
+1 

, 0, ljýL) and recall V def ined 

in section 3.1. Define h: l, -#-V and g: V--PM as the naming of the 

elements suggests, e. g. h(j. L3)=j., h(j1,2, L])=+ etc.. Consider 

J= cross( 41JR'4 01 
R)u cross ( 12 JR 

'31R) in LQL. Then 

(h0h)(J) cross(+, O)Ljcross(+, +) = cross(+, +) 

so that 

( (gMg) * (h0h) ) (J) = cross (11 
R 

4-1 
'O'l 

This differs from 

((g*h)o(g*h) ) (J) cross ( 11100IR )u cross( 111 
R' 

111 
R) 

cross( 11IR' 10,1,4 

Note that g is not additive (but h is). 

For the purposes of chapter 4 it is convenient not to restrict 

consideration to ACLas. We therefore define a weaker notion than 

covariant functor and show that this includes(l) and (g). For 

morphisms in a sub cpo-category of CPO it has already been defined 

what additivity means. This may be extended to morphisms in a 

product category by defining such a morphism to be additive iff all 

its components are. 

Definition'Consider two cpo-categories with a notion of additivity 

defined as above. A (upper) semi-functor from one to another is a 

map upon objects and a map upon morphisms such that 

i) F (id) = id 

ii) F(f'f')EF(f)*F(f') 

ill 



iii) F(f) is additive if f is 

iv) equality holds in ii) when f is additive 

This definition includes semi-functors of more than one argument. 

The functors X, -k and 1. are semi-functors over ACLs as follows from 

Fact 3.2: 12. Every covariant functor (over a cpo-category) that 

preserves additivity is a somi-functor. 

Fact 3.2: 13. Everý ýsemi-functor gives rise to a covariant functor 

on the subcategory of additionally additive morphisms. 

Theorem 3.2: 14.0 is a locally continuous semi-functor over ACL 

and ACLs and QDis over ACLs. 

Proof We only consider(D and the only non-trivial result is that 

(f O... Iyf )* (f I 
k') and that equality 1k 10* , 'of 03 (f 

1*f 
PO *O(f k*f 

holds when all fi are additive. Abbreviating the inequality to 

9'gl: lg" we have 

(g*gl)(J) = g(dfcross(f, (bl)p. *. pfý(b k))l e(bl,..., b k )G JI) 

Ulg(cross(fl'(bj)p.. 
ovfý(b k) )I OD(b, ... b k)C'JJ 

Ulcross(f (f (b ))j, **. jf ffý(b )I Q>(bl,..., b k)C-jl 11k k) 

= 

0 
If all f1 are additive then so is g. Since g is continuous and all 

objects are algebraic we have 

g LJýg (J) IJ 6X) 

whenever 
X is not empty. This shows that equality holds in the above 

calcul4tion when all f1 are additive. I/I 

It is straightforward to show that the composition of locally continu- 

ous semi-fUnctors gives a locally continuous semi-functor and that 
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the tupling of locally continuous semi-functors gives a locally 

continuous semi-functor. 

In the remainder of this section we shall study the tensor product 

of powerdomains, view the tensor product as a SUbcpo of a powerdomain, 

view the tensor product as a function space and study commutativity 

and associativity of 0) and 0. 

Powerdomains 

The motivation for studying the tensor product was to achieve 

that e(A 
1Y... 

XA 
k) 

is isomorphic to tf(A 1 
)6) ... 

&$(A 
k 

). That this is 

the case follows from fact 3.2: 4 and 

Theorem, 3.2: 15. e(D 
1X... XD 

k) with inclusion cross.,, = 

'A( I 1'***'Ik 
). 11x XI 

k 
is a tensor product of F(D 

1),... p 
RD 

k) 

with respect to X in ACL and the extension of f is given by 

fX = ýI. U if (I b 
11 R' 99. p 

? blýj 
- R) 

I (b, ,..., b OC' I) 

Proof Clearly cross is continuous and seperately additive and 

is continuous and additive and satisfies fX-cross=f (because this 

is immediate for finite arguments). Any other candidate f'or f-Y 

equals fýr on arguments of the form l(bl,..., b OIR and by additivity 

on all finite elements and by continuity always. 

A similar result holds for *. Here #ý(D 
1* ... 

)(D k) is a tensor product 

(of * in ACLS) with inclusion 

I cross *= 
A(I 

1'**"Ik)* 
I smash(bl,..., b 

k) 
Ibi eIi3 
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and the extension f* of f is defined similarly to fý 

The isomorphism between fiA 
1 
X... %A 

k) and P(A 
1 

)Oo 9A 
e(A 

k) can be 

strengtbened to include morphisms. 

Definition /ArMa75/. A natural transformation from a functor 

to a functor G: L-: ýK is a family nat of K morphisms indexed by the 

objects of L such that whenever f: L--PLI is a morphism of L the 

equality G(f)'nat(L) = nat(L')*F(f) holds. This means that 

F (L) --- 
na tM bG (L) 

1 

nat(L1) 

1 

F (L') )G (L1) 

commutes. A natural equivalence is a natural transformation nat 

where each nat(L) is an isomorphism. I/I 

Theorem 3.2: 16. There is a natural equivalence from P'X: ALG 
k 

-ýPACL 

tow Wp Pk) Similarly for Lf and 

Proof Let cross and flý refer to the tensor product P(D 
1 
X..., KD 

k) and 

Al 
cross$ and f refer to F(D 

1 
)&... W(D 

k Define nat(D,,..., D 
k) 

(cross') x 
and note that fact 3-2: 4 shows that this is an isomorphism. 

It is straightforward to show that 

e(f 
1x 

Xf 
k 

)(I) = (cross'e(f 
1)K' - 'Xe(fk) )x 

holds for morphisms f :D -*D!. It then follows that ii1 

(cross')" - fif 
1 
X. . ., 

Kf 
k )*cross equals ý(f (ve(f 

k )*(cross')I)C*cross 

and by the tensor. product'property of 60(D 
1X... ýXD k) this shows the 

result. I/I 
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The tensor product as a subcpo of a powerdomain 

We next study the quasi order in Pk and Py with the aim of giving 

a different characterisation of it and thereby of the tensor product. 

The basic idea is to consider a function rep that associates a term t 

with the tuples (bl,..., b k) such that 0(b, '-' I)k)5t . The definition 

will be more "explicit", however, and the above description will 

follow from the next theorem. Define 

init(t) = LC( J(b 
1 ..., b 

k 
)I 0(bl,..., b 

k) mentioned in tj 

and note that this gives an ideal of BLX... XB 
L 

hence an element of 
1k 

e(L 
1 
X... XL k Next define 

step(I) U. k 
step (I) 

1=1 i 

step (I) J(b b )I 3b bl. 1 :bb! ub. ' A i1k111 

.... lb )C-Ij Jý k 

close(I) = LFP(ýIl. step(IvI')) 

n 
nA-N step (I) 

This defines continuous and extensive (e. g. step(I)? I) functions over 

fiL 
1X 

)CL 
k) and close is the least fixed point of step that contains 

I. Finally define 

rep(t) = close(init(t)) 
0 

For 00 the change is to replace (b, ,..., b k) in init and stepi by 

smash(bl,..., b k) so as to operate on e(L d- 

Theorem 3.2: 17. ti =t 2* 
iff rep(t 1 rep(t 2 

Proof "Only if" is by induction on the proof of I- tj = t2* The 

result is immediate for axioms 1,2,3,4, (6) and for axiom 5 it 

suffices to obser ve that init(t 
1 

)Sinit(t 
2) and step(init(t 1 ))? init(t 

2 ). 
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It is straightforward to verify the result for inference rules I 

and 2 and for inference rule 3 note that 

rep (tL)t' )= 

close(init(t)vinit(tl)) = 

close (rep (t) v rep (t I)) 

For "if" it suffices to show that F O(b 
1'**"bk)u t2 2-' t2 holds 

for every (901,.. ý; -, b k) mentioned in t1. For then F tloYt2 and 

by symmetry Ft 2 Lit, =t 1 so that Ftl=t2. If O(b 1 ..., b k) is mentioned 

in t1 the tuple (bl,..., b k) is an element of rep(tl) and hence of 

step n (init(t 2 )) for some n. It follows that it suffices to prove 

(bl,..., b 015 step n (init(t 
2 

)) 

implies I- 0(bl,..., b k)"t2 1" t2 

by induction on n. The result is immediate for n=O so let (bl,..., b k) 

be an element of step n +1 (init(t 2 )). This means that there is it 

b! and b. ' such that b Cb! ub? and (bl,..., b!,..., b and k) 

(bl,..., b 
1 ..., b k) are both elements of step n (init(t 2 The 

inductive hypothesis then gives 

t 2-- t uW(b )u (9(b ) 221k1k 

0 

and since 

19(b ob!,... 1 ,b) L3 k k) 

O(b 
..., b 

..... 1 .b J0 0(b ,... , bl,... bb ,b 4D(b )" ik l 1 , k 

it follows that I- t2=t2 u4D(bj,..., b,,..., b 
k) as was to be shown. 

(ForQ one must take special care with tuples (bl,..., b k) where 

some but. not all components are L. ) /1/ 

Corollary 3.2: 18. t1St2 iff rep(t 1 )Srep(t 2)' 

The proof uses that rep(t 1 Ut 2) = close(rep(t 1 )vrep(t 
2 )) and that 
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this equals rep(t 2 
iff rep(t 1 

)Srep(t 2 For later reference note 

the formulae 

rep ((9)(b 1 '. .. bk j(bl' 
,... bkl) I Vi: b1 Ebil 

rep((O(bl,... ,b k)) 
ýsmash(b 

... 1 ,b Ol blFb Vi: 
i 

This character isat ion of the quani orders in P)( and PO is 

0 

convenient for characterising the irreducible elements and the primes. 

Lemma 3.2: 19. (D(b1,... 'b k) 
is irreducible iff all bi are (or, in 

the case of IV, if some bi is 
-L) . /1/ 

Proof "Only if" is straightforward using 3.2: 7 so consider "if" for 

Pie. Let all bi be irreducible and suppose for the sake of contra- 

diction that (g(bl,..., b 
k) 

is pot. Then there are tj, t2 such that 

O(b 
1 ..., b 

k)=t1 Lit 2 
but neither J- (8)(b, # .... b k) "ý t1 nor 

9)(b 
1 ..., b 

k)=t 2* From the previous theorem (b,,..., b 
k) 

is neither 

an element of rep(t 1) nor rep(t 2) 
but is an element of rep(t 1 Lit 2 

close(rep(t 1 
)vrep(t 

2 For the contradiction we prove by induction 

on n that (bl,..., b 
k) 

is not an element of step 
n (rep(t 

1 
)vrep(t 

2 
)). 

The base case is immediate so suppose biSb! ub. ' with (b ..., b ..., bjý) 

and (bl,..., b ..., b k) elements of step n (rep(t 1 )urep(t 
2 

Since the 

latter set is a subset of rep(t 1 Ut 2)= LC(j(b 1 ..., b k )J) it follows 

that b! Sb,, VSb and hence b. =b! ub'. '. By b. irreducible this contra- 11i1111 

dicts the inductive hypothesis and therefore the proof of the 

inductive step is complete. The proof of "if" for Pj& is similar. /// 

Lemma 3.2: 20.6)(b, ... 'b k) 
is a prime iff all b, are (or, in the 

case of Q), if some b is J. ) 

Proof "Only if" is straightforward using 3.2: 7. "If" may be proved by 

adapting the proof of the previous lemma or by a soundness result as 
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in the proof of 3.2: 7: the model has B=JTJ L and (&I(b;, .... bkl)'2 T 

iff all b! Sb (or, in the case of 0, if some b. is L. ). That axiom 
1i1 

5 holds is because the bi are primes. 

From this lemma it immediately follows that a tensor product of 

powerdomains is (isomorphic to) a powerdomain. For by theorem 3.1: 5 

an object L of ACL is a powerdomain iff PB generates D i. e. L L' 

BL= jb 
1u... ub 

nI 
n>O A bi CPBj , and the lemma shows that the f inite 

elements 
jtjt5tj- of the tensor product fulfils this condition. In 

section 4.5 it will be of interest to know that lemma 3: 2.19 implies 

that the tensor product preserves the property that IB 
L generates BL 

Another application of theorem 3.2: 17 is to give a pictorial 

representation of a tensor product L1@ -0ý'k . The method illustrated 

in the example below works whenever L1 are complete lattices of finite 

cardinality such that IB Li 
is a flat cpo that generates Li =BL 

Example The five element compleýe lattice V of section 3.1 is the 

smallest complete lattice that is not (isomorphic to) a powerdomain. 

The set AV= IB V- 
4. L] contains only incomparable elements (i. e. if 

b and bI are elements then bSb' implies b=bl) and furthermore for 

every element of V there is a subset of AV whose least upper bound 

equals that element. 

The elementsitilt'Etj of V&V qan be uniquely represented by 

rep(t)AAV)fA v. 
Such a representation may be depicted by black squares 

on a 3w3 c. hess board. As an example t=Q(O, +) gives 

--lo 
+ 
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The partial order on V (V V gives rise to the following ordering of 

chess boards: cb IS cb 2 iff each black square of cb 1 
is also black in 

cb The function step may be defined on such chess boards. This 2* 

implies that the chess board for rep(t)nA v 
XA 

v may be obtained from 

that for init(t)AA 
v 

XA 
v 

by repeated application of this function. The 

analogue of stop 1 operates upon a. row as follows. Lot 11 be the set 

of elements corresponding to black squares. For (ivory element b in 

A such that bSUH the square it corresponds to is painted black. As 
v 

an example 

step, step, 

Based on these considerations it is straightforward, but tedious, 

to prove that V@v is isomorphic to the partial order depicted below. 

Counting from the bottom the elements are divided into levels 0 to 4. 

A chess board is on level i iff i is the minimal number of black 

squares so that the chess board can be obtained by repeated application 

of step to a chess board with that many black squares. The T shaped 

chess board above therefore is on level 3. On level 2 

... 

abbreviates all solutions to the 2 rook problem on a 3X3 chess board, 

i. e. all ways of placing two rooks so neither captures the other. 

Similarly for the 3 rook problem on level 3. 

Between two adjacent levels there should be lines that represent the 

partial order. The partial order satisfies that if x and y are 

different chess boards such that Ay then the level of x is strictly 

less than the level of y. 
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49 IN NI I 

n-r-1 Iffl 
/1/ 

The function rep was defined as. a map from the terms of the logic 

T9 to ? (L 1X... 
ICL 

k ). We now extend this to show that L10... OL 
k 

is 

embedded in ý(L 
1 K..., KL 

k ). A similar development can be performed for 

(V and -ý as well. Define 

Fix 
step ý (JICO(L 1X... XL 

k)ý step (I) =I 
1, S) 

and note that by /Tar55/ this is a complete lattice. 

Theorem 3.2: 21. L0... OL is isomorphic to Fix 1k step' 
I/I 

Proof We will explicitly construct the isomorphism in both directions. 

Define G: L 1 
Q. . 9PL 

k -. 1p Fix 
step 

by G(J) =Ufrep(t)l Wj and note that this 

specifies a monotonic function into ý(L 
1X... XL k ). To see this is a 

fixed point of step consider (bl,..., b k )C-step(E)(J)). There is i and 

ti t"6J and b! b. ' such that 1) rb! tjb'. ' and (b, b! b Crep(t') 11i111 k) 

and similarly for b'. ' and t". ' By Ja directed ideal it contains t', jt" 1 

and (b 
1 ..., bile. opb k 

)F_rep(t'a-jt")SE)(j) 
. This shows that 

I I'll 



step(E)(J))SE)(J) and the other inclusion is immediate. 

In the other direction 0- 
1 

: Fix 
step-* 

L10... &L 
k 

is defined as a 

monotone function by 

11nni W(b ..., b )u ... uO(b ..., b 00 A (bl,..., b 
1k1k1k 

This is a directed ideal because I is a fixed point of step. It then 

remains toýshow that e. e -1 =ld and 0- 1. E)=id. That O(E)- 1 is 

immediate. If (bl,..., b (I)) then there is (b 1 
..., b 1 )c I 06 E) (C) 1k 

such that 

(bl,..., b close(l(b 
1 

..., b 
1 

), ..., (b n 
..., b n 01E 

1k1k 

Since I is a fixed point of step it follows that (b 
1 ..., b 

k 
)C-I. 

That 9- 
1 (G(J))? J is immediate. If tC-9- 

1 
(O(J)) then init(t)59(J). 

The set jrep(t)j tC-jj is 'directed and since init(t) is the left- 

closure of a finite set it follows that there is a term tl, 6j such 

that init(t)5rep(tl). This shows that tEt' and therefore tC-J. 

The isomorphism () defined in the above proof satisfies that 

0(bl,..., b k)C-j 'ff (b 
1 ..., b J"(J)' Using this and fact 3.2: 4 one 

can show that Fix 
step 

is a tensor product with inclusion 

cross(l 1"**"k) ý 1(111 
... ri k))R 

0 and extension of a seperately additive function f given by 

fx(i) = fl(i) 

The definition as a functor upon additive functions f1 is 

Of 
k) (I) = close (U{ J(f 

1 (b 
1)I... 0fk (b k) )) RI 

(b, ... b 
k)6 

* 

This follows because the least upper bound of a nonemptY set ^X is 

in &1X... XL 
k) and close(U%) in Fix 

step* 
IfX is a directed 
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set then close may be omitted because UX is already a fixed point of 

step. This shows that 

() :L1 9). 
.. OL 

k --Pý(L 1 
)(.. . 

(L 
k) 

is continuous and it follows that Fix 
stop 

is a sub-cpo of P(L 
1 
<... -YL k 

)f 

i. e. that it has the same JL.,,.,, t clement and the -, aw ICa-, t Uppor boundo 

of chains. 

Note For the similar results for"O' one should insert smash the 

"obvious" places. 

The tensor product! D as a function space 

It is also possible to view the tensor productig as a certain func- 

tion space. To formulate this defirle D Op 
= (D, V) whenever D= (D, S). 

Recall that Aý-"B means that A and B are isomorphic (as objects of 

g? Q) and that --* means the space of completely additive functions. 
as 

Theorem 3.2: 22. L1@ ... 
0L Lý? (L -0 s... --: p L (L OP) ) op 

k1a as k-1 as k 

Proof We prove the isomorphism in two steps. First note that 

M op )) op r-J (B -f- (L 'op op 
1a as kL1 as as k» 

where -... * on the righthand side means completely additive functions as 

from a semi-lattice to a complete lattice. When k=2 the isomo'rphism 

from right to left is 

Af. ýl. Qlf(b)l bEB 
LA bFlj 

Throughout this proof all S and n refer to the Li so n is the least 

op upper bound operator on Lk 
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Define 9: LO. .. JOL --ýp (B --. *s. . . -io (L op op by 1kL1a as k 

E) (J) = Ab, 
.. o . 

Ab 
k-1 ' [Jjb 

ki 
Qý(b 

1 ..., b k )Cil - 

We shall assume k=2 below as this simplifies the notation but this is 

not otherwise important. rirst we must show that ()(J) is completely 

additive. Strictness is immediate as G(J) T which is the least 

op 
element of L Additivity amounts to showing 2 

E) (J) (b'Li b E) (J) (b' ) r7 E) (J) (b 

It is immediate to show 5 because WSW' and G(b", b 2 )C-J implies that 

62)(b' 
,b2)CJso9 (J) (b')2 E) (J) (b "). For 3 the algebraicity of Lk ensures 

that if suffices to show for bk CB 
L that 

bk9e (J) (b I) r7 e (J) (b") impl ies bk !F E) (J) (b'&. j b") 

The set fb 
kI 

Q)(b, b k )C-ij is directed for all choices of finite elements 

b so for a finite element bk the condition bkg 9(J)(b) is equivalent 

to O(b, bk)". The result then follows because(p(b'Ljb", bk )C-i whenever 

4D(b', b k) and Q)(b", b k) are elements of J. Finally, E) is monotonic 

because J1 Si 
2 

implies that G(j 1 )(b)g E)(j 2)(b) holds in Lk. 

In the other direction define 

9- 
1 (f) = 

ýG(bl,..., b 1 )u A(b n 
..., b n) 

k1k n>OAVien:. 

b C: f(bl,..., b )j 
k1k1 

This is a directed ideal: it is clearly nonempty and it is left-closed 

because f: B --; P L op is monotonic. The function E)- 
1 is 

L1 as as k 

monotonic because Vb 
1: 

f(b 
1 

)gfl(b implies that E)- 
1 ME e- 1 (fl). 

It remains to verify that E) is a bijection with inverse 9- 1. 

That 0- 
1 

(O(J))E! J is straightforward as both sides are directed 

ideals so it suffices to consider terms of the form(g)(b 1 ..., b k ). 
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The converse inclusion follows because (9(bl,..., b k) is an element of 

J iff b r-E)(J)(b (b ) as was remarked above for k=2. That 
k- 1 k-1 

9(9- 
1 (f))3f is straightforward using the algebraicity of Lk because if 

bk Ce(E)- (f))(b 1) (b 
k-1 

For the converse relation suppose that 

bk se(e- (f))(b 1) (b 
k-1 so that (3)(bl,..., b 06-9- 

1 (f) and it follows 

bk Sf (b I)... (b k-1 ) then (2)(b 1,..., bk )C 9- 1 (f) so that 

that bcf (b ..., b k- 1 k-1 I/I 

For this formulation of the tensor product one may again use fact 

3.2: 4 to show that 

cross IýEl )--; Pl ýlk'-V(llj4k 
3jk' 

JL 

f ýg. Ulf(i 
1ki kSg(ll) ... (lk-1 

f1 a) ... Of 
k= 

'Ag*2ý11'* ýlk-l* 

) ... (i )I Vj4k: V9f (1 LJlf k (g (11 
k-1 Ii 

where f is seperately additive and strict, each fi additive and strict 

and 5 and Lj refer to the L.. It follows from the theorem that for a 
1 

countable set S we have the isomorphism 

G '4 ' S-* L 

0 

op because both sides are isomorphic to (SL-PýLop) This in. turn might 
s 

suggest a connection to the reduced cardinal power of /CoCo79/ (see 

example 10.2.0.2) but it remains to formally investigate the connec- 

tion. 

Note It is not clear how to obtain a "nice" analogue of the previous 

theorem for the tensor Product (D. In the search the isomorphism 

(Ld)M) 
.1& 

LODM.,. may possibly be of use. 
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Remark It turns out that the previous theorem is not novel (see 

e. g. /GHKLMS80, Ban8O/). For another well known result let an 

adjunction from L to M be a pair of monotonic adjoined functions (as 

in the introduction) and let adjunctions be ordered as in CP02s. 

Then (f, g) is an adjunction from L to M iff f is completely additive 

and g(m) = Ujljf(l)Emý (see e. q. /CoCo79/). This shows that 

LOPM SY(adjunctions from L to M op ) op 

and by defining Galois connections as in /CoC079/ it follows that 

LWM! 6j (Galois connections from L to M) 

This result is stated in /Joh82/ for products of the so-called locales 

and is attributed to a 1979 paper by D. Wigner. 

Commutativity and associativity 

Finally, we comment upon the use of k-ary rather than just binary 

domain constructors. This is mainly a matter of convenience. It is 

well known that this is so for cartesian product and smash product 

as e. g. L1 XL 2 VL 3 is isomorphic to (L3XL, )xL 2 and there is a similar 

close connection between f1 Xf 2 Xf 3 and (f 3 X, f1 )Xf 2* Formally there 

is a natural equivalence from )C=x*(p 1'P2'P3) to )ý(X*(P3'P1)'P2)* 

We shall, somewhat informally, phrase this as saying that x (as a 

family Xk of functors) is commutative and associative. This holds 

for y as well. 

Theorem 3.2: 23.6) is commutative and associative (as a family of 

functor's) over ACLa and similarly Q)is over ACLas. 

Proof We concentrate on G) and begin with defining some concepts. A 

list of terms over L1, ..., Lk is a list gtj, ..., gtm of terms where 
I 
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each L occurs exactly once and 0 is the only domain constructor used 1 

(possibly used with different arities). For k=3 examples include 

L OL20L and L, L, but not L, L &L 
. We shall not distinguish 13 3(9L2 322 

between the term and the object it denotes. Two lists gt 11.... gtm 

and gt re.., gt, over LI.... L are similar iff 
m1k 

for each object L of ACL there is an isomorphism E) from tile L 

seperately additive morphisms gt 9 ... Xgt --. *L to the 1m 

seperately additive morphisms gt; X ... Xgtn'l, -ý*L, 

the isomorphisms satisfy that h*e 
L 

(f) = E) L' (h'f) whenever 

h: L-JL' is an additive morphism. 

This concept is of interest because Lk and gt are similar 

iff gt is a tensor product of Ll,..., L 
k' The proof of "if" is 

straightforward so consider "only if". The claim is that gt is a 

tensor product with inclusion cross = E)- 
1 

(id ) and () (f) the 
gt gt L 

extension of f: L 
1 
Xo. 

oXL k -. 10L. To see that f= E) 
L 

(f)*cross it sqffices 

to show that 

e (f) = E) (f) 'G (e -1 (id) )= E) (e (f) .e -1 
LL gt gt LL gt 

and the'remaining conditions are straightforward. 

The concept of similarity admits the following commutative 

property. If p is a permutaion of 1,..., m then g 

gt 
PM le.. Fgt P(M) 

are clearly similar lists. For 

state the property that gtl, ... 19t m 
is similar to 

. 0.19t m 
To sketch the proof it is convenient to 

and define 

tl,..., gtm and 

associativity we 

gt 10... 
Ogt 

n gt n+l' 

assume n=2 and m=3 

GM = 'X(x 
1 VX3 )- Mx 

1 'X2 ). f (x 
1 'x2'x3 ))Kx 

12 

It is straightforward to check that E) satisfies the conditions. If 
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gt 1 and gt 2 are any two "reorderings" of LP ... OL 
k then repeated 

application of the above rules show that 9t 1 and gt 2 are similar. 

Hence both gt 1 and gt 
.2 

are tensor product objects. 

Each tensor product gt gives rise to a functor G.: ACLa 
k 

--. YACLa 11 ==== ==== 

such that Gi (L 
1 ..., L k)= gt i, Since tensor products are 

isomorphic there is an isomorphism 

nat(Lli,..., L kG1 
(L,,..., L k) 

G2 (L,,..., L 

As in the proof of 3.2: 16 it follows that nat is a natural equivalence 

from G1 to G2. //1 

The theorem can be extended to apply to 0 (and 0) when viewed as 

semi-functors over ACL (8gýg) but we shall not gb into the proof of 

this. Also the functions take 
1 and functional tuple ... can be 

shown to be related by the natural equivalence. This shows that also 

for tensor products a binary domain constructor would suffice for the 

entire development. 

In this section the collecting interpretation C is defined and 

its properties are 
. 

studied. The objects in the bottom-level are 

essentially the Powerdomains of the corresponding objects in the 

standard interpretation S. The functions in the bottom-level are 

essentially obtained by applying the powerdomain functor to the 

corresponding functions in S. We begin with defining the type part 

of C and then formally prove a relationship with the type part of S. 

Then the expression part is treated in a similar manner. The 

relationships are not quite*as trivial as the previous overview might 
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suggest because the equality between objects / functions in C and 610 

of objects / functions in S only hold for base types / constants of 

contravariantly pure type. 

The type part of C is defined by specifying the following three 

components: 

the category C(P) is ACL and C(B2) is ACLas, 

the domain constructors are Co()=W, C(*)=@) C(+)=X and 

C (. 0 = JL, 

the constant functors are C(A 
1 

P*S(A 

0 

This definition satisfies the conditions required in section 2.3. 

In particular ACL is a sub cpo-category of CPO and from lemma 3.2: 1 

it follows that ACLas is an admissible subcategory of CPOs. It 

follows from theorem 3.2: 14 and fact 3.2: 13 that (V and (Dare locally 

continuous and, covariant functors over ACLas and it is immediate from 

section 2.2 that also x and L are. 

The definition of the constant functors should come as no surprise. 

The use of 0 andOwas motivated by theorem 3.2: 16, namely that6p(DVE) 

essentially is 6)(D)OLV(E), and the proof of theorem 3.3: 4 states similar 

results that motivate the use of V and The choice of using 

for C(P) will be discussed in the next paragraph. Given the choice, 

however, the use of ACLas for C(B2) is "forced". For 0 and 0 are not 

functors over ACL but are when strictness and additivity are assumed. 

The category ACL is not the only possible choice for C(B)t another 

being the subcategory that is the image of ACC under if. The use of 

ACL is motivated by section 4.1, where it will be argued that ACL 
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is a natural category to use for abstract interpretation and indeed 

data flow analysis in general. In the introduction it was stated 

that the collecting semantics should be thought'of as the most pre- 

cise of all approximating interpretations. It is to facilitate this 

view that ACL is used in the collecting interpretation. It is a 

consequence of this decision Lhat the tensor product of non power- 

domains is needed already in this chapter. 

Remark Another possibility might be to use ACLa for C(p) because, as 

is shown in section 4.1, this is a possible category for a certain 

class of approximating interpretations. To make this feasible it is 

essential that top-level objects are not required to be algebraic. 

This is because there exists a domain M such that the cpo M-*M of 
a 

continuous and additive functions is not algebraic. 

Take M= (1, L, r, 0,1 .... 1,5) where xSy if f x=. L or y= -t or x=y. Then 

the identity id is neither finite nor the-least upper b6und of a 

chain of finite elements. To see that id'is not finite consider the 

chain (g 
n)n 

defined by 

n 
U) =I 

gn (-T), =I 

0 
gn (m) = (mýn)-; P-r, m+l 

and note that idSLJ 9 even though each g is incomparable with id. 
nnn 

Next suppose by way of contradiction that id= Uh for a chain (h 
nnnn 

of finite elements. Then there exists n0 such that nýýn 0 
implies that 

hn is the*identity on I, T, 0,1. Since each hn is strictly less than 

id the set ýmjh 
n(m)='Ll must be nonempty and in fact infinite for each 

n. When n". ', n 0 and m and ml are chosen such that. m/m' and hn (m)=. Lý=h n 
(MI) 

this shows that h is not additive and the desired contradiction has 
n 
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been established. /1/ 

To formulate and prove the relationship between the bottom-level 

. domains of S and C it is helpful to state the following notations 

and facts concerning natural equivalences. Most of the notation 

makes sense for natural transformations in general. 

Fact 3.3: 1. A natural equivalence id[r3 from the covariant functor 

F to itself is defined by id[r)(L) = id F(L)O When F is the identity 

functor we shall write this simply id. If nat is a natural equivalence 

from F to G then nat- 
1 

defined by nat- 
1 

(L) = nat(L) -1 is from G to F. 

If additionally nat' is a natural equivalence from G to H then 

natl*nat defined by (natl*nat)(L) = nat'(L)*nat(L) is from F to H. /// 

Fact 3.3: 2. If nat are natural equivalences from F to G. then 
1i1 

(nat 1 ,,., nat k) defined by 

(natl,..., nat k )(L). = (nat 1 (L),..., nat k (L)) 

is a natural equivalence from (F 1'***' F k) to (G, .... jG k). 

Fact 3.3: 3. Let nat. be natural equivalences from F to G and H 

and H"covariant functors. Then H[nat defined by H[nati](L) 

H(nat i (L)) is a natural equivalence from H*F 
1 

to H*G 
1 

and nat, [HIJ 

defined by nati[H'](L) = nat i (HI(Ti)) is from F1 *HI to G1 *H'. 

Furthermore nat CG, 3*F Cnat] is a natural equivalence from F*F 22121 

to G 2* G1 and it equals G2 [nat1j 0 nat 2[F 13" 

The equality in the last fact is illustrated by 

2( 1 
(L» 

nat 2 
(F 

1 
(L» . 

)G 
2(1 

(L» 

F2 (nat 
1 

(L» G2 (nat 
1 

(L» 

F (G (L» na t2 (G 
1 

(L» 
G (G (L» 

21 -F 21 
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and follows because nat 2 is a natural transformation. (In the 

terminology of category theory /ArMa75/ nat 2* nat 1 
is the hori2ontal 

composition of nat 2 and nat 1 whereas nat 2 
rG, ] *r2 [nat 

1 
]is the vertical 

composition. ) 

The connection between the bottom-level domains of S and C can 

now be stated. 

Theorem 3.3: 4. Assume that V ý- gt, VF gt', card(V) =N and that X 

has index 1 in Vs. Then there is a natural equivalence nat gt 
from the 

functor 

e'STgt3 
: ACCs NA 

CL as 

to 

cTgtIo (fopl too* jp*p N) 

It satisfies that nat gtcgt"/Xl equals 

CTgtl[(natgt,, id[e*P2],..., id[e*P 
N 

1)1*nat 
gt[(-STg 

t'3'p2' O*fp NO 

0 

Recalling lemma 2-3: 2 the latter equality may be illustrated as the 

commutativity of 

eqsQqt[gt, /XIB = 

nat gt[gt, /x3 

ETgtcgt, /Xjl-ep 

Oosvgtl. (Sggti p 2"**'PN 
) 

nat gtl(ff9t'l'p2'0*0'PN)l 
lw 

cTgtT , losigtoz 
'e-P 2'""6ý6PN) 

C FgtB [ (natgt idCUO' Pý o 

cag 00 (Cggt p 2' oopN) *ep 

where L? P abbreviates (Y*Pj#--*jPP 
N 

). This result will be used 

later in lemma 3.3: 11 and may be viewed as a companion to lemma 2.3: 2. 
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Proof The proof of the theorem, and the con 
. 
struction of nat gt , is by 

structural induction on gt. 

Case gt=A 
1: 

The natural equivalence nat 
gt 

will be chosen to be 

nat 
gt 

(D,,..., Dn) = id 
d)(S(A 

iW 
This works because 

e*. EU9tj= P'E(A 
i)*K NIL :- e*E(A 

i)9K NIL* 
op = cr4d 'Ipp 

For the desired equality between the natural equivalences one has 

nat 
gt 

(Djo.;., Dn) = id 
0ý(A 

i )) 

C ýg tm 
[ 

.. 
](D,,..., 

D 
N) = id d? (. E (A 

i)) 
natgt[ ... 

j(DI, 

. 
..., D 

N)= 
id 

JV(S(A 1 
)) 

6 

and the result follows. 

Case gt=Y. Assuming that. the index of Y in V is i the natural 

equivalence is natgt = idY'Pj. - Verification of the formu 
. 
la for 

nat gt[gt, /x3 is straightforward: there are two cases depending on 

whether X: --Y or not. 

Case gt=gtll..... 2Egt k* Let nat' be the natural equivalence from f'X 

to 7pk) guaranteed by theorem 3.2: 16. Then define 

nat gt 
as illustrated by 

d7eggo eox* (. Eagt 
1T 'ETg tk) 

nat gt natlr(STgt 1D fsfgtl 

tII) 'o, '0*-5gtk 

(2)[(nat 
gt 1 

nat gt k 

v sggtT*yp (cTgti b *PPI 
.... cEgt 

kI 
*p P) 

nat 
9 t= 0[(nat 

gt 1 
.... nat gt k 

)I*natl[(SVgt 111000 'Rugt kl)l - 
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Verification of the formula for nat gt[gt, /Xl 
is a straightforward but 

tedious calculation using that 0 is a functor over ACLas. 

Case gt=gt 1'*" *ý9tk is similar. 

Case gt=gt 1 +... ±gt k is similar because a natural equivalence nat' 

from R*+ to k) can be defined by 

nat' (D ..., D )(I) = (ýout (d) I dCI),... tout (d) I drE I]) 1.. -k1k 

Case gt=gt O-L 
is Similar because a natural equivalence nat' from LfO. L 

to LOP can be defined by 

nat (D) ( 11 
(DjL) 

ý)=J. 
(e (D) ) 1. 

. 

nat (D) (I) = up (ýdown (d) I dC-IJ) when 1'; 4 IýD. 
L)l 

Case gt=recY. gt 0' To define nat gt we shall assume that Y is an 

element of V and has index N. It is straightforward to adapt the 

definition if this is not so. Define the functors F 
gto, n 

and G 
gtorn 

inductively by t 

F 
9t ojo=KUr 

F 
gto, n+l 

=. argt 
0 

V(p, 
.... Pn_,, F 

gt 0n 
G 

gto, o =K ul 
G 

gto, n+l 
=Ergt 0 

1*(Pl 
.... lp N-1 

G 
gt n 0 

0 

A natural equivalence NAT 
gtopn 

from JO*F gt 0n 
to G 

gto, n*ýp 
is defined 

by 

NAT 
gto#O(D,,... pDn) 

ý 'LO(U)"U 

NAT 
gto, n+l 

'ý Ogt 
0 

][(id[P*P 
11.... , NAT 

gt0, n 
)] *natgt 

0 

[(P 
1F gt 0 n)] 

Now consider ETgt](D,,..., DN) which is the object in the limiting 

cone (D, (r 
n)n) 

for the chain 

HF 
gt 0n 

(D�..., D N»n, 
(F 

gt, #n 
(id 

D1..., 
id 

DN 
»n) 

as follows from the definition of REC N 
in section 2.2. Similarly 
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(DI , (r 
n) n) 

for 

(L, (s 
nn 

for 

(LI , (s ) for 
n n) 

The definition 

SVgt) (D 1 ..., %) 

2fgtl (flD 
1),.. ., 

ý(D 
N)) 

. 
ýTg (O(D 

l) ,..., 
fl%) ) 

gt 1 .... D nat (D Lj s, NAT (D ..., D )*O(r )U 
N) nn gt 0n1Nn 

clearly gives an. isomorphism because each NAT 
gtoln 

(D,,..., D 
N) 

is an 

isomorphism. 

To show that nat 
gt 

is a natural equivalence note that 

id P(D) ý Un e( rn )* Or 
n)U 

follows from sections 2.2 and 3.2: see e. g. 

2.2: 2 and recall that 6P is a locally continuous functor. Considering 

f.: D. -, '*D' it therefore suffices to show that 111 

ggtT(O(fj), 
-.. )*nat 

gt 
(Dlp.. *)'P(r n) 

equals 

nat 
gt 

(Dj,, ---)*e(ST9tD(fj, ... 
We(r 

n) 

for all value 
.s 

of n. Using the definitions of Cqgt3, SffgtBand nat gt 
lemmas 2.2: 11 and 2.2: 6 can be used to reduce this to the desired 

equality of 

s'*G (09(f )F... ) *UAT (Dl n gtopn 1 gto, n 

and 

6 

I 'NAT (D e(F (f 
n gt 0n gto, n 

This result is immediate, however, because NAT 
gtoprý 

is a natural 

equivalence from P*F 
gt 0n 

to G 
gto, n* 

ep. 

It remains to verify the formula for nat gtcgt. /Xl* If X and Y are 

the same variable then this is straightforward so assume. otherwise. 

We shall 'assume that Y is not free in gtI (otherwise renaming could 
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achieve this). . First we shall see that a similar formula holds for 

each NAT 
gto[gt'/X], n 

namely that 

NAT 
gto(gt'/Xj, n 

ý 

G C(natgt,, id[CP'P ],..., idriP-P 3)] 
gto, n 2N 

NAT 
gtoln[(-Srgt'D 'P2 Is.. 'p N 

)] 

This can be verified by indUCtion on n. In each case both sides are 

instantiated at (P 1 ..., D N) and the case n=O is immediate. The proof 

in the inductive-case is by a lengthy calculation which will be 

omitted except for mentioning that the following facts are used in 

the calculation: 

- lemma 2.3: 2 and F'F '(Sq9t"9'p2'-*IPN) 
gto[gt'/Xj, n 'ý gtorn 

- the formula for nat 
gtocgt, /Xj 

-Y is not free in gt' so Cht'D, SUgtlgand natgt, do not 

depend on the N'th argument 

- 2T9 t0 Dand CTgtlj are functors 

- the inductive hypothesis in the induction on n. 

Turning to the formula for nat we have the equality gt [gt, /x] 

nat gtrqt, /x3 (D,,..., Dn) 

=Unsn 'NAT 
gtotgt'/X], n 

(D,,..., D 
N) 

*O(r 
n) 

u 

Write Li = LV(D i) and assume N=2 below. By lemma 2.3: 2 and 

G'G0 (Cugt. 3, p 
gtoCgt'/X], n 'ý gto, n 2'oo*'PN) the functional 

. 
ities are 

snG gtopn 
(CTgt'D (L 

1LN)ILN) Cfgtj(Cýgt'B(LljL N) fL N) 

rnF gto, n 
(STgtll(D, #D N 

), D 
N) 

Sagtl(Sfgtl](D 1DN), 
D 

N) 

If similarly 

11 G 
gt 0n 

(e (STg tD (D 11DNLN CQ'gt](f)(STgt'N(D,, D NN 

we have 
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Cýgtj[(natg t 
*, 

, id[O 0P21F... )](D,,..., D N) 
Us *G (nat 

I(D ..., D ), id stou 
nn gto, n gt 1N IP(D 2n 

and 

natgt[(Sggtll, P 
2'*'*)] 

(D 
1 ..., D 

N) 

Ij s" *NAT (Srgt', B(D 
..., D ), D LV(r 

u 

nn gton 1N n) 

By the formula for NAT 
gto[gt'/Xl, n and lemma 2.2: 6 the formula for 

natgtCgt, /X] follows. 

This theorem does not generalise to top-level types. This is 

immediate for a type t such that P(O, t) (see section 2.1) as STtJ 

then equals CTtV. Also in the case of, gt-. *gtl one has LP(Srgtýýgt'J) 

to be of the form L? (X--). Y) whereas Cfgt2_gtl is of the form e(X)-3, Ay)- 

In a sense -+ is treated in an independent attribute method rather 

than a relational method as will be discussed in chapter 6. 

We now turn to defining the expression part of C. The transform- 

ations strict, lin and view t that are used in the definition. will be 

explained afterwards. The first of the three components specifies the 

functions 

L C(take. ) 
1 

C(smashtake 
I)= 

C(in i) = 

C (UP) = Xl - (0,1) 

C(fold) = E) -- see below 

C(unfold) = 9- 1 
-- see below 

where E) is the isomorphism from Crgt[recX. gt/Xll to CfrecX. gtl. (As 

c was discussed in section 2.3 the intended gt is lcýt 
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The second component specifies the functionals 

C(tuple)(g 1'***'gk 
)= lin(cross, *ýl-(g 

1 Me 

C(smashtuple)(g i's'o#gk 
)= 

lin(cross; smash*Al. (g IMP 

ýj(case) (g 1`' 'gk )= Al-gi (111)Lj ... u(j k (14k) 

C(lift) (g) = ý1. do f (I) --Yq (down (1) ) -L 

(cond) (gl'g2'g3) 

strict (g 2)* filter 
tt (g 1)w strict, (g 3)* filter ff (gi) 

where filter (g) 

(g 1 "g2) =gi g2 

As an example C(cond) will be explained below. FinallY, the third 

component defines 

C(f) = view t () (S (f) ) 

for each constant f of contravariantly pure type t. 

The transfoimation lin is defined for any 8gý morphism g: L-#M by 

the formula 

lin (g) = ? il. U19 MI iSl A iCIB 
Ll 

which clearly gives a continuous function and depends continuously 

on g. For the collecting interpretation one is especially interested 

in the case where L (and M) are powerdomains. Then 

lin(g) = ll. Ulg(i) I iSlA iCPBLý = (g*ld. ld3 
R) 

follows from theorem 3.1: 7. It is seen that lin(g) is an additive 

function that agrees with g upon singletons and it is this that 

motivates the use of lin (as will become clear when filter 
x 

is 

explained below). Of these three characterisations of lin only the 

first two work for all ACL morphisms and the definition chosen is 
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the one that will be useful in section 4.4. 

Next consider filter (g). It follows from the type considerations 

of section 2.1 that g will be an element of Cf6t:: ITZ for some gt, i. e. 

g: L--), O(Tj. ) for some ACL object L. By theorem 3.3: 4 there will be a 

powerdomain e(D) that is isomorphic to L so let us assume that L=P(D). 

Then for x=tt or x=ff we have 

f ilter 
x 

(g) (I-) = LC (I AvIb611g (I b3R)4 x1) 

and in the case where g= tAf) this gives 

f ilter 
x 

(ý (f )) (I) = LC (4. L3 ul b6 IIf (b) =x 1) 

so that filter 
tt 

(g)(I) specifies the subset of I for which the first 

branch is appropriate and similarly for filter ff (g)(I). It is 

straightforward that filter 
x 

(g) is continuous and is, continuous in g. 

The conditional then executes each branch with the appropriate set 

of arguments. So the idea is that 

OV(S (cond) (f 1 'f 2'f'3 )) = C(cond)(f(f 
1) 0 

e(f 
2) ' 

f(f3 )) 

which agrees with what was said in the introduction. For this to 

hold it is necessary to use the continuous function strict defined 

by 

strict (g) = 11.1=. L 4. Lg(1) 

unless f2 and f3 are both strict. (This relates to the remark in 

section 2.3. ) Clearly strict(g) is a strict and continuous 

function that agrees with g except possibly onL. 

I 
Finally the transformation view t 

() used for the third component 

must be specified. Consider as an example a function fCs(rgt: tgt'J 
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so that f: EUgtj--v S[gt'T . Had it been the case that Cýgtq= e(Slfgtl) 

and likewise for gt' then the desired function would be 

f(f)'= "AI. LC(if (b)l btIj) 

This is not quite the case but by theorem 3.3: 4, and recalling that 

01-gt and 01-gt', we can use 

vw g t--1, gt nat gt nat gt 

instead. It is now necessary to extend this definition to all constants 

of contravariantly pure type. This will be accomplished by the 

continuous function 

view t 
() : Sato --y Cad 

It will be defined structurally on t so types will be met that are not 

contravariantly pure butýonly CP(V, t) for some V such that VF t. When 

card(V) =N and h :D-., YL are morphisms of CPO we therefore have iii 

view t 
(hl,..., hn) : SFtB(DI, .... D 

N) -4 CTtB(L,,..., L 
N 

Clearly view ft 
() is to be vw ft 

but it will'sometimes be convenient 

to make this explicit by writing 

viewt[(vwft)ft](hl,..., hn) 

This makes it possible to perform the development in sufficient 

9 generality that it is not necessary to give a similar development in 

chapter 4. 

The definition of view closely resembles the definition of the 
t 

fUnctor fftD in section 2.3 (see theorem 2.2: 10 for recX. t). It is 

worth repeating that it is assumed that Vý-t, cp(v, t) and card(V)=N. 
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view A. 
rvwl (hl,..., h 

N)(V) =v 
1 

view tt 
Cvw] (h, h, ) (v) 

1k- 
(viewt 

1 
Cvw3(hlp .... h,, )(vtl),..., view tk 

Cvwl(hl,..., h 
N) 

(výk)) 

view * .4t 
Cvw) (hl,. h 

N) 
(v) 

tl k 
smash(v*lew tC vw3 (h h 

N) 
(V11) 

VlOw t 4. -1-t 
EVW] (11 1, '11N) (v) ý 

is (v) --t- in 
1 (viewt Cvwl(hl,.,., h 

N)(Outl(v)))' 

view vw3(h ..., h )(v) t. L 
El 

1N 

def(v) --*: P up(viewt[vwj(hl,..., h N) (down (v) 

view 
. 

Cvwl(hlp 
.... h )(v) 

t1-. 91 t2N 
ýx. viewt 

2 
Cvwj(hl,..., hl, )(v(x)) 

view 
recX. t 

Uvwl(hl,..., hN)(v) = 

if P(V, recX. t) 

LFP(Ah. E)l 0 view t 
(vwj(hl,..., h 

N 
h)*E)- 

1 
Hv) otherwise 

where 9' and E) are the obvious isomorphisms and assuming that 

IX has index N+l in VvjXj 

viewx[vwl(hl,..., hn)(v) = hi(v) 

assuming that X has index i in 

0 

view g t--: P gt 
Cvw) (h, ,-.. hN) (v) = vwgt-.,. gt. 

(v) 

(presently natgt, ()' (v)'nat 
gt 

0- 
1 

That this definition makes sense is by a structural induction showing 

that view t 
Cvw](hl,..., h 

N) 
is continuous and depends continuously on 

hi (provided that vw ft and h1 are all continuous). In the case t1 --*t 2 

lemma, 2.3: 3 is needed to show that P(V, t 1 )A VFt 1 guarantees that 

. 
5ti V(D 

1 ..., D N) equals CUt I 
F(L 

1 ..., L N 
). It is to achieve this that 

the constants are required to be of contravariantly pure type for when 
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fft 
1 
J(D 

1 ..., D 
N) 

differs from CUt N) 
it is not clear how 

to define view , In the case recX. t lemma 2.3: 2 shows that the 
t1 --; P, t2* 

functionality is correct. 

The resemblance of view t 
[vw] to the functor jt'ý defined in section 

2.3 can be formalised in the following wc-ay. 

Lemma 3.3: 5. Let. t. be a type such that VFt, CP(V, t) and card(V)=N. 

Let ftl, ..., ft 
n -be all the ft-types mentioned in t and let 

tl=t[X N+i 
/ft ) have each ft i replaced by X N+i* Then for all choices 

of CPOq morphisms hip vw and g and for all interpretations 
ft. N+j 

I 
it is the case that 

view t 
Cvw3(hl,..., h N) 

equals 

Iltll((h 1191 ),..., (h 
N'gN 

), (vw ft 1 
'gN+l )100*1(vw ft 'gN+n ))Il /// 

Proof This is a structural induction and we sketch two cases. Case 

t=t 1 -pt 2 uses lemma 2.3: 3 and that ITtlIjis a functor to show that 

ilt 1 
ll((hltgl)#.,., (vw ft og N+n 

id 
n 

0 

Case t=recX. t 0 uses lemma 2.2: 10 in the case where P(Vlrecx. t ) fails 0 

and is straightforward in the case where it holds. 

This result makes it immediate to prove the following property of 

viewt[vw]. Call a function h strongly strict iff h(v)=. L <: A> v=. L. 

Lemma 3.3: 6. If vw ft and h, are all strongly strict then so is 

view, Cvwl(hl,..., h 
N)* 

Proof This is a structural induction and the only non-trivial case is 

t=recX. t 0 when P(V, recX. t 0) fails. From the previous lemma it is not 

i/I 

I/i 
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difficult to see that 

view recX. t 0 
Cvw](h 

1 ..., h 
N)= 

Un sn. (ýh. view t0 
Cvw](hl,..., h 

N 
h)) n (. j. ) 'rnu 

for appropriate embeddings s and r in CPOs. Since I: U- U is strongly 
nn 

strict and it easily follows that also all 

(ýh. viewt 
0 
Cvw](hl, .... hn, h)) n (. L) 

areme get that vie'w recX. t 
Cvw](hl,..., h N) is strongly strict. 

0 

A consequence of this lemma is that the smash in view is not 
t1t. . Oxt k 

always necessary. It will emerge shortly that strongly strictness 

is only of interest because of the presence of-the domain constructor 

); (see a remark in section 2.1). 

Returning to the definition of the expression part of C it can be 

seen that is satisfies the requirements of section 2.3: For C(in 
1) 

etc. in the first component this is a straightforward verification 

using lemma 2.3: 2 for C(fold) and C(unfold). The functionals are 

clearly continuous and continuous in the gi arguments. Also the 

constants of contravariantly pure type are as required. In the 

remainder of this section we therefore consider the relationship 

between the semantics of expressions as given by S and C. 

Relating the interpretations S and C 

In the explanation of C(cond) it was hinted at the desired connec- 

tion between the denotations for expressions in the standard and 

collecting, semantics. The formal statement of this connection amounts 

to defining a predicate sim t 
() on. ýjtDXCFtI. As for viewt it is 

convenient to consider 
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Sim t 
C(sm 

ft ) tt](Ql"**'QN) 

that is a predicate on SZtT(D, .... ID N 
)VCTtý(Ll .... IL N) whenever each 

is a predicate on Di XL i and sm ft on Sqft]XC[ftl. It is assumed 

that VFt and card (V) =N. 

The predicate is defined structurally much as was the case for 

view t. 

Sim sm] (6" Ai- 1F-FQN)(V'W)ýý "W 

Sim t1... 9t 
k 

[Smj(Q 
1, -*, QN)(V'W)ý" 

vi: Simt. [SMj(Q 
1"**'QN 

)(Vli, Wli) 
1 

Sim CSM3(Q tIk 1"**tQN)(V'W) 
7' 

vi: Sim JSm3(Ql, ***'QN)(Vl"Wl') 

s . im 
t1+.. . +t kC 

Sm 3(Q 
11,, * 'QN) (V, W) "-:, - (V =. LAW= .0v 

3i: V= (i IV'), -. W= (i, W) A SiMt. C SMI (Qj QN) (V, Wl) 
1 

Sim tj. [SM3(Q 11***I 
QN) (V'W) (V2, LA W21) V 

V=up(v')'%W=up(w')A Simtlsm'(Ql"**'QN)(V"W') 

Sim t1-. 1p t2 
Ism3(Ql, ---, QM)(vpw) F 

V(vl, wl): Sim t1 
rsm)(QIF 

.... QN )(vl, wl) 

Sim t 
[SMI(Qlt. 

o*IQ N )(v(v'), w(wl)) 
2 

simrecx. t[sm3(Ql'..., Qn)(V, W) =- 
Vn: SIM t, n(sm](Ql'..., Q N )(r nu 

(V)'sn u (w)) 
0 

where SIM 
trolsm](Q11 ... PQ N 

)(vl, w') is true 

Sim t, n+lCsm](Qlro", 'QN )= 

Simt[SMI(Q,,..., Q N'SIMt, n[sm](Ql'***'QN)) 

and it is assumed thatXhas index N+l in VvIX)and that rn and 

s are the CPOs embeddings of the respective limiting cones 
n 

Sim if X has index i in V 
XlSm)(Q 1'**"QN 

)(V, W) Q i(v, w) 

Sim 9t: Lgt, 
[SM3(Q1 I� 'QN) (V'W) = *Smgt--*-Cjt' (V'W) 
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The sm that is of interest in this section is 

sm 
gt-4gt I (v, w) : --" w=natgt, () *f(v) 'nat 

gt 
() -1 

It is a straightforward structural induction to prove that this 

definition gives rise to a predicate as stated. Furthermore it is 

convenient to state the following information about the predicate. 

First an analogue of lemma 3.3: 6: 

Lemma 3.3: 7. If ý! ýach sm I and Q is an admissible predicate then also ft i 

Sim tEsm 
'1(Q1"*O*'QN) is* If further sm ýt and Qi satisfies that 

when true of (v, w) then v=j. iff w=JL 

then also simt[sml](Ql, *"'QN) does. 

The proof is by structural induction with an additional numerical 

induction for the case recX. t. Both admissibility and (*) hold for 

sm ft and as with "strongly strict" the property (*) is only of 

interest because of the domain'constructor -X. Next an analogue 

of lemma 2.3: 2 is: 

Lemma 3.3: 8. If V I- t, VF tl, 'card(V)=N and X has index N in V 

then 

Sim tctl/xl 
Csmol (Ql IQ N 

Sim t[SmIlmlloooro N-l'B'mt'Csml](Ql"**"QN 

This result is proved by induction as for the previous le=a. Finally 

an analogue of lemma 2.3: 3 is: 

Lemma 3.3: 9. If V J- t, P(V-, t) and card(V)=N then 

Sim tESM'3ýQV***'QN )(V, w) holds iff V=w 
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Proof This is a corollary of the following result that is proved by 

structural induction on t. 

Let VI-t, P(V', t), card(V)=N, card(V, )=n be such that VI is the 

subset of variables in V with index at most n in V. If eqv(v, w) 

is defined by v=w then sim Jsm'3(Ql, 
***, Qn eqv,..., eqv) = eqv. 

We omit the proof. 

The purpose of view is to transform a function into one'that is 
t 

related to it by sim t. That this holds is made precise in: 

Lemma 3.3: 10. Considering a contravariantly pure and closed type t 

we have 

Sim t ()(f, view to(f)) 

for every ffSTtl. In-generai 

simt(sm'1()(f, viewt[vw, l()(f)) 

9 

holds provided that sm, ft(f', vwft(f')) is guaranteed and all vw' ft 

are strongly strict. I/I 

Proof Clearly the explicitly defined sm and vw satisfy the conditions 

stated for sm' and vw'. The lemma then follows from the more general 

result that 

VFt and CP(V, t) and card(V) =N implies 

Sims Sml](Ql"**'QN) (f, vi 
. 
ewt[vwll(hl,..., h 

N)( 
f )) 

whenever sm I vwft(2)) and Q (fl, h (fl)) are guaranteed and ft(f, ii 

vw, ft and hi are strongly strict. 

This result is proved by structural induction on t such that VVt 

and CP(V, t).. 
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Case't=A i 
is immediate. 

Case t=t 9 ... )et is straightforward from the inductive hypotheses. 
1k 

Case t=t 1 
le ... *t k 

is as above because lemma 3.3: 6 shows that smash has 

no effect. 

Case t=t 1 +"I+t k and case t=to. L are straightforward. 

I Case t=t 1 ---)t 2 
is, straightforward because lemma 3-3: 9 shows that 

Sim t 
)(V', w') holds iff V'=w'. 

Case t=recX. too There are two cases. If P(V, recX. t 0 
holds then 

lemma 3.3: 9 shows that sim tE... 
]( 

... )(vl, wl) holds if vl=w'. Since 

viewt Evw'3(h,,..., h 
N 

)(v)=v the result is immediate. Suppose next 

that P(V, recX. t 0) 
is false. The formulation of view t given in the 

proof of lemma 3.3: 6 makes it convenient to abbreviate (assuming 

that X has index N+l in VvjXj) 

H(h) viewt Cvw, 3(hl,..., h 
N 

h) 
0 

It then follows that (e. g. by lemmas 3.3: 5 and 2.2: 11) 

snu (view tc ... D ... )(v)) = Hn (. L)(rn u 

Since. L: U4U is strongly strict also Ii n (jL) is and it suffices to prove 

that 

Sim to, n(sm'1(Ql"---'Qm)( rnu (v) ,Hn (1) (r 
n 

0 This is by induction on n using the hypotheses of the structural 

induction. 

Cases t=X and t=ft are immediate. /1/ 

We are now ready to prove a relationship between the expression 

parts of the standard and collecting interpretations. Henceforth 

Cvwl and Csm] will be left implicit for view t 
() and sim t 

(). 
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Lemma 3.3: 11. For every entry z of type t in one of the components of 

the expression part of an interpretation we have sim t 
()(S(z), C(z)). /// 

Proof There are three components in the expression part and by lemma 

3.3: 10 the result is immediate for the third component. For the 

other two components this is by explicit calculations. In these the 

parentheses are omitted from the natural equivalences nat gt 
because 

OF gt. 

The calculation for take. starts with 1 

nat C(take. )'nat 
gt 1 gt tk 

The definition of nat in theorem 3.3: 4 then gives 

nat 
gt 

-1. li*id X. 
nat 

gt 
(3) ... Onat 

gt 
, nat'(ffgtjT, ---"ffgtkl) i1k 

and the definition of the functor aD gives 

ji* (nat 
gt 1 

_IX... )*id*v'(cross*(nat 
gt 1x... 

)) )c - nat' (STcjt 1 
If*. *) 

Since fg-cross=f and g*fX=(g*f)X whenever g is additive this gives 

1 li *( (nat 
gt 

x ... )* (nat 
gt 

x ... )) nat' (Srgt 
1uf. 0.. ) 

11 

and because X is a functor this is 

tl*id' 
nat, (STgt 

0 
But nat' was constructed as an isomorphism between two tensor products 

(theorem 3.2: 16) so this equals 

ji*ýI. (IbLl I bCI3,. .., 
JbIk I 

using fact 3.2: 4 and the extension of functions for the other tensor 

product. It is immediate that this equals 

flS (take i) ) 

The calculations for smashtakei, in 
1 and up follow this pattern. 
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Next consider the calculation for unfold. The desired result 

C(unfold) = nat gt[recX. 9t/X]* jP(S(unfold» na trecX. 
gt 

is by theorem 3.3: 4 equivalent to 

C(unfold)*nat 
recX. gt 

= CggtT(nat 
recX. gt 

)*natcjt(SýrecX. gtJ)*6)(S(unfold)) 

which will be abbreviated to 

cu*nr = G(nr)*nat 
gt 

(D) * 00(su) 

Because id U 6ýr )*6)(r )U for embeddings r of CPO given as #ý (D) nnnn 
in section 2.2 this follows if 

e(F' (U) 
N 

Ar 
n 

/n 

nr (D) 

fl(su) cu in CPOS 

lp(F (D) G(L) 

nat gt 
(D) 

G(P(D)) 

/G 
(nr) 

0 

can be shown to commute where F=SggtD and L=C6recX. gtl. This is 

immediate for n=O and for 00 it follows from the following calculation. 

It makes use of the definition of natin theorem 3., 3: 4 and also 

theorem 2.2: 4. For the upper path 

'c *6 ) *NAT u nr O(r 
n 

G(s 
n-1 gt, n 

where NAT is defined in theorem 3.3: 4. For the lower path 
gt, n 

G (nr) * nat (D) 'Lf(su) 'fir 
gt n 

G(nr)*nat 
gt 

(D)'O(F(r 
n-1)) 

by nat 
gt 

a natural equivalence 
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G(nr)'G(67(r 
n-1 

Wnat 
gt 

(, n-1 (u)) = 

and by Ga functor 

G(S 
n-1 

)*G(NAT 
qt, n-1 

)*nat 
gt 

(F n-1 (U» 

But by the definition of NAT this is the result. along the upper path. 

Finally, the result for fold is immediate from the result for unfold. 

It remains to verify the connection between the functionals. The 

calculation for cond has been sketched previously (under the assumption 

that the. natural equivalences are the identities). The calculation 

for tuple is illustrative for the other functionals as well and is 

the only one that will be sketched. Consider functions fi csffgtýýgt il 

and abbreviate 

ct = C(tuple)(view 
gt-a-gt 

Off 1) .... view gt-*gt*()(fk)) 
-IK 

= lin(cross'll. ((nat 
gt 1* 

Af 
1 )*nat 

gt- 
)(1)f ... 

and 

st view (S (tuple) (f 

nat 

gý=gt *lg tk -1k 

gtll.. *Agt k 
Oflm-(f 

1 (d),... If k (d)))*. nat gt- 

Both ct and st are continuous and additive so it suffices to consider 

a prime basis element pI of CTgtl and show that ct(p) = st(p). Defi- 

ning xi=f(f 
1)- 

(nat 
gt- 

l(p)) 
this gives 

ct(p) = cross(nat 
gt 1 

(x 
1 )l .... nat 

gt k 
(x k)) 

st(p) = nat 
gt 

(x 
1x... )ex k) 1ýL ... ý&gtk 

(for X cartesian product of sets). Using the definition of 

nat gt 11'ng tk 
in theorem 3.3: 4 we get 

x '. nat 
gt *. Ig 

(cross*(nat 
gt 

Y ... nat'(Srgt tk 
1 

Here nat' is given by theorem 3.2: 16 so as for take i above 
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st(p) = (cross . (nat 
gt x ... (x lx*o*xxk) 

where and cross' relate to the tensor product 0)(STgt 

But crossl(x 1 reeefx kX1 xo.. )Cx k so st(P) = ct(P) follows' 

The interplay between S, C and sim 

Before undertaking the structural induction that sim t 
()(STeT, CUeP) 

holds it is convenient to consider the interplay between the functors 

Sffto and Cýt3 and the predicate sim tA similar situation arises in 

chapter 4 so to make the development immediately applicable there we 

consider arbitrary interpretations I and J. For sim t we assume that 

there are admissible predicates sm on IfftjXjgftB fulfilling that 
ft -- 

smflt(v, w) implies that v=j- if w=. L (r) 

As has been said previously the need to assume (. *) is because of the 

presence of the top-level domain constructor -*. 

Define the category §IM as follows. The objects are triples 

0 

(D, Q, L) where D and L are cpo's and Q is an admissible predicate 

on D$L that satisfies (*). A morphism from (DjQ, L) to (D', Q'ILI) is 

a- pair (f, g) of CP02s morphisms f: D--ODI and g: L--. *Ll such that the 

following "naturality" conditions hold: 

% Q(dtl) zo Q' ( (fil) (d) , (911) (1) ) 

2) (d') o, (g L2) (1' )) 4= Q' (d I, l') 

Composition is defined componentwise and the identity on (DOQrL) is 

(id id where id and id are the identities in CP02s. It is 
D' L) DL 

straightforward to verify that this gives a category. 
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The notions of chaih, cone, limiting cone and mediating morphism 

were explained in section 2.2 and also applies to SIM. The category 

SIM admits the following analogue of theorem 2.2: 2 and lemmas 2.2: 5 

and 2.2: 6 for the characterisation of limiting cones. The result 

also holds for the variant of SIM where the predicates are only 

required to be admissible. 

Theorem 3.3: 12. Consider a chain E= ((D QL) (e f)) in SIM 
nnnnnnn 

such that e and-f are embeddings of CP02s with upper adjoints nn 
RR 

en and fnA cone R= ((D, Q, L), (r 
n 's n)n 

) such that rn and sn are 

embeddings of CP02s with upper adjoints rR and sR is limiting iff 
nn 

id r. rR and id s -'s 
R in CP02s D= 

Lý 
nnLnn 

Q (d, 1) 
-ý 

Vn: Qn( (r 
n 

12)(d) (s 
n 

L2) (1) 

A limiting cone of this form always exists and the unique mediating 

morphism to another cone RI = ((D', Q', L'), (r 
n' 's nI)n) 

is 

ljnrn"r RI *S R). 

n' 
*n 

n I/I 

Proof First note that ((D ) (e )) is a chain in CP02s for which nnnn 

lemma 2.2: 5 is applicable. It follows that a cone (D, (r 
n)n 

) with 

rnU =r n 
R_ is limiting iff id 

DýUn rn-rnR* Further, such a limiting cone 

always exists and the unique mediating morphism to a cone (D', (r 
n)n) 

R is 0 
rl*r Similarly for limiting cones (L, (s of the chain nnnnn 

((L 
n)n Iff nn 

we begin with proving the existence of a limiting cone R that 

satisfies the re quirements. Let (D, (r 
n)n 

) and (L, (s 
n)n) 

be the 

limiting cones for ((D 
n)n 

(e 
n)n 

) and ((L 
n)n Iff n)n 

) as indicated above. 

Define Q by the formula displayed in the theorem and note that this 

defines an admissible predicate that fulfils property (*). To see 
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that ((D, Q, L), (r 's )) is a cone reduces to showing 

Qn (d 
n, 

1 
n) =ýp Qm ( (r 

m 
12) ( (r 

n 
41) (d 

n 
)) 0) 

For m? -n we have rm 12or 
n 
J1 =em 

rm42*rnj1 eM12'... *e 
n-1 

L2 as 

(D, (r 
n 

11) 
n 

for the chain ((D 
n 

s and the result then follows 
n 

-1 
11* 

... *enýi and for xn we have 

follows from consideration of the cone 

(e 41) ) in CPO. -,. Similarly for 
nnn 

because E is a chain in SIM. 

We next show that the cone is limiting with the mediating morphism 

as stated in the theorem. Let R' be as displayed in the theorem and 

let (r, s) be the claimed mediating morphism. If (rl, s') is another 

mediating morphism then in particular r' mediates from (Di(r 
n)n 

) to 

(D'j(r in CP02s and this shows that r=r'. Similarly s=s' so that 
n')n) 

(r, s) is the only candidate for the mediating morphism. To see it is 

the mediating morphism it suffices to show that (r, s) is a morphism 

of SIM as the rest follows because r and s are mediating in CP02s. 

To spe 

(ri 1) (d) , (s j1) (1) ) 

note that Q(d, l) implies that 

V n: Qn ( (rnj 2) (d) ' (sn 12) (1) 

so by RI a cone 

Vn: Q' ( (r IrR )J1 (d) ,I n, n (sn * 8n 

and the admissibility of Q1 then gives QI( (41)(d) , (SOM) 

To see 

Q' (d' 11) =j> Q( (rl2)"(dl) , (sj2) (11) ) 

note. that Q'(d', l') implies that 

Vn: Q( (rl s n li 
2) (d I), (' 

n1l 
2) (11 
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so by Ra cone 

Vn: Q(((r '* rR )j2)(d')j 
nn 

and the admissibility of Q then gives Q( (rj2)(d') , 

The statements of the theorem now holds for any limiting cone 

R" (DII Q" L") , (r", s") ) that satisf ics ru=: r 
11 

and ss 
nnnnnnn 

This is because any such cone is isomorphic to R that was explicitly 

constructed above (see section 2.2). For an example calculation let 

(r", s") be the isomorphism from R to R". Then Q"(d", I") iff 

2) (d") .... ) iff Vn: Qn( (r 
n 

12) ( (r"12) (dl) ), *. o) if f 

Vn: Q( (r"12) (d") 
nn 

The main use of the category gjýl is as a convenient tool for 

expressing that IftE, JTtland simt(smljwork together in a certain 

sense. This is formally expressed by proposing the following defini- 

tion of a functor IJfftlover SIM. The effect on objects is 

IJFtl((D, rQ,, Ll)t .... ( DN'QN L N)) ý 

(. fftj(Dlj*.. 
jb N), Sim t 

[Sm, j(Q 
1"'*'QN 

), lqt](Ll .... IL N 
)) 

and the effect upon morphisms is 

. 
Lift] ((f 

1191 
) 'o 0 *1 (f 

N"gN 
)) = 

(ITt](f 
1, ***"fN) " Jýtý(gl` 0 IgN 

Theorem 3.3: 13. IJTtl is a covariant functor over SIM. 

Note if t does not mention the top-level smash product one could 

prove a similar theorem using the variant of SIM where the predicates 

are only assumed to be admissible. 

Proof By lemma 3.3: 7 IJTt3((D,, QlpLl),... ) is an object of SIM. 

Assuming that I is a morphism of SIM it is immediate 
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to verify the functor laws using that 11tiand Jjtjare functors and 

the componentwise definition of composition and the identities. 

Clearly Ittl(f and Iftl(g po.. pg ) are morphisms of CP02s 
1N 

so to show that IJftb((f is a morphism of SIM it suffices 1191 

to [)rovo the "naturality" conditions. 

For this let (fiog be SIM morphisms with domain (D,, Q,, Li) and 

range (D!, Q!, L'); "Let (D, QOL) be and let 
IIi 

(D', Q"OLI) be deEined similarly and let (f, g) be LJjtl((fl, gl) ... 

It is to be shown that 

Q (d, 1) Q' ( (f 11 ) (d) , (g j1) (1) ) 

Q(- (fj2) (d') , (gL2) (1') ) 47 Q' (d' 11) 

This is proved by structural induction on t. 

Case t=A. is immediate because f=id and g=id (in CP02s) and because 
1DL 

equals Q'. 

Case t=t 1 
)c ... Xt 

k' Let d be an element of Ift](D, .... I, i. e. of 

J(D, 
.... jD ) and similarly for 1. if Q(d, l) 

. 
Irt 1D 

(D 
I ... DN )X ... ý-I Tt 

k 

then' for all i simt. Csm1](Q1#**erQ 
N 

)(djijlji). By the inductive 
1 

hypothesis we have for all i, <, k that 

sim- Esm, ](Q; Qý) ( Wrt 3 (f 
1 '*** 'fN) 

11 ) '(dji) 
t 

so that QI( (fLl)(d) 1 (911)(1) ). The other implication is similar. 

Case t=t *t As above Q(d, l) gives sim [sml](Q, ',... )(d!, l! ) 
k t. 11 

for d! =(. jTt. 7j(fj,. 
-. )l1)(dli) and 1! defined similarly. If no d! or 

1111 

1! is L, then the result follows as before. Otherwise supppose without 1 

loss of generality that d! =. L. By lemma 3.3: 7 it follows that 1! =. L 11 

so (f1l) (d)=. L and (gLl) M= 
-L - Because Q'(. L,. L) the result follows. 
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The other implication is similar. 

Cases t=tl+'**+tk and t=to. L are straightforward. 

Case t=t 1 -). t 2* Suppose Q(d, l) and note that d is a continuous function 

from ITt 1 
j(Dlp ,., ) to ITt 2 

j(DI .... ). Furthormore (fll)(d) equals 

(ITt 21(fl I 
3(f, 

.... )Z2) 

(which will be abbreviated to i 2* d*i 1) and is a continuous function 

from ITt j(D',..; ) to I[t Similarly for (g1j)(1) and to 
112 

show Q'((fj1)(d), (gj1)(l)) we must consider (v, w) such that 

simt 
1 
(sm'](Ql,,..,,, Qý)(v, w) holds'and show that 

simt 
2 
[sm'j(Qjp. o-, Qý)( (fil)(d)(v) , (gil)(d)(w) ) 

holds. By the inductive hypothesis 

Sim t1 
(SmTQll 

so that Q(djl) gives 

Sim t 
[SmTQ 

1""'QN) (d(il(v)), '**) 

0 

and by the inductive hypothesis the desired result follows. (Note 

that this proof used that the "naturality" conditions express the 

effect of "going in both directions" because of the contravariance 

of the function space construction in CPO. ) The other implication is 

similar. 

Case t=recX. too It is convenient to assume VFt for card(V)=N and 

that X has index. N+1 in VvjXj. (The proof can easily be rectified if 

this is not the case. ) Define the following functors over CP02s 

FO=KUj F 
n+l 

=fftoV(pjj... #, PM, F 
n) 

GO=KU, G 
n+l=! 

6tO T*(P 
1 . *. Ip N' 

C2 
n) 
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Let the limiting cone of the CP02s chain 

((F 
n 

(D,,..., D N)n' 
(F 

n 
(id 

D1..., 
id 

DN 
)) 

n) 

be (D, (r 
n)n) 

and recall that rn 
U= 

rnR. Similarly (D', (r 
n)n) , (L, (s 

n)n) 

and (L', (s 
n)n 

) are defined as limits for the obviously intended chains. 

Define predicates R on F (D ..., D )XG (L,,..., L ) and similarly R 
nn1NnNn 

by the formulae 

R0 (v, W)! tt; - R 
n+lýsimt 0 

ESM' J(Q 
1"** 

QN R 
n) 

R; (vl, w')---tt, R1 
n+l: 'Simt 

0 
lsm' J(Q; 

l j, QR 
n) 

It is an easy numeri cal induction that 

(F 
n 

(f V***'fN) G 
n(gl"**'gN» 

is a SIM morphism from 

(F 
n 

(D�..., D 
N) ,Rn, Gn (Ll,..., L 

N» 

to 

(F (D , ..., %» , 

To prove the "naturality" condition that Q(d, l) implies 

Ql ((fjl) (d) , (gll) (1)) suppose Q(d, l) . By definition of Q 

Vn: Rn( (r 
n 

12) (d) , (s 
n 

12) (1)) 

so because (F 
n 

(f 1'***'fN) Gn (glp. **, g N 
)) is a morphism 

0 Vn: RI (t1)( (r t2) (d) )p) 
.n 

(F 
n 

(f 
l"**fN) 

By lemma 2.2: 11 (second half) and the definition of f 

Vn: 
RI( (r In L2) ( (fll) (d) 

n 

so that by definition of R the result follows. The other "naturality" 

is similar. 

Cases t=X and t=gt-*gtl are straightforward. 
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This theorem may be compared with lemma 13.65 in /Sto77/ and the 

results in /Rey74/ about how to obtain a so-called relational functor. 

The local continuity of Iqtj and Ift) ensure that the similar condi- 

tion holds for IJqtj. This is sufficient for obtaining a continuity 

result analogous to lemma 2.2: 3, namely that IJjt§ preserves limiting 

cones for chains like those mentioned in theorem 3.3: 12. (The details 

may be extracted from the proof of the following theorem. ) 

The connection between Slep and Cyej 

We are now ready to perform the structural induction that shows 

Sim t 
()QjTej, CW) and thereby establishes the relationshiP between 

and C. 

Theorem 3.3: 14. 

(1) If 0 t- t: e then sim t 
() (S gel , CCe P) 

(2) In general consider interpretations I and J and admissible 

predicates smfIt on ITftjX7Gftj. Suppose OF e: t and that an analogue 

of lemma 3.3: 11 holds for I, J and'sim, tc sm'j. Then sim t 
()(Irej, Jffel) 

holds if 

(a) t contains no top-level smash product 

f 
or if each smýt satisfies that 

smit (v, w) implies that v=. L if f W= L (M /// 

Proof, Clearly (1), is a special case of (2b). The proof of (2a) is 

, similar to the proof of (2b) but uses the variant of SIM where 

predicates are onlý assumed to be admissible. To prove (2b) the 

following more general result is proved by structural induction on e: 

if tenvt-e: t and for all x: sim tenv(x) 
[smll()(ienv(x), jenv(x)) 

then sim t 
CsmI]()(ITeB(ienv),. ffej(jenv)) 
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Most cases are straightforward using that an analogue of 3.3: 11 holds. 

The cases considered below are among the harder ones. 

Case e= We 
1 tes., ek -X). The inductive hypothesis gives 

Sim Esm']()(Ife 
i 
a(ienv), JTeiV(jenv)) 

so that 

Sims smIl () (. ITel(ienv) JleJ(jenv)) 

is immediate in the case where noffeiD(ienv) or Jfe 
I 
1(jenv) is I. 

If one is suppose it is Iýe i 
T(ienv). Lemma 3.3: 7 shows that 

Ige i 
X(jenv) also is so the result follows because sim tl smll()(. L,. L). 

Case e=Y e'. Here ITel(ienv) = Lý (I6e'J(ienv) )n (. L) and similarly 

for J. Clearly simt[smll()(I,. 4 holds so by the inductive hypothesis 

simt[sm'] () ( (Ige'D(ienv)) n 
. 
(JL) ,---) 

and admissibility then gives sim tc sml]()(IdeS(ienv) , ... ). 

Cases e=mkrec el and e=unrec e". Let t0 be given such that 

tenvF el: to[recx. to/xj and tenvý e": recX. to and note that JX)F to* 

Write D=IWrecX. t 01 and L=JrrecX. t 0D and let i: Iat 0 
U(D)--), D and 

j: Jjt 'I(L)--; PL be the isomorphisms of CPOs such that (by lemma 2.3: 2) 
0 

rmkrec e IV (ienv) =i (I re IS (ienv) ) 

junrec e"I(ienv) = i- 1 (. 1ge "0 (i env) 

and similarly for j. The result is straightforward from the 

inductive hypothesis and lemma 3.3: 8 once it has been shown that 

Sim recX. t0c sm'] () a (V) ,j (W) ) 

iff Simt 
0 
CSm, j(Sim 

recX. t 0 
[smlj())(V, W) 

1511 



To show this we consider IJyt U over SIM. Define the predicate 0 

true by true(v, w)! -tt. Using theorem 3.3: 13 it is easy to see that 

(Ijqt -Xn (U, true, U)) (IjTt an (. L,. L) )) 
-0n0n 

is a chain in SIM. The limiting cone is 

((D, Q, L), (r 
n 's n) n) 

for Q=sim 
recX. t 

Csm'3() and rnsn as in theorem 3.3: 12. It follows 
0 '" 

from section 2.2 that (D, (r is the limiting cone in CP02s of the 
nn 

chain ((ITt3 n(U)) (Iýt Vn( 1 and similarly for (L, (s Next 
0n_0 )n 

nn 

define ro=. L and rn'+1=. jtOj(r ) and similarly for s'. From theorem 
nn 

3.3: 13 it follows that 

R (ITt 
0 
M(D), simt [sm'](Q), JfftOg(L)) , (r 

n 's n)n 0 

is also a cone. Therefore there is a unique mediating morphism (r, s) 

from the limiting cone to R. Theorem 3.3: 12 and lemma 2.2: 5 show 

that r is the unique mediating morphism in CP02s from (D, (r to 
nn 

(. 11t, 0 
J(D), (rn' )n)* Sincefftol is-locally continuous r is an 

isomorphism. and in fact r Similarly s= (j- 
1 j) and the 

desired result follows because (r, s) is a morphism of (This 

argument is easily extended to show that R is also a limiting cone 

and thereby proves the continuity result for jiftg that was mentioned 

above. ) 

This theorem may be compared to /Nie82/ where a similar theorem 

(but with program points) is proved for a simple imperative language. 

The theorem there is based on a store semantics /miSt76/ rather than 

a standard semantics and it is said (p. 274 lines 1 to 4) that the 

theorem. would not hold for the obvious standard semantics. The 

corresponding remark here is that it is essential to use the tensor 
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product for C(X) rather than the cartesian product. For use of the 

cartesian product might suggest 

C (tuple) (g 
1192) 

ýl*(gl(l)'g2(l)) 

C(add) = ý(Y'Z) ly+z I Y6'y 4 zCZIR 

(assuming that the natural equivalences are the identities). Then 

Claddatuple(id, id)l ý2 
'3 9'vC 5 14,5,6 instead of the correct JR IR 

14 6 This corresponds to what is done in /Don7B/. The problem 1 
)R 

is that the connection between the pairs of values is lost. A similar 

problem is likely to occur if t:: =gt is allowed (e. g. Cflx. add(xtx)V). 

Remark We conclude this section with a remark about the definition 

of Sim ()(d, l). Its definition was of the form 
recX. t 

Vn: SIM t, n 
(rnu (d) ,snu 

for embeddings r and s of CPOS. The definition of REC in section 
nn 

2.2 was also given using embeddings but it was shown that a least 

fixed point definition could be used instead. Similar remarks apply 

to view recX. t* ' When predicates are ordered by "is implied by" the 

analogue of a least fixed point definition is 

Vn: Q (d, 1) 

where Q0 (d, l) is always true and 

Qn+l (d, 1)---" sim t 
(Q 

n 
)(r- 1 (d)ps- 1 

for isomorphisms r and s in CPOs. 

Theorem 3.3: 13 and induction can be used to relate SIM 
tln and Qn 

by showing that 

((r ru), (s 's 
u (Sftln. (U) , Sim ,c 

rtj n (U) 
nnnnt, n 

-1 (SrrecX. tg ,Qn, C[recX. Q ) 
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is a morphism of SIM. It follows that (1) is equivalent to 

VI: rn (r 
nu 

(d) ), sn (s 
nu 

(1) )) 

and that (2) implies (1). The converse implication may fail as 

will be sketched below. Intuitively this should not be surprising 

-it Sim (Q) does not because tho definition of sim tt 
is Such tilz 

t 

necessarily depend monoLonic, tlLy on Q. 

For a sketch of an example where. (1) does not imply (2) consider 

(ul+N.. 
k-f 

X) +N 
.t+ 

(X--> X) 

Intuitively STrecX. tD can code (among other things) lists of integers, 

integers and functions from lists of integers to integers. Let d 

be the coding of the function that maps the coding of the list 

(i, n 1 ..., n k) to the coding of ni if i is between 1 and k and gives 

the coding of 1 otherwise. Since CTrecx. tl = SFrecx. tj we may take 

1=d and (1) is straightforward. On the other hand (2) fails because 

already Q 2(dtl) fails. The codings of the lists (1,2) and (1,3) are 

related by Q1 but this is not the case for the codings 0. f the results 

(2 and 3). The problem is that d and 1 are not restricted, in the 

number of unfoldings they are allowed to perform. 

9 
The failure of the attempt (2) at defining sim recX-t 

() as a least 

fixed point may be circumvented by placing suitable restrictions on 

recX. t. However, even in the general case sim 
recXt 

() is essentially 

the only solution to the following equation 

Q(drl)<: > simt(Q)(r- 
1 (d)ps- 1 (1) 

To be precise: if an admissible predicate Q is a solution and Q(d, l) 

implies that d=. L iff 1ý. L then Q equals sim recX. t 
(). it follows from 

the proof'of theorem 3.3: 14 that sim 
recX-t 

() is a solution. Next if 
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is an solution it follows that 

((r, r- 
1 ), (S, S- 

1 )): 

(Skt[recx. t/xll, sim t 
(Q), CVtCrecx. t/X]U) --> 

(Sfrecx. tT, Q, CTrecX. tl) 

is a morphism of sim. One can then construct a cono 

E= ((SfrecX. tl, Q, CTrecX. tl), ... ) 

for the chain 

((ScTtl' (u)) 
n, 

(SC tin (,. ) )n) 

Since the mediating morphism from the limiting cone to R is (id, id) 

the result follows. /1/ 
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ABSTRACT 
INTERPRETATION 

ln this chapter abstracL interpretation is developed for the muLa- 

language. This builds on a study of the relation "is a safe approxi- 

mation to" between (forward) data flow analyses specified as inter- 

pretations. As in chapter I this is done using pairs of abstraction 

and concretization functions. Conditions upon such pairs are studied 

in section 4.1. 

The overall framework is developed in section 4.2. In this 

development certain problems arise because of the presence of the 

top-level smash product which therefore needs to be abandoned in 

some parts of the development. Using a family (con 
gt 

) 
gt of 

concretization functions a relation is defined between two inter- 

pretations (say I and J) th, it: ýipecify data flow analyses. The 

relation is sufficient and (essentially) necessary for 

. 
JeTcon 

gt 
E congt, *JfeD 

0 

to hold whenever 01-e: gt, 4 gt'. Given I and additionally a family 

(abs 
gt)gt of abstraction functions one can define an interpretation 

V that gives as faithful a picture of I as is possible using the 

(generally more approximate) spaces of V. The interpretationT is 

said to be induced from I and is a convenient way of specifying data 

flow analyses (not least if I is the collecting interpretation C). 

In the above it was not required that con gt was defined structurally 

on gt. ' In keeping with the principle of compositionality of 
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denotational semantics we study in section 4.3 how a compositional 

definition can be given. In part this resembles the construction of 

the natural equivalence in the proof of theorem 3.3: 4. In section 4.4 

the induced functionals are studied. Taking composition Clas an 

example one might expect it to be functional composition. Similarly 

for other functionals expected formulations may be given. 13ccaLISC 

"inducing" is very precise the induced version of*an expected 

definition need not, however, itself be an expected definition. It 

is shown that under certain conditions it is safe to replace the 

induced functionals with the expected definitions. Finally, section 

4.5 discusses the role of the tensor product in generalising the 

relational flow analysis method. 

4.1 PAIRS OF ADJOIN D EUNCTIONS 

In the introduction we considered approximation between complete 

lattices. The partial orders were viewed as representing the notion 

of "can safely be approximated by". To describe approximation a 

concretization function con and an abstraction function abs were 

used. It was argued that they must satisfy that 

abs(1)5m iff lScon(m) 

9 
This is equivalent to assuming abs and con to be monotonic and 

adjoined: con*abs;! id as is illustrated by 

-C Ul 

@-- 
Zs 

and abs*conc.. id. If additionally abs'con=id we shall say that abs 

and con are exactly adjoined /Nie8la/. This has often been assumed 
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(e. g. /CoCo77b/) because then con is one-one and M contains no 

superfluous elements. Part of the development in this chapter can 

be performed using weaker assumptions than adjoined (see /Nie82/) but 

this will not be considered here. 

These concepts can be defined relative to any cpo-category. 

pair (f: lp->M, g: M--*L) of morphisms is said to be adjoined iff CgSid 

and g*f, 3id. A morphism f is a lower adjoint iff there exists a 

morphism g such that (f, g) is an adjoined pair. The g need not exist 

but if it does it is uniquely determined: for if both g and g' would 

do then 

9= 9*id g* (f*g') = (g*f) *g' -*-: I id'g' = 9' 

and similarly glr--g. A morphism g is an upper adjoint if there exists 

a (necessarily unique) morphism f such that (f, g) is an adjoined pair. 

An adjoined pair (f, g) with f*g=id is said to be exactly adjoined. 

It will be seen that in the previous paragraph a category gLm of 

complete lattices and monotonic functions was presupposed. 

In most of this chapter we shall assume pairs (abslcon) of abstrac- 

tion and concretization functions to be adjoined relative to ýqEa. 

The use of this category will be discussed below. It is straight- 

v forward to show for such a pair of adjoined functions that the lower 

adjoint abs is completely additive and the upper adjoint con is 

completely multiplicative (the dual notion of preserving greatest 

lower bounds). Further the formulae /CoCo79/ 

a bs (1) = 11 Im I 1S con (m) I 

con (m) = U11 labs (1)SmI 

are immediate. 
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Restrictions due to ACLs 

0 

We now argue that it is not overly restrictive to assume that all 

pairs (abs, con) of abstraction and concretization functions are adjoined 

relative to ACLs. The restrictions must be compared with those that 

are commonly made in abstract interpretation an(] monotone frameworks. 

Abstract interpretation (as explained in the Introduction and 

e. g. /CoCo77b/) may be viewed as using gýT instead of ACLs. The use 

of ACLs means that (precisely) two additional restrictions are 

imposed. One is that the objects (complete lattices) must be alge- 

braic. The other is that the (monotonic) concretization functions 

must be strict and continuous. 

The formulation of monotone frameworks /KaVl77/ considers objects 

that are semi-lattices of finite height that have a leasi element. 

Such objects are complete lattices and they are algebraic iff they 

are countable (as will be the case in applications). Functions upon 

such objects are assumed to be monotonic but because of the finite 

height this is equivalent to assuming that they are continuous. 

The assumption that concretization functions be continuous is 

motivated by the desire to stay within the ususal "continuous" domain 

theory. It is a restriction with respect to abstract interpretation 

but hardly in practice, i. e. not with respect to monotone frameworks. 

The assumption of strictness is motivated by the presence of domain 

constructors (like 1a) that are only functors over a category of 

strict functions. This should be no serious restriction as an 

adjoined situation 

(abs: L--*Mt con: M-lo-L) 
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may be replaced by. 

(str ict (up'abs) : L-0 M. I. , 11 ft (con) : M. Cv L) 

and here lift(con) is strict. 

Algebraicity of objects is motivated by the construction of the 

tensor product in section 3.2. To see this is not overly restrictive 

consider first objects corresponding to. bottom-level types in the 

collecting interpr-etation C. These are algebraic complete lattices 

because they are-(isomorphic to) the powerdomain of the corresponding 

objects in the standard interpretation. Consider next the corre- 

sponding object in an interpretation that specifies a data flow 

analysis. If it is related to the'object in C by a pair of exactly 

adjoined functions then it will be algebraic too. This is a conse- 

quence of: 

Lemma 4.1: 1. Let L be an algebraic complete lattice and Ma partially 

ordered set. Let abs: lp-#M and con: M--%L be monotonic functions such 

that 

con*abs3id and abs'conzid 

Then M is a complete lattice with least upper bound of a subset X 
I 

given by abs(Ljjcon(m)jmC-Xj). If additi6nally con is continuous then 

vM is algebraic with BM = Jabs(l)IMBLI. 

Proof For the first result we calculate 

YMEX: M5M1 

Vmex: con(m)gcon(m') 
11 

Ulcon (m)i mEXJ C con (mi) 
ü 

abs(LIýcon(m)i mEXI) Gm' 

and this shows that M is a complete lattice with least upper bounds 
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as stated. For the second result let b6B L and show abs(b)rzB m. To 

see this let abs(b)5U. m. so that bS con( LIM U con (mi) Then 

there is i such that bScon(m i) hence abs(b)Sm i, To see that M is 

algebraic with 13 m as stated we use fact 2.2: 1 so it suffices to note 

for mEM that 

m abs (con (m) = abs (LI(b(B LI 
bc-: con Wl 

[I fabs (b) bfB 
LA 

bScon (m)l 

Lj labs (b) U13 
LA abs (b)c ml 

and that jabs(b)l bCB 
LA abs(b)r-- 4 is directed. 

The lemma may fail if abs'con=id was weakened to abs*conSid. AS an 

example let M be a cpo that is not algebraic and not a complete 

lattice. Taking L=U, abs=I, con=j- the assumptions of the lemma are 

fulfilled. If con is continuous, however, we have that fabs(b)l bC-B I 
L 

is a subset of BM 

Taking it for granted that objects should be algebraic one can 

give the following intuitive argument for why they should be complete 

lattices. First they should be cpo's if iteration and recursion (Y 

in the metalanguage) is still to be treated by a least fixed point 

approach as is also the case in the MFP solution of data flow analysis. 

0 Secondly objects should be semi-lattices so that the effect of 

conditional (cond in the metalanguage) may be expressed using a least 

upper bound as in C(cond). Lemma 3.2: 2 then shows that objects should 

be complete lattices. 
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Considering further restrictions 

We now concentrate on a pair (abs: L4 M, con: M-*L) of abstraction and 

concretization functions that is adjoined relative to ACLs. The 

abstraction function is strict, continuous and additive (hence 

completely addditive) and the concretization function is strict and 

continuous but not additive. It follows from the discussion after 

the previous lemma that abs sends a finite element to a finite element. 

This is equivalent to saying that it specializes to a continuous 

function abs: B 
L -*B M. 

We now investigate the cases where it special- 

izes to abs: PB 
L --ýPPB M or abs: jr. 

L -bIB M. 
(Recall that PB is the set of 

finite elements that are primes and similarly IB for irreducible. ) 

Preservation of primes is particularly of interest for power- 

0 

domains. 

Lemma 4.1: 2. Let (abs: L--, 'M, con: M--PL) be a pair of adjoined functions 

where L is isomorphic to a powerdomain. Then abs specializes to 

abs: PB 
L --OPB m 

iff con is additive. I/I 

Proof For "if" suppose that con is additive and that b is a finite 

prime of L. Clearly abs(b) is finite and to see that it is a prime 

suppose that abs(b)lgm 1 Um 2* Then bFcon(m 
1 )ucon(m 2) so for some i we 

have b=ccon(m and hence abs(b)Sm.. For "only if" suppose that abs 

specializes to abs: PBL-9-PBM. Then the calculation 

con(m 1 um 2)= 
(algebraicity of L and theorem 3.1: 5) 

U1 bC- PB 
L 

b'5con (m 
1 um 2» 

LJIbf. PB abs (b)Em um L1 21 

con (m 1) Licon (m 
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shows that con is additive. 
0 

1// 

"If" holds even if L is not isomorphic to a powerdomain but "only if" 

may fail if this is not the c4se. 

Suppose now that L4(D) and M=Y(E). If abs specializes to 

abs: PB 
L -. *PB m 

it is possible to define a representation function 

D-i E by 

abs (jd3R) jr (d) 3R 

This defines a continuous function r that is strongly strict, i. e. 

r (d) iff d=. L, and it specializes to r: B --yB It is immediate to 
DE 

verify the formulae 

abs (I) = LC (jr (b) I bf I]) 

con(II) = 
jb(B 

DIr 
(b)C-I 11 

Conversely for any strongly strict and continuous function r: BD-*BE 

the above. formulae define a pair of adjoined functions with con 

additive. An example representation function is r: ZL7r4-1O'+1JL 

defined by r(-l)=- etc. (as was used in the Introduction). It will, 

however, be too restrictive to assume all concretization functions 

to be additive as this will make it impossible to handle many data 

flow analyses that can otherwise be handled. Examples include 

constant propagation and the example in the Introduction where an 

independent attribute method is related to a relational method. 

The situation where abs. specializes to a map abs: IB L ---IIB M will 

be found of use in section 4.4. We begin with motivating the 

intuitive role played by the irreducible finite elements. An element 

l, of L is said to be essential iff whenever 1=IIX for a subset X of 

L then 1 is an element of X or 1=j, Intuitively 1 can only be 
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specified by itself. There is an immediate analogy with the definition 

of finite element in section 2.2; there X was assumed to be a countable 

and directed subset and 1= JJX was weakened to 1GLIX. 

Lemma 4.1: 3. IB L 
is the set of finite elements that are essential. /// 

Proof An essential element i. -, clearly irreducible so af inite and 

essential element is in IB L' Conversely lot i be an element of IB L 

and Xa subset of L such that i=LJX. The algebraicity of L gives 

Lkc(x) for LC as defined in section 3.1. If LC(X) is empty we 

have i=j. which is essential so assume otherwise. Then there is a 

total and onto map k: N--*LC(X) and the axiom of choice guarantees a 

total map kl: N-JO-X such that k(n)Skl(n). It follows that 

UX = 
Ulk'(n)InEN). Now (Lýmjkl(n))m is a chain and i. C PX gives 

'gLjnm=l kl(n) for some m (because i is finite). Clearly i=[JX gives 

i= k'Mij ... ukl(m) so because i is irreducible there is m' such 

that i= k'(ml). It follows that i is an element of X. 

That abs specializes to abs: IB 
L --b-IB M therefore says that, abstract- 

0 

ing an essential Piece of information must give an essential piece of 

information. It is a restriction to assume abstraction functions to 

satisfy this but we shall argue that it may be acceptable to do so. 

For this we consider conditions upon the upper adjoint con: M--oL. 

It is said to be "irreducibýy covered" iff 

Vm(M: ViCIB 
L: 

iEcon (m) I-) 3jC-IB 
m: 

jSmA i5con(j) 

and ". irreducibly generated" iff con=lin(con), i. e. iff 

V MEM: con (m) -ý 
Ulcon (j) IiC BM 4 jS ml 

Lemma 4.1: 4. For a pair'(abs: L-*M, con: M--pL) of adjoined functions 

the statements 
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(1) abs specializes to abs: IBL"IIBM 

(2) con is irreducibly covered 

are'equivalent and if L is isomorphic to a powerdomain they are 

equivalent to 

(3) con is irreducibly (jonerated 

Proof If (1) holds then (2) it shown by "choosing" j= abs(i) in the 

definition of irf6ducibly covered. If (2) holds then (1) is shown by 

instantiating the definition of irredicibly covered with i6IB L and 

m=abs(i). Assume now that L is isomorphic to a powerdomain. If (3) 

holds then to show (1) consider i(-IB 
L and calculate 

i5con(abs(i)) = Ulcon(j) I j4EIBMAjFabs(i)j 

But, by theorem 
. 
3.1: 7, i6PB 

L and therefore i-rcon(j) for some jCIB 
M 

with jSabs(i). This shows abs(i)=j and hence abs(i)ýIB M. 
Finally, 

if (1) holds then (3) is proved as follows. First 

con(m)? ljicon(j) I jCIB 
mA 

jEml 

is immediate. For the other inclusion note that (by theorems 3-1: 5 

and 3.1: 7) 

con (m) = ljlif. IB Ll iEcon(m)) 

so that one may calculate 

con(m)SLjjcon(abs(i)) I i(IB 
LA abs (i)5ml 

ELJ? con(j) I jCIB 
MA 

i5m) 

To illustrate these conditions choose L=e(N. L) and 

T 

M, 

< >2 
7 

>large 

1o<2 

.L 
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Define pairs of adjoined functions (abs i con i) by con 2(large)=J3,4,... 
]J. 

and con i (2)=42 IR etc. Then con 2 but not con, is irreducibly generated. 

Examples like con I do come up occasionally /Jon8la/ so it is a 

restriction to require concretization functions to be irreducibly 

generated. It is the author's point of view tfiat this restriction is 

acceptable. This is partly because the example in /Jon8la/ has 

always been "somewhat unnatural" in the view of the author and partly 

because the restriction is motivated by the consideration of essential 

elements. At any rate the restriction will be of use in a small part 

of the development in section 4.4. When L is not a powerdomain the 

consideration of essential elements suggests that "irreducibly covered" 

rather than "irreducibly generated" is the condition to be imposed 

upon concretization functions. This condition is preserved by 

composition of upper adjoints because (1) in the theorem is preserved 

when composing the corresponding lower adjoints. (The second 

condition is not preserved Linder composition: consider f: M 1 --. bm 2 and 

g: M 2 -* 
JTI. 

L def ined by fW =x and gW= (x'glarge) -*T, 4,,. ) 

It is appropriate at this point to give a comparison with /WaSh77/ 

where the semantics of data types is studied. (In giving the 

comparison some technical differences will be ignored. ) Starting 

with an algebraic cpo D they give axioms for a "type structure" M 

over D. The' axioms prescribe that the elements of M must be elements 

of e(D) and'M is partially ordered in the same way that &(D) is, 

i. e. by subset inclusion. Further, M is a complete lattice and it 

is possible that PBM=jjj. -What is interesting is that IB M 
is 

isomorphic to BD. This means that their notion of the "tightening" 

of h. is nothing but lin(h). Further they use "tightening" to prove 

certain results by "case analysis" where a "case" is an element of 
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IBM. This idea is intuitively close to the arguments to be given in 

section 4.4 for the use of lin in the expected definitions for 

filter 
x and take i (for tensor products). 

-4-. 
2 APPRMBALI-U--IjIU. P\. P. P\ETAT-LMLS 

III this section we define a relation between Lhose interpretations 

that specify data.. flow analyses. The relation guarantees that the 

semantics given to certain expressior*by one interpretation is safely 

approximated by the other. For specifying data flow analyses the 

immediate possibility is to specify an interpretation in full. We 

explore another possibility namely to induce an interpretation, i. e. 

to define an interpretation that mimicks a given interpretation but 

using more approximate spaces. 

For this development it is helpful to have additional ass=ptions 
.1 

about the interpretations that specify data flow analyses. Define 

an approximating interpretation to be an interpretation I such that: 

- the categories J, (P) and I(PLD) are ACL and ACLas respectively 

- the bottom-level functors I(x), i(. V), I(+), I(. L) are locallY 

continuous semi-functors, on ACLs 

v The collecting interpretation is an approximating interpretation as 

follows from theorem 3-2: 14 (and the facts listed before it). The use 

of ACL for I(P) is in accord with the discussion in section 4.1 and 

the use of ACLas is because the tensor product is not a functor in 

general. The requirement that the bottom-level functors should be 

locally continuous semi-functors over ACLs is motivated by: 

Fact 4.2: 1. If F: ACLs 
N 

-&ACLs is a locally continuous semi-functor and 
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(abs i con i) are pairs of adjoined functions (relative to A=C=L==s) then 

also (F(absl,..., absk)' F(con,,..., con k)) 
is a pair of adjoined 

functions. 

For an approximating interpretation I each ITgtj is a locally 

continuous semi-functor over ACLs. This is by a structural induction 

where the case (jt=A i,; immodiato. The remaining cases, except 

gt=recX. gt', are straightforward because composition and tupling 

preserve the property of being a locally continuous semi-functor (as 

was already remarked in section 3.2). For the case gt=recX. gt' it 

should be stressed that REC(G) is defined on morphisms by the 

formula 

REC (G) (g 
2'e.. Ig N)= 

Lý r 
n' 

* (Ag. G (g, g 2'000 FgN ))n (j. ) 'n 

for embeddings r and rl as in section 2.2. 
nn 

Lemma 4.2: 2. If G: ACLs N 
--)ACLS is a locally continuous semi-functor 

then also REC. (G): ACLs 
N-1 

-+ACLs is. 

Proof We already know that REC(G) is a locally continuous functor 

over ACLas. Clearly it is locally continuous in general so it 

suffices to prove that 

REC (G) (g ' 92'P..., 9N'9ý)E REC (G)(g )*REC (G)(g ..... gno) 121 2"'gN 12 

holds in general and that equality holds when all gi are additive. 

This is by a straightforward calculation. /1/ 

Remark In lemma 2.2: 10 a fixed point characterisation of REC(G)( ) 

was given. The proof given is not applicable here because it was 

assumed that G was a functor over the category where the gi are 

morphisms. If I'[gtg denotes the "functor" where REC( ... ) is 

defined according to the fixed point characterisation then this too 
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defines a locally continuous semi-functor over ACLs. It agrees with 

IVgtj on abstraction functions and concretization functions. The 

result for abstraction functions is because they are lower adjoints 

and hence additive. Denote by abs 
U 

the upper adjoint corresponding 

to abs. The result for concretization functions then is because 

they are upper adjoints and because the formula 

IUgtl(abs 
u)=(. 

IqgtDabs) 
U= 

(I 'ý gtBabs) 
U=I 'Vgtg (abs 

u) 

is a consequence of the fact above. 

A central idea in abstract interpretation is to formalise the 

notion of when one data flow analysis is a safe approximation of 

another. Consider two approximating interpretations I and J and let 

gcIigt: ± gt'j and hEJVgt-+gtll be functions to be related. For this 

purpose we assume that there is a family (abs, con) = (abs 
gt 

con gt 
) 
gt 

of pairs of adjoined abstraction and concretization functions. As 

in the introduction the relation to be used is 

sagt_.,, gt, 
(g, h) F g'congtS con gt,. 

h 

i 
0 

This can be formulated in a number of equivalent ways, one being 

that g(v)! icong', (h(absgt(v))) holds for all elements v of IUgtB- t 

To extend this relation to all closed types t define the relation 

/- 
conlt 

on lWtlX2[tl by 

Z 
con, t 

h iff sim t 
[sa]()(g, h) 

using the sim t predicate defined in section 3.3. It follows from 

lemma 3.3: 7 that this defines an-admissible predicate. It further 

satisfies certain "reflexive" and "transitive" laws. To state these 
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let id denote the family (id 
It9tI 

) 
gt of concretization functions and 

let (con*con') 
gt 

be defined componentwise as con gt. con; t. 

Lemma. 4.2: 3. If t is a closed and contravariantly pure type then 

4 
id, tg 

ih and hk implies gk con, t Coll t con con t 

h implies y5h Id, t 

Proof For the first and third result call an admissible predicate Q 

benevolent iff Q(g, g) holds and Q(g, h)'20 gSh holds for all g -and h. 

The result then follows from 

if all Qi are benevolent then so is sim tc sa](Q 1"0"QN) 

that is proved by structural induction upon types t such that Vý t 

and CP(V, t) hold for some V with card(V) = N. The case t=recX. to is 

by a straightforward numerical induction and in the case t=t 14t2 

lemma 3.3: 9 is used to show that sim t 
[sa3(Q 

1"*"QN) (v, w) holds iff 

V=W. 

For the second result say that predicates Q and Q1 force Q" iff 

for all g, h and k that Q(g, h) and Q'(h, k) implies Qll(g, k)-. (We 

do not merely define Q'I as the relational composition of Q and Q' as 

this does not in general produce an admissible predicate. ) The result 

then follows from 

if for all i: Q and Q! force Q1.1 i11 

then sim; 4 
conl(Qll .... Q. ) and sim t 

C4 
con 

7(Qll 
FOODIV 

force sim C-4 
'] (Q ....... Q., ) t con'con 1 

that is proved by structural induction upon types. t such that VI- t 

and CP(V, t) for some V with card(V)=N. The proof is quite straight- 

forward. I/I 
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Note The assumption about the type being contravariantly pure cannot 

simply be removed. To see this let feCTN-*N3 be some finite element 

and define hC-Cf(N-ON)-, PT3 by h(fl)=tt if f' is strictly greater than 

f and h(f')=. L otherwise. Then hýid, 
N--* N-4, T 

h fails because 

fZT but L, ý. tt is false. id, N-7 N Id, T /1/ 

We now define a relation 6 
con 

between approximating interpretations 

that is analogous. to the condition expressed by lemma 3.3: 11. Define 

IýJ iff for-all entries z of type t mentioned in the expression con - 

part it is 
. 
the case that I(z) ý 

con, t 
J(z). The relation is intended 

to express that J is a safe approximation to I. It satisfies the 

following "reflexive" and "transitive" laws: 

Lemma 4.2: 4. For approximating interpretations I, J and K: 

I id I 

- 
-1 

4J and JýE implies I -e I con con' con'con 

Proof Because of the previous lemma it suffices to show the result 

for entries z corresponding to functionals. The first result is 

immediate because I(z) is monotonic (in fact continuous). For the- 

second result let abs be the lower adjoint corresponding to con 

and suppose 

gi*con'con'r con*con '. k1 

1i0 
15 con' 'k. Define h. = abs*g io con so that g conCcon*h. and h. *conl- 

Then 

-! 
(Z)(91`---Fgn )*con*conlt: con*J(z)(hl,..., h 

n 
)*con' 

Econ*con"K(z)(kl,..., k 
n)* 

The "transitivity" result means that data flow analyseý can be built 
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in stages by "stepwise coarsening". 

The relation really desired between approximating interpretations 

and J is that jWel: ý ffco for all expressions e. This is 
con, t 

almost achieved: 

Theorem 4.2: 5. 

4 JTc] for all e, t such that 01-e: t 'con, t. 7ý 

con 

Iýe).: ý for all e, t such that Of-e: t and t does not 
con, t 

ffe 

mention the top-level smash product 

Proof The first implication is because the metalanguage contains 

the expressions takei, .. *, v 
; kx: ft 

1X... 
Aft 

k* tuple (xj1 ,... xIk) , 

0.01 f1. The second implication is by theorem 3.3: 14. 

Note After the proof of lemma 4.2: 3 it was said that h i6 id, t 
h may 

fail if t is not contravariantly pure. This is not contradicted by 

the theorem above even though IZ. I always holds by lemma 4-2: 4. 
id - 

This is because the h that causes problems. cannot be obtained as 

h=cfel for some expression e. I/I 

Remark. In the statement of the theorem it was assumed that the type 

t of the expression e does not use the top-level smash product. To 

show that this is essential we shall assume that the constants of 

contravariantly pure type include the truth value ttj the undefined 

function j.: N-+N and the identity function id: N--: PN. Then 

. 
s! VJJ 4 

id, N--y N 
CgidD 

and 

c it tu -4 id, T 
c Uttl 
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both hold but 

ýý[take 2 
()(jL, ttW)] 4 

id, T 
Atake 

2 
(* id, t t-9)i 

fails. To overcome this problem we could redefine 

g6 con, gt: tgti 
h iff g*con gt 

S con gt,. 
h and g=jL(* h=. L 

but then lemma 4.2: 4 fails: it is not the caso that C : ý. I IS 0 
id 

C )Cca 

C(cond)(g 1'g2'g3 may be L without any of tho gi being jand 

clearly C(cond)(TIT, T) is nCA. L. The solution chosen was to abandon 

the use of smash product and this is in line with the remark in 

section 

Another solution might be to replace t:: =gt=gtl by t:: =(gt=tgt')j. 

as then the smash product will pose no, problems. This may be motivated 

with the following discussion about least elements. Usually in 

denotational semantics the least element in a cpo (e. g. Nj. ) is 

"unreal" in the sense that when produced by a computation it really 

means that the computation did not terminate. On the other hand the 

least element in a function space is a "real" value namely the 

function that never terminates when executed. If this function is 

produced by a computation this is not the same as saying that the 

computation did not terminate. Therefore an "unreal" least element 

0 should be added below the least "real" element. 

We now turn to ways of describing a data flow analysis. The 

obvious possibility is to specify all the components of an approxi- 

mating interpretation. It is Possible, however, to specify the 

expression part in a very "automatic" way by generalising the idea 

in /CoCo79/ of inducing predicate transformers. The type part of 
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the abstracting interpretation must still be specified in full. 

So let I be an approximating interpretation and J the type part 

of an approximating interpretation. Further assume a family 

(abs, con) = (abs : ITgtl-+J gtM , con, gt 
T 

it: 
jggtl-* lFgtl) 

gt 

of adjoined abstraction and concretization functions (adjoincd relative 

to ACLs). Consider now a function g in. Iffgt-Pgt-S and how to trans- 

port it to JTgtýýgtll. An obvious possibility, and the one used 

in /CoCo79/, is to use 

indgt,. 
gt, 

(g) = absgt, *g*congt 

as is illustrated by the diagram 

. 
lTg Q jigto 

con gt 

9 

abs 
. 
Iwg t IS gt iggt, l 

Clearly indgt_,, 
gt, 

(g) is a safe approximation to g, i. e. 

g .4 con, gt, 4 gtl 
ind 

g t-. * gtI 
(g) 

v 

Also it is the best approximation to g in that 

g4 con gt: ±gto 
h iff indgt,,, 

gt, 
(g)ii h 

which may be generalised to 

g .4h iff indgt, (g) 4h 
ýcon"con gt-rgtl con' gt--Pgt' 

Another way of phrasing these conditions is that ind 
gt-#gtI 

(g) is as 

faithful a representation of g that the spaces in J allow. 

The above process can be extended to all contravariantly pure 

and closed types t using the transformation view tC... 
j defined in 
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section 3.3. So define 

induce(abs, 
con), t 

(g) = view t 
Lind]()(9) 

As before induce 
(abs, con), t 

(g) is the best safe approximation of 9. 

Lemma. 4.2: 6. For any contravariantly pure and closed type t and 

family (abs, con) of pairs of adjoined functions 

gZ induce (g) 
con, t (abs, con), t 

g -C *Ih iff induce (g) h 
'con con t (abs, con), t con t 

Proof The first result is immediate by lemma 3.3: 10 because the 

strictness of congt, ensures that absgt, 'g*congt is strongly strict. 

For the second result "if" is immediate by the first result and lemma 

4.2: 3. "Only if" follows from the following result: 

if k are strongly strict and Q (g, h)---0 Q! (k ii1 

then, writing gl=view t 
[induce 

(abs, con) 
*J(kll k 

N)(g)' 

it follows that 

Sim tC'ýcon'conl1(Ql'---, Qm)(g, h) 

implies 

simSýconl'(Ql"-*'QM')(9'lh) 

The result is proved by induction on types t such that VI-t and 

CP(V, t) for some set V with card(V)=N. We omit the details (but see 
0 

the proof of-lemma 3.3: 10 for hints). /1/ 

Because induce 
(abs, con) was defined using view an analogue of lemma. 

3.3: 5 holds. From this it easily follows that 

induce 
(id, id) ,t 

ý'- id 
Iýtj 

induce 
(abs, con)*(absl, co. nl), t 2ý induce 

(abscon), t 
0 induce 

(absl, con'), t 
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where the composition of families of pairs of functions is defined by 

00 (abs con 
gt 

(abs , 
t, con 'abs; 

t, con t con 
gt gt 9 gt)gt = (absgt 

gt gt 

It remains to consider how to induce functionals as this is not 

found in /CoCo79/. So let z be a functional of type 

(yt 1 "-(j t n' 
) -, ý (qt-,,, (j L') 

(which is closed but not contravariantly pure). We shall extend the 

definition of induce to include such types by defining 

induce(abs, 
con), t 

(I(Z)) = 

j(hl,..., h 
n 

). abs gto. 
Dz)(con ;t1, h 1, abs gt 1 

'0.. ) * con gt 

This is best explained by considering the following diagrams. We 

begin with 

ffgtý )4gt'l 
1 

which may be thought ofas approximating 

Z. 2i = con *h, "abs 

.! 
Tgt gtl gt. -ý IGgt, 

11-1 

The desired composition of these is 

44 1 (Z) (g 
1 '* ** 'gn ) 

-->. LTg t, j 

which has 

tj ab 
gt, 

Dz) (g #9 ) 'con 
gn g" jagt, j 

as its best approximation. In other words, the extension of induce 

amounts to defining 

induce (abs, con), t--%tl (h) = induce 
(abs, con), t'o 

hoinduce (con, abs), t 

and this idea allows to extend the definition of induce to all closed 

types. 
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Putting it all together we define the approximating interpretation 

induce(I, (absrcon)rJ) where I is an interpretation, J is the type part 

of an interpretation and (abs, con) is a gt-indexed family of adjoined 

abstraction and concretization functions. The type part is given by 

J and for an entry z (of type t) in the expression part: 

induce (I, (ahs, con) J) (z) = induce (abs, coii), t 
Mz)) 

That this gives the best approximation to I follows from: 

Theorem 4.2: 7. 

induce(I, (abs, con)#J) con 

zJ iff induce(I, (abs, con), J) -4 1 
con id I/I 

Proof'Write J'=induce(I, (abs, con), J). For the first result consider 

an entry z of type t. If t is of contravariantly pure type the 

result follows from lemma 4.2: 6. Otherwise t is of the form 

Suppose gi lk h. (gt1: tgtj"C- ' X(gtn=gtn -+ (gt--*gt') 
con, gti: ftgt! 1 

so that g1 Scon 
gt! 

0hi *abs' 
gt 

Since I(z) is continuous we may 

calculate 

. 
I(z)(g 1"'gn )*con 

gt 
r_ 

00 con gt, absgt, *. L(z)(congt hi abs gt ... )*congt 

con gtle 
J'(z)(hl,..., h 

n) 
0 

and this shows that I(z 
, 

)(g 
it ... lgn )4 

con g t: tg t, 
ll(z)(hl,..., h 

n)' 

The "if" part of the second result is by lemma 4.2: 4 and the first 

result. For "only if" it follows by lemma 4.2: 6 that it suffices to 

consider an eI ntry z of type t as above. If gi !ý id, gti: tgti' 
h1 

then the result 

21, (Z) (g J (z) (hl ... h) V***'gn 'ýid, 9t-, -eigt, -n 
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follows from the calculation 

211 (g 1p**- fgn) = 

abs gt, 
I(z)(con 

gt 9 abs gt 1 
.... )*con 

gt 

(since 1 . 4% 
con 

J) 

abs gtis con gt,. ! I(z)(hl,..., h 
n)ýý 

J (Z) (1) 1,..., hn) 

It is straightforward to show the equalities 

induce(I, (id, id), I) =I 

induce( induce(I, (abs, con), J), (absl, con'), K) = 

induce(I, (abs', con')'(abs, con), K) 

I/I 

The last equality says that data flow analyses may be developed in 

a stepwise process and the resulting data flow analysis is as if it 

had been developed using only one step. 

The definition of an interpretation specified that the meaning 

of bottom-level types'was defined in a compositional way. It does 

not appear to be useful to have a notion of "long interpretation" 

where this is not so. Similarly it does not appear to be useful 

0 
to consider abs gt and con gt 

that are not compositionally defined. 

The developments in the previous section were independent of how 

abs gt and con gt 
are specified so the question of how to specify them 

compositionally has been deferred to this section. 

To be more specific let I and J be type parts of approximating 

interpretations. We shall assume as given pairs 

(abs 
A : I(A i )--#J(A con A : J(A i )-. oI(A 

11 
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of adjoined (relative to ACLs) abstraction and, concretization 

functions. The goal is to obtain a family 

(abs 
gt 

:. LVgtl--; PjTgtl , con 
gt 

: jug tJ--. t I fgt) ) 
gt 

of adjoined functions (where gt ranges over the closed types only). 

It may help to begin with sketching the simple case where I and 

J specify the same locally continuous semi-functor for the same 

bottom-level domdih constructor. In the terminology of data flOW 

analysis this implies that if I uses the relational method for X, 

i. e. then so does J. Consider a closed type gt and let 

Ai 
1 

***1 Ain be all the A1 Is occurring in gt. Define the term 

gtI gt[XjLA, 
ij 

to be gt with A1j replaced by X j* Then ITgt'V 

(as a semi-functor over ACLs) aqrees with jTgt'j and we shall denote 

it by F 
gt . Further jQgtU =F gt* 

(I(A ),..., I(A i and similarly 

for Jffgtl. Defining 

absgt, = P 
9t 

(abs 
A. to ... abs Ai) 

n 
congt =F 

gt 
(con 

A. '... rcon A 
1n 

then specifies functions of the-right functionality and each 

(abs 
gt 

con gt 
) is an adjoined pair because F 

gt 
is. a locally continuous 

semi-functor. This corresponds roughly to what is done in /Nie8la/ 

for a somewhat simpler structure of types. 

In the general case the definition of abs gt and con gt 
is not so 

straightforward. As an example suppose that I uses the relational 

method for X, i. e. I(X)=W, whereas J uses the independent attribute 

method, i. e. J(x)=X. A change in "method". takes place and some 
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additional information is needed to specify "how". The usual way of 

passing from one functor to another is by a natural transformation. 

This is complicated by Ioe) not being a functor upon all of ACLs and 

we shall therefore consider subcategories of ACLs. It is possible to 

give criteria for which subcategories that may be used but for the 

present purposes it suffices to consider the following two categories. 

Define ACLsl to be as ACLs except that the morphisms included are 

only the lower aý]oints of ACLs. Similarly Lýgb§y has upper adjoints 

as morphisms. Both are subcategories of ACLs (but not sub cpo-, 

categories). By fact 4.2: 1 any locally continuous semi-functor 

specializes to a functor over both ACLsl and ACLsu. 

Let * be any one of the bottom-level domain constructors 

+, L. To specify "how" the method is transformed from I(Y) to J(*) 

we assume natural transformations 

ABS from I(A) to J(S) over ACLsl 

CON from J(-&) to I(#) over ACLsu 

satisfying that each 

(ABS 
it 

(L 
1 ..., L k), CON 

0 
(L,,..., L 

is a pair of adjoined functions. The definition 0. f abs gt 
and con gt 

is very similar so a function lengthen 
gt 

is defined below. It will 

be used to define 

absgt lengthen 
gt 

(I, (abs 
A. 

)A (ABS ) J)() 
ii iL 

congt lengthen 
gt 

P, (con 
AI )A 

i 
(CON 

0) 
I)() 

and it will be shown that (absgtocon 
gt 

) is a pair of adjoined 

functions of the right functionality. 
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The function lengthen 
gt 

is defined by structural induction on 

types gt such that Vi-gt for some V with cardinality N. Let I and J 

be type parts of approximating interpretations and let 

fAI (A J (A 

h. : L. " L! 

be morphisms of ACLs and similarly 

J (L" 
...., 

L" ) 1k 

for all choices of objects L.. It is convenient to abbreviate 
1 

ln 
gt 

(hl,..., h 
N)= 

lengthen 
gt 

(-II(f 

-A, 

) 
A, 

(nt 
o) :# 

J)(h 
1 ..., h 

N) 

The definition then is 

ln 
A 

(hl,. I., hU) 
1 

ln 
x 

(h 
1 ..., h if X has index i in V 

ln 
gtlg-... Igt k 

(h 1 J..., h 
N nt., (Jagt, B(L 

1 

. 
140 Rn 

gt 1 
(hl,..., h 

N)"*'O) 

for t any one of X, *, +, I 

ln 
recX. gt 0 

(h 1p... ph N) -= LL Sn*LN gt 0, n0rnu 

where s and r are the evident embeddings of ACLs and nn 

LN 
gt 0,0=. 

L, LNgto 
n+l =lngt 

0 
(h 1 ..., h,,, LN 

gt 0n) 
assuming that 

X has index N+l in VvfXj 

0 
plearly this definition makes sense in ACLs and defines a morphism 

of functionality 

ln 
gt 

(h 1 .... ohl) :N) --o Jagtl(Lll ... Lý) 

That abs gt 
is actually a lower adjoint and congt an upper adjoint 

is a consequence of the following: 

Lemma 4.3: 1. Let ACLsz be one of ACLsl and ACLsu. Let the f be 
A 

1 
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morphisms of ACLsz and nt a natural transformation over ACLsz. Then 
It 

lengthen (I, (f (nt ) J)(). is a morphism of ACLsz. 
gt A1Ai4 it - 

Proof The result follows from (using the abbreviation ln 
gt 

) 

if hl, .... h. are morphisms of ACLsz then so is ln (h ..., h ) 
gt 1N 

that is proved by structural induction on gt SLICII that VF 9t for 

some V with card(V)=N. The cases gt=A i and gt=X are straightforward. 

The case gt=gt, -O ... ggtk for A! one of X, *, + or I is because I Qt) 

is a functor over ACLsz, nt is a natural transformation over ACLsz 

and because the composition of ACLsz morphisms gives such a morphism. 

Indeed if ACLsz is ACLsl and gU denotes the upper adjoint of 9 then 

ln 
gt 

(h 
1 ..., h 

N)u 
I(#)(ln 

gt 1 
(h 

1 ..., h 
N)u'... 

) 

nt., (Jýgtlý (Ll' .. . 
', L; ) u 

and similarly if ACLsz is ACLsu. For the case gt=recX. gt it is a 0 

straightforward induction to prove that LN is in ACLsz (because 
gt n 

. L: U-* U is). To see that JJ s *LN rU is in ACLsz consider the 
nn gton nU 

case where ACLsz is ACLsl as the other case is similar. Let LN 
gt,, n 

be the upper adjoint of LN 
gt 0n 

and define x= LJn r n* 
LN 

gt 0nU. 
sn 

The calculations ln 
gt 

(hl,..., h 
N) 

*xSid and x*ln 
gt 

(hl,..., h 
N)2 

id show 

that ln 
gt 

(hl,..., h 
N) 

is a lower adjoint of ACLs with upper adjoint x. 

I/I 

Corollary 4.3: 2. Given the conditions of the lemma, and assuming that 

h.: L. --"L! are morphisms of ACLsz we have that 

ln 
gt 1! L*'*Igtk 

(hlj .... hN JUl)(ln 
gt 1 

(hl,..., h 
N)'***) 

nt 31 
(1 fg t1 'B (Ll L N) 

Proof Use that nt 4 is a natural transformation. 
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Given this corollary it is straightforward to adapt the proof of the 

lemma to show that (abs 
gt con qt 

) is a pair of adjoined functions. 

The lengthening process satisfies certain "reflexive" and 

"transitive" properties. To state these let I, J and K be type 

parts of approximating interpretations and let id 
it 

be the natural 

transformation from I(it) to I(4t) given by id (L .... id, (M 41_, 
_ 

(L 

For a term gt such. that VF qt and card(V)=N lot i 
1' 

in be the 

increasing list of indices i such that A. occurs in gt. Further let 

gt[X N+ jLA, 
3 denote the term where each A. is replaced by XN+j 

1. 
(and if necessary renaiming domain variables bound by a rec). 

Lemma 4-3: 3. Let ACLsz be one of ACLsl or ACLsu. Let nt=(nt 

and nt' be lists of natural transformations over ACLsz and let 

f=(f )V and fII be sequences of morphisms of ACLsz and let AA 

h,, h!, h. ' be morphisms of ACLsz. Then ("reflexivity") 11 

lengthen 
gt 

(I, f, id, I)(hl,..., h, ) = 

. 
Irg trx A (h h ... If N+jLi 1 N'fA 1An 

and ("transitivity") 

lengthen (J, f", nt', K)(h",..., h" )*lengthen (I, fl, nt, J)(h 
gt 1N gt 

lengthen (I, f"'f', nt"'ntI, K)(h"h I ..., h"*hN) gt 11N 

a 

The proof is by structural induction on gt and uses that nt It 
is 

a natural transformation from I(*) to J(#) and that I(It) is a 

functor. 

The definition of lengthen 
recX. gt 0 

was given in a form using 

embeddings. Using the previous lemma the following fixed point 

definition can be given much in the same way as was done for REC 

in section 2.2. This result will be used in the next section. 
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Lemma 4.3: 4. Under the same conditions as in lemma 4.3: 1 and its 

corollary we have 

ln 
recX. gt 0 

(hl,..., h 
Ný = UP (ýhN+l* i*ln 

gt 0 
(hl,..., h 

N+l) 
.j -1 ) 

Here it is assumed that )ý has index N+l in VvjXj, where Vf-recX. gtor 

and that i and j are the evident isomorphisms from gtfrecX. gt/X] 

to recX. gt. I/I 

Proof The definiEi'on of the lefthand side is Us* LN .rU 
nn gt 0nn 

and the righthand. side is of the form LJ 
nG 

n(. L) To show the result 

it follows from Ur *r u= id and Ljn s*su= id that it 
nnnnn 

suffices to show either 

s, LN Gnr or LN .rusU. Gn 
n gto, n n gt 0tnnn 

If the category in question (8gLEz) is ACLsl then the first result 

will be shown and when the category is ACLsu the second result will 

be shown. 

The proofs are similar so suppose the category is ACLS1. The 

proof is by induction on n and the base case is trivial so consider 

n+1. We may calculate 

G n+1 (. 0 *r 
n+1 

(by section 2.2 r j. 
n+1 

ug t0n 

i*ln (hl,..., h Gn 
gt 0N(. 

0 1 Tg t0B (id, rn 

(by the, previous lemma because Gn(. L), hi and rn are lower adjoints) 

i'ln 
gt 0 

(h1j .... hNGn(. L))'*lengthen 
gt 0n 

(by the previous lemma) 

i*ln 
gt 0 

(hl,..., h 
NGn (jL)*r 

n)= 
(by the inductive hypothesis and 6alculation as above) 

s* LN 
- n+l gtopn+l I/I 
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EXAMPLE CHANGES-OF-METHOD 

The compositional definition of abs gt 
and con gt 

depends on the 

natural transformations ABS and CON When I(d) and J(Ir) are the 
0 : ff 

same locally continuous semi-functor it is natural to use the 

identity natural transformation id 
#* When they differ we shall 

consider three examples below. They do all have the flavour of 

changing from a ". relational method" to an "independent attribute 

method". The latter methods may be desirable from a practical point 

of view because they are likely to result in faster although less 

precise data flow analyses (see /Jon8la/ for a formal result). 

Further it is mostly such methods that have previously been considered 

(in e. g. /Don78/). There is no clear definition of when a method 

is relational but we shall take it to mean "is as in the collecting 

semanticsit. 

Example: The domain constructor X. 

Here we investigate changing from the relational method I(X)= 0 

to. the independent attribute method J(X)= X. The proposed trans- 

formations are (recalling section 3.2): 

CON 
x 

(L,,..., L 
k) cross), 

; N(l 
11... 11 k). Jtl3b 1 

(zB L 

(Vi: b i 
Si 

i)A tý 0(b, ... b k)) 

ABS 
x 

(L 
1p... jL k 

id 

ýJ. d l(b, bk QP(bl b Oýjl 

Clearly this defines morphisms in ACLs. 

To see that the pairs of morphisms constitute pairs of (exactly) 

adjoined functions it suffices to perform the following two 
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calculations. First 

ABS 
9 

(L,,..., L k) 
*CON (L,,..., L k)= 

id X. 
cross = id 5 id 

where idg-cross=id is because L1V... QDL 
k 

is a tensor product with 

inclusion cross and extension of functions given by ... Secondly 

CON (L,,..., L 
k) 

'ABS, (L,,..., L 
k 

cross*idx- 

ýJ-? tl3b 1 4EB t, f ... : tSO(b 1b k) 

k) 
AJ. J = id 

showing that the desired result holds. 

That CON is a natural transformation over ACLsu follows because 9 

the diagram 

APL 4 cross 
-, L X. .; KL k" 1k 

h1 dp ... Oh 
kh1Y. ... Ich k 

,v cross w 
OL14 - L; X... XL 

k' k' 

commutes for all ACL morphisms h.. To see this recall that h0... Oh 
11k 

was defined as (cross*h 1X... 
Xh 

k) 
X 

and it was stated in section 3.2 

that f X. 
cross=f for all ACL morphisms f. 

0 

To see that ABS is a natural transformation over ACLsl it suffices 

to show that 

id le 
L ... 

OL 
>L', K 

.. JYL k, 1k 

h1 QP ... 
CPh 

khx... Yh 
k 

id x lý 
L l'O ... 

CDLk- 
1 
X... 1<Lk' 
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commutes for all ACLa morphisms h 

verified by the calculation 

id X. h10... Oh 
k= 

id)C'(cross*h 
1x 

)(h 
k) 

Commutativity of the diagram is 

(because id4 is completely additive and it is straightforward to 

verify that g*f 
)(= (g, f) x 

whenever g is completely additive) 

X. W (id cross'h 1 )e... Xh 
k) 

(because id W. 
cross=id) 

(h X id))( 
1k 

(as before because h1 is completely additive and therefore so is 

)(h 
k) 

k* idX 

Note The additivity of the h1 cannot simply be dispensed with. As 

an example take L, =L2=L; = L21 =V where 

T 

V= 
110 + 

was defined in section 3.1. Next define h, h2= Ax. x 
2 

where - 
2=+ 

etc. For JtIt 50(-, -)u CP we have (h 
1 
Xh 

2 )'id P) : -- (T i T) 

& whereas (id 9 *(h 
1Qh2 ))(J)=(+, +). I/I 

One could also consider investigating a change from the independent 

attribute method X back to the relational method A It is hard to 

do so, however, because it is hard to find a pair 

(abs: L1A... XL 
k --p L10... OL 

ki con: LV ... OL 
k -0 L1X... xL 

k) 

of adjoined functions (relative to ACLs). This does not give cause 

for concern, however, as the proposed change does not seem to be of 
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interest for data flow analysis purposes. 

Example: The domain constructor *. 

We first investigate changing from I(*)=o to J(X)= X. The proposed 

transformations are: 

CON*(L,,..., L 
k) = cross, 

AR 
11... 11 k ). itl3b 1 

CB L1... :I 

(Vi: bsl )A tS(P(b ..., b 
1i1 

Ol 

ABS * 
(L,,. *., L k 

id'v 

= AJ. Llfsmash(bl,..., b Ol &bl,..., b k)6jl 

Clearly this defines morphisms in ACLs. 

By calculations similar to those given for X it can be shown that 

the pairs (ABS * (L 
1 ..., L k CON 

± 
(L 1 '... 'L k )) are (exactly) adjoined. 

Further, CON is a natural transformation from 4( to G)over ACLsu 

because (similarly to X) 

cross'h 1*... ý% = hlO.. Jqh k 
*cross 

holds for all ACLs morphisms h.. Finally, ABS is a natural trans- 

formation fromIS)to * over ACLsl because (similarly to X) 

. -%h k* idN = id'"hlW eh 
k 

holds for all strongly strict ACLas morphisms hi (as then h1*... *-h k 

is completely additive). 

Next we investigate changing from I(. W)=& to j()()=X . For this 

define ABS 
A and CON 

* 
by the formulae explicitly exhibited above. It 

may be verified that (ABS 
* 

(L,,..., L 
k 

), CQN (L,,..., L k 
)) is a pair of 

adjoined functions (with ABS 
4ý 

(L,,..., L 
k 

)'CON 
* 

(L,,..., L k) =smash). To 

show that CON is a natural transformation over ACLsu it suffices to 
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show that 

CON (L ..., Lk)*hl'A*.. ýh ý` h ... 
gh * CON (L ..., L ) 

9- kk41k 

for all ACLs morphisms h.. To see this let cross: L *.... *L -+ L @P.. 9L 
11k1k 

be as above and note that 

cross*h 1*... 
V, hk 'smash =hIP.. Sil 

k 
*cross*smash 

follows from the previous paragraph. The result then follows because 

h*... )th , smash equals smash*hA ... Xh and cross*smash equals 1k1k 

CON ( ... ). Finally, to show that ABS * is a natural transformation 

over ACLsl it suffices to show that 

h1X. . . 
Ch 

k* ABS ( ... )= ABS ( ... ) 'h 
10... 

Oh 
k 

holds for all strongly strict ACLas morphisms h.. This follows 
I 

from the previous paragraph in much the same way as for CON 
X. 

Example: The domain constructor +. 

We first define a locally continuous semi-functor a). On objects 

Ll$. I-L, 'r]vU. k(i, d) I dC-L 0 *6ýLk ý1 

which is partially ordered by 

xEy iff x=. Lor y=T or for some i, d, d' that 

0 x=(i, d) and y=(i, d') and d5d' 

If all L are algebraic complete lattices then so is L& ... OL and i1k 

B=[. L )ULý B (If no new greatest'element had been 
L0... IDL 

1k 
added and instead the (i, T) had been identified then algebraicity 

might be violated. ) On morphisms 

if X= 

Oh 
k if x=. L 

(i, h i (d) ) if x=(i, d) 
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This defines a strict and continuous function when all h1 are 

continuous . Further the definition depends continuously on the h1 

If all h1 are (completely) additive then so is hIQ... (Ph k' (This 

would not have been the case if no new least element had been added 

and instead the (i,. L) had been identified. ) It is then straight- 

forward to vorify that 6) is a locally continuous functor and semi- 

functor over ACLs. 

Next we consiaer changing from the relational method I(+)=K 

to the independent attribute method J(+)=O. The proposed trans- 

formations are 

CON (L,,..., L k) 

if 

('r ,..., T) if x=-r 

(-LF -*. 11 if X=(i, l) 

if Vi: li 
ABS 

+k Aul 1k (i, l i) if 3! i: li=. L 

T otherwise 

0 

Clearly this specifies morphisms of ACLs and it is straightforward 

to verify that the definitions specify pairs of adjoined functions. 

That CON is a natural transformation over ACLsu is. because the 

diagram 

CON (L ..., L L1.. YL k( kL OL 
k 

h1x... Xh 
kh We oft 

CON 
+(L' L 1'% ... 

XLý (--. -ý k---. Lli ... &L , k 

commutes for all ACLs morphisms h such that h T. That i 
ABS is a natural transformation over ACLsl is because the diagram 
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L9.. ItL - 
ABS 

+(Lj ,- -" 'L k) ýL 10 . RL 
1kk 

h1A... Xh 
kh1 

(P ... Oh 
k 

v 
L')( ... X Lk' L '(D ... OL' 

1 ABS (L 1k 
+Ik 

commutes for all stronglý strict ACLs morphisms h. - 

The only bottom-level domain constructor that has not been 

considered so far is. L. One idea might be to change from ICL)=( ). I_ 

to J(. L)=Id. It is unclear how this should be done because it is 

unclear how to find a pair 

(abs: LAý-P L, con: L-10 L. L) 

of adjoined functions '(relative to ACLs). For this reason no "change 

of method" will be considered for lifting. 

The notion of inducing an interpretation allows for an automatic 

0 

specification of the expression part of an approximating interpretation. 

It was shown in theorem 4.2: 7 that this results in a very "precise" 

approximation of the original interpretation. There are circum- 

stances, however, where it may be desirable to use more approximate 

versions of the functionals and some of the constants. These 

versions will be called. expected definitions and in this section 

such definitions will be proposed and some of their properties 

studied. 

Perhaps the most convincing example is composition 13 in the 

bottom-level metalanguage. Consider an approximating interpretation 

I with I(d)(g Vg2g1. g2 and let J be induced from I. Then 
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J(D)(hl, h 
2) 

is of the form 

(abs'con)*h 1* (abs*con)*h 2 
*(abs'con) 

which may differ from h 1. 
h2 when (abs, con) is not a pair of exactly 

adjoined functions. One may contemplate using an approximating 

interpretation JI that is mostly. as J but has J'(i3)(hl, h 2) = hl'h 2* 

Motivations for doing so may be concqptual, that "composition" 

should be composition, or based on implementation considerations 

such as whether it is easier to implement or faster to execute. 

Indeed previous formulations of abstract interpretation have always 

made this assumption. Having defined functional composition as 

the expected definition of V the question arises whether it is 

guaranteed to be safe to let both I and JI use the expected defi- 

nitions. Formally the question is whether I(G) = A(91'g2 ). gi . g2 

and J'(11) = A(hl, h 2) . hl*h 2 satisfy that 

2 
con, ftft 

0 

By lemma 4.2: 6 this is equivalent to asking whether 

1 (13) id, ft 
2 

--. * ftV (13) . 

is the case. 

Additional examýles 

It is straightforward to verify that this 

In the remainder of this section a similar treatment is given 

for all entries in the first and second components of the expresssion 

part of an interpretation. For some (e. g. in, ) the expected defi- 

nition depends on which semi-functor is used to interpret some 

bottom-level domain constructor (e. g. +). it will emerge that the 

collecting interpretation uses the expected definitions. 
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To facilitate the development the following assumptions are made. 

Let I and J be approximating interpretations such that J is induced 

from I, 

J= induce(I, (abs, con), J) 

for a family (abs, con) = (abs(Jt, con 
qt 

).,, 
t of pairs of adjoined 

functions. For each of the hottom-level domain constructors (written 

we shall assume that the "change in method" from IM to J(11) is 

one of those considered in section 4.3. This means that the index 

for in the following table for # must be a 

: iIb1j ____ 

____ sIxI iiJ _____ 

Further we shall assume that abs gt and con gt are specified composi- 

tionally as proposed in section 4.3. Taking abs gt 
as an example this 

means that 

absgt = lengthen 
gt 

(I, (abs 
A1)A1 (ABS 4)I 

J)() 

where A13S it was specified in section 4.3. (In particular ABS B 
is tile 

identity trangformation if I(J) equals J(#). ) These assumptions 

suffice for most of the development but additional assumptions will 

0 be introduced to handle the expected definition of filter (used in 

cond) or when J uses tensor'products (J(,? )=d)or J(10=0 - 

The development is by means. of a list of examples. The proposal 

of expected definitions may be viewed amý defining 

JI = expected-induce(I, (abs, con), J) 

that is induce(I, (abs, con), J) modified so as to use the expected 

definitions. The proposals are guided by what holds in the collecting 
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interpretation. To show that it is safe to use the expected defi- 

nitions amounts to proving 

I :E expected-induce(I, (abs, con), J) 
con 

and the relevant cases for that proof is given in each example. 

H'xample: cond. 

Consider the following expected definition 

JI(cond)(hl, h 
2h 3) = strict(h 2)*-J' 

(filtertt)(hl) 

u strict(h 3 )*Jl(filter ff )(h 2) 

where J(filter 
x) 

is not specified. There is no entry for filter in 

the expression part of an interpretation but this is not a serious 

problem because when J'(cond) is of the above form J'(filter tt 
)(h 1 

equals J'(cond)(hl, id,. L) and similarly for JI(filterff)(hl). If 

also I uses this expected definition it is straightforward to prove 

that 

Iffilter )6 J'(filter when x is tt and when x is ff 
x con x 

implies I(cond) !ý 
con 

V(cond) 

Here types have been omitted from ý- and this will often be the 
con 

case in this section. 

Example: fold and unfold. 

I/I 

It follows from section 2.2 that there is an isomorphism G from 

21'ffgt[recx. gt/xll to J'ýrecX. gtj. It is natural to expect the 

definitions 

JI(fold) and J'(unfold) 

If also I uses the expected definitions then 

con recX. gt*! 
' (fold) ý I(fold)'ln 

gt 
(con 

recX. gt 
) 
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is an easy consequence of lemma 4.3: 4. Further it can be shown by 

structural induction (see e. g. the proof of theorem 3.3: 4) that 

congtCrecX. gt,, X] = lngt(con 
recX-9t 

This shows that I(fold) !ý JI(fold) and I(unfold) 4, Jl(unfold). 
con con - 

Example: lift and up. 

The only functor considered is This gives rise to the 

expected definitions 

V Rif Q (h) = ýv. def (v) -0 h (down (v) )jL 

up) = up = Av. (O, v) 

v 

If also I uses these expected definitions it is easy to show that 

Dup) 'congt = (con 
gt 

). L*j, (up) 

from which I(up) :ý 
con, gt=gtl 

J'(UP) follows' 'It is equally st 
. 
raight- 

forward to show that 

I(lift) 14 jI (lift) con -, 

Example: case and in 
1- 

/1/ 

I/I 

For + we have considered two semi-functors: X and IQD. Naturally 

enough the expected definitions depend on the semi-functor. When 

Jl(+)=X they are 

11 (case) (h 1,..., hk Aa 
1'* *0 "k) . h, ('J)lj"oljhk(lk) 

. 111 (in i)= 
ýl 

io (J4,0 li 1'* 0 /JL) 

and when Jl(+)=* they are given by 

JI (case) (h, h Lj. kh U) k) ("L) 7 
1= 

JI(case)(hl,..., h k) j) = (Lj 
kh(. 

L) )uh (1 

JI(case)(hl,..., h 
k) 

JI(in 
3. 

)= 11.1=. L 
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The need for ukh only arises because it has not been assumed i=1 

that morphisms are strict (see the remark in section 2.3). The 

definition given for JI(in i) could be replaced by the non-strict 

Al. (i, l). 

Suppose now that also I uses these expected definitions. The 

proof that I(in i con 
JI(in 

i) and I(case) ý 
con 

J'(case) is by 

cases of whether. j. I(+), J, (+)) is (X, X) or (%, 0) or ((P, a)) For the 

first case I(in 4- J'(in ) amounts to showing 
con i 

. 
L(in i )*con 

gt 
(con 

gt 
x ... )Ccon 

gt 
)*JI(in i 

Ik 

which is immediate. To show I(case) :6 con 
JI(case) assume that 

gi . con 
gt 

con 
gt. 

hi and calculate 

. 
I(case) (g 

1p--- rgk ) *con 
gt I 

Ir ... gcong 
tk= 

ýka 
1 F. 0011 k)- gi (con 

gt 1 
(1 1))U"'Ugk (con 

gt k 
(i k)) 

ýa 
1'***"k)* con 

gt 
(h 1 (1 1 ))&, ... ucon gt 

(h kU k)) E 

congt (case) (h, h 

For the second case I(in ) 'd JI(in ) is by a straightforward i con 1 

0 

calculation. To show I(case) 4_ 
con 

JI(case) assume that 

gi, con gt iS 
con gt. 

hi and calculate (using the corollary to lemma 

4.3: 1) 

I (case) (g 
1.. "g k) 

'con 
gt 1v... 

Xcon 
gt k* 

CON 
+ 

con 
gt. 

11 
100F1k)h1 (1 

1 
)u ... uh k 

(i k) 
'CON 

+ 

congt'JI(case)(hl,..., h 
k) 

For the third case I(in. ) 6 J'(in is again straightforward and 1 con - 
4' 

ie 
5 con gto 

h and for-I(case) .1 con 
JI(case) assume that g con gt 

calculate 

(case) (g ) *con 
... 60con 1"**'gk gt gtk 
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case(g 1, con gt 11... 
fgk* con gt k 

case(con gto 
hl,..., con gt. 

ll k 

congt 111(case)(hl,..., h k) 

where case is defined by the same formula that defined I(case) and 

JI(case) (but the functionalities differ). 

Example: tuple and take 
1. 

For V the two semi-functors(E)and X have been considered. When 

Jl()()=g)the OxPQcted definitions will be 

J'(tuple)(hl,..., h 
k) = lin(cross, 'Xl. (h 

1 
(1),..., h 

k 
(1))) 

21(take i)=X. idy*(l)li 

as was used in the collecting interpretation. The choice for JI(take 
1) 

is hardly unnatural and the definition of J'(tuple) will be further 

motivated below. When Jl(x)=x it is natural to take 

jl(tup1e)(hj,..., h k) = Xl. (hl(l),..., h 01)) 

Il (take i) = %1 
1"""k)"i 

f 

as the expected definitions. 

To motivate the "expected definition" for JI(tuple) when 

JI(X)=(Dwe shall consider the following example. Recall the cpo 

I 

00 > 

where the intuitive meaning of the elements is given by the 

concretization function con: v--), O)(J..., -1,0,1 .... 
). L) defined by 

con(jL)=j. Ljj con(-)=f..., -1, Ij etc. Next consider the "diagonal" 

function V(tuple)(id, id): V-)NOV. ý When applied to -T it will be 
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claimed that the desired result is Jl=ýtlt5O(-, -)uCD(O, O)tjG9(+, +)I 

rather than e. g. J 2=ft 
I t54D('r'"r)l This is because J, expresses as 

precisely as possible that "the two components are really the same" 

quite unlike J2. As an example of this J2 contains (D(-, +) but 

11 does not. If J'(tuple)(hl,..., h k) had simply been 

cross*Al. (h 1 (1) ,... hk (1) ) Llien J2 would be obtained whereas the Use 

of lin ensures that J1 is obtained. The definition of lin given 

in section 3.3 was 

lin (g) = Al. Ujg (i) I iEl A iGIBI 

but for the purposes of section 3.3 PB could have been used instead 

of IB. This is not the case here because IBV = V-ATJ whereas 

PBV=j. Lj. Also the fact that IB is the set of finite and essential 

elements (see section 4.1) may be viewed as suggesting that IB is 

the right choice (or at least better than PB). 

In the above discussion it was tacitly assumed that con is 

irreducibly generated. For had con been specified as above except 

that it was of functionality 

con: v--)do(l*-- F-1 #, Oil#*.. IttfffI. L) 

0 

then J1 would intuitively be incorrect and J2 should be used instead. 

It is therefore not surprising that the condition that abs 

specializes to abs: IB--: oIB (see lemma 4.1: 4) will be used when 

showing J'(tuple) in the case where To 
. 
L(tuple) 4 

con 

make it clear which parts of the developments can be performed 

without such assumptions this case will be postponed. 

So suppose that I and JI-both use the expected definitions and 

that I(X)=ig) and J'()()=X . That I(take i 
)ic- 

con 
JI(take i) follows 

from calculating 
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. 
I(take *cross'con y . -Vcon gti gt k 
(Al. lW*id)t*cross*con 

gt )e ... Xcongt 
1k 

con gt i, 
W. 1k) = con gt i, 

JI(take i) 

For I(tuple): ý- 
con 

JI(tuple) assume that gi 'con 
gt 

G Con gt i 
*h 

1 
and 

calculate 

I (tuple) (g 11... lgk ) 'coil 
qt 

ýz 

cross*Al. ((g con .... 1(9 * con 
. gt k qt 

cross'con 
gt )( ... Xcon 

gt 
* >, I. (h 

1 
(1),..., h k 

(1)) = 
1k 

con 
gt 1X... 

Kgt 
k' 

11(tuple)(hl,..., h 
k) 

When both IM and J'(X) are X the calculations for I(take i )4- J'(take 
1) 

and I(tuple): 5 J'(tuple) are even more straightforward. 

Remark Taking X as an example one may consider whether 

con gt 5 ... ! gt = L(tuple)(con 
gt 

P(take 
1 

1k 

and similarly for abs If true this would give a pleasant 
gt 1 ... ýgt 

k* 
connection between the semi-functors and natural transformations-and 

the functionals and constants. The equality holds in some cases 

but fails when I(x)= 0 and J(X)=X : if con =id it reduces to 
gt i 

cross = lin(cross) 

0 
which does not hold in general. I/i 

Example: smashtuple and smashtake-* i* 

For * the three semi-functors (R, X-and X have been considered. 

When J'(*)=I$ the expected definitions are 

JI(smashtuple)(h 1 ..., h k) = 

lin(crossi smash*Al. (h 
1 (1),..., h k(l))) 

JI (smashtake i)= 
'Al. id*M1 i 
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as in the collecting interpretation. When J'(*)=Y- they are 

JI(smashtuple)(hl,... Ih k) = smash*Al. (h 1 (1) .... Ih k(l)) 

JI(smashtake i)= 
ýkl. lLi 

and when J'00=)c they are 

JI(smashtuple)(h,,..., h k) = ý1. (hl(lh- h k(l)) 

JI(smashtake i)= 
ý1. lji 

If both I and J1 use expected definitions then there are five 

cases of (1(*)Ijl(V)) to consider in the proof of 

-< JI(smashtuple). I(smashtake i) ý 
con 

JI(smashtake, ) and I(smashtuple) ýcon 

As in the previous example the case ((VG) will be postponed. The 

remaining cases are tedious and are omitted as they are reasonably 

straightforward. 

Making additional assumptions 

It has already been said that the examples given so far consti- 

tute a definition of 

JI = expected-induce(I, (absicon), J) 

An exception is that no eýpected definitions for filter 
x 

have been 

0 
proposed. Furthermore, the examples constitute a proof of 

. 
1-4 JI except when J'(K)=(p or. J'()ý)= These omissions will 'con - 

now be rectified but additional assumptions about the abstraction 

functions abs gt are needed for this. 

In all these cases the same problem comes up. The desired result 

is of the form 

lin(g) -4 con, ft lin(h) 
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where g4 con, ft h is fairly straightforward to achieve. This is not, 

in general, sufficient for the desired result. As an example let 

<> 

2 

6 

and con: M-IP69(N be def ined by con (-r) =N.. L, con (1 ý1 
. Lj etc. Further 

let g(Y)=11+(y div 3)1 y(YAy/jjvj. Lj and h=abs*g*con for abs the 

lower adjoint of-con. Then g !ýh holds but lin(g) 4 lin(h) 
con, ft con, ft 

f ails because (l in (g) *con) (T) ý--N. L whereas (con'l in W) (T)011 1-11- It 

is immediate that the concretization function con is not irreducibly 

generated. By lemma 4.1: 4 this means that the abstraction function 

does not specialize to abs: IB--OIB. The importance of this is 

expressed in: 

Lemma 4.4: 1. Let (absgt, conc Jt) gt 
be a family of pairs of adjoined 

functions such that g$ 
con, gt--., Pgtl 

h. Then lin(g) --' 
con, gt=gt 

lin(h) 

holds provided that abs 9t specializes to abs gt : IB---, IB. 

Proof Note that g!! ý 
con, gt-*gtl 

h amounts to absgt, 'gS h*absgt. 

The result then follows from the calculation: 

abs gt,. 
lin(g) = 

Al. Ut (a bsgt, *g) (i) I i5l-%iCIBý E7 

ý1. Ij Ih (abs 
gt 

M)I iF 1A iCIBI E 

Al. U jh (abs 
gt 

(i) )I abs 
gt 

MF abs gt 
(J)A i6IBI C 

1 in (h) * abs gt 

where it has been used that absgt, is completely additive and that 

AM implies abs gt 
(i)C-IB. /1/ 
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Example: tuple and take 
1 

(continued). 

It remains to consider the case where I(x) and Jl(x') are both 0. 

For I(take i)4 con 
JI(takei) it suffices to calculate: 

I take i )*con 
gt 1"*,! gtk 

= 

(Al. 1 Li) ' id7l' (con 
gt 

4D ... 
&-on 

g. t k I 
(as in the example for )( in :; oction 4.3) 

(con 
gt . 'XCUII 

gt k 
(11.11i) 'AJ. UI(con 

gt 1 
(b 

11 
(9)(b, p ... )ejl 

(Al. lii)*con 
gt 

X . -Xcon gt k 
'I J. IJI (b a)(b, , ... )C-jl 

con 
gt i 

'Al. lii*id 

con J'(take 
gt 

For I(tuple) 4 
con 

J'(tuple) first assume g i. con gt 
E; con 9t 1, 

hI and 

calculate 

cross gk (1) *con 
gt 

cross con gt 
Kcongt 

k 
AM. (h 1 (m),..., h k(m)) 

(by definition of 0 upon morphisms and by f 9. cross=f) 

con gt ... 
Ocon 

gt 
. cross'lm. (h 1 (M),..., h k (m)) 

k 

If it is assumed that all abs specialize to abs : IB--ýPIB then the 
gt gt 

result follows by the previous lemma. 

0 
Example: smashtuple and smashtakei (continued). 

The calculations and additional assumptions needed are much as 

above so the details will be omitted. 

Example: filter. 

I/I 

In the expected definition for JI(cond) the functional J'(filter 
X) 

was used and the proof of I(cond) 4n was reduced to that JI(cond) 
con 

of i(filter 
X) 

ýý 
con 

J'(filter 
X) 

for xý'tt and x=ff, As the expected 

definition for JI(filter 
x) one might take 
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JI (filter 
x) 

(h) =1 in (Al. h (1)2 ix -> 11 JL) 

where j Cýjl[: Ej is the representation in V of the truthvcilue x. 

(The collecting interpretation used jx] 
R .) 

Rewriting this as 

JI (filter 
x) 

(h) = ýl 
- 

LJ[i C 113 1 iS 1Aix C-h (i)j 

shows that the effect of J'(filter 
x 

)(h)(1) is to take the part of 1 

upon which Ii "evaluates to" x. 

Suppose further that I(filter 
x) 

is also of this form but with 

iC ITTJ representing the trutlivalue x. The proof of 
x-- 

Iffilter 
x) 

ý- 
con 

J'(filter 
X) will next be reduced to that of 

abs T 
(i 

x 
)g jx. So assume that g*con 

gt 
con T* 

h and that abs T 
(i 

x 
)2jx 

and calculate: 

(Al. g (1)'-J ix -3, L) *congt 

Am. (g*con 
gt 

) (m):! ix -)- con 
gt 

(m) 

con gt. 
Am. con T 

(h (m) ) j? ixM1 . 1. = 

con gt. 
Am. h (m)3abs 

T(ix)M, L. C 

con gt. 
Im. h (m)g jx -4 M, I 

If it is further assumed that abs 
gt specializes to abs gt : IB--. *IB 

then the result follows by the previous lemma. 

It remains to investigate when all abstraction functions abs gt 
9 

specialize to abs 
gt : IB--OIB. The lemma below plays a key role in this. 

Recall that abs gt was defined in section 4.3 as 

absgt = lengthen 
gt 

(I, (abs 
Ai )A 

i 
(ABS 

*) it 
J, )() 

Let ACLsli be the subcategory of ACLsl of those morphisms abs that 

specialize to abs: IB--NIB. 

Lemma 4.4: 2. Let abs be morphisms of ACLsli and suppose that each A 
1 
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ABS (Ljj... pL ) is in ACLsli. Further suppose that fOr each bottom- 
J* k 

level domain constructor 4 that I(It) or JI(4t) specializes to a 

functor over ACLsli. Then all abs are morphisms of ACLsli. 
gt ------ 

Proof The result follows from the stronger result: 

if additionally h.: L. -W are morphisms of ACLsli 

then so is lengthen 
gt 

(I, abs, ABS, Jl)(h 
1 ..., h 

N) 

that is proved by structural induction on gt such that Vj-9t for some 

V with card(V)=N. The cases cjt=A i and gt=X are immediate. The case 

gt=gt 11' * *Igtk (where # is one of X, -W, + or i. ) is straightforward 

if 1(0) is a functor over ACLsli and by corol lary 4.3: 2 also if it 

is J'(9) that is a functor over ACLsli. 

For the case gt=recX. gt 0 we use the notation from section 4.3. It 

is a straightforward numerical induction to show that all LN 
gt 0n U 

are in ACLsli. It follows from lemma 4.3: 1 that hs 
n* 

LN r 
gtorn n 

is in ACLsl so it suffices to show that h(i) is irreducible when 

iEIB. First note that h(i) = (s 
n' 

LN 
gto, n* 

rn 
U)(j) for sufficiently 

large n because h(i) is finite. Secondly We show that rU (i) is 
n 

finite and irreducible for sufficiently large n. Note tnat 
U 1. rn (r 

n 
(1)) i when n is sufficiently large because i is finite 

U. U 
and Un rnrn =1d . To see that rn (i) is finite suppose that 

rU (i)SLLd Then i =r (r U(i))SL]r 
nmnnmn 

(dm) so there exists an m 

such that ig rn (d 
m) 

and then rU (i)G rU (r (d )). = d. To see that 

rnU (i) is irreducible let rnUM=d1 Lid 2* Because rn is additive 

i= rn (d 
1 

)Ljr 
n 

(d 
2) so i=r 

n 
(d 

k) for some k and it follows that rU (i)=d 
k 

Suppose now that n is large enough that rn 
U(i) is finite and 

irreducible and h(i) equals sn (LN 
gt 0n 

(r 
n 

U(i))). Because LN 
gt 0n 

is in ACLsli it follows that j= LN (r U(i)) is finite and 
gt 0nn 
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irreducible. Now s is an embedding of ACLsa and therefore s (J) is 
nn 

irreducible. For if sn (j) =d1 ud 2 then i=snU (s 
n(j)) = sn 

U (d 1 Ws 
nU 

(d 

because sU is additive. So there exists ak such that j=snU (d k) 

and it follows that s n(j) = sn' (s 
nU 

(d k 
)) Ed 

k' But sn (j) -2 dk is 

trivial so sn (j) =dk follows. Hence h(i) is irreducible. 

The conditions of the above lemma may be made more concrete by 

using the assumptions about the connections between I(#) and 

(which is J(g)) that were listed in the beginning of this section. 

Lemma 4.4: 3. The conditions of lemma 4.4: 2 hold iff 

all abs A specialize to abs A : IB-P-IB, and 
11 

IOC) =J'(Y), and 

-IM=iI jo * I/I 

Proof The proof relies heavily upon information about the finite and 

irreducible elements so we begin with stating this information. It 

is straightforward to show that 

IB 
k 1119. 

. ., KIB X ... 
X j. Lj LL 

ui 
=1L k 

IBI JLI t, 
Uik1 J(i, b b C-IB L ... lb LL 

k 
IB JI. Jutup(b)l bfIB 

L JL Ll 

9 

It is a consequence of lemma 3.2: 19 that 

IB L10... OL 
k 

fcross(bl, 
.... bk )I Vi: bi C-IB L3 

IB L QD. 
tcross(smash(bl,..., b 

k))' 
Vi: bI 6IB 

L 1* *doLk 

We sketch the proof forQP. From theorem 3.1: 3 it follows that 

B-ýd cross (b biIb1 6B L ... 
(PL k) jLý and it is then easy to 

kI 
see that C- holds above. To see that 7. holds not e that if b,, eIB L 

then O(b 
1 ..., b k) is irreducible by lemma 3.2: 19 and if 

cross(bl,..., b,, ) was not 
I 
irreducible this would give a contradiction. 
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Finally we state without proof that 

IB Lý ... XL k=I 
(I., ... . L)l V 

{(b, 
,... b k) 

131: Vj: bi EIB LiA 

bi/. L A (Vi :iXi-: > bi is an atom)} 

where bI is said to be an atom iff bi ? d? j. implies that d=b i or d-. L. 

Turning to the proof for "if" it is straightforward to show that 

all of 49, (2), 9, (D, L give functors over ACLsli (they give functors 

over ACLsl because they are locally continuous semi-functors). For 

the natural transformations it is evident that ABS 9 (L 1 ..., L k) 
is in 

ACLsli when IOP) = JI(JI) (because it is the identity). The only 

situation where this is not so is when I(+)=X and Jl(+)=fE) and 

here it is straightforward to verify that ABS is in ACLsli. 

Concerning the proof for "only if" it is straightforward to see 

that I(X) = JI(XI because otherwise 

ABS 
A 

(Ll . .. L k) :L1M... OL 
k --, # L1A... XL 

is, not in ACLsli. Similarly I(jf) = JI(*) is required. That J'(, *)I)f 

is because-X does not give a functor over ACLsli. As an example 

define 

L1 = 

0,1 2, ..., 
0 

and abs: L -. >L by abs(O)=O and abs(l)=Pq Then abs is in ACLsli 12 === --- 

but abs-Yabs: L 1 *L 1 -* L2 OL 2 is not. I/I 

In discussing the implications of these results let us assume 

that I is the collecting interpretation and let us forget filter for 

a moment. The motivation for assuming that abs gt 
specializes to 

abs gt : IB-)IB was to handle the case where JI(x)=aP or Jl(-X)=(D. if 
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this property of abs gt 
is to be guaranteed by lemma 4.4: 2 it follows 

from lemma 4.4: 3 that once a change from relational method to 

independent attribute method takes place for one of X or-X then it 

should take place for the other as well. This is a bit restrictive 

but probably not a problem for practical applications. 

Concerning filter the state of affairs is less ideal. Once a 

change from relational method to independent attribute method has 

taken place (for_X or *) then the expected definition no longer can 

be relied upon. It is, of course, possible to remove-the use of lin 

but this means that a substantial. amount of approximation takes 

place. It is not clear what other choice would be better. 

Remark It might be wortwhile to investigate the following idea but 

to do so some changes in the metalanguage and the definition of 

interpretations will be needed. The idea is to work in the subcategory 

of ACLs where the irreducible finite elements of an object are the 

least element and the atoms (they were defined in the previous proof). 

It is probably not overly restrictive to assume this for the bottom- 

level constant types A i* (In fact the "type structures" of /WaSh77/ 

are still included. ) This does not work well with L, Y and 6D. So 

one might remove L and X from the metalanguage. (Luckily they were 

not used much in the examples in section 2.4. ) one should disallow 

JI (*) =X and redef ine 4) to identify the (i, j. ) with L. (It then does 

not give a semi-functor but it is still a functor that preserves 

lower adjoints. ) This should be sufficient for a modified development 

where the second and third M conditions in lemma 4.4: 3 vanish. Then 

one can still use lin in the expected definition of filter. 
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-4.5 
PRAGMATICS-OF THE TENSOR PRODUCT 

The distinction between relational data flow analysis methods and 

independent attribute methods is an intuitive one. It is relevant 

for all bottom-level domain constructors (except possibly I-) and 

we shall begin with +. If L1 are "useful" approximations to 0)(D 
i) 

. then which of L1 )<... -%L k or LfD... 9L 
k should be used to approximate 

flD 
1 +... +D k)? First, it is intuitively clear that use of L1X... XL k 

is likely to give more precise results than use of L69 ... d9L (Note 
1 k* 

that if 4) had identified the (i,. L) with L then there would be an 

abstraction function from LIX... XL 
k to L1 G). *. 

(PL 
k such that it and 

the corresponding concretization function is a pair of exactly 

adjoined functions. ) Secondly, if Li=IP(E i) then L1X... "CL k 
is 

isomorphic to P(E 
1 +... +E k) and it is intuitively clear that this 

would give as precise results as possible (at least if the 

abstraction functions from JP(D i) to e(E 
i) were defined using repre- 

sentation functions). For these reasons we shall say that use of 

X (for +) gives a relational method and use of (D (for +) gives an 

independent attribute method. For )( it is 0 and X respectively and 

for * it is e and *. 

Intuitively, there is one catch in the above. There might be 

many constructors that agree on powerdomains but disagree elsewhere. 

To be a bit more precise the above considerations only "determine" 

the relational method as a functor over PD that is defined as the 

image of ACCs under of. Given that the relational method for + is 

X over PD it seems intuitively clear that it should be X also over 

ACLs. This is not necessarily as clear for the tensor products so 

in the remainder of this section we shall increase the confidence in 

the use of the tensor product 00. Such considerations have not 
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previously been made when formulating data flow analysis denotation- 

ally. For example /Don78/ only considers Y for x and + for +. 

The key idea ig to define the notion of a "weak product". It 

is closely related to a tensor product with respect to "irreducibly 

generated" rather than "additive". It is convenient to perform 

the development in the following subcategory ýgLj of ACL. An object 

L is included iff 

jib 
I Lij.. tjibnl n"OAVj: ib i Cr IB 

and a morphism f: L--YLI iff both L and L' are in ýJ. it is not 

overly restrictive to consider this category for it contains all 

powerdomains and also all objects L (of ACL) such that there is a 

pair 

(abs:? (D)--tL r con: L--PP(D)) 

of exactly adjoined functions with con irreducibly generate Any 

additive morphism in this category is irreducibly generated. The 

weak product (in ACLI) of the objects L. is an object L 19 LM 
11k 

and a morphism unit: L 14... 
XL 

k --., *L Ia... 
OL 

k such that 

- unit is seperately additive 

- for each seperately irreducibly generated f: L 1 )C ... XL 
k-L 

0 there exists precisely one irreducibly generated 

f 0ý- 
L1 10 ... 6L 

k --tpL such that f W. unit=f. 

Why is the property of a weak product more "intuitive" than that 

of the tensor product? That unit (or cross in the tensor product) 

is seperately additive can be paraphrased as follows. (Think of L 

as the complete lattice V with elements jL, -, 0, +p T. ) It is 

possible to distinguish between combinations of arguments (e. g. 

versus ) but this must not be used 
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to avoid the-identifications in some argument that is prescribed by 

the least upper bound structure upon Li (e. g. cannot 

be distinguished from The difference between 

the weak product and the tensor product is the condition assumed of 

f and guaranteed for A The problem with the tensor product is 

that seporate additivity iS Unlikely to hold for f. (As an example 

consider f: V4 V defined informally by f(x)=x 
2. 

This function is not 

seperately additiýi6 so the tensor product property seems useless. ) 

The condition that f is seperately irreducibly generated, i. e. 

f(ill... Oll k 
Uff (ib 1 ib 

k 
Vi : ib 13 Aib CIBL 

is likely to hold much more often. (But one should be careful for 

the property is not preserved by composition. ) It says that f is 

given as the best (i. e. [J) description of the results of all 

combinations of essential arguments (i. e. (ibl,... , ib 
k)) that is 

permitted by the. actual argument* 

The purpose of fo and L1 tv ... IOL 
k then is to allow more precision 

0 

in which combinations to consider. This is made clearer by 

Lemma 4.5: 1. If L1W... OL 
k and unit is a weak product then 

- IB 
L0... WL :- junit(ibl,..., ib 

k) 
I Vj: ib i 

CIB 
L 

01k 
-f (x) = lJtf(iblt..., ib k )I unit(ibl,..., ib k) 

ý XAVj: ib i C-IB L. 
1 

Proof We begin with showing S in the firsýt result. For the sake of 

contradiction suppose that ib is an element of the lefthand side 

but not of the righthand side. Define L=I-rl. L and f: L 19... AL k --, p L by 

f (i 
1'**"lk)ý--'L 

'ff V(ib, 
I .... ib 

k) ýIBL1 3ý NIB 
Lk: 

(ibl,..., ib 05 (11"ll 
k) --! ) unit (ib, ... , ib 

k) 
S ib 

This gives a continuous and seperately irreducibly generated function 
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(but it is not seperately additive). Next define gi :L1 El... OL 
k --tL 

by 

91 (x)=. L iff x5ib 

g2 (x) =. L if fx5 ib, % xýib 

Both g and g arc continuou:; and additive funcLions. (For (1, 12 

because ib is finite and irreducible. ) So 91 an(] g2 are irreducibly 

generated becausq.. L H ... WL is an object of ACLI. To show that 
1k 

gi 0 unit=f it suffices by continuity to show that gi(unit(bl, .... b k)) 

f(bl,..., b 
k) holds when bi EB 

L For this note that 

unit(bl,..., b k) 
gib 

holds iff 

V(ib, IB 
LX =Punit(ib, .... ) Cib 

1 

0 

because unit is seperately additive and L are objects of ACLI (and 
i 

in the case of g2 because of the way ib was chosen). By the weak 

product property g, =f g2 but this contradicts g g2' 

For ? let ib 
3 
QIB and define L=IT)j. and f: L ... 

XL 
k -p- L by 

roeerlk)-2T iff VI: 1i 2ib This defines a continuous and 

seperately irreducibly generated function.. Further 

-r =f (ib 1j? 9. jib k)= 

(by f 1V irreducibly generated and fp§Ounit=f) 

U tf 0( ib) I ibSunit (ib, p ... jib k)A 
ibC-IBJ = 

(by !E above and f a. 
unit=f) 

'ib unit(ib, jib ljýf (ibl' ibkl) I unit (ib 11 F k, )k 

A 
Wi: ib! GIB A unit (ib I ..., ibkl)CIBI 

JL 

Let ib'C-IB be chosen such that unit(ib ..... ibkl)CIB and 

f(ib ... ribk)=T and unit(ib1',..., ibkI)I! unit(iblp .... ib Then k 
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(ib, ..... ibý) ;R (ib, ib k) so by monotonicity of unit it follows 

that 

unit(ibl,..., ib k) = unit(ib 11 ..., 
ibkl) 6 IB 

The second result is an immediate consequence of the first. /// 

The study of the tensor product has not been in vain, however. 

Lemma 4.5: 2. The. tensor product is a weak product (with unit = cross 

and f M= /1/ 

Proof It follows from lemma 3.2: 19 that L &L is an object of k 

ACLI with IB being the set of elements cross(ibl,..., ib 
L10... OL 

k 
k) 

for ib. C-IB It is then straightforward that cross is a seperately 3L 

additive morphism of ACLI. Next let f: Lp ... VL -9-L be seperately k 

irreducibly generated. Uniqueness of f0 is by 

OW = 
(fS)irreducibly generated, f"-cross=f and information about IB) 

Ij if (ibl,..., ib k) 
I Vj: ib i C- IBL. A cross(ibl,..., ib k) 

ýý NI = 
I 

obvious and ? by f seperately irreducibly generated) 

Ulf (bl,..., b k) 
I Vi: bi EB 

LA cross (b, ... b k) 
5 xI = 

fX (x 
i 

For existence define fog to be fý Clearly fX is a continuous 

function such that f )(0 cross=f. It is immediate by the above 

calculation that fX is irreducibly generated. 

The tensor product is not the only weak product. 

I/I 

Example Recall that the elements of VdDV are directed ideals J of 

terms t (e. g. t-4(+,, +)LJdD(-P-) ). Define the term add 1W as 

Ij 
b /jL/b! 0(b, , b! ) in t 

GD(b 
1 ob 2, b 1' ubý) 

i11 
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(so that add 1)= 
0(+, +)LjO(-, -)uO('r, T) ). Define the 

directed ideal add 2 P) as 

ýt I 3t'(-J: tR add 1 
(tl)l 

and note that add 2 
is monotonic. By /Tar55/ the set of fixed points 

of add 2 : VOV--. --VOV is a comp lete lattice (when ordured by 5 ar, in VQDV) 

which will be denoted V91V. Then add 3 
P) = 

Un: 00 add 2 
n (J) is the least 

fixed point of add 2 that contains J. Defining unit = add 3* cross 

the claim is that this gives a we ak product with f 29 being the 

restriction of f)< to VWV. Clearly V%V is a proper subset of VOI 

and therefore is not (isomorphic to) the tensor product. 
I 

It is slightly complicated to verify the claim. Since the result 

is not of profound interest only a very brief sketch will be given. 

First IB vmv 
2 IB vQv 

is shown and this is used to show that VMV 

is an ACLI object. This again implies that IB " IB Since 
vev "2 vcv* 

add 3 
is additive it is easy to see that unit satisfies the condition* 

It is straightforward to verify that the suggested f0 works and 

that no other possibilities exist. I/I 

The example above gives a weak product that is somehow simpler 

than the tensor product: it has fewer elements and so allows for 

less precision in which combinations of arguments that can be 

distinguished. In a certain sense this holds in general. 

Lemma 4.5: 3. For each weak product L1V... IRL 
k there exist functions 

abs: L0... OL -: p L0... OL and con: LO... UL -. vLd? ... 
OL such that 1k1k1, k1k 

(abs, con) is a pair of exactly adjoined functions (relative to 

Lkgýs), - /1/ 
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Proof Let unit and f Cgrefer to L1 C5. .. UL 
k and cross and fv to 

L0... OL Recall that in ACLI every additive function is 
1 k' 

irreducibly generated. Consider the diagram 

///k\ 

u it ss n/ 

crosso 

cro 
\ 

L1 OL 0 
unitX 

L ... eL 

We shall verify the conditions for abs=cross 0 and con=unit 1(. 

It is immediate that id*unit equals unitg'crossCT-unit. Further 

unit' "( is completely additive: it is additive by the tensor product 

property and is strict because unit is. Clearly crossý5is irreducibly 

generated and it follows that so is unitý*crossoý it follows that 

both id and unit)"crossEl are candidates for unito and since L1 CR ... OL 
k 

is a weak product they are equal. 

11. .X. Next we show that id*cross = lin(cross unit ) cross. For this 

calculate 

id'cross = 

cross 
as 

unit cross 3 

lin(crosslo*unitY)*cross = 

(by lemma 4.5: 1 for L1 OD ... OL 
k 

Aa 
1'*O*"k)OLJ' (cross M. 

unitý)(cross(ib 1 ..., ib 0) 

Vj: ib 
j 
C-IB 

LjA cross(ib 1 ..., ib 
k) 

5cross(l 1"'101 

(by lemma 3.2: 7 and crossm. unit"'cross = cross) 

ýa 
.. 11 k). 

LJlcross(ib, 
,... ib k) 

Vj 
: (ib i 6IB 

L *4 
ib 91 

i )I = 

(by cross seperately additive hence seperately irreducibly generated) 

id*cross 
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As in the previous paragraph it follows that id = lin(cross go unie ) 

f 

and then id Ecross is. 
unit K is immediate. I/I 

We shall not'consider the corresponding development for 9). One 

technical problem in doing so is that L4... )tL needs not be an ACLI 
1k 

object even if all L. are. (In fact L-XL in the proof of lemma 
122 

4.4: 3 is an example. ) To overco . me these problems one might adopt the 

suggestion in the final remark in section 4.4 (but this would make 

(& uninteresting). 
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STRONG 
ABSTRACT 
INTERPRETATION 

The development of abstract interpretation in the previous chapters 

was based on the relational powerdomain and approximations to it. 

This setting is useful for many purposes but there seems to be 

situations where the relational powerdomain excludes subsets that are 

of interest. This motivates a development based on a powerdomain 

that allows more subsets to be considered. 

The motivation for why more subsets seem to be needed arises from 

program transformations whose safeness depend on whether or not the 

execution of a certain piece of program terminates. As an example 

consider an imperative programming language and the statements 

(1) Let p(value x) be b1 in b2 

and 

(2) let p(name x) be b1 in b2 

& Both statements declare a procedure p with one argument x. The 

parameter mechanism is call-by-value in (1) and call-by-name in (2). 

The procedure p may be called in b2 and is defined by b1. We shall 

further assume that x does not occur in b1 (or at least that there 

is a way of executing b1 such that x is not referenced). A similar 

set-up may be imagined for an applicative programming language where 

b1 and b2 will be expressions. 
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One program transformation might be to replace (2) by (1). For 

this to be safe every argument e to a call of p in b2 must terminate 

upon execution. For otherwise (2) may terminate in a situation where 

(1) does not and therefore the program transformation does not preserve 

the overall meaning of the program. This transformation was con- 

sidered in /Myc80, Myc8l/ in the context of optimising applicative 

programs. Another program transformation is to replace (1) by (2). 

This is essentially what happens in an applicative language when 

expanding a call in-line. To see this note that (2) is equivalent to 

b2[ bl[e/xl / p(e)] 

that is b2 with all occurrences of a call p(e) replaced by the body 

b1 except that x is replaced by e. In an imperative programming 

language in-line expansion resembles replacing (2) by (1). For (1) 

is essentially equivalent to 

(1 ') b2Lx: =e; bl / p(e)] 

We shall not go further into such transformations, 'but the examples 

show that a data flow analysis for detecting safe approximations 

to "will terminate" may be useful. Therefore it ought to be possible 

to prove it correct within the framework of abstract interpretation. 

0 It is natural to take the point of view that possible non-termination 

of an expression is just another facet of which value it may evaluate 

to. This is in line with domain theory where the value L is returned 

by a function iff it does not terminate. This means that the 

denotation CteM... of e in the collecting semantics should not be 

forced to contain L as is the case with the relational powerdomain. 

In section 3.1 it was argued that the Smyth powerdomain is not 

suitable (only one infinite set) and this also holds for the Plotkin 
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powerdomain (all infinite sets are forced to contain L). Therefore 

a powerdomain with fewer restrictions is studied in section 5.2. 

Unfortunately continuity properties may fail and we rely on monoto- 

nicity instead. The relevant domain theory is covered in section 

5.1. (Throughout this chapter recursive domains will be excluded 

from consideration. ) 

Section 5.3 gives the standard and collecting semantics for the 

applicative langgage of section 2.4& They are shown to be related 

much as in section 3.3 but the collecting semantics is a more faith- 

ful representation of the standard semantics than before (because the 

powerdomain allows more subsets to be considered). In section 5.4 

it is argued that abstract interpretation should use spaces with two 

partial orders. -For the powerdomain they are the Egli-Milner order. 

(used for least fixed points) and subset inclusion (used for safe 

approx imation). These partial orders are the same for the 

relational powerdomain so this -is a more general outlook than in 

the previous chapters. - When the abstraction and concretization 

functions preserve the relations in a suitable way a development of 

abstract interpretation can be given. The major application in 

section 5.5 is to validate two data flow analyses taken from /Myc8l/ 

0 and there used to detect-when call-by-name can be replaced by call- 

by-value. One of the analyses seems to require this stronger approach. 

Section 5.6 defines a small nondeterministic programming language 

and its nondeterministic semantics. Also a deterministic semantics 

is given where oracles (strings of O's and its) are used to resolve 

which choice is to be made. Abstract interpretation is then extended 

so as to allow some arguments not to be "collected"; for the collecting 

semantics this means we may have functionalities Nj. Wlp(Nj)-40P(N,. ). 
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When applying this to the deterministic semantics it is shown that the 

nondeterministic semantics results. This gives a clear perspective 

upon what nondeterminism "is". It is a natural data flow analysis 

question to investigate what happens if not all oracles are possible 

and this is done in section 5.7. Under reasonable assumptions it is 

v 

shown that this gives a semantics D that specifies convergence more 
Z-0 

often than the nondeterministic semantics. However, if the non- 

deterministic semantics is modified to use another fixed point 

operator it is possible to obtain a semantics that specifies conver- 

gence more often that D. In this way D is bounded by the two 

nondeterministic semantics. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to explore a theory of abstract 

interpretation where aspects of termination may be dealt with. Much 

work remains in order to attain the same degree of "universality" 

that holds for the development of the previous chapters. Even then 

there seeems to be applications where the "more general outlook" of 

this chapter is too narrow as will be discussed in chapter 6. 

5.1 NON-CONTINUOUS DOMAIN THEORY 

In this section we overview a theory of domains where assumptions 

about continuity are replaced by assumptions about Monotonicity. Most 

of the concepts are quite standard and can be found in /ApP182/ or 

/Mar76/. 

Let D= (D, E) be a partially ordered set. A subset Y of D is 

directed iff for every finite subset Y' of Y there is an element y of 

Y that is an upper'bound for Y', i. e. VY'C-Y: y1c y. A directed 

set cannot be empty because Y' can be chosen as the empty set. The 
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partially ordered set is directed complete (is a dcpo) iff it has 

a least element j. and for every directed subset Y of D there is a 

least upper bound UY in D. It follows from section 2.2 that a dcpo 

is a cpo and an algebraic cpo is a dcpo. The definition of dcpo will 

be further clarified shortly (equivalent definitions and different 

concepts). For the present it suffices to state that not all cpo's 

are dcpols. 

Only a few constructions upon dcpo's will be needed. For a set 

S the dcpo S. L has as elements Suill (assuming j. is not an element 

of S) and is partially ordered by xg y iff x=. Lor x=y. If k'.. vl and 

D1 are dcpo's then so is the cartesian product D1X... XD 
k. 

it is 

partially ordered componentwise and the least upper bound is also 

'componentwise, i. e. 

UY = (11 jyLl I YOY), ... , 
Ujyjkj yCYI) 

Also the smash product 

.. *D 
k= 

Ismash(d 
1,..., dk)I Vi: d1 CD i) 

is a dcpo with least upper bounds determined componentwise. For 

dcpols D and E the function space D-tE is redefined to consist of 

all monotonic functions from"D to E. It is partially ordered point- 

0 wise-and gives a dcpo where least upper bounds are pointwisep 

U Y) (d) = Lj If (d) If ieY). 

Every monotonic function over a dcpo has a least fixed point. 

The construction and proof uses ordinal numbers and transfinite 

induction (see /Hal60/). Let f: D-+D be a monotonic function and D 

a dcpo. Inductively definei-for each ordinal 1, the element f (2) 

of P by ý 
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f() = f( 1r 
This obviously makes sense when ý is a natural number and gives 

f (n) 
=f n+l(. L). To see it makes sense in general it suffices to 

is show that 2 
<A implies ff2 as then 

directed. But this follows from the monotonicity of f and 

If (ý) I K< ^All 5ff (K) Ike At I 

Next define 

LFP(f) = fSAD) 

for >, 
D the (ordinal number corresponding to the) cardinality of the 

powerset of D. 

Lemma 5.1: 1. LFP(f) is the least fixed point of f. 

Proof We first show that LFP(f) is less than or equal to any-fixed 

point. So'let f(d)5 d and show by transfinite induction on ý4A 
D 

that f( )-C d. If the result holds for all ordinals K<A then 

jjjf (K)IK<A'l 1; 

and monotoniciy of f and the assumption about d gives the result for 

,ý too. 

We next show that LFP(f) is a fixed point. It cannot be that all 

f(l) for ýA-I 
D are distinct as this would contradict Cantor's theorem 

/Hal60/. So let. ý 
f be the least ordinal ý such that ff (K) for 

some ordinal K that is not ý. This means that there is an ordinal 

> -A such that f f(Kf). We have A <jf+J$K <1 and because 
ffff 

f(l) depend's monotonically on 1, and because f= f(f 
00 

), this 

gives 

f (Af) Gf (f 
Of )) Ff (Kf) a LPP (f ) 
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But by choice of K this shows that f (Af) is a fixed point of f that 
f 

is less than or equal to LFP(f). By the first half of the proof it 

must equal LrP(f). /1/ 

Corresponding to the definition of least fixed points there is the 

following rule of fixed point induction. A predicate Q-on D is 

(directed) admissible iff Q(. L) holds and Q(UY) holds for every directed 

set Y such that VyCY: Q(y). The fixed point induction Principle 

says 

VdCD: Q(d)%ýQ(f(d)) 

Q (LFP (f )) 

for every directed admissible predicate Q and monotonic function f 

over a dcpo D. The proof of this principle is straightforward by 

transfinite induction. (For ordinal I one shows Qff(l)) using that 

Q(f(g)) holds when 

If Q is a predicate on D--. ), E we write D--, *E for the subset Of those 
Q 

monotonic functions that satisfy Q. This gives a partially ordered 

set when using the partial order of D-PE. The predicate Q is 

admissible iff D-#E is a dcpo with the same least element as in D--AE 
Q 

and with the same least upper bounds of directed sets as in D--E. 

9 
Strictness is an admissible predicate and so is directed continuity 

(which means that least upper bounds of directed sets are preserved 

as in f (LJY) = Ulf (Y) I 
YCYI) . 

Clarifying the definitionof dcpo 

To clarify the definition of dcpo we need the following concepts. 

A directed chain is a directed set that is totallY ordered. Recall 

that an ordinal 'A is partially ordered by 4 /Ha160/. A chain 
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indexed by A is a monotonic function from I (into some partially 

ordered set D). A chain indexed by W, the smallest infinite ordinal 

/Hal60/, then is what was called a chain in chapter 1. 

A chain (d indexed by A is cofinal in the directed set Y iff 

each dK is' an element or Y and for each YCY there is zin ordinal Kc 

such that yFd . If (d ) is cofinal in Y then Y and Id. 
1C K KC: k .1 

kell 

have the same upper bounds. So UY exists iff H(d 
K 

1k<11 exists 

and they are equal if one exists. 

Lemma 5.1: 2. For every directed chain Y there is a cofinal chain 

(d OK indexed by some cardinal J$card(Y). I/I 

Proof We first show the weaker result where the assumption that A is 

a cardinal is replaced by the assumption that A is merely an ordinal. 

Since card(Y) is a cardinal there is a bijection i: card(y)-p. Y. Let 

g be a choice function /Hal60/ for the set Y. The'definition of 

and ý6is by transfinite induction on A'< card(Y). 

If jd, JIWA'ý does not have an upper bound in Y we stop the 

construction and set A= A$, *Otherwise let d., be the larger of i(A') 

and some upper bound of Id 
K 

IR (The upper bound can be chosen 

uniquely by using the choice function g. ) If d9 are defined for 

all K<card(Y) we set*-A=card(Y). 
0 

Clearly (d K)Wk is a chain'indexed by A and each dK is an element 

of Y. To see it is cofinal fix yCy. If i-'(y)< A it is obvious that 

y9 d, 
-, (Y). If i (Y)? ý'A we must have that y is not an upper bound of 

id 
KI K. <Al Hence there is KOýsuch that -1(d,; y) and this implies 

YS dK because Y is totally ordered. 
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To prove the result stated in the lemma let I be the smallest 

The next theorem shows that it was not important that the definition 

ordinal such that there is a cofinal chain (d K) K<*A 
in Y. Next use 

the weak result above on (Y=) Id 
k 

IWAI to get a cofinal chain 

(dlk)K,, ý, with Ytccard(I)SA. Sinco (d; ), 
<,,, is cofinal in Y too 

this shows that J'=J. Hence ý=card(A) and therefore I is a 

cardinal. 

It follows from example 1 in /Mar76/ that the lemma may fail if Y is 

only a directed set. 

of dcpo focused*on directed sets. 

Theorem 5.1: 3. Let ý be a cardinal and Da partially ordered set with 

a least element. Consider the following assumptions about which 

least upper bounds should exist in D: 

/1/ 

(1) of all directed sets (of cardinality at most 1) 

(2) of all directed chains (of cardinality at most 

(3) of all chains indexed by an ordinal (at most 1) 

(4) of all chains indexed by a cardinal (at most 1) 

All these statements are equivalent and this also holds if the 

parts in parentheses are ignored. I/I 

Proof Let be (1),..., (4) with the parts in parentheses 

ignored. It is obvious that (l)-)(2)4 (3)-)(4) and that 

(1 1) =)(21) : P(31) z>(4' ). That (2)=)PM and (21) =W') is by 

corollaries 1 and 2 in /Mar76/. (The proof essentially proceeds by 

transfinite induction on the cardinality of the directed set. For 

each directed set the assumption (2) or (21) is used to construct a 

directed chain with the same least upper bound. ) That (4)--->(2) is 
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by the previous lemma and (4l)--2)(21) is similar. 

What was important in the definition of dcpo is that there was no 

cardinality restrictions upon the directed sets considered. Lot a 

A-cpo mean a partially ordered set with a least element and with 

least upper bounds of directed sets of cardinality at most 
A. Then 

D is a dcpo, iff it is a card(D)-cpo and cpo in the sense 'of section 

2.2 means w-cpo. ... 

Fact 5.1: 4. If ý1 42 then every A2 
-cpo is a ý-Cpo. 

Fact 5.1: 5. If ý1 ('A 
2 are infinite cardinals there is a 

ý, 
-cpo that 

is not a A2-cpo. 

Proof Let ý3 be the smallest cardinal strictly greater than 

Since it is a limit ordinal it has no greatest element and therefore 

the directed subset"A' 3 has no least upper bound. This shows that 

ý3 is not a 'A2-cpo 
. To see it is a J, 

-cpo let y be a directed 

subset of cardinality at most The elements of y have cardinality 

0 at most and therefore so has ly (because 11 31= ý /IIal6O p. 97/). 

So Ily is an element of A3 and is the least upper bound /Ha160 p. 79/. 

If n is a natural number then n-cpo means a partially ordered set 

with a least element. The partially ordered sets considered in 

/Plo82/ are thejq-cpols, where! 
Q is the smallest non-countable 

ordinal /Hal60/. 

An advantage of not placing cardinality restrictions upon the 

directed sets is that it is not necessary with continuity assumptions 

in order to guarantee that least fixed points exist. Another 

consequence is: 

Fact 5.1: 6. A dcpo is a complete lattice iff it is a semi-lattice. /// 
0 
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This is corollary 5 in /Mar76/. The idea in "if" is to consider a 

nonempty set Y. Let i : card(Y)4 Y be a bijection and define dA by 

i Id 
K 
JK<ý). Then UY 

exists and equals 
dfd,, IK<card(Y)3. 

The definition of directed continuous can be analysed in much the 

same way. For a monotonic function between dcl)o's one can view (1) 

to (4) above as assumptions about which least upper bounds it should 

preserve. One c4n. show that an analogue of theorem 5.1: 3 holds. 

(For (2)*0) use corollary 3 of /Mar76/. ) Finally a monotonic 

function is completely additive iff it is strict, additive and directed 

continuous. 

5.2 POWERDOMAINS 

As has been argued in the introduction to this chapter the Plotkin 

powerdomain /Plo76/ does not allow (to distinguish between) all the 

sets that are desired. In this section a preliminary theory is 

given for a powerdomain that is better in this respect. 

The powerdomain of a dcpo D has as elements certain subsets of 

D. A subset Y of D is convex iff whenever d19d25d3 with d1 and 

d3 elements of Y then so is-d 
2* The Egli-, Milner order q 

EM 
is 

0 defined between subsets by 

y1G 
EM 

y2 iff Vy 
1 
r, Y1: ly 

2 C- y2: y1Sy2 

and VY2 fy 
2: 3y, ey 1: 

yl F Y2 

Definition The powerdomain g(D) of a dcpo D is defined as 

( tYS DIY is convex and nonempty 1, gEM ). 

It is straightforward to verify that this gives a partially ordered 

set with W as least element. It is not always a dcpo and we 
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now investigate when it is. 

It is convenient to define, for every subset Y of D, the sets 

LC (Y) = id(p DI 3yc-Y: dgyý 

RC(Y) = IdiD I 3yeY: d2y) 

CON (Y) = LC (Y), j RC (Y) 

MAX (Y) =j y( EY 
I Vy I C- Y: y '. 

-3 y -, b yI =yj 

One may then reformulate Y15 EM Y2 as 

y1S LC(Y 
2) and RC(Y 

1 
)R y2 

(left closure) 

(right closure) 

(convex closure) 

(maximal elements) 

and a set Y is convex iff Y= CON(Y). A dcpo is of finite height 

(is a fdcpo) iff every directed subset contains its own least upper 

bound. 

Fact 5.2: 1. If D is of finite height then YS LC(MAX(Y)), i. e. 

for all yeY there exists y CMAX(Y) such that y Ey 
mm 

Proof For the sake of contradiction suppose that the fact is 

violated when y=y 0* Construct y 
n+ 1 as some element of Y that is 

strictly greater than y 
n* 

Then 4yn I nýO) is a directed set that 

does not contain its least upper bound. This is the desired contra- 

diction with the finite height of D. I/I 

Two elements d1 and d2 are incomparable iff neither d19d2 nor 

d2d The elements of a set Y are pairwise incomparable iff 
1 2' 

every element of Y is incomparable with every other element of Y. 

This is the case iff Y= MAX(Y). 
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The following definition is central for investigating when t(D) 

is a dcpo. 

Definition A dcpo D is benign iff for every SUbset YL and YR of D 

and element z of D such that 

(1) yL is infinite 

(2) YL MAX(Y L ), 
i. e. the elements of YL are pairwise incomp. 

(3) YLS LC(4z)), i. e. each element of YL is "below" z 

(4) YLS Ld(Y R) 

each element of YR is incomparable with z 

it is also the case that 

(6) SyeLC (Y 
R 

)n LC (i zj) A 
(Rc (Y 

L) -Y 

9 

(where - denotes set difference). 

Conditions (1) to (5) are illustrated by 

YyR 
R 

TL. 

I/I 

It is hard to give an "intuitive" motivation'for this concept but 

we have: 

Theorem 5.2: 2. Let D be a dcpo of finite height. 

(i) f(D) is a dcpo iff D is benign 

(ji) UY = LC(, Y)Ii nyy RC(Y) when D is ben 

. 

ign 
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(iii) the class of fdcpo's such that 

no infinite set of pairwise incomparable elements has 

an upper bound 

is the largest class of benign fdcpo's that is closed 

under cartesian product. 

Proof of "only if" in (i): Suppose by way of contradiction that 

9(D) is a dcpo but. that D is a fdcpo that is not benign. Let YLF 

YR and z fulfil (1) to (5) and violate (6). We shall construct a 

directed chain in T(D) and obtain the. desired contradiction. 

The cardinal number P=card(Y 
L) 

is infinite by (1). Let i: l-*Y 
L 

be a bijection and define for I-cp the set 

YA= CON (Y, ý) Ii (K) I A: ý I< <p 1) 

0 

To see that this gives a chain indexed by P let vt< A<P. Since 

Y4 SY, we get RC (Y ) -2 Y. A1so MAX (Y, () = MAX (Y MAX (Y )a nd 
CC LR 

the previous fact shows that Y. ý LC(MAX(Y It follows 

17 
mY that Y EX 

Both M, = MAX(Y 
R) and M 2*= MAX(Y 

R)u4 z) are convex, nonempty sets 

and we now show that they are upper bounds of (YA)A,, o That ý 

Y :k 
SLC(M 

1) 
is immediate for both i=l and i=2. Next that RC(%)-2 M 

is immediate and that RC(Y ): 2 M is because each Y contains an 12 'A 

element of YL and z will be greater than or equal to that element. 

Because ý(D) is a dcpo there is a least upper bound M of (Y )ý 
)ACP 

and we have MCM and Mc 14 This gives m6M such that me z EM 1 -EM 2* 

and yGY R such that mE y. It follows that mC-LC(YR )n LC(4zý). 

Also for each ýk there is y C-YLnY. X such that y., Gm. This. shows that 

m(RC(Y L) and because (6) is violated we must have mC Y L. But for 
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1- 1 (m)(A<p the existence of y, contradicts assumption (2). 

Proof of "if" in (i) and of (ii): Suppose that D is a benign fdcpo 

with Y as a directed subset. Let UB be defined by the formula in 

(ii). 

We first show that UB is a convex, nonempty sot that is an upper 

bound of To see it is convex let d1Sd2 qd 
3 with d1 C- UB and 

d3 6UB. Because. dýCLC( we get d2E LC and because 

d16n 

YCY 
RC(Y) we got d2cnY, 

Y 
RC(Y). This shows that d2 C- UB. To 

see that it is not empty we note that MAX (()Y) is not empty and 

show that MAX( I) in a subset of UB. So let yC MAX( I) and note 

that this gives Y ICY such that y6Y. To see that yeUB it suffices to 

consider YIC V and show yeRC(YI). Let Y" be an upper bound in P 

of Y and Y'. By the assumption about Y we have Y9 EM Y" and 

Y1 r 
EM 

Y". This shows that y(. Y" and yCRC(Y). Finally, to see that 

it is an upper bound consider Y and show YC UB. For y6Y we I 
EM 

use the previous fact to find yMýMAX(Uy ) such that y5yM and by the 

above yMEUB. For y'rzUB we have y'C-RC(Y) and therefore there is YC-Y 

such that ySy'. 

Next let M be another upper bound of and show UB r-- 
EM 

M. Note 

that UB is a subset of V For yCUB we therefore have Ye such Y. y 

that y6YC and this give's z6M such that y5z. Next let z; M and "EMM 

find y6UB such that yFz. For the sake of contradiction assume that 

no such y exists. Then also there is no yC-UB such that zSy for 

otherwise z would be an element of uB thereby contradicting the 

assumption. 
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Def ine YRý MAX(UB) and Y VL l' MAX( ( ly ), LC(Izl) ) and note that 

both sets are convex and not empty (for Y VL use that M is an upper 

bound of y ). Define YL 'ý MAX( LC(Y R tj LC (4 zj) /I RC (Y VL 
)) and note 

that this gives a convex and nonempty set (the latter is because 

y VL 
is a subset of the set of which MAX is taken). 

Suppose that YL is infinite. Clearly conditions (1) to (5) of 

benign hold. This gives by (6) a certain element y. Since 

yC-RC(Y L 
)-y 

L we get yQRC(Y VL 
) and . because yCLC(jzj)ALC (YR) this gives 

YELC(Y L 
). But this gives a contradiction with yERC(Y L 

)-y L 
Next 

suppose that YL is finite and that y 1, Yn are all the elements. 

Each yi is in LC(Y R) and hence in LC( since yi Sz the assumption 

about "no such yll gives Y1Cy such that y1 CfRC(Y 
1 

). Let Y be an 

upper bound in y 
of Y 1' " Yn' Then y1 CfRC(Y) must be the case for 

all i. But YCM gives yl(-Y such that y'Cz. Therefore there is 
EM 

y 1145Y such that ylCyll and yi C-Y L such that y'Sy,. This shows that 
VL 

y1 C-RC(Y) and is the desired contradiction. 

Proof of (iii): We first show that the class described is a subclass 

of the benign fdcpo's and is closed under cartesian product. Clearly 

each fdcpo'in the class is benign. If D1,00s, Dk (01) are fdcpols 

in the class then D1X... XD 
k is a fdcpo. To see it is in the class 

it suffices to consider k=2 as D1X... XD 
k 

is isomorphic to 

( (D 
1 XD 2 )X. 9 .. XD 

k)- 

Suppose by way of contradiction that Y is an infinite subset of 

D1 Y-D 
2 that has an upper bound (u 

1'u2 ) and whose elements are pair- 

wise incomparable. Both IYL11 yC-YJ and JyL2 IYC-yl have an upper 

bound and at least one is infinite. Suppose (without loss of general- 

itY) it is ýYL1 ly(-Y] 
and call this set L 0' we construct a strictly 
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decreasing sequence (d 
n) n*, 11 of elements of 

sequence (L 
n)n of infinite subsets of LO. 

MAX(L 
n-1 

) is finite there is an element of 

infinitely many elements of L 
n-I 

is less tI 

an element of MAX(L 
n-1 

) and put Ln 

Om implies that d Sd and (I /d 
nm, nm 

L0 and a strictly decreasing 

Since L 
n-1 

is infinite and 

MAX(L 
n-1 

) such that 

han it. Let d be such n 
= JdCL 

n-1 
I d5d 

nA 
d/dnl * clearly 

It is immediate that there exists e such that (d e )6Y for all nnn 

n. The sequence-(e 
n)n 

must be non-decreasing, i. e. mýn implies 

-7(e Ce ), because the elements of Y are pairwise incomparable. 
m7 n 

Therefore, if m>n then eM Xe 
n 

and if em and en are comparable we must 

have e-7e Next fix no. It cannot be that for each n>n there is rr n* V0 

m'>n such that em and en are comparable. For if this is the case we 

can construct an infinite strictly increasing sequence and this 

contradicts the finite height of D 2' So define f(n 0) as the least 

n1 '>no such that m>n 1 implies that em and en1 are incomparable. Then 

le 
i 1,3i: -j=f 

i 
(O)j is an infinite set of pairwise incomparable elements. 

Since it has u2 as an upper bound this contradicts the assumption 

about D2 being in the class. 

To see that the described class is largest suppose by way of 

8 

contradiction that it is not. So there is another class containing 

a benign fdcpO D that is not in the described class. Hence DXD is 

a benign fdcpo and there is an infinite subset ýd 
nI 

nýlj of 

pairwise incomparable elements of D with an upper bound u. (It is 

no restriction to assume that the set is countable. ). Because D is 

of finite height there exists a maximal lower bound 1 for d1 and d2. 

In DVD define YLý J(d 
n") 

I 
ntll ,YR=I (d 

n, 
d1)I ntý 13 and z= (u, d 

2 
). 

Conditions (1) to (5)'Of benign hold so by (6) there is an element 

and numbers n and m such that yg(uld 2) and y5(d nod1) and Y: R(d 
mll) 
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and yý(d M 
l). The first three statements show that y=(d 

M 
l) and 

this contradicts the fourth. Hence the described class is largest. 

So far the powerdomain has been studied with respect to the Egli- 

Milner order E- 
EMO 

Another partial order that may be studied is 

subset inclusion We shall see in section 5.4 that both are of 

importance for abstract interpretation. (The Egli-Milner order will 

be used to define least fixed points and subset inclusion to express 

safe approximation. ) Analogously to /Egl75/ and /HeAsSO/ this motivates 

a, stud. y of structures with two partial orders. 

An au ment9d dcpo B= (B, E, S) is a dcpo (B, S) such that (B,! F) is 

a partially ordered set. The augmentation is admissible iff E is 

an admissible predicate upon BXB (with respect to 5 defined 

componentwise). The augmentation is complete iff (B, C-) has least 

upper bounds of all nonempty subsets and the least upper bound 

operator 0 
satisfies the following monotonicity property: 

if y and are nonempty subsets of B and y c 
EM 

then 
UY 

(Here E is defined with respect to 9, i. e. C iff for all EM 
ý 

EM Y 
y1le there is YC such that YSYI and The following fact is 

used in the proof of the theorem below and gives a connection 

between an admissible augmentation and what is sometimes called a 

continuous semi-lattice /PloLN/. 

Fact 5.2: 3. If B= (B, 57,, E) is a completely augmented dcpo and 

0= *X(y 
l'y2)* 

U'yl'y2 lis directed continuous then the augmentation 
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is admissible. /1/ 

Proof Clearly. Lgj. holds and lot Y be a directed subset of BAB such 

that Y1 C-Y 2 for every (Y,, Y 2 )C Y. Then w(Y VY2) 'ý Y2 holds for 

(Y 1'Y2)6Y and the calculation 

(Ijy) 12 = 

UIY2 1 (yl'y2)'6y' 

lilwyl ry 2y -1 (yl 'Y2)ýY) 

V(u y) 

shows that (Uy)tl S(UY)J2 as was to be shown. I/I 

The definition of augmented dcpo pays off because the powerdomain 

is such a structure. 

Theorem 5.2: 4. If D is a benign fdcpO then 2(D) = (g(D), (-:. 
EM, 

G) is 

an admissibly and completely augmented dcpo with Uy= CON(UY). /// 

Proof Clearly S is a partial order upon %(D). If Y is a set of elements 

Of 9(D) then an element Y of f(D) is an upper bound iff 0y gy. Since 

Y is convex this holds iff CON(UY)SY. This shows that (f(D), g) has 

least upper bounds of nonempty subsets and that the least upper bound 

is given by 

if y9 
EM YI are nonempty subsets of t(D) we must show Ily c 

EM UY I 
Since CON(Y) 1; 

EM 
YC 

EM 
CON(Y) holds for all 

to show that L) r- UY When yE there Y ýEM 
ly 

Hence there is Y'T with Y I; 
EM 

Y' and this 

ygy'. Clearly y' is an element ofU Whi 

such that y5y' in-a similar way. 

subsets Y of D it suffices 

is YI such that ye-Y. 

gives ylLcYl such that 

en ylic UyI one finds YeU y 
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To see that S is admissible we use the previous fact and show 

that u= ý(YlpY ). U[Y,, Y I is directed continuous. It suffices to 
22 

show that v is continuous in each argument and because L-) is 

commutative it suffices to consider the left argument. Let Z be 

an element of g(D) and Ya directed subset. By monotonicity of 

Vit suffices to show 

z r- 
EM 

LJjYVZ Iyf Yj 

which will be abbreviated to LHS RHS. When y is an element of EM 

Z it is immediate that y is an element of RHS because y6Ye)Z for 

each YC-Y- When yf UY we have Yf Y such that y6Y and hence yeYoZ. 

Also if Ve Y then y4ERC(YI) and therefore yCRC(Y'vZ). This shows 

that y is an element of RHS. Conversely let y' be an element of RHS. 

If yERC(Z) it is immediate to get y in LHS such that yGy'. Otherwise' 

y'GRC(Y) for every YCY. Since UY is an upper bound of Y this shows 

that QY )Vjy'j also is. By theorem 5.2: 2 1 
EM 

(UY )C)Iy'J 

and this gives y in LHS such that y9y'. 

When studying the relational powerdomain it was shown how to 

extend a strict and continuous function f: D--YB to a completely 

additive function fl: f(D)-a-B. (This was used to define if as a functor 

and later to define the collecting semantics. ) In the present 

0 setting t(D) and B may be viewed as having two partial orders. It 

will be useful to make use of the additional partial order in stating 

the propertie's of ft. 

Let B= (B, S, S) and C= (C, 5,5) be two augmented dcpo's and 

g: B-. bC a function. It-is said to be 9-monotonic iff Y E-y implies 12 

g(Y 1 )Sg(y 
2) for all elements Y1 and Y2 of B. If the augmentations 

of B and C are complete it is said to be completely linear if 
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9(0 -Uýg(Y) I Y6111 holds for every nonempty. subset ofB. We 

shall use S and X to name these properties of functions and write 

g: B--*C and g: B--. *C respectively. The property of being S-monotonic is Sx 

admissible if the augmentaion of C is admissible. Complete linearity 

needs not be an admissible property even if the augmentation of C 

is admissible. To see this define g : f(N 
i L) --3, 

e(Nt) by 

gi (Y) = JL I. LGYvgnCY: n! il v 10 1 3neY: n4i) 

and Y= 4gijit1j. Then Y is a directed set of completely linear 

functions but 

UY = ly. ji. I. 
LeY or Y inf initel u jo I 3ncY: n/ J3 

is not completely linear. 

For the extension of functions define the singleton function 

0 

jj: D-. *j(D) by f1d) = jdj. It is clearly strict and monotonic. 

Theorem 5.2: 5. Let D be a benign fdcpo and Ba completely augmented 

dcpo. For each monotonic f: D--*B there exists precisely one monotonic 

and completely linear f': f(D)-*B such that 0041 
= f. It is given 

by ft(Y) U* ff (Y) I y6YJ and If 
-ft is a monotonic and S-monotonic 

bijection from D-*B to f(D)--40-B and its inverse ýg. g'jj is also 
Ir 

monotonic and S-monotonic. /1/ 

Proof Suppose that g is a monotonic and completely linear function 

such, that g*41 = f. Then 

g (Y) = 

g(uflyllyc-y)) 

19 (1 Y]) I y6YJ 

If (Y) Iy tyl 
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shows that g must equal fl. To see that fl is as claimed note that 

fý*Ij =f is immediate. For monotonicity of ft let Y1 ý6 Y2* By 

monotonicity of f 

1y( 
'y 11 -CEM 

4f (Y) 1y C'y 21 

and by monotonicity of 
Uit follows that ft(Y 1 )C ff(Y 2 ). For complete 

linearity of ft calculate 

ft( UP =- (by ft monotonic-and I FEM qEM 

ft ( UP = 

Off (Y) IYe 

(by 0a least upper bound operator) 

Vý Wf (Y) 1 y6y) 1 YcY 

Viffm IYcYj 

Clearly Af. ft is a bijection with inverse Ig. g*j] . The inverse 

is obviously monotonic and S-monotonic. To see that 2if-ft is 

5-monotonic let f1 Sf 
2' 

i. e. Vd: f1 (d)Sf 
2 

(d). Then f1 t(y) 
= 

Vif 
I 

(d) I dC-Yj ! ý- Vif 
2 

(d)l dC-Yj = f2 t(Y). 
To see that jf. ft is 

monotonic let f1 9f 
2* Then f1 t(y) 

= 
Off 

1 
(d)j dEYj ý ()If 

2 
(d)l d6YJ 

f2t (Y) because UO is monotonic. I/I 

0 This theorem makes it possible to extendt to a covariant functor 

from the category Pfpg? Q of'benign fdcpols and monotonic functions 

to AUG of augmented dcpols and monotonic and E-monotonic functions. 

The effect upon objects has been defined and for a morphism f: D--: PE 

define f(f) : f(D)--3»J(E) by r(f) =(j ]*f)t = 2Y. Oý lf (y)] 1 yC»Yl. 

Clearly g(f) is in AUG and tid) 
= id. To see that ý(f f 

2 
Z(f 

1 
)I(f 

2) 
it suffices by complete linearity to show that 
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g(f 
10f2) 

*41 = 9(f 
1) 

l(f '13 

and this is straightforward. 

For g: t(D) 
--, i,. B a morphism of AUG define LIN (g) : g(D) 

-: r B by 

LIN(g) = (g'JI)t. Clearly this gives a completely linear morphism of 

AUG such that LIN(g)*13 = g*J1. As a function LIN is monotonic and 

I S-monotonic by the theorem. It further follows from the theorem 

that e(D)--PB is a-*dcpo with x 

uy= 

( Ljig*131 gcy) 
t 

(ad. U4g (Idl) Igt 

LIN( ýkY. U Ig (Y) I gfyj 

. The use of LIN cannot be avoided in general because complete linearity 

needs not be an admissible property upon ? (D)--AB (and /IY. LSfg(Y)196yj 

is the least upper bound in f(D)-p-B). 

It is because of the above theorem that no continuity assumptions 

are made. Clearly a function f: D--ý*B from a benign fdcPo to an 

augmented dcpo is directed continuous because it is monotonic and 

D is of finite height. It is not the case, however, that f' must 

be directed continuous. To see this define f: N. LXj'r). j. -; Pf((Tj. L) 

by f(x, y) = jyj. Further define the directed subset of Z(N. 
1.91-rlL) 

by 

y= I 10, T) P ... I OtTh (j+ltJ. )i ... 
II im) 

Then ft (Y) 4 471 for YCY so Lif ft (Y) I Yý Y1 equals 
I-L, T} . Since 

UY ý-- 10 
rT) re--I 

this differs from f'(Lly) = 4TI. 
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Remark For data flow analysis purposes it is natural to include 

the empty set as an element of the powerdomain. Then C 
EM needs to 

be extended to a partial order G such that the previous development 

can still be carried through. It is not clear how to do so. For 

example if 5 is S 
EM augmented with 4190 and OEO it seems necessary 

to assume strictness in theorem 5.2: 5 and this excludes modelling 

call-by-name as done in the next section. /1/ 

Remark Clearly f(N ) differs from the Smyth, Plotkin and relational I 

powerdomains described in section 3.1. The definition of t(D) 

extends /ApP182/ where it was assumed that D was flat and countable. 

It is more difficult to compare t(D) with the powerdomains of /Plo82/ 

as these are not described as (a representation of) a collection of 

sets. (It is conjectured that this cannot be done, i. e. that contrary 

to f(D) there may be an element Y such that 

Vým I msyl 
does not equal Y. ) However, a'certain difference between the power- 

domains is shown below. 

In /Plo82/ the powerdomain O(D) and singleton function jj: D--pf(D) 

defined there is shown to satisfy an analogue of theorem 5.2: 5. This 

& analogue is not fulfilled by't(D) and 4j: D-), j(D). The crucial 

observation is that the extension ff of f in /Plo82/ is always 

continuous (preserves least upper bounds of chains indexed by to) but 

it has just been shown that this is not necessarily the case for the 

ff guaranteed by 5.2: 5. (We omit the detailed argument. ) Similar 

considerations apply to the other powerdomain defined in /Plo82/. 

/1/ 
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In this section we consider the applicative language of recursion 

equation schemes that was already defined in section 2.4. Its 

syntax is given by 

exp :: = x1 (Iýiýk) 

F1 (exp exl) 

Ai (exp 
lp"'#expk 

pro :: = let F1 (x 
1 00.. ix k)= exp 1 

Fn (x 1 fe.. fx k)= exp n 
in exp 

and the parameter mechanism is intended to be call-by-name. 

We begin with defining the semantics of this language. This is 

done relative to an interpretation as in the previous chapters but 

the notion of an interpretation will be simpler than before. Then 

the standard and collecting interpretations are defined. The 

standard semantic. s agrees with the one given in chapter 2 but the 

collecting semantics differs from the one of chapter 3 due to the 

richness of the present powerdomain. The latter is a straightforward 

consequence of a theorem (a simple analogue of 3.3: 14) that shows 

the relation between the standard and collecting semantics. 

An interpretation 1-consists of specifications of the components 

L k' QF L1, takei, tuple, ai and V. Actually take, and a, are 

families (take i) and (a i)i but we shall use the mor e 

informal notation. The conditions that they must satisfy are given 

below together with explanations of the analogous components in 

the previous chapters: 
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Lk and L1 are dcpo's; they correspond to the bottom-level 

constant domains and the intention is that Lk=L, X.... YL,. 

Q is a predicate upon Lk "L 1 such that Lk IL, is a. dcpo; it 

corresponds to the bottom-level category. 

- take.: L -OL is much as before. 
1kQ1 

- tuple: (L 
k --vL 1)k -VL k-Lk 

is much as before. 
QQ 

-a :L -IPL corresponds to the constants of contravariantly kQ1 

pure type. 

- 0: (L -., PL )X(L -#L )-, L -&L corresponds to composition in the kQ1kQkkQ1 

bottom-level. 

a 

As before we shall write I(L k) etc. when it is not evident which 

interpretation is considered. The dcpo Lk has been explicitly defined 

so there is no analogue of the bottom-level domain constructors and 

therefore it will not be necessary to study a tensor product. It is 

straightforward to generalise this to allow dcpols L 
gt 

for a class 

of types gt but this will not be necessary to illustrate the strong 

approach. It should be clear that ... 1(... corresponds to the use 

of top-level domain conStructors. 

The semantic functions 

) n., 
. 
lTexpl: (L -* L, (L L kQkQ1 

I(prol: L -jL kQI 

is defined (relative t(j I) much as before. The equations are: 

! Uxijenv = take 

. 
ITF i (expl .... lexpk )]env = 

(envli)Ctuple(IFexp 
1 
jenv, 

..., LTexpklenv) 

. 
irA i (exp 

11.... exp k 
)Ienv = 

aia tuple(ITexp 1 
Venv, 

..., Ifexp k 
jenv) 
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I flet 
... iý expT = ITexpl(LFP(abbr 

where abbr, = jenv. (I gexp Jenv Igexp Venv) 
1k 

The main difference from before is that continuity is not assumed but 

this causes no problems. 

Fact 5.3: 1. If I is an interpretation then Iyprofl and I PxPl are 

defined with functionalities as stated. 

The proof is straightforward by structural induction. 

To define the standard interpretation S let S be some given set. 

Then put L, = S.. and Lk=SIk and let a1: S. L 
k 

-P S.. be unspeci f ied 

functions. Further let 

take 
1= 

ýk(v 
11... IV k ). Vi 

tuple(f 1'***fk) = ý(V 
1 10.01V k)- 

(f 
1 (v 1 f. Voov k)" *"( fk (v 

1"*"vk» 

f1 Of 
2"'4 

: 
16690v k 

). f1 (f 2 (v l"*"vk » 

0 

Finally, let Q be the constantly true predicate on L --*L it is 
k 1, 

straightforward to verify that this gives an interpretation* One 

could as well have chosen Q to specify continuity because S. L 
k is 

of finite height and therefore every function in' Lk --PL 1 
is already 

continuous. Also tuple and C3 are directed continuous in their 

arguments so it is straightforward to prove by structural induction 

that 

ITexpl : (L -. 9-L )n -+ L -* L k1Ck1 

i. e. that I(rexpl(env) depends continuously on env. This implies 

that, using abbr 1 above, 

LFP(abbr )= abbr m (ii 
1 um-= 10 1 
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and it is then immediate that this standard semantics agrees with 

the one of chapter 2. 

The aim with the collecting interpretation C is to achieve that 

EaproB = f(Sýprpj)- To obtain this we define C by: 

))=g, Lk t(S (L 
k 

(s 

L, 9(S (L 
1))= 

f(s') 

Q(g) g i. %S-monotonic 

take t(S(take 
i)) = ýY, iýi I(vl, 

***'vk)6y3 

tuple(g 11... lgk LIN(AYog 1 
(y))C. o. xg 

k(y)) 

ai= g(S(a 
i)) 

91 Ug 
2 z- LIN(g i g2 

It follows from theorem 5.2: 2 that g(S. 
L) and e(S. 

L 
k) both are dcpo's. 

Also! E-monotonicity is an admissible predicate on ?( SJL 
k) 

,, e(S. 
L) 

because the augmentation of 
f(Sj. ) is admissible. it is then straight- 

forward to verify that C is an interpretation. 

Apart from the definition of 13 the definitions are much as might 

be expected from chapter 3. No tensor products are considered but 

the main purpose of the tensor product was to obtain f(Sk from k 
I 

copies of f(S 
I) so direct use of e(S 

Ik) 
is satisfactory for the 

0 collecting semantics. Since S represents "safe approximation" it is 

natural that Q expresses some property with respect to this partial 

. 
ýffnrol is to be f(STprol), which is completely linear, order. Because 

it might be natural to let Q specify complete linearity. This is 

analogous to complete additivity in the previous chapters but it was 

decided against doing so because complete additivity does not hold 

in general for abstract interpretation. Similar considerations apply 

here and E-monotonicity is used because it can be enforced in general. 
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The explanation of the use of LIN in the definition of C3 will be 

postponed because the following result is not affected by the removal 

of LIN. The result expresses a weaker connection between S and C 

than the desired C[proB = : (SrproV), namely that CrproB is pointwise 

correct with respect to srproT: 

Lemma 5.3: 2. C[proX*jj = jj*S&roB 

Proof Let the predicates R and Rn be defined by 

R(f, g) S g*jj = fj*f 

Rn(senv, cenv) Vj: R(senvjj, cenvjj) 

It is a straightforward structural induction to prove that 

Rn(ienv, cenv)---> R( IaexpU(ienv) , CTexpS(cenv) ) 

(whether or not LIN is used in the definition of C(c3)). To show 

the result it therefore suffices to show 

Rn (UP (F) , UP (G) ) 

I/I 

for the obvious functionals F and G. This result follows from the 

induction principle of section 5.1 if Rn is an admissible predicate. 

Clearly Rn is admissible iff R is. It is immediate that R(j.,. L) 

k k) S holds so let Y be a directed subset of (S. L -. P. S. L) X( f(S 
J. )) 

such that R(f, g) holds for each (f, g) TO see R(LJU), i. e. 

R((UY)11, (UY)12), we calculate: 

(Ulg 13f: (f, g), g yI )'I) 

(pointwise least upper bounds in 2(S, k )-tf(s., )) 

Ufg*1]13f: (f, g)EYI= 

L11 Nof I 3g: (f, g)ey) 
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is directed continuous) 

41oulf I 3g: (f, gxyj 

Ile aly) L1 

The use of LIN in the definition of C(O) is one way of achieving 

that. ýýTproý is completely linear and the desired result then follows 

from the previous lemma: 

Theorem 5.3: 3. CEproP = 
J(SEprog) 

Proof It is immediate that the placement of o ensures that 

SfexpD(cenv) always is completely linear. Therefore Cfprol is 

completely linear as well and equals 

(. ffproo *4) )f 

I/I 

Using the previous lemma this equals I(ffprj ). 

There are other ways that can be used to obtain that Cfprop is 

completely linear. The present choice was inspired by /Hen82/ that 

considers 

91 C; 92 `ý LIN (g 1) *g2 

(for some notion of LIN). In the present setting g2 will always be 

tuple( ... hence completely linear, so LIN(g 1)*g2 agrees with 

LIN(g 1*g2 
Another possibility is to omit LIN from the definition 

of a and let Q be complete linearity (as was decided against above). 

A third and closely related possibility is to omit LIN from the 

definition of D and replace LFP(G) by LINn(LFP(G)) where 

LINn(g 1"*"gn )= (LIN(g 1 ),..., LIN(g 
n 

)). it can be shown that all 

possibilities give the same results and that for the present choice 

LFP(G) = LINn( UM=O Gm (j4) )=G( UM=O Gm 00 ) 
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We omit the proof: it relies on the continuity of Sýexpl, the proof 

of the induction principle of section 5.1 and the characterisation in 

section 5.2 of least upper bounds in f(SJL k 

5.4 ABSTRACT INTERPRETAILM 

As in the previous chapters data flow analyses are specified by 

certain interpretAtions (called approximating interpretations). In 

this section it i's studied how to prove the correctness of an 

approximating semantics with respect to the collecting semantics or 

another approximating semantics. We also study how to induce an 

approximating interpretation from the collecting interpretation or 

another approximating interpretation. The framework differs from 

that of the previous chapters because J(s.. k) 
and I(S ) are naturally 

.t 
equipped with two partial orders and we shall argue that this should 

be the case for all approximation spaces. 

Approximatinq interpretation 

So let I= (L 
k Q, Ll, takei, tuple, ai, El) be an interpretation that 

expresses some data flow analysis. The connection between Lk and 

(S-L k) 
and between L1 and t(S 

L) will be given by concretization 

functions: 

con k: Lk -* 
ts, k) 

con 1: 

The desired relation between I and the collecting interpretation C 

is that 
. 
11prol should be a safe description of Cýproj. We shall 

formalise this by 

. 
ýjTproT'con kS conl*. Ifprol 
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rather than 

ý! Tprokcon 9 conloi9prol k 'EM 

9 

as was used in the previous chapters. (Ilere-9 and C 
EM are extended 

pointwise to functions. ) This is because it is _c and not C 
EM that 

expresses "safe approximation": it is evident that S expresses 

that every result that is prdduced by the collecting semantics is 

included among those produced by 

not the case with CEM : it is pr, 

because then non-termination may 

that 121 C 
EM 

J2,3j fails because 

approximate. 

the abstracting semantics. This is 

oblematic that J1,23 c' 121 holds EM 

be ignored, and it is problematic 

this makes it almost impossible to 

Not all interpretations specify data flow analyses and we now 

redefine the notion of approximating interpretation to include those 

that do. The collecting interpretation is to be one and we have 

seen that both 5 
EM and 55 were relevant for g(S. 

Lk ) and f(S 
1 

). If I 

is to be an approximating interpretation it is natural that Lk and 

L1 also have two partial orders. * One is written S and is used to 

guarantee the existence of least fixed points in the same way that 

EM 
has been used. The other is written and expresses safe 

approximation in much the same way that subset inclusion does. The 

intuitive difference between E and S was already, mentioned in /Nie8la/ 

and /Nie82/. 

Since Lk and L1 are equipped with the partial order it is 

natural to let Q express some property with respect to We shall 

use S-monotonicity because it seems obvious that performing a 

computation upon a safe description of some argument must give a 

result that safely describes the result of computing upon the original 
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argument. Stronger preservation properties such as complete linearity 

may fail in general and for much the same reasons that additivity 

could not be assumed in general in chapter 4. The partial order 

can be extended pointwise so as to relate functions in Lk --PL 1 it 

is natural to assume that tuple and 13 are S-monotonic in each 

argument. When S is extended componentwise to cartesian products 

this just means that tuple and 0 are S-monotonic. 

This discussion motivates: 

Definition An approximating interpretation is a specification of 

Lk, Q, Llp takeir tuple, ajo, u such that: 

-Lk and L1 are augmented dcpols with the augmentation of L1 

admissible, 

- specifies! E-mOnotonicity, 

take.: L --*L and a :L-. %L 
1ks1ik if 

tuple: (L --)oL )k --%, (L --#ýL and 13: (L -*L ))((L --PL )--*(L --PL k! 1kakkS1kskSkS1 

0 

The predicate Q is admissible upon Lk --PL 1 because the augmentation of 

L is admissible. It is therefore straightforward to prove that an 

approximating interpretation is an interpretation and that least 

upper bounds of directed subsets of L --. )L are pointwise Zas in L k51 
If if... then .... else... had been an explicit construct in the language 

it would be convenient to assume that the augmentation was complete. 

Finally, note that the collecting interpretation is an approximating 

interpretation. 
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Relating two interpretations 

Next we show how to relate approximating interpretations I (as 

I 
above) and V= (L , Q', L take!, tuple', aj, cf) in such a way that k1 

. 
jIrproT is a safe approximation to Iaprog. To express the relation 

we need concretization functions 

con k: Lk' --; 0, Lk 

con :L 1 -10- L 1 1 1 

and we shall refer to them as con = (con 
i)i=l, k* The desired relation 

between ITprog and I'fproj is ý- defined on (L -; OL ). Y(L , LI 
con kS1 k-, t 1) 

by 

.I 

g -4 con g iff g*conkScon 19 

We shall also need :ý to be defined on (L --2%L )X(Lý--. i, -LkI) by a 
con k C- kC 

similar formula. The relation may be extended to approximating 

interpretations by defining I !ýV to hold whenever con - 

take. 
1 con 

take! 
1 and a. ý a! 

1 con 1 
(for all 

9< i con g! 1 
(for all i) implies 

tuple(g ,.,,, g ) 1k e tuple'(g ýcon and 

9 i con g! 
1 

(for i=1,2) implies g Gg 1 -C g gý 2 -con 

This definition closely follows the pattern of chapter 4. 
0 

To prove that ITprol-C Ilffpro] we shall need more assumptions con 

than merely 
. 
14 

con 
V. These express conditions about how con 

preserves aspects of the partial order g with respect to the partial 

order We say con 1 
is Pseudo-strict iff. LScon 1 W. If L, = r(SL) 

it is evident that this means that -L of L1 must represent the possi- 

bility of a non-terminating outcome. The function con, is Pseudo- 

continuous iff 
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Ij Icon 
1 (Y) I YCyj Scon, (Uy) 

holds for every directed subset Y of L;. (This is essentially the 

dual notion of the quasi-continuity considered in /Plo82/. ) It is 

immediate that strictness and directed continuity imply pseudo- 

strictness and pseudo-continuity, respectively. 

Theorem 5.5: 1. If 1 -4 con 
V and con 1 is pseudo-strict and pseudo- 

continuous then ITpr4 -4 I'fproB holds for all programs pro. con - 

Proof First extend the relation to tuples by defining 'con 

env 4, envl to mean that envii :ý con 
env'Ji holds for all i. It is 

then a straightforward structural induction to show that 

I(expi(env) ý- I, env -env' implies Eexpl(envl) 
con - 

To show the result for pro = let ... in exp 0 it therefore suffices 

to show that LFP(G)ý LFP(GI) where 

G(env) = (ITexp D(env), 
..., Iaexp P(env) 

1-n 

and GI is defined similarly. Since envýenvl implies that 

G(env)ý'4 GI(envl) it suffices to show that 4 is admissible as the 

result then follows from the induction principle of section 5.1. 

The relation is admissible iff is upon (L 
con k 

It is immediate that L-e Jýbecause con is pseudo-strict. Next 
con 1 

let be a directed set such that g4 g' holds for all ? 
con 

For (LIY)12 calculate as follows: (0y) 11 "con 

V(g, g, )C- y: g 4Con gI =)p 

V(g, 
g I)ey: g*con, S con, *g 

(9 is admissible on L1) 

ig * con (9,9')ey Uýonl *g (g, g') k1 
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(pointwise least upper bounds) 

(U Y) tl *con 
k5 

tJlconl*gl I (g, g-)cy3 

(con 
1 is pseudo-continuous) 

(iJy)tl *con 
k IE con 1, (Ily)j 2 

(Ljy)jl 4 
con 

(U y )12 

Inducing an interpretation 

I/I 

Also the notion of inducing an interpretation may be defined in the 

strong approach. To do so requires abstraction functions 

abs LL, kkk 

abs LL 11 

in addition to the concretization functions con k and con 1, In the 

previous chapter "adjointness" was used to express a desirable 

connection between abstraction and concretization functions. Iler-e 

sladjointness" should be defined with respect to C- because it is this 

partial order that expresses "safe approximation". It is reasonable 

to assume that abstraction and concretization functions are 

S-monotonic because this means that they preserve "safe approximation". 

We then redefine: 

6 
Definition A pair (abs: L-I*Ll, con: L'--PL) of functions between 

augmented dcpols is a pair of adjoined functions iff abs and con 

are S-monotonic and monotonic and 

abs'conf; ýV-1' and con* abs 2 Al. 1 

Function abs is said to be the lower adjoint of con and con is the 

upper adjoint of abs. I/I 

As before, lower and upper adjoints are unique if they exist. It will 
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be used below that they must be monotonic. 

Let I be an approximating interpretation with components as above 

and let L' and L; be augmented dcpo's such that the augmentation of k 

L; is admissible. Further lot (ab :L --tL con ) and (abs :L -YL con sk k k' k11 

be pairs of adjoined functions. The induced interpretation 

V= induce(I, (abs, jcon, )jj(L! ) 

has V(L L, . I'(L L and V(Q) to be S-monotonicity. The kk 

remaining components are given by: 

00 take! = abs i take con 
1k 

tuplel(g 11... lgk abs k 
'tuple(con 

10 9 1. abs k'**, ) *con 
k 

a! = abs *a *con 
11ik 

9 rl abs (con *9 
1. abs (con *9 * abs ) )'con 

1 g2 :'1kk2kk 

It is straightforward to verify that this gives an approximating 

interpretation. The following lemma shows that f is correct and 

as precise as possible: 

Lemma 5.4: 2. Let I, L!, abs and con. be as above. Then 
1i1 

(1) 1ý induce(II(abs con )i, (L! )i) 
con ii1 

(2) 1 -4 I's iff -induce(I, (abs con )i, (L! ) 
con ii1i id 

where id is the family of identity functions. 

Proof For (1) let V be defined as above. It is immediate that 

take. 1ý take! and a. ý a!. Next let gi ý g! so that 
1 con 11 con 1 con 1 

g abs g! *con 
1k 

By S-monotonicity of tuple 

tuple(g 1'00*'gk )S tuple(abs 1, g; *con 
k'*** 

) 
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from which it follows that 

tuple(g 1 IS..,, gk )S tuplel(g 11 to.. Igk, ) 

That gAg! implies g ag A g; ubý follows similarly. i con 112 con 

For (2) let I" = (L IQI, L 
11 take tuple", a and consider "if". 

When 11 .4 111 it is immediate that aE aý' and take --4 
take'.. 

id i con 1i con 1 

Next lot 9 ýý g. 1 so that 
con 1 

abs 1. gi* con k !e gi 

Then by V --' III id - 

tuple I (abs 9 con,, .... )15 tuplell(g 

and using the definition of tuplel this gives 

tuple(con abs 16 9* con ' abs 0 con C- con 1. tuple"(g',... ) 
1k k'*") k1 

By S-monotonicity of tuple this gives 

tuple(g r... Pg ) t" tuple" (g" g") 1k con 1k 

0 

In a similar way it is shown that gAg. 1 implies that i con 1 

9 12g g" all g". It follows that 14 Ill. 
12 con 12- con - 

For "only if" in (2) assume that 1 :6 con 
Ill. It is immediate that 

a! .4a. ' and take! iý take'!. Next let ' so that 
1 id 11 id 1 9'i 4id gi 

conlvg! 'abs Z g,., 1k -con 1 

This gives 

tuple ( con *g; 0 ab f ... ) . 
4. tuple"(g"r ) 

1 sk 
con 1 

and 

tuple I (g II... I e" (g",. 9") 1V 
ýid tup" 1k 

follows much as in the proof of "if". The result for a' and all is 
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similar and V 4, 
d III follows. I/I 

If additionally con 1 is pseudo-strict and pseudo-continuous it follows 

by theorem 5.4: 1 that Ilapro3 is correct with respect to IVproj. 

As in the previous chapter it is helpful to be able to construct 

data flow analyses in stages. It is straightforward to prove that if 

V= induce(I, (absjjconj)j, (L! )j) 
1 

induce(I8, (abs!, con! )j*(L'. ') 

then 

0 induce(I, (abs!, con! ) i 
(absilcon 

11i1 

where (abs!, con! ) (abs,, con, ) equals (abs' absi, coni*con'i) 

This shows that one obtains the same result whether or not the 

construction is "in stages". 

Similar results hold for proving approximating interpretations 

correct. Here 

Iý 
con 

V and 16 
con' 

V and con and 
. 
con' families of upper 

adjoints imply that IAI III 
con con - 

0 

where (con (con! ) (con con! ),. The proof is analogous to the 

proof of "if" for the second statement of lemma 5.4: 2. That theorem 

5.4: 1 will be applicable for I and I" if it is for I and V and for 

V and I", follows from: 

Fact 5.4: 3. If con and con are pseudo-strict and pseudo- 

0 continuous upper adjoints then so is con , con I/I 
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5-. 5 APPLICATIONS 

The major application in this section is to show the correctness 

of two data flow analyses used in /Myc8l/ for detecting situations 

where call-by-name can safely be replaced by call-bY-value. First, 

however, we show the connecLion between the "sLrong" approach 6f this 

chapter and the "weak" approach of the previous chapters.. This also 

gives a connection with the traditional theory of abstract inter- 

pretation (/CoCo77b/ 

"Strong" versus "weak" 

Let C be the collecting interpretation as defined in section 5.3. 

We define an approximating interpretation W that is like the 

collecting interpretation of chapter 3 (for the applicative language 

considered in section 2.4). it is obvious that W(L should be AS, ). 

For this to make sense S4 must be an algebraic cpo so we must assume 

that S-is countable. Clearly f(Sj. ) is a dcpo but it is not an 

augmented dcpo because e(S, ) = (f(S 
-L 

), S) is only equipped with one 

partial order (which happens to be subset-inclusion). Since C- is 

used both to obtain least fixed points and to express safeness it 

0 should be turned into an augmented dcpo by setting 

f (SI) = (ý (S, ) , s, 5) 
and clearly the augmentation is admissible. According to chapter 3 

W(L ) should be e(S. 
L)O .. 

9f(S 
k L) but since this is isomorphic to 

S 1. 
k) 

we shall use the latter. It is made into an augmented dcpo 

as above. The predicate W(Q) isE-monotonicity and this reduces to 

monotonicity. 
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It is then straightforward to define the remaining components 

(building on the definition in section 3.3): 

H(take i)= 
ýY. ty 

iI (yl ,, ** 'yk) C- Yl 

H(tuple)(g 11... lgk )= 

LC(Ufg 
1N yl )x. - ., X(j k 

(lyl) I y6yl) 

H (a 
i)= 

ýY. LC(jS(a i Hy 
lp*"lyk) 

I (yl F... Pyk ) C- Y1 ) 

gi g2 

It is straightforward to verify that W is an approximating inter- 

pretation. It should also be clear that it corresponds to the 

collecting interpretation of chapter 3. In particular it makes no 

harm that W(Q) does not specify continuity as in chapter 3 because 

continuity is an admissible property so the least fixed points will 

be the same. 

To show that the present approach subsumes that of the previous 

chapters we first show that w can be proved correct with respect to 

C. For this define the concretization functions 

con i: f(s Ii) --. * 9 (s Ii) 

0 

(where S11 is SI) by con i 
(Y) = Y. The abstraction functions are 

defined by abs 
1 

(Y) = LC(Y). Then (abs 
1 con 1) and (abs k con k) are 

pairs of adjoined functions in the sense of section 5.4. For 

monotonicity note that Y1 Sy 
2 implies y15 EM. 

y2 when Y1 contains L 

and that Y1C: EM 
y2 implies LC(Y 1 

)SLC(Y 
2) and hence Y1 Sy 

2 when Y1 

and Y2 are elements of 
e(S. 

L 
i 

). Further con 1 
is pseudo-strict and 

pseudo-continuous. For pseudo-continuity it suffices by admissibility 

of 5 upon t(SL) to show that 

con 1 
(Y) 'E con 1( 

Li y) 
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whenever Y is an element of-a directed set Y of f(S 
Li) and this is 

immediate by BY = UY. It is straightforward to show that C ! 5: W 
con - 

so theorem 5.4: 1 shows that CTproj: ý Wjproj holds for all programs 
con 

pro. 

To fully show that the pre. sont approach SUI)SUMOS the previous 

0 

approach it must be shown how pairs of adjoined functions and ý 
con 

carry over. So let I and V be approximating interpretations in the 

sense of chapter-4. They can be turned into approximating inter- 

pretations I and V in the sense of section 5.4 in the same way W 

was obtained. Next let (abs con ) be a family of pairs of 
gt gt gt 

adjoined functions (in the sense of chapter 4)from I to V. They will 

still be pairs of adjoined functions in the sense of section 5.4 and 

the assumed strictness and continuity of con L gives pseudo- 

strictness and pseudo-continuity. Further if IX 
con 

V in the sense 

of chapter 4 then this relation still holds in the sense of section 

5.4. 

Remark To compare this approach with the traditional theory of 

e. g. /CoCo77b/ it might be best to restrict k to 1 and augment the 

language with an explicit conditional. This is because the applicative 

language then closely corresponds to a flowchart. Alternatively 

f(S X ... 
9s. L) can be replaced by T(SI* 

... 
*S. 

L) as the latter is 

isomorphic to the Powerset of sk. Then one should use 

con (Y) Yvs 
k 

abs k (Y) Ismash(y) yeyl 

instead of the definitions above. I/I 
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The data flow analyses from /Myc8l/ 

We now turn towards the major application of this section. We 

shall formulate and prove correct two analyses used in /Myc8l/. The 

first can be handled in the weak approach of the previous chapters 

whereas this seems impossible for the second. j3oth analyses were 

"proved correct" in /Myc8l/ but the proof of the second fails (as 

will be pointed out) because it is based on the Plotkin powerdomain. 

It is convenient to define the two analyses by inducing them'from 

the following interpretation I that is essentially an independent 

attribute method formulation of the collecting interpretation. 

Lk 9(sj. ) k 

L1 e(S 
I) 

is constantly true 

take i= 
ý(Yl 

I ... PY k ). y i 

tuple(gl,,,. lgk )= A(yl", 
*, Yk)* (gl(yl'***'Yk)'***'gk (Y 1 'yk)) 

ai = ý(y 
1 '* *. * 'yk ). f. E (a i 

Hy 
1 01 .... Yk )Ivi: yif Yjl 

9 f7g g 12* g2 

It should not be surprising that LIN has been removed from tuple 

because I is an independent attribute method and it i. s convenient to 

0 remove it from 17 as well. It is straightforward to verify that this 

gives an approximating interpretation. The connection with the 

collecting interpretation is given by 

con k `ý A(Y 
1"**'Yk)' Yl x ... xy 

con, = ýY-y 

It is straightforward to prove that con 1 
is pseudo-strict and pseudo- 

continuous and that C :61. con - 
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We shall formalise the first data flow analysis (V of /Myc8l/) 

as an approximating interpretation L. Let 0 be the set JO, 11. The 

elements of L(L 1) and L(L k) are to be 0 and 0k respactively. The 

intention is that 0 represents guaranteed non-termination whereas 1 

represents possible termination. So if 

Lrprol(O, 1,..., 1) =0 

this means that the program cannot terminate unless its first argument 

represents a terminating computation. This again means that the first 

parameter (which is call-by-name) can safely be passed by value. 

Consult /Myc8l/ for further information. 

To define L as induced from I we must turn 0 and 0k into augmented 

dcpols and define concretization and abstraction functions. on 0 

there is the partial order 4 (less than or equal to) and it may be 

k 
extended componentwise to 0. Then L(L and L(L k) will be 

and (0 k 
p4j, '-) respectively and clearly they are admissibly augmented 

dcpo's. The concretization functions 

con! --P I(L 

1 

(for 01= 0) are defined by 

con, ' (0) = 4.0 
, con, ' (1) = 

0 
con ý(vl'*`Vk) = (conll(vl),..., cono i(vk)) 

It is immediate that conj is pseudo-strict and pseudo-continuous. 

Pairs of adjoined functions (abs , rconl) and (absl, conkl) may be 
1k 

obtained by defining absl'(Y) =0 if Y= J1.1 and abs; (Y) =1 otherwise 

and abs ý (yi 1.9. ly k)= (abs 
11 (Y 

1)I.... abs 11 
(Y k))- 

1 
.4Z)) induce(I, (abs!, con! )i, «9) -p- i) 11 

Clearly L is correct with respect to C, i. e. 

Then L is defined by 

Cý, L. Further con con - 
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the conditions of theorem 5.4: 1 are fulfilled so that 

fiffprol)*con 
k, con k''5 con 1 con,, LUproj 

holds. This implies that the informal description of L that was 

given above is correct. 

Example Let pro be the following program: 

let F1 (x 
1x 2'X3 x4x5)= 

if x1=1 then x2 +x 3 else F, (xl-"x3'x2'x5'x4) 

in F1 (x 
1x 2'x3 x4x5) 

Formally this is not a progKam because all of x1=1, x2 +x 3' x1- 1 and 

if... then ... else... ought to be written Ai (x 1 'x 2 'x 3 'x 4 'x 5) for some i. 

We shall, however, use the shorthands x1=1 etc. Further we assume 

that the standard interpretation S has the set S to be the integers 

and that the functions llxl=l" etc. are interpreted as intended. Since 

there is only one type, truthvalues should be coded by integers, e. g. 

1 means true and all other numbers mean false. 

From the definition of L (and I) it is straightforward to calculate 

that 

(ty) (g 1'g2) = gl*g2 

0 L(tuple)(gl,,,., g 5) = ý(Vlr.. 
Ofv 5 ). 

(v 1 F. O*fv 5 )l . 0.1 g5 (v 
1'***, v5 )) 

L (take i)= 
ý(vjf,.. 

*, v 5). vi 

and for examples of L(a i) 

L( fix 2 +x 3" )= ý(v 
1 re.., v 5 ). miniv 2v 33 

Lclif x1 then x2 else x3") ý- ý(vl'. 
** v5). minlvl maxjv 2' v 311 

One can then calculate 
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. 
0prol = A(vlf"olv5) minfvllv VV31 

using that the function G of which the least fixed point is required 

has LFP(G) = G(. L). The conclusion is that the first three parameters 

to the program may safely be passed by value. 

The second analysis we sh. -ill consider is"ý of 1MYc811- It will 

be formulated as an approximating interpretation 14 and again the 

elements of M(L 1). and M(L k) are 0 and 0k respectively. The intention 

with 0 now is to denote possible non-termination and with 1 to denote 

guaranteed termination. So if 

Lgexp i 
ý(env)(v 

1F... Pv k)=1 

for some environment env and values v. then it is safe to use call- 
I 

by-value for the i1th parameter in the call F(exp 
1 ..., exp i ,.., exp k 

). 

We refer to /Myc8l/ for further information. 

The augmented dcpo's M(L ) will be (V The use of is 
.i 

essential in. order to achieve S-monotonicity of the concretization 

functions 

con i,: 
(Oi fZ #*: ý) -* I (L i) 

defined by 

con" (0) S con" 0s 1L1 

con" (v v (con" (v con k1k1 '1' N) 

Also note that S is an element of I(S.. ) but not (unless S is finite) 

of the Plotkin powerdomain which was used in /Myc8l/. Clearly con" 1 

is pseudo-strict and pseudo-continuous and pairs of adjoined functions 

(abs con") and (abs", con") are obtained by defining 
1kk 

abs"(Y) =1 if. LOY and abs"(Y) =o otherwise 11 

abs k (Y 1'**"Yk) = (abs 'l' (y I ), ... 'abs 1(yk 
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Then M is defined by 

induce (I, (abs 
i 
', con I)iI( (C) ip4 

#*, ) ) i) 

and as before it is correct with respect to 

Example Returning to the example program we may calculate: 

"') (gl Fg2) = gl 'g2 

ýI(tuple)(g 1f... lg5 )= A(vi 
too. tv 5). 

(g 
1 (v 1 O... Pv 5 )1 ... 095 (v 1 1. *. Ov 5)) 

ýI(take i)= 
ý(v 

1F. 00 tv 5)vi 

and for examples of the M(a i ): 

ý! C'x 
2 xx 3 

%V 
1V5 miniv 2'v3' 

Mrif x1 then X2 el se X3") = A(Vj f .... v5). min[vl, v 2v 31 

Much as before this allows to calculate that 

Mfprol = 2(v. 
1f0.. 0, v 5 ). 0 

which, is clearly correct and in fact as precise as possible. 

To gain perspective upon this data flow analysis consider the 

program pro' that is pro with x1=1 replaced by x14,1. Then 

f 

Mjpro'j, = MTpro3 which is still correct but not as precise as possible 

0 
because 

(abs"*Itproll'con") = A(vll 
... pv ). mintv vv 1-k512 3) 

That is the program terminates if the arguments in the first three 

positions do but M does not detect this. This is not because M is 

badly chosen but more fundamentally because abstract interpretation 

has only been considered in a "first-order" manner: functions are 

viewed as transforming (descriptions of) sets of arguments to sets 

of results and there is no provision for expressing any relationship 
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between the arguments and the result (e. g. the result is less than 

the first argument). We shall return to this in the conclusion. 

5.6-NONDETERMINISM AS ABSTRAH-INTERPRETATION 
I 

Noncloterminism means diffor(! nt things in dif ferent contexts. In 

automata theory the nondeturminism chooses between computation paths 

and preference is given to a path that terminates (in an accept 

state). This view is closely connected with the amb operator of 

/McC67/. In programming languages nondeterminism also chooses between 

computation paths (or values in applicative languages) but all paths 

are treated equal. This is the notion to be considered here. It is 

explained in /Egl75/ as: "We do not want to think of trying all 

possible paths in a program. We are computing along a single path 

but we might not know which one. This happens, for instance# if 

the choice of the path is done according to certain unknown parameters 

in the system which we consider as being nondeterministic choices. " 

We shall use the term oracles for these parameters. 

In this section we will show that nondeterminism can be described 

as a certain abstract interpretation, i. e. as a certain data flow 

0 analysis. Such a development has not been performed before and it 

seems to be essential to use the "strong" approach of this chapter. 

Furthermore, it will be necessary to extend the framework with the 

notions of partly collecting and partly induced semantics. 

The development will be performed for the following language of 

commands (cmdeCmd): 
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cmd :: = act 
I 

cmd 1 ; cmd 21 
if exp then cmd, else cmd 2 

I 
cmd 1 2r cmd 21 while exp do cmd 

Here act stands for unspecified atomic actions and exp stands for 

unspecified (boolean) expressions; we shall assume these represent 

deterministic and total recursive computations. Nondeterminism is 

introduced by the use of cmd, or cmd 2. 

The main idea is to view cmd, or cmd 2 as a short-hand for the follow- 

ing deterministic program 

if hd(o) then o: =tl(o) ; cmd, else o: =tl(o) ; cmd 2 

0 

where o is an oracle. One might argue that fid should also have 

program variables as parameters but we shall not consider this more 

complicated setting. When the oracle is not known this gives rise 

to nondeterministic behaviour as in the above quotation from /Egl75/. 

Therefore denotational semantics (as P below) use powerdomains to 

collect the sets of possible outcomes. The result of cmd, or cmd 2 
is then the union of the results along either branch. This is quite 

analogous to what happens in the collecting (or another approximating) 

semantics if too little is known about the set of states so that the 

conditional may evaluate to both true and false. In the remainder of 

this section this idea will be precisely formulated using abstract 

interpretation. 

We first define a denotational semantics P for the nondeterministic 

language. Let S be an unspecified nonempty set of states. The meaning 

of atomic actions and (boolean) expressions are given bY unspecified 

total functions 

, 
41acti : 

S(expi :S -0- 4true, false) 
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We shall extend these strictly to Sj. -. NS. L and SL-t [true, falsel. L 

respectively. The nondeterministic semantics 

. 
LlcmdB : SI. -# g(S. 

I. ) 

is then defined as follows (using notation from section 5.2): 

ffactB = jj'aýactS 

jcmd 
1; cmd 21 *, o jcmd 

21 up ffcmdlý 

where f2 rl 
p f, =f2t. f1 

A Lf exp then cmd else cmd cond 
p 

(P fcmd P Tcmd 
12 exp 1 

where cond 
p 

(f expý (S) f1 (S) f2 (S) 
exp 1"f2)(s) 

Lqcmd 
1 or cmd 2 

Pfcmd 
1 or 

p 
Pfcmd 

27 

where (f 
1 or 

pf2 
)(s) fi (S) uf 2(s) 

PT. while exp do cmd] i- LFP(ýf. cond 
pp 

Pfcmdy 
exp 

( 

This defines a strict monotonic function of functionality as stated. 

Because SI is of finite height it is (directed) continuous as well. 

Usually the Plotkin powerdomain is used instead of f(S. ) but this does 

not affect the sets produced by the semantics. (As in /Plo76/ an 

argument using K6nig's lemma shows that PTcmdj(s) is either finite or 

contains L. ) 

To obtain the above semantics as an approximating semantics we 
6 

must start with a deterministic standard semantics. It will use 

oracles modelled by infinite strings of O's and 11s. (We shall discuss 

this choice further in the next section. ) The idea then is to define 

a semantics 

. 
ETcmdB : Sj. *Oj. -. %- 

where 0 =[0,110 is the set of countably infinite strings of O's and 

11s. When a "nondeterministic branch" is encountered the left branch 
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will be taken if the oracle begins with 0 and the right branch if the 

oracle begins with 1. The branch chosen is then executed with the 

remainder of the oracle. This in effect corresponds to viewing 

cmd, or cmd 2 as a shorthand for the piece of program displayed earlier. 

As for the functionality of Slem(II it is possiblo to use SALXOj., but 

S,, -90,. is closer to "operational intuitions" and this is preferable 

in the next section. 

The following'operations upon oracles oCO and finite strings 

w610,11*will be needed. By orm and otm are denoted the first m 

elements of o and the remainder of o respectively. We shall extend 

this notation to 0.. by writing 
JM 

=I= 
AM. 

The string w has 

length IwI and wo is the oracle obtained by prefixing w to o. The 

standard semantics S is then defined by the following equations: 

sffact) = I(s, o). WTactD (s), o) 

. 
ýTcmd 

1; cmd 2j= 
ffcmd 

20*S 
fcmd p 

R(if exP then cmd, else cmd cond 
s 

SFcmd 1, Sfcmd V) 
21 exp 12 

where cond 
s 

(f -'"l(s'o)' f2(s'o) 
exp 1'f2)(s'o) "xpB(s) 

. 
ýJcmdj-ar cmd2l = ýJcmdlj or 

s Sjcmd 21 

where (f 
I or 

sf2) 
(s , 0) = (0 rl = 0) f1 (s, oti) ,f2 (s , 0ri ) 

. 
ET. Hhile exp do cmd3 = LFP(jf. cond 

s f*Sffcmdj, A(sro). (sio) 
exp 

These equations define a strict function of functionality as stated. 

For 0 is chosen such that OtUO whenever oCO and since c4act) is a 

strict extension of a total function we know that SCactj is of the 

correct functionality. In fact Srcmd] is continuous and it is 

straightforward to show that UP is only needed of continuous 

functionals. It is also easy to show that the semantics is "continuous" 

in prefixes of oracles: 
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Fact 5.6: 1. If Slcmdj(s, o) = (s', ol) X (i, j. ) there exists a finite 

prefix w of o such that o,, riwi =w implies that STcmdT(s, o") 

(s ,, owr 1w 1) 

THE-PARTLY COLLECTING. S. ELIANTICS 

The next task is to define a collecting semantics and show its 

relation to the standard semantics. One might consider 

EfcmdN : f(S, *O, ) 4 I(S, *O, ) 

as this follows the pattern used previously but it will be more 

appropriate to use 

SIXZ(0, ) e2(S, -X0) 

which will be called the partlY collecting semantics. This is because 

the idea with the nondeterministic semantics is that we have full 

information about the states and no information about the oracles. 

In other words data flow analysis is performed only for the oracles 

, *o.,. ) and not for the states. (It should be intuitively clear that t(S 

in the range cannot be replaced by S. LX2(o L) because oracles may 

influence the resulting states. ) 

To define C we first consider the necessary modifications of 0 
theorem 5.2: 5. Let D be a dcpo and B and C augmented dcpols. 

function g: DYB-*C is S -monotonic in its right argument (ambiguously 

written g: D'(B-#C) iff for all d6D that Y SY implies g(d, Y )E-g(d, Y 
S1212 

If the augmentations of B and C are complete the function is said 

to be completely linear in its r-ight 
. 
2rgument (written g: D)fB---PC) 

X 

iff, for each dED and nonempty subset y of B, the formula 

9 (d, 0y)= Ulg(d, Y) I 
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holds. The function is smash-invariant (g: DiB-PC) iff g=g*smash. 

e. j Finally, let f: DIE-*DXF denote the application of f: E--*F upon second 

Oj 
components, i. e. f(d, e) = (d, f(e)) and let inc: DVB-0-DXB be defined 

by inc (d, Y) = (d, Y) . 

Lemma 5.6: 2. Let D be a dcpo, Ea benign fdcpo and Ca completely 

augmented dcpo. For each monotonic function f: DXE---PC there exists 

precisely one monotonic and smash-invariant function f 48 
: Dgý(E)-. &C 

that is completely linear in its right argument and fulfils that 
#. ^, p 

f fj'inc = f. It is given by the formula 

f# (d, Y) = 
()If(smash(d, 

y))l ycYj 

and gives a strict function iff f is strict. Further Af-f # is a 

monotonic and S-monotonic bijection from D#E--*C to Dx? (E)-: PC whose 

inverse Jg. g*'jj'inc is also monotonic and! g-monotonic. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 5.2: 5 so the details are 

omitted. I/I 

The main use of this lemma is to "lift" a function f: DIWE---PF to 

a function ?: DX%(E)--*2(F) akin to what was done when extending 9 to S 
a functor. For this let D be a dcpo and E and F benign fdcpo's. 

Def ine 

f= (43*01 = *A(d, Y). CON(if(smash(d, y))l YCYJ) 

I Clearly ? is monotonic, smash-invariant and completely linear (hence 

S-monotonic) in its right argument and it is strict iff f is. We 

shall also need to define g akin to LIN(g) defined previously. For 

this let C be a completely augmented dcpo and g: DXJ(E)-2, *C a monotonic 

function and define g: D%C(E)-OC by 
S 
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9= (g, inc) A(d, Y) . 
bqg (smash (d, j yj 

It is immediate that g is smash-invariant and is completely linear 

(hence'E-monotonic) in its right argument. It is strict iff g is. 

We are now ready to define the partly collecting semantics 

C[cmdB : S. L)Cf(Ol. ) -0, ,e 
The equations are: 

CTactj = ýF-SO). (jTact](s), o) (eoTacti(s), 

c 
. 
Sl[cmd ; cmd ýJcmd aC fcmd 

1 21 

where, g2 17 
c9 (g 

2*43 
. inc)t -91 

ýýLif exp then cmd, else cmd cond 
c 

(Cfcmd 4, CfcmdA 2 exp 12 

where cond 
c 

(g )(SIX) '$ýXpl(s)-: P-g (SIX), 9 (SIX) 
exp Vg2 12 

. 
Eýcmdl or cmd 21= Cfcmd 

11 or 
c 

Cjcmd 
2D 

where (g 
1 or 

cg2 
)(SIX) =g1 (S, 10tl I OEX AOrl'=Ol) 

g2 (s, Iot'i 1 Ex . r1=11) 

f(1, 
-o 

1 Lcxl 

with the convention that gi (s, O)=O and that OvZ=Z 

ffEhile exp ýo cmd] = LFP(ýg. cond 
C(gW CTcmdj, ý(s, O). (s, 0H) 
exp 

9 

It is straightforward to verify that this defines a strict and 

monotonic function that is 9-monotonic in its right argument. Because 

S-monotonicity in the right argument is an admissible property the 

least upper bounds implicit in the definition of UP are pointwise. 

The connection with the s'tandard semantics is given by: 

Theorem 5.6: 3. Cýcmdj = Elcmd] = A(s, X). 4 sffcmd](smash(s, o))l ocX) 

Proof The proof follows the pattern used in proving lemma 5.3: 2 and 

theorem 5.3: 3. 
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^0 
Define the predicate P(f, g) by g'll*inc = 4l*f. We first show by 

structural induction on commands cmd that P(SVcmd3, Cacmd]) holds. 

The result is immediate for atomic actions. Suppose next it holds 

for cmd 1 and cmd 2. 
For cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 2 calculate 

inc ý! Ucmd TII 

(using the definition of CUcmdj and the induction hypotheses) 

(41 *. ýLgcmd 2 
J)t*13'. ýTcmd, ý = 

(using theorem 5. '2: 5 and the definition of ETcmc3j) 

II*. ETcmdl 

For cmd = if exp then cmd, else cmd 2 
it easily follows by doing 

case analysis upon. $Texpl(s) that 

f%j 

CTcmdJ(fj(inc(s, o))) = fffcmd3(s, o)j 

holds for all. (s, O)C-S. L4 01. For cmd = cmd, or cmd 2a similar result 

follows by doing case analysis upon orl. Finally consider 

cmd = while exp do cmd 1 and let F and G be the functionals of which 

the least fixed points are required (for S and C respectively). 

Reasoning as above it is straightforward to show that 

P(f, g) implies P(F(f), G(g)) 

. 

The result then follows by the induction principle once it is shown 

that P is admissible. It is immediate that P(. L,. L) holds and for 

the other condition note that 13 is directed continuous and the least 

upper bounds (of directed set) in Sjýd(0. 
t)-#f(S. L*04) are pointwise. 

9 

To obtain the result of the theorem it suffices to show that 

Cacmdj is completely linear in its right argument. This is shown by 

a straightforward structural induction. Taking while exp do cmd 

as an example it is immediate that G(g) is always completely linear 
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in its right argument. Hence the result follows for LFP(G)=G(LFP(G)). 

Corollary 5.6: 4. For G as defined in the above proof we have 

UP (G) = Ljn=O Gn 

Proof Using F defined above wo calculate 

UP (G) 

LFP (F) = 

(F and 11 are cOntinuous) 

( 'jn jj'F n U) ý= 

(a straightforward numerical induction) 

(UGn(. L) 'ýrj * inc j4 = 

I/I 

I/I 

(5-monotonicity is admissible so the least upper bound is poiptwise) 

n (,., )" G inc)* 

LJ Gn0. ) 

as was to be shown. 

To obtain the nondeterministic semantics the idea is to replace 

-t(O ) and I(S. 
L*O ) by less informative augmented dcpo's B and C 

ML 4 

0 respectively. This amounts to defining a partly induced semantics 

. 
Iýcmdj : SI. Y B-* C 

e 

The connection between these augmented dcpols is given by the following 

pairs of abstraction and concretization functions 

(abs: t(O 
A. ) -), B, con: B-->2(0,. )) 

(absl:? (S,. VO., )--*C, con' : C--. %? (s,. N-OJL. )) 

We shall assume that all these functions are monotonic and 2-monotonic 
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(but adjoined-ness will fail as will be seen). The partly induced 

semantics is then defined by the following equations: 

I Gactj = abs con 

. 
Ircmd ; cmd I fcmd I UI I Tcmd B 

1221 
00V c 

where h2 tj h, = abs"( (con'*h 20 abs) n (con"h 1, a"160s) "c"'8'n' 

. 
lTif exp then cmd else aild cond 

I (l(cmd 0, Igcmd 9) 
12 cxp 2 

Ic 
where cond exp 

(hl, h 
2) = abs"cond exp 

(conleh abs, 

con'*h 2' abs)*con 

. 
jcmd, 

. 
2r cmd 21 

Ccmd 
10 or 

I I(cmd 20 
I. r*. 4 c f%-. # r. -. * 

where h1 or h2= abslo((conl*h i abs) or (con'*h 2* abs))*con 

Irwhile exp do cmdl = LFP(ýh. 

II 
cond 

exp 
(h0 IffcmdB, abs"ý(s, o). (s, o)*con, 

We shall assume that the augmentation of C is admissible. Then 

S-monotonicity in the right argument is an admissible property and 

therefore S XB--), C is a dcpo. It is then straightforward to verify I S- 

that the equations define a monotonic function that is S-monotonic 

in its right argument. 

To obtain the nondeterministic semantics we define B= 

0 

with abs(X) =. L and con(. 0 =0 as well as C= f(S: 
L) with 

abs ' (Z) =ýsI 3o: (s, o) 6Z] 

con' (Y) = Ismash (s, o) I s6y A oc-ol 

We shall let IFcmdD refer to the partly induced semantics when B 

etc. are as above. Because 0 is not empty it is immediate to verify 

that the functions are monotonic and S-monotonic. In fact (abslcon') 

is a pair of exactly adjoined functions so abs' is completely linear. 

But (abs, con) is not a pair of adjoined functions because although 

abs*con = ý1.1 the other condition fails. 
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Remark One way to view the failure of adjoined-ness is that the 

choice of B accomplishes two goals rather than one. The first goal 

is to replace t(o, ) by a less informative structure and 

(4 0, O'l, E 
EM'5) 

0 
might be a suitable choice. rile second goal is to remove unneeded 

elements (i. e. 0,. ) from B in order to come close to the nondeterministic 

semantics. It therefore might be considered to accomplish these two 

goals in two seperate steps but this is not needed to demonstrate 

the connection between nondeterminism and abstract interpretation. 

Clearly SýýB and B are isomorphic so we shall subsequently identify 

them. We then have: 

Theorem 5.6: 5. ITcmdj = jcmdl for all commands cmd. 

Proof The proof is by structural induction upon cmd. 

Case cmd = act. We have 

I Oacd (s) = 

abs '( j(chýA (s) o) 1 oe01) = 

Ufactl (S)l = 
PTýCtv (S) 

Case cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 2* We have 

IfcmdS = 

E(cmd 20aIP 
Ccmd 

if = 

I. 
e%A 

0P^. J . ^-j 
absl*(con PTcmd J* abs*jj 'inc)f-con' jcmd, joabs con 

(by abs' completely linear and abs"con' and a"b*-S'*c%o'nO the identities) 

(P[cmd 
2 

p'abs*jf*inc)ý'con'*PTcmdjl 

(by (h*abs*41*inc)' = h'ý*abs' as is straightforward to show) 

PUcmd 11'abs I 'con" Prcmd I= Pacmdl 21 
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Case cmd = if exp then cmd, else cmd 2' We have 

I[cmcll = 
abs"cond 

C (con I' elv 0%. * 
exp 

Effcmd 1 
I*abst 

o, )Ocon 

(by abs' strict) 
p r-j . e%-O 

cond exp 
(abs' 'con' *Pgcmd, ý*abs con, 

cond 
p (PEcmdlj, Pqcmd 
exp - 2j) 

ffcmdT 

Case cmd = cmd, or cmd 2* We have 

. 
19 cmd) = 

e\j r%a 
absl*((con"Pffcmd 1 

D'abs) orC ... )*con 

(using the convention described when defining or 
C 

and the complete 

linearity of abs') 

'As. (abs"con"Pacmd 1 
T*abs) (s, joti I oC-o A orl=ol) v ... v 4jLj. Lf0j = 

(because there are 0'ro"iSO such that olrl=O and ollf'1=1 and because 

190) 

I s. PTcmd 1 
I(s)v PTcmd 

21 
(S) = 

PýcmdS 

Case cmd = while exp do cmd 1. Let PTcmd) = LFP(F) and Ircmdj = LFP(H). 

Reasoning as above it follows that F(f) = H(h) whenever f=h. The 

result then follows by the induction principle of section 5.1 because 

equality is an admissible predicate. I/I 

The following theorem establishes the final result needed to verify 

the claim that the nondeterministic semantics essentially is the 

result of performing an abstract interpretation upon the deterministic 

standard semantics. So far it has not been essential that 0 =J0,11 ' 

and the development could have been performed for any subset 0 of 

40,11'j such that ob is an element of 0 whenever o is and 0 contains 
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oracles of the form Oo' and loll. In the proof below more properties 

of 0 will be used. 

Theorem 5.6: 6. ITcmdj = abs'*Cqcmdj*f'4 holds for all commands cmd. con 

I/I 

Proof We begin with defining the following predicate P that is central 

to the proof. It is defined upon 

(S, x 2(0,. ) --* z(s, -x 0, ) )x (SX B-> C) 
2 i5 

and P(g, h) is defined to hold iff all of 

(a) h= abs'*g*con 

(b) g: S. LXZ(OJ. )-7j(SJ. *0, ) 

(c) for all sESJ.: g(s, 0) = Ismash(sl o)loco, %3o' : (s' o' )czlg (so 0)1 

hold. Condition (a) is the desired result but (b) and (c) will be 

needed to prove it. When g= C[cmdlit is immediate from theorem 

5.6: 3 and the observations after lemma 5.6: 2 that condition (b) holds. 

We shall see that (c) holds as well. It may be phrased as saying 

that whenever one oracle is possible then all are. An equivalent 

formulation of (c) /V . is that the range of g'con is a subset of the 

range of con'. 

0 
The proof proceeds by structural induction on cmd and shows 

P(CýcmdY, ICcmd)) 

Case cmd = act is straightforward. 

Case cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 29 This amounts to assuming that P(gl, hl) and 

P(g 2h2) hold and then show that P(g 
2aC gl, h2VIh1) holds. For (a) 

calculate 

h2 13 h, = 
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(as in the proof of theorem 5.6: 5) 

h2 
ý*h 

1 

(abs'*g 2' con)t'absl*g 1* con 

(abs' completely linear and ht*abs' (h*a`b"s'Pf*inc)t) 

e'. 0 I 0, %j 0". I-0 
abs"(g 2' con abs fl inc) con 

(to be argued below) 

absl*(g 2*fl. 
inc) g1 con 

C el. -J, abs"(g 2 17 91 )*con 

For the missing step it suffices to show that 

con'abs 41 inc) con (g 
2*11 

inc) con 

r. %,; because g1 satisfies condition (c)j i. e. gl(con(s,. L)) equals some 

con'(Y). Abbreviate this equation to LHS = RHS. By complete linearity 

it suffices to consider singletons. Me have 

LHS (I SI) g2 (s, O) 

RHS (is ý) ob 
2 

(s " 01) 10 (01 

and these are equal because g2 ýatisfies (b). 

It is straightforward to verify condition (b). For condition (c) 

it follows from the calculations above that 

C P. -O (g 
2a 91 ) (con (s,. L) 

LHS (Y) = (for some Y) 

con 'Y1 U' I(g 
20 

O"J ) (s 'J') 
1sC 

Vjcon'(Y 
s 

)I sey} (for some Ys 

con$(UJY s 
jsýyj) 

This shows condition (c). 

Case cmd = if exp then cmd, else cmd 2' This amounts to assuming that 
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P(gl, hl) and P(g2 Oh 2) 
hold and then show that 

P( cond 
C (g ), cond 

I (hl, h ) holds. The calculations for 
exp 1'g2 exp 2) 

(a) are 

co'nd 
I (h, h 
exp 2) 

(as in the proof of theorem 5.6: 5) 

ý(s,. L) . 'Býexpý(s) --), h1 (s,. L) ,h2 (s, -L) = 

abs'* *S, X)*, Sýexp] (s)->(j 
1 

(s, X), 
r%-A 

g 2(s, X)) *con = 

absl* 
C, 

cond 
exp(gl'g2 

) 
. f%.. i 
con 

Verification of conditions (b) and (c) are straightforward. 

Case cmd = cmd, Rr cmd 2 This amounts to assuming that P(gl, hl) 

and P(g 2h2) 
hold and show that P(g, or 

C 
g2 , h, or 

Ih2) holds. For 

(a) we calculate 

1 or h2 `ý 

(as in the proof of theorem 5.6: 5) 

tv ý(s, j. ). (abs"g 1* con) (s,, L) v (abs g 2* con)(s,. L) 

abs"(9ý(s, X)-9j(s, X)v g2 (s, X))*c'on = 

(because 
jOtl I 

O(OAorl=jl equals 0 for j=O and j=j) 

C 
abs (g 

1 or g2) *con 

Condition (b) is straightforward to verify. For condition (c) it 

C 
follows from above that (g 

1 or g 2) 
*con equals 

0-01 0 ̂ ., - I(S,. L) - (g con) (s JL) v (g 
2 con) (s . L) 

and by the assumptions about gi condition (c) easily follows. 

Case cmd = while exp do cmd 1 Let F, G and H be the functionals such 

that STcmd] = LFP(F), CTcmdj LFP(G) and ITcmdj = LFP(H). It 

follows from the cases above that I 
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P(g, h) implios P(G(g), Il(h)) 

We first show that P( LFP(G) , LFP(II) ) follows from 

04 Gn c'Z-n" = con' ljt"* In (2) 
n=O n=O 

which we shall abbreviate to LIIS = RIIS. First, condition (a) of 

Gn ('L) ' 
Un Rn CL) ) 

follows because abs"con' is the identity. Condition (b) is immediate 

by the properties of Ag. g and condition (c) is immediate. Next 

P( LFP(G) 14Hn (J. ) ) follows because of corollary 5.6: 4. Using 

(1) this shows that 

H Ij n ^-0 = Lý In nH abs' * LFP(G) * con 

and therefore UHn(. L) equals LFP(H). Hence P(LFP(G), LFP(H)) follows 
n 

f rom 

To establish (2) we first rewrite 

RHS U 
con Hn 

n 

To prove this it suffices to show that con' is directed continuous. 

Clearly it is monotonic and completely linear. This implies 

continuity because S. L and SjL*01. are flat. To see this let Y be a 

directed subset of t(S 
-L 

). If all YCY contain JL then all con'(Y) 

contain (. L, JL) and 

con W con Vfcon ' (Y) IY Icon' (Y) IY Cyj 

Otherwise Ily is an element of Y and continuity follows by monotonicitY. 

Both LHS and RHS are strict functions so it suffices to fix sCS 

and show LHS(s, JL)_= RHS(s,. L). We have, using the connection between 

F and G, that 
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LHS (s,. L) = 

Ulffl 
nFn 

(l) (S, 0)1 
1 

OEOI = 

uF (s , 0) 1 oc 0 
n 

Since (1) easily gives P(G n (. L), Il n (. L)) we have 

MIS (s,. L) = 

unGnU. ) (s, 0) = 

Ljn UJG n (J. ). (s, ýOj)j OCO 

Un I Fn (. L) (s, o) 10603 

It is straightforward to show that LHS(s, jL) and RHS(s,. L) contain the 

same maximal elements (i. e. elements that are not (1, J. )). It is 

also straightforward to show that if LHS(s, j6) contains (. L,. L) then so 

does RHS(s,. L). 

Next assume that RIIS(s,. L) contains (jL, JL) and show that LHS(s,. L) 

also does. From the assumption it follows that for each n there is 

0n CO such that Fn(. L)(s, o n)=(. L,. L). We must find ofo such that 

Um Fm(j. ) (s, o) 

If no on can be used for 0 we construct o as follows. 

For each n there is a minimal number mn such that Fmn(. L)(slo 
n 

)/(. L,. L). 

It follows that m>n and it is not hard to show that this implies that 
n 

n (f) (sto 
n)=f 

(Sýcmd 
11n 

(S, o 
n)) 

Since f= Fmn-n (a. ) is strict it follows that STcmd, In(s, o 
n) 

6y n"applications of fact 5.6: 1 this gives kn such that 

0 rk 
n=0n 

rk 
n 

implies Fn (-L) (s , 0) = 4. 

The set jo 
n 

rk 
nI 

ntOl must be infinite. For if it was finite there 

would be some n such that o rk 0 rk holds for infinitely many 
nn 
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Then 

Fj ('L) (S'on) = (L" -L) 

would hold for infinitely many i and this contradicts the assumption 

that no on could be used for o. One may view the set 1. 
n 

rk 
nI nZO) 

as a tree ordered by prefix. It is an infinite but finitely branching 

tree. By K6nig's lemma there must exist an infinite path oCA0,13 '. 

By choice of 0 we have oCO. Since orkm =oi rk 
m 

holds for infinitely 

many m we have that um Fm (-L) (s, 0) = OL, JL) 

In the previous section it was assumed that all countably infinite 

strings of O's and 1's were possible oracles. From a data flow 

analysis point of view it is natural to investigate what happens if 

only a certain set of strings is possible. For example if "the 

choice of the path is done according to certain unknown parameters 

in the system"/Egl75/ one might want to consider only "computable" 

strings. Similarly fairness considerations may restrict attention 

to only "fair" strings. This section investigates consequences of 

letting the set 0 of oracles be a subset of JO, 11'%ý 

91 First we consider what properties 0 is to fulfil in order that the 

results of the previous section still hold and a partial answer is 

given. Next there is the problem of how to formulate a nondeter- 

ministic semantics, i. e. a variant of P, such that it corresponds to 

the effect of some chosen set 0 of oracles. It turns out that for 

some choices of 0 there is no modification of P (in a certain class 

of possibilities) that yields the desired semantics. This class 

contains the partly induced semantics and therefore abstract inter- 
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pretation (as developed in section 5.6) is of no help in this. It is 

therefore studied how to obtain a modification A of P such that the 

desired semantics will be "between" P and A: it converges if P 

says so and diverges if A says so. In particular, whereas P 

specifies divergence if the program may diverge A only does so if 

the program may have to diverge. For this reason A is called the 

"angelic semantics". 

ON REPLACING f0,11to BY A,, j "Eo(jIVALENIT" SLjBqET 

Let 0 be a subset of, 10,11"ý. Throughout this section we shall 

assume that 0 satisfies the following acceptability conditions: 

ye 

o= loti iofo. orl=ol 
0= JOJJ I OCO AOrl=ll 

0 

The last two conditions may be rephrased: if oCO then all of otl, 

Oo and lo are elements*of 0. This is probably a rather natural 

condition to assume and we shall investigate some consequences shortly. 

The nondeterministic semantics corresponding to using 0 as the set 

of oracles is 

201 cmdl : Sj. --v 
C(St) 

It is defined by 

D lcmd] = ýs-js6S. 
Lj 3o, ol(-O: STcmd](smash(s, o))=smash(s', o')I 

-ZO 

but this is not a denotational definition in the sense of Scott and 

Strachey because the definition is not compositional. Clearly D 
-;, -0 

is of the correct functionality when 0 is acceptable because then 

. 
a[cmd] specializes to the functionality S. L4 

Ol. --P, S -NO . The set IL 
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10,11"r used in the previous section is acceptable and, using the 

results in section 5.6, it is immediate to see that D f0,11, equals P. 

The motivation behind assuming 0 to be acceptable is primarily to 

obtain the following two lemmas. A remark below shows that this 

cannot be achieved under weaker assumptions. The first lemma states 

that P and D agree if divergence (i. e.. L of S is ignored. 
-: -0 1-) 

Lemma 5.7: 1. If 0 is acceptable then 

2 Tcmdj(s)-j. Lj = Pfcmdl(s)-411 
-m-o 

holds for all commands cmd and sES,., I/i 

Proof Since P is D10,11W the inclusion IE is immediate. The other 

inclusion follows from fact 5.6: 1 and acceptability of 0. For if 

. L/sI(-Pjcmd3(s) there is w such that SEcmd](s, wo) = (s', o) for all 

ocI0,111 and hence some o4O. But woGO and therefore slepolcmdl(s). 

Acceptability also guarantees that "whenever one oracle is 

I/I 

possible then all are" (as was considered in the proof of theorem 

6: 6) . 

Lemma 5.7: 2. If 0 is acceptable then 

01 sma sh (s' , o') Is lrz. 201 cmd I (S) A O'C 01 = CTcmd 3 (s , 0) 

holds for all cmd and sfS. L. I/I 

Proof Clearly (. L, I) is an element of the lefthand side iff it is 

an element of the righthand side. Next let (s', o') X (. L, jL) be an 

element of the lefthand side. By fact 5.6: 1 there is w such that 

STcmd](s, wol) = (sl, ol). Since wo's.: O it follows that (sl, ol) is 

an element of the righthand side. ConverselY let (s', o') -' (jL, j. ) 
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be an element of the righthand side. Then there is o6O such that 

SGcmdj(s, o) = (s', ol). By fact 5.6: 1 and acceptability of 0 it 

follows that oIc-0. Hence (sl, ol) is an element of the lefthand side. 

I/I 

Remark Under reasonable assompt ions it is necessary to assume 

that 0 is acceptable in order to obtain the previous lemma. First 

note that 0ý0 is required for 2 to be of the correct functionality. 

Next assume that there are atomic actions x: =O and x: =1 such that 

Vsc. s: ChTx: =Ol(s) xAx: =1j(s) 
Since S is non-empty we may choose s6S. Suppose that 0 is chosen 

such that the equality in the previous lemma holds. Using it with 

s and 

cmd = x: =O or x: =l 

shows the remaining conditions in the definition of acceptability. 

I/I 

Large parts of the development in section 5.6 can be carried through 

with any acceptable set 0 rather than only 0 =10,11'. In particular 

theorem 5.6: 3 (C S) and theorem 5.6: 5 (1 = P) will still hold. 

This implies that theorem 5.6: 6 may be rephrased as 

0 
PTcmdl = 2orcmdj 

or equivalently as D{0,1, wTcmdl = 
. 
201cmd]. This equality may fail 

under reasonable assumptions about the expressiveness of atomic 

actions and boolean expressions. 'As an example take 

cmd = x: =1 ; while xXO do ( x: =x+l or x! =x-1 ) 

lwiioiioiio.... I wclo, i)lj 
It follows from the previous lemma that the only difference possible 
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is that D jcmdT(s) =P mdD(s)-4. Lj, i. e. that P specifies divergence 
_0 TC 

too often. 

It is not clear what conditions to place on 0 such that P equals 

D. The use of 0= 10,1)'vis not necessary however. To show this we Z-0 

shall assume that S and the sets of atomic actions and boolean 

expressions are all countable. Then the set of pairs (cmd, s) is 

countable and so-is the set of pairs such that PVcmd](s)3. L. Construct 

XSIO, 11'4 by inclfiding for each such (cmd, s) a string o such that 

STCM dD(smash(s, o)) = (1,4). Clearly X is countable and therefore 

(of m) 1 WC lo, C^ oex 1 

is countable and acceptable. since 0 contains X it is immediate that 

P equals D. 

If "the choice of the path is done according to certain unknown 

parameters"/Egl75/ one might expect the choice to be made by some 

algorithm. In the present formulation this would imply that oracles 

should be "computable". The following lemma shows'that if this view 

is taken then one cannot obtain P. Define an oracle o640,11 ' to 

be recursive iff 

E)(o) = ýn Ithe n'th element of o is 11 

0 
is a recursive set. An oracle is recursive iff there is a Turing 

Machine that lists all finite prefixes of o. We shall assume that 

the atomic actions and boolean expressions are sufficiently expressive 

that the language oi commands may simulate arbitrary Turing Machines. 

Lemma 5.7: 3. If 0 is an acceptable set such that (for all cmd) 

. 
ElcmdV = 2OVcmdg 

then 0 must contain the recursive oracles as a proper subset. /// 
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Proof We first show that all recursive oracles are needed. Let o 

be a recursive oracle. The concept of a Turing Machine with oracle 

X (a subset of the integers) is explained in /Rog67/ and a similar 

concept in /HoU179/. Consider the following informal description of 

such a Turing Machine: 

n: =1 ; while 00 

do compute-the n'th element of o by simulating the Turing 

Machine for o; 

ask the oracld*whether n is in it and let a be 1 if it is 

and 0 if not; 

if a differs from the n'th element then n: =O else n: = n+1 

By the assumptions about the expressiveness of the atomic actions 

and boolean expressions there is a program cmd and initial state sC-S 

such that Sfcmd](s, ol) = (. L,. L) iff the Turing Machine loops upon 

oracle 9(o'). For example the query of the oracle may be 

implemented by 

a: =O or a: =l 

Clearly the Turing Machine loop$ iff it is supplied with the oracle 

G(o). Therefore ffcmdj(S)9. L'and 

0 jcmd](s) = PjcmdD(s) 

shows that oCO. 

We next show that some OCO must be non-recursive. Recall that 

there are recursively enumerable subsets X and Y of the integers such 

that XnY=0 and such that no recursive set R satisfies XS R and 

R AY =0 /Rog67/. Let Mx and My be Turing Machines recognizing X and 

k. k Y and write X3 J and Y. 9 j for whether these accept j in at most 
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k steps. Let r: N--*NgN be a recursive enumeration of the pairs of 

integers such that (i, j) = r(n) implies iýn and jýn. Consider the 
I 

following description of a Turing Machine M with oracle: 

set up an empty list; n: =l; 

while 00 

do 

ask the oracle whether it contains n and append 1 to the 

list. if the answer is yes and otherwise append 0; 

if X9 
kj 

and the jIth element on the list is 0 

or Y9 kJ 
and the jIth element on the list is 1 

then n: =O else n: =n+l 

Then M will loop upon oracle X but halt on any recursive oracle 

As before there is a program cmd and initial state s such that 

ffcmdj(s, o') = (. L, J. ) iff M loops upon E)(ol). Since Pfcmd](S)D-L 

it follows that 0 must contain some oracle that is not recursive. /// 

It has already been shown that there is an acceptable set 0 such 

that D differs from P. The previous lemma makes it feasible to 

define a whole sequence of such examples. Let pil)"' mean the 

infinite string consisting of j O's and a1 etc. and define 

0 
Oi. = ýW(Ojl)' I 

WC10,11VAiiij 

Note that each 01 is acceptable and is a proper subset of both 0 i+1 

and the set of recursive oracles. It follows that for all cmd and 

-20T 
cmdl (s) 9 

. 
20 a cmd B (s) ;-12 

and using the proof of the previous lemma it follows- that for all i 

there are cmd. ' and s. such that 11 
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D Tcmd. S(s. ) /D jcmd. I(s. ) 
i+1 111 

Hence all P-0. are different from one another. (Other examples of 
1, 

such a family (0 i may be obtained by defining 01 to be oracles of 

certain complexity classes. ) 

It follows fr6ff section 5.6 that the partly induced semantics 

equals P even when 0= 40,11'jjis replaced by an arbitrary acceptable 

set 0. This means that abstract interpretation (as developed in 

section 5.6) cannot be used to obtain a (compositional) denotational 

definition of D when it is not P. In the remainder of this section 

we shall therefore study 2 for its own sake. A first question one 
-M-0 

may ask is whether a compositional definition can exist at all. Hopes 

for such a definition are motivated by the following lemma but none 

the less we shall see that the answer is no for some acceptable sets 

0. 

Lemma-5.7: 4. Let 0 be an acceptable set of oracles. Then 

D fact) = 41*4ýactj 
ZO 

D; cmd V= CIP ROCC md 1 , Ofcmd 12 RoTcmd 21 

20[if exp then cmd, else cmd cond 
p (2OTcmd, l, 2OCcmd 2ý exp 2 

. 
20(cmd, or cmd 2 209cmdlj or 

p 
%W cmd 21 

20EIihile exp do cmd 1D is a fixed point of 

If. cond 
p(f 13P 

. 
2OTcmdj, jj) 

exp 

Proof The proof proceeds by structural induction. 

Case cmd = act is straightforward. 

Case cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 2 follows from calculating 
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D0 (cmd](s) = 

(because f1cmd specializes to S. L*OL--oSL*0j) 
iste szigs"cst: 30,01,0111co: 

smash (s' ol) = S(cmd 2ý (smash (s", o")) A 

smash(s'l, o") = S[cird 1 
I(smash(s, o))l = 

(by lemma 5.7: 2) 

U {201cmd 
2ý! ý") 

1s"Qo Tcmdll(s)) 

(2jcmd 9V Dfcmd, l)(s) 
2 

Case cmd = if exp then cmd, else cmd 2 
is straightforward. 

Casecmd = cmd, ar cind, is straightforward because 0 is acceptable. 

Case cmd = while exp do cnidl. The proof is easiest when assuming 

there is an atomic action skip such that jTskipy 
= /Is. s. Then 

reasoning as above shows that 

cond 
p(f 0' %Ccmdl, II 
exp 

equals 

D, fif exp then(cmd; while exp do cmd) else skip] ýT- --- 

when f=D Twhile exp do cmdV. But this equals f because ZOW - 

.L 
Sf, while ... 

B clearly equals sT f ... 
1. - If there is no atomic action 

skip the result is only slightly more cumbersome. 
0 

This lemma might be taken to mean that the compositional definition 

of 20 should be obtained from the equations-defining.! l by replacing 

UP by some other fixed Point operator. It is not possible to do so 

for all acceptable choices of 0. As an, example define 

exp =x 

cmd 1=x: =false or skip 

cmd 2ý skip or x: =false 
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and 

fwooo Iw (io, 11A I 

It is immediate that 201 . cmd U equals D Tcmd J and hence the two 
I -M-0 2 

functionals (of which some fixed point is to be taken) are equal. 

So Dfwhile exp ýo cmd I would equal D Twhile ýxp do cmd ý and this 2 

is clearly wrong. Hence D0 cannot be defined along the lines 

suggested. 

Remark It may well be argued that the example above is "unnatural" 

but it is not clear how to obtain any compositional definition of 

some D that is not P. In particular, the approaches of /Par8l/ and 
-; --0 - 

/deR81/ of defining a fair denotational semantics does not follow 

the approach outlined above. (One might take 10, lj"ý1000.... ill ... 
I 

to be the set of "fair" oracles. ) There ITcmd 1 or cmd 21 essentially 

is (ITcmd 1 
0, ITcmd 2 

B) and the analogue of the semantics for while 

describes, using least and greatest fixed points, a fair interleaving 

Of IVcmd 11 and Itcmd 23. However, in this approach Ilcmdl'ar cmd 2 
*1 

differs from Ijcmd 2 or cmdlj and this is contrary to the intuition 

leading to P. 

Since it is unclear how to define D0 compositionally we shall 

define "an upper bound" A along the lines'suggested. The idea is. 

that P, D and A are equal when I of S is ignored and that if A 
ZO I 

specifies divergence then so does D and P. The main task is to 
-M-0 

define a fixed point operator AFP. Define 

AFP (F) t-- 
Wf 

: S. 
L-9 

Z(SjL) 1F (f )=fAf C-LFP (F) 
1 

for each monotonic and S-monotonic function F from S --p 2(S to 

itself. We shall see shortly that this definition makes sense. For 
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an informal motivation of the definition'let 

f= 20TwKhile exp do cmd] 

F= If. cond 
p(f 

10P D cmdl., jj) 
exp 

%T 

It follows from the previous lemma that f is a fixed point of F and 

hence LFP(F)E-f. That fS LFP(F) now means that LFP(r)(s) may specify 

divergence (i. e. contain A. of S.. ) in situations where f(s) does not 

but otherwise they are equal. This corresponds to the diffe'rence 

between P and D -. " 
-; --o 

That APP(F) is well-defined follows from: 

Lemma 5.7: 5. When F is monotonic and S-monotonic 

4f: S. L-5p 
J(S. 

L 
)IF (f ) =f Af 5LFP (F)j 

is a complete lattice when ordered as in S,: -Pe(S I ). The least element 

is LFP(F) and the greatest element is AFP(F). 

Proof Let D be IfIF (f) =f A fSLFP (F)j ordered by 9 as in S, -v 
I(S. 

1) 

and let E be If I LFP(F)FfE-LFP(F)l ordered similarly. Clearly D is 

the set of those elements of E that are fixed points of F. The 

assumptions about F guarantee that P specializes to a function from 

E to E. Throughout this Proof U refers to least upper bounds relative 

to S, --., *f(S.. ) and (W) (S) therefore is Ulf (s) I Ucyl - if y is a 

nonempty subset of 

is because feY imp 

these two elements 

that LFP(F)SLJY is 

and LFP(F)(s)-j. Lj 

E-then UY 
exists and is an element of E. Existence 

Lies that f(s) is LFP(F)(s) or LFP(F)(s)-j. L; and 

are comparable. Concerning membership of E note 

immediate and LJYSLFP(F) is because both LFP(F)(s) 

are subsets of LFP(F)(s). 

Clearly LFP(F) is the least element of D. Let now Y be a subset 

of D. If Y is empty it is immediate that LFP(F) is the least upper 
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bound of y in D. If Y is not empty 
LJY exists and is an element of 

E but it is conceivable that it is not a fixed point of F. We 

therefore define by transfinite induction 

F 
m) 

=F (d (4 F (K) I Mýj vy)) 

It is a straightforward transfinite induction to show that each P (A ) 

exists and is an element of E (so that U 
... exists). It is 

straiahtforward to show that if X11 then F(K)Cr(A). As in section 

5.1 this gives an ordinal I such that F(A) is a fixed point of F. 

Hence F(2) is an element of D and it 'is 
clearly an upper bound of Y. 

If f is any other element of D that is an upper bound of Y it is 

straightforward to prove that F(ý)Cf. Hence Y has a least upper 

bound in D. 

It is possible to show that AFP(F) depends monotonically on F 

f 

but this will not be needed. The following formula will be used 

in the proof of the theorem below. 

Le mma 5.7: 6. AFP(F) equals some F (A) where 

LFP(F) (s)-i. LI 

i LFP (F) (s) ý ýJ-3 

otherwise 

F (ý) =F (njF (N) 
I XvAl ) for J.. -O 

/1/ 

I/I 

Proof We shall use the terminology introduced in the proof of the 

previous lemma. Analogously to what was shown there it can be shown 

that every nonempty subset Y of E has greatest lower bound IJY in 

E and that it is calculated pointwise. Since F (0) 
is an element of 

E it is a straightforward transfinite inductio n to show that each 

F(,, 
) 

is defined and is an element of E. Since Ki ý6 implies Fi 
K)2 

F (1) 

there is aý such that F(, 
) 

is a fixed point Of F- Hence F(, 
) 

is an 
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element of D and F (2) 
! iAFP(P). That AFP(F)EF(, ) 

folloWs by trans- 

finite induction because AFP(F)5FF (O)o 

The semantics A is then defined by using AFP instead of LFP. 

In detail: 

. 
LacmdT : S. L--V' 

g(S 
I) 

is defined by 

A[actU = 11'4Tactl 
p 

. 
LEcmd 

1; cmd 2A 
T6md 

2UaA 
(cmd 

Afif exp then cmd, else cmd I= cond 
p 

(. LCcmd D, Afcmd 1) 
2 exp 12 

Alcmd, or cmd 21 = Afcmd D orp jcmd 3 
12 

ATýLhile exp 2o cmdl = AFP(Af. cond 
pf 

13P A acmdh, 4 
exp 

/1/ 

It is immediate to verify that cond 
p 

and 13 p 
are monotonic and 

exp 
5-monotonic. Therefore the functional of which AFP is taken satisfies 

the requirements. It is then easy to see that the equations define 

a strict function of functionality as stated. 

It may not be very intuitive what ATcmd] accomplishes. The 

following "operational characterisation" ofLqcmdl may therefore 

help. It is explained in more detail after the proof. 

0 Theorem 5.7: 7. For all commands cmd and states seS. L: 

(1) ATcmdj(s)-j-L I= Is'c-S I 3o, o I c- 10,11'4: STcmd] (smash (s, o) )=, (s' o') I 

(2) Afcmd) (s)9. L iff 3wc-40,11'm: Vorlo, l]"0: Sfcmd] (smash (s, wo) )=(. I. I. L) 

I/I 

Proof The first result is an immediate consequence of the following 

result that is proved by structural induction on cmd: 

. 
L(cmdj S AgcMa S PTcmdl 
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Case cmd = act is immadiate. 

Case cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 2 follows be cause ap is monotonip and S-monotonic. 

Case cmd = if exp then cmd, else cmd follows because cond 
p is 

2 exp 

monotonic and S-monotonic. 

Case cmd = cmd, or cmd 2 follows because or 
p 

is monotonic and 

5-monotonic. 

Case cmd = while exp do cmd Abbreviate 

F(f) = cond 
p (f 13 

p Pýcoid 
exp 

G(g) = cond 
p (g 13 

p 
Afcmd 

exp 

It follows from the above that fE g implies F(f)S G(g) and that 

gS f implies G(g)S F(f). Since both S andS are admissible it 

follows by the induction principle of section 5.1 that 

LFP(F)F tFP(G) and LFP(G)! E LFP(F) 

Since LFP(G) 9AFP(G)GLFP(G) the result follows. 

That the second result holds for all sfS L 
is proved directly 

by structural induction. 

Case cmd = act is immediate. 

Case cmd = cmd 1 ; cmd 2' It is straightforward to prove that 

A(cmdI(s)-BP. L holds iff Aqcmd 
1 
V(s)3. L or (using the proof of the first 

part) PQcmd, T (s)9s',; 6. L and ATcmd2V(sI)-! ). L. Similarly 

STCmdl(smash(s, wo)) = (. L, JL) holds iff Sacmd 1 
P(smash(s, wo)) = 

or ffcmd, 3(s, wo) = (S', (wo)tm) and Sfcmd 
23 

(s ,, (WO)tm) ` (JL rL 

It is then straightforward to use the inductive hypotheses to 

show "only if" and "if", 

Case cmd =:; if exp then cmd, else cmd 2 is straightforward (perform a 

case analysis upon 3Texpl(s)). 
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Case cmd = cmd, or cmd 2 
is straightforward. 

Case cmd = while exp do cmd 1, This proof is rather long and we shall 

consider "if" and "only if" seperately. 

Proof of "if". The result is immediate for s=. L so assume s/. L 

below. Lot Q(w, s) abbreviate 

VoeAO, l)w: gwhile exp do cmd 11 (s, wo) 

and define 

(w, S) IQ (w, S) A (Q (S', S) --> I wl ý lw'l) I 

It suffices to show that 

(w, s)CP implieS Alwhile exp do cmd 13 (S) a. L 

We shall prove this result by induction on n where IwI = n. Note 

that Q(wos) implies that Nexp3(s) is true and hence 

Aýihile ... 
7 (s) = A@4hile ... 

3 t(jcmd 
1 

T(s» 

S(while ... j(S, 0) = 2gwhile ... 
1 (S ýCMcl 

1 
V(S, 0» 

When n=O we. have VO: STwhile ... 
J(s, o) = (. L,. L) and by (1) it follows 

that AQýwhile ... 
I(s) =jj. ] (as it cannot be-empty). When 00 we 

partition 

0 P(n) = l(w, s)CP 
I 1w) = nj 

into a disjoint union of three sets P1 (n), P2 (n), P3 (n) and prove 

the result for each. For P1 (n) take those elements (w, s) of P(n) 

such that Vo: STcmdjJ(sPwO) = (1#1). From the hypothesis of the 

structural induction it follows that ATcmd 1 
lWaii. and hence 

ATKhile 
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I 

To define P (n) and P (n) we need some additional notation. 23 

each (w, s) in P(n)-P 1 (n) there is sICS and o, o' such that 

. 
E[cmd 11(s, wo) = (s', o') -, (. L,. L). 

U= uw, s, sl such that 

For 

By fact 5.6: 1 there exists 

one of u and w is a prefix of the other and 

VO: gcrr. d, T(S, uo) = (s', o) X (. L,. L) 

For P2 (n) take those (w, s) in P(n) such that some Ju 
W'S's 

I is 

greater than 0. -For P3 (n) take those (w, s) in P(n) such that all 

lu 
W, s, sII 

are 0. Clearly P(n) is the disjoint union of P1 (n), P2 (n) 

and P3 (n). 

Consider (w, s)r=P 2 
(n). Choose s' such that ju 

W's's 
1>0 and write 

U=U W's's . By the definition of u it follows from (1) that 

ATcmd 1 
I(s)Ds'. Suppose lujýjwj and let wl be chosen such t hat 

uwl = w. Then 

Vo: (jL,. L) = S[while ... 
I(s, wo) = S[while 

shows Q(w', s'). Since lw, 141wl it follows from the numerical induction 

that AfEhile ... ](sl)3. L and this shows the result. Suppose next that 

lul>lwl. Then 

Vo: (. L,. L) = SfEhile ... J(sl, o) 

0 
and the result follows much as before. 

To prove the result for elements of P (n) we proceed as follows. 
3 

Define S(n) = Isl3w: (w, s)6p 3 (n)j and note that%SgexpT(s) is true 

when sC-S(n). Define a preorder upon-the elements of S(n) by 

s--., *sl iff uw, s, sl exists for some w (of length, n) 

We know that if such uw, s, sl exists it must have length 0. The 
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preorder is well-founded. For otherwise there is an infinite chain 

s0"s1-. Ws 2 -V ... and this would imply that 

Vo: SLwhile ... 
I(so, o) = (. L"L) 

contrary to 00 and (w, s 0 
)(ZP 

3 
(n)ýP for some w. It therefore suffices 

to show that Nwhile... B(s)3. L by induction on this well-founded order. 

So consider seS(n) and suppose the result holds for all s' such 

that s--os' (or rdfher s--* 
+ 

SI). 

If there is some s' such that s--ps' we have Affwhile I(S'). 9i. 

by the hypothesis of the well. -founded induction. Also ATcmd 11(s)qs, 

follows by (1) and this shows the result. Next suppose there is no 

s' such that s--ps'. By construction of P3 (n) there is s' (but not 

in S(n)) and w (of length n) such that u 
W's's 

exists. Since 

iuw, 
s, sll =0 we have 

Vo: S5cmd 1 D(S, O) = (S"o) 
Vo: S(while... I(s, o) = SýýwLhile... J(Sljo) 

0 

From the first equation and (1) it follows that Agcmd 1 
USPSI. 

Since Q(w, s) the second equation shows Q(w, s') and hence there is 

wl such that (wl, s! )GP. Since slOS(n) and IwI16 n the tuple (w', s') 

must have been considered previously in the numerical induction or 

when considering P1 (n) or P2 (n). Therefore LTwhile... T(s')BO. L and 

this shows the result. 

Proof of "only_if". The result is immediate for s=L so assume 

s/. L below. Def ine D= (jk Dk, Do = ; sj and 

D 
k+l --= ATcmd 

12 
t( JSCD 

k 
I%Xexpl(s) is true3) 

If sCD there is a minimal k such that s1C-D k' 
Also there is a list 

S=Soo . 0.1 s kýsl with s1 ED 
1 and 
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Vexpl(s 
1 

)ls true when i(k 

LTcmd B (s. )-4 s. when i<k 
11 1+1 

Since siý. I. when i<k it follows by (1) and fact 5.6: 1 that there are 

w. such that 
1 

Vo: sýCM(I iT 
(si(W 

i 0) :ý(: -, i+i , 0) 

for i+l<k. This holds for i= k-1 as well if s'XI. 

First suppose-that IM Lot s'=. L and let sit wit k be as above. 

Since s/lwe know k>O. Then Alcmd 11 s k-1 Bo. L so by the hypothesis of 

the structural induction there is w k-1 such that 

Vo: EWcmd 1 
I(s 

k-l'wk-10) = (-L, 1) 

Hence 

VO: STwhile exp do cmd 1 
I(s 

0w0... w k-1 0) = (Itl) 

and this shows the result. 

Next suppose I. OD but that there is s'C-D with ATwhile I(s, )=ý11. 

By (1) it is immediate that 

Vo: SýLhile (-L, JL) 

0 

We have sit wi and k as before and this gives 

Vo:. Ywhile... I(s, wOo.. w k-10) = ('&"'L) 

thereby showing the result. 

Finally we show that one of the two previous cases must apply 

when A[while ... 
I(s)3. L. For suppose 

Vs'CD: ATwhile I (s 1) 34 4. L I 

Using the notation of lemma 5.7: 6 we have. VS'CD: F (0) (S! )I. L. We 
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show by transfinite induction that Vs'eD: F 
(1) 

(s')Oj. By lemma 

5.7: 6 this then shows that the previous two cases are exhaustive. 

So let 1>0 and s'C-D. If STexpT(s') is false 

Is'l 0 
-L 

If ýCcxpD(s') is true then 

(rlfr(, )l 
IWAI)t(Aacmd D(S')) 

IF K (D) 

L)jnjF 
(K) 

(-ý") 1K< 111 S"C-D] 

0 

which does not contain-L. Finally note that Bqexpj(s') cannot be 

-L when slQD as then Afwhile... -I(s 1) = JJLj 
. I/I 

The first result stated in the theorem says that Aqcmd](s) and 

PGcmdj(s) are equal if one ignores divergence (i. e. L Of S.. ). The 

second result gives the conditions under which PJTcmd](s) specifies 

divergence. This can be explained more intuitively as follows. 

Imagine an operating system that executes cmd on s. Before starting 

execution a time bound is chosen by unbounded nondeterminism. Up to 

that time bound or is viewed as nondeterminism and some nondeter- 

ministic choice of path is made. After the time bound or is viewed 

as the amb operator mentioned in section 5.6. (This can be implemented 

by letting the operating system perform a breadth-first search for a 

terminating computation path. ) So the program will terminate iff 

(after the time bound has lapsed) there is a sequence of "choices of 

path" such that it terminates. The semantics of cmd run under such 

a scheme is given by Aýcmdj. In a sense Lacmd] corresponds to the 

situation where the "time bound" is "infinity". 
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The difference between A and P is illustrated by the following 

examples. 

Example Consider the programs 

cmd, = x: =true ; while x do (x: =false or skip) 

cmd 2 "1 (while true do skip) or cmd 

The "operational semantics" of these programs are best illustrated by 

the following execution trees: 

cmd 1: cmd 2: 

Since both programs may loop we have 

P[cmd 
1T= 

Pfcmd2l = As. 4J., s[false/x3j 

Further cmd 1 may always be brought to completion so that 

A [cmd 
11= 

ýs. ? s[false/x]] 

0 

This differs from ATcmd 21 = LTcmd 21 because in cmd 2a path may be 

chosen such that thereafter the program has to loop. 

Example Consider the programs 

cmd 3=x: =true ; Y: =O ; while x 

do (y: =y+l or if vý27 then x: =false else skip) 

cmd 4ýx: =true ; y: =O ; while x 

do (Y: =Y+l or x: =false) 

The semantics of cmd 3 
is the same under P and A and is 

As. 41 v? s[false/x, m/yl I Oim$271 

The semantics of cmd 4 
is different under P and A: 

I/I 
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Elcmd 43 = As. 113 výs[false/x, m/yj I O! m3 

ATcmd 
41= 

ýs. Is[false/x, m/yll O! mj 

Note that Lacmd 4 
]specifies unbounded nondeterminism. 

It follows from the theorem and lemma 5.7: 1 that all of PUcmd), 

2D cmd] (for 0 acceptable) and Aacm(ý are 6qual whon divergence (i. e. 09 
.L of S., ) is ignored. It is clear that if AU. cmd](s) specifies divergence 

* ij then So Must Dc d](s), and if D Tcmdý(s) specifies divergence 20T 
-M-O 

then so must PTcmdB(s). This shows that 

. 
ETcmd3 S 20qcmdl 9 Afcmdj 

jcmdp S 20(cmd 0 Cr PTcmd I 

holds for all acceptable sets 0. It further-follows that P can be 

used to show absence of divergence (wrt. D) and A to prove presence Z-0 

of divergence. 

0 
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CONCLUSIONS AND 
FURTHER WORK 

To assess what has been achieved in this thesis it is appropriate 

first to recall why data flow analysis (including abstract inter- 

pretation) is wor*ih doing. This was explained in section 2.1 and 

may be summarised as: To associate information with points in the 

program so as to show the safeness of performing program transform- 

ations that in general are not meaning preserving. 

Viewing the development in these broad terms there are a number 

of major issues that have not been addressed. 

- Program points should be introduced into the semantics in such 

a way that an approximating interpretation specifies the 

information possible at each program point. The development 

in this thesis may be viewed as working with only one program 

point: the end of the program. For ideaý in this direction 

see /Nie82/. 

- Proqram transformations should be formulated and proven safe 

0 to apply when the information specified above satisfies 

certain criteria. For ideas about how this might be done 

consult /Nie8lb/. 

- One should consider ways of implementing the data flow 

analyses described by approximating interpretations. This will 

be considered further below. 
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These issues are in a sense*orthogonal to the aims of this thesis. 

(It is to be hoped that they are sufficiently orthogonal that they can 

be added without too much trouble. ) The aims of the thesis were 

primarily to overcome the limited appli. cability of previous formu- 

lations of abstract interpretation: either they were based on viewing 

programs as flowcharts, which is hardly a general model, or else a 

mere study of toy languages. Turning to an assessment based on 

these aims it is convenient to consider chapters 2 to 4 seperately 

from chapter S. 

Chapters 2 to 4 considered how to extend abstract interpretation 

to deal with a larger class of languages. This was done by basing 

the development upon a metalanguage for denotational semantics. The 

main, achievements of this development are: 

- The notion of two levels of types allows for a precise 

description of the method, i. e. of where to introduce power- 

domains in the collecting semantics. 

- The metalanguage gives a reasonable degree of generality. 

- The tensor product allows for a generalisation of the 

"relational method" for cartesian product and smash product. 

-A framework is given for how to change between various data 

0 flow analysis methods such as "relational" and "independent 

attribute" methods (section 4.3). 

- The notion of "inducing" one data flow analysis from another 

has been generalised and "expected definitions" have been 

studied. This should make it more convenient to describe a 

particular data flow analysis as an approximating interpre- 

tation. 
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There are several possibilities for extension of the development. 

The most "urgent" extensions are: 

- To allow "storable procedures", i. e. to extend the type 

structure with gt:: =ft. This remedies the major limitation 

of the metalanguage and is discussed ftirther below. 

- To allow Y not always to be LFP. Some uses of this will be 

mentioned below. 

- Analogously to allow rec not always to mean REC (i. e. not 

always to specify the initial solution). 

Some further possibilities are: 

- Introduce notation for expressions of type gt. This is further 

considered below. 

- All the analyses are "forward" in the sense of propagating 

information from left to right. Dually one may consider how 

to handle "backward" analyses (see e. g. /Cou8l/). 

Even more remote goals are to extend the metalanguage with polymorphism, 

abstract data types, concuriency etc. 

It is only sensible to anticipate that further research may cast 

doubt upon some of the decisions made in the development so far. It 

0 may be that the bottom-level metalanguage is not sufficiently close to 

operational intuitions. In particular it may be that 9 should be 

discarded and-V used instead. If also L is removed it would be feasible 

to require (in section 4.4) that all irreducible elements are either 

.L or an atom. Some potentially, desirable consequences of doing so 

were outlined in the final remark in section 4.4. 
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Chapter 5 was concerned with bringing aspects of termination 

within the world of abstract interpretation. Some achievements of 

this are: 

- More data flow analyses can be handled (e. g. section 5.5). 

- Nondeterminism has formally been shown to be a data flow 

analysis problem. This is mainly of conceptual interest. 

- Focus has been placed on the different partial orders Ei and 

S. This gives better insight into the essence of abstract 

interpretation and clarifies some intuitive remarks in 

/Nie82/. (A first attempt at formalising this appeared 

already in /Myc8l/. ) 

Many extensions need to be made before the development of chapter 

5 can be made more general than just studying toy languages. Some 

possibilities are mentioned below and they seem to require "hard 

work": 

- The powerdomain should be made more generally applicable 

(there are too few benign fdcpols). 

- The development should be performed for a metalanguage 

(as in chapters 2 to 4). 

- the idea behind partly collecting and partly inducing is that 

0 only some of the arguments are viewed as describing sets of 

values. It would be natural to allow for gradually viewing 

more and more arguments this way, e. g. to obtain data flow 

analysis for a nopdeterministic language. we shall return to 

this below. 

One question that may be asked is whether the use of powerdomains, 

in particular 9( 
... ), is inherently satisfactory. This will be dis- 
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cussed in some detail below and it seems that the answer is no. 

The remainder of this chapter considers in more detail some of 

the directions for further research listed above. Thby are grouped 

under the headings "implementation issues", "extending the power of 

the metalanguage" (for chaptors 2 to 4) and "tho strong approach" 

(for chapter 5). 

Implementation issues 

There are at least two views of how to implement a data flow 

analysis. One is that there should be a system that directly executes 

the approximating semantics. This seems to be the view taken in 

/Don8l/. Another is that the approximating semantics is merely a 

mathematical formulation of the (approximate) effect of computing 

data flow information by traditional means, e. g. as MFP or MOP 

solutions to certain systems of equations. This is the view taken in 

/Nie82/. In the discussion below we shall ignore that the equations 

can hardly be formulated if program points have not been introduced. 

So let I be an approximating semantics, e an expression of type 

gt=gt, env an (empty) environment and 1 and element of Iffgtl. The 

0 desired evaluation system accepts 1, e, env and 1 and calculates 

ITel(env)(1). There is a similar situation for the standard semantics 

and here the SIS system of /Mos79/ can be used to evaluate STel(env)(d). 

The SIS system cannot be used to compute IleT(env)(1). Some "minor" 

reasons are that SIS does not contain powerdomains and does not contain 

a (binary) least upper. bound operation. The latter means that the 

expected definition of I(Pond) cannot be defined. 
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A deeper reason has to do with the way the fixed point operator Y 

is treated. Essentially SIS is a rewrite system for the typed 

A-calculus and Y is handled by rewriting 

(Y(Ax. e)) ... to (e[Y(U. e)/x3) 

For a typical example let 

e= cond (e 0 xoe 1e2 

(corresponding to the semantics of a while-loop) where neither eo, 

e1 nor e2 contains x. The unfolding continues as long as e0 evaluates 

to true and Y disappears altogether once e evaluates to false.. 0 

Should e0 always evaluate to true the system loops, but one can hardly 

expect otherwise as the semantics then is. L. 

This strategy is not valid for evaluating IUel(env)(1) and therefore 

another strategy must be developed. For generally some parts of the 

argument will always be passed to x0e 1 and other parts to e 2' There- 

fore Y needli never disappear, and the system will loop. (This is 

indeed what happens in /Don8l/ as was said in chapter 1. ) On the 

other hand if Ilgt3 is finite it will be the case that Ifel(env)(1) 

is obtained after a finite number of unfoldings (when all remaining 

Y are viewed, as j. ). It is therefore not acceptable that the system 

0 loops and it would be interesting to develop a suitable "rewrite rule". 

The other approach was to assume that data flow analyses are 

computed as MOP and MFP Solutions to certain equations. We shall 

write MOP(l) and MFP(l) for the information calculated at the end 

of the program given it is 1 at the beginning. It is known that 

MOP(1)ýiMFP(l) and the author conjectures that it extends to 

MOP (1) S lTel (env) (1) S Nipp (1) 
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and that neither inequality is an equality in general. Some intuitive 

arguments are presented below. 

The intuition for why lTeT(env)(1) is between MOP(l) and MFP(l) 

but equal to neither is that its definition may be viewed as a 

mixture of MOP and MFP ingredients. An MFP ingredient may be illus- 

trated for e=f1 Li cond( ... *, f 2'f3)* Here 

ITeT(env)(l)-= f1 (f 
2(I tt 

)IJ f3(1 
ff MFP(l) 

MOP(l) = f-(f (I )W f (E (1 
12 tt 13 ff 

which may differ when f1 is not additive. A MOP ingredient may be 

illustrated for e= Y(Ax-ýY. e'). Here 

ffe@(env) = LFP(jf. ýI'. ffe'S(env[f/x, ll/y])) 

which is close to MOP whereas MFP essentially is 

ý1. LFP(If. Al'. ITe'g(env[f/x, (lul')/y])) 

(The latter claim is based on /Nie82 p. 281/. ) When ! Tly. e'T(env) is 

not additive the MFP and MOP solutions may well differ. 

In data flow analysis it is commonly agreed that the MOP solution 

is more accurate than the MFP solution. This means that 

abs'Cael(env)*con 5 MOP S MFP 

0 However, it is usually the MFP solution that is computed in practice. 

For the MFP solution is decidable if all I(gtj are of finite height 

(though possibly infinite) whereas the MOP solution is undecidable 

in some such cases /KaU177/. The author conjectures that LTeS(env) 

behaves as MOP. One may therefore consider how to make ITel(env) 

equal to MFP. One possibility is to enforce additivity of functions 

as then the MOP and MFP solutions agree. Another possibility is to 

redefine the interpretation of Y(Ax-ýY. e') so it becomes the formula 
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I -I 

(*) given above. Redefinition of Y is considered further below. 

Extending the power of the metalanguage 

There are other movivations for varying the interpretation of ITY 

than merely to obtain Lho MPII :; oltjtion. Ono mj, jhL &ýsirc-ý even more 

approximative solutions than the MFP solution, e. g. if not all ITgt1 

are of finite height or if it "takes too long" to compute the MFP 

solution. This is the motivation behind the "widening" and "narrowing" 

ideas of /CoCo77b/ and it is be hoped that these ideas can be 

incorporated by suitably interpreting Y. The interpretation of Y 

can be allowed to vary simply by letting an interpretation specify 

the operator to be used. The expected definition (in the terminology 

of section 4.4) then is LFP. The predicate 4- 
con, (t--*t)-), t w ill be 

useful for relating various interpretations of Y. One can extend 

"inducing" to Y of type (t--. -t)-*t by-using the suggestion in section 

4.2. When t= ft this gives 

abs*Y(Ag. con*G(abs*g'con)*abs)*con 

as the induced version of Y applied to G. 

Quite analogously one may consider varying the interpretation of 

0 rec so that it is not always REC (giving the initial solution). 

Taking a recursive domain 

recX. N, *X+O 

as an example one might hope to obtain a finite domain of descriptions 

of such lists. This may be the way to incorporate the ideas in 

/Jon8lb/ about finding "safe approximate descriptions of computations 

by algorithms which manipulate recursive data structures"* 
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A major limitation of the metalanguage is that "storable procedures" 

cannot be accomodated, i. e. that the type structure does not allow 

gt:: =ft. To overcome this it will probably be necessary to find a 

locally continuous semi-functor(S over ACLs such that 

jY(A)G)fiB) = 

e(f)@)flg) = filh. g'li*f) 

0 

(ignoring that Q will be contravariant in one argument). This amounts 

to defining a relational method for the bottom-level domain constructor 

-#, and make it work not only for powerdomains. An independent 

attribute method might be function space -P, as has been used throughout 

this thesis. One application of a relational method for -o might 

be to extend abstract interpretation to handle properties like 

commutativity and associativity of functions. Such properties are 

frequently used when transforming applicative programs. Another 

application might be to express that the result of some function is 

always less than its argument. This may be the way to overcome some 

of the limitations of showing termination that were discussed at the 

end of section 5.5. 

This situation is similar to the one with the. tensor product. So 

one might try to construct AI&B by completing a quasi order obtained 

from a logic. Terms might be given by 

:: =CV(a, b) 1 tut' 1 tntl 

where e(a, b) is to be thought of as Aal. a'3_a -j-b . L. Some axioms 

might be 

G(awa', b) = (9(a, b)naal, b) 

a(a, bubl) = EXa, b)Lj@ýa, bl) 
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But even for the tensor product it was difficult to argue that it was 

the "right" generalisation from powerdomains to complete lattices and 

it is unlikely to be any easier here. 

The metalanguage (section 2.1) has notation for expressions of type 

gt--*gt but not for expressions of týpe gt. It might be convenient to 

introduce expressions of type gt by incorporating 

ý x. e and- e(e') 

As long as gt:: =ft is not allowed there will necessarily be some 

restrictions upon the use of ý-abstraction. The meaning of these 

constructs is clear in the standard semantics: 

SDýK. ej(env) = ýv. S6ej(envCv/x]) 

Sfe(e I )I (env) = (S Tel (env)) (SCe'l (env)) 

In an approximating interpretation I it may be better to use 

lTlx. el(env) = lin(ýw. Ifeý(env[w/x])) 

Ifcý(e')Uenv) = (ifeý(env))(JOT(env)) 

The use of lin may be important when x occurs more than once in e. 

As an example let e be xxx+1 and view Iýjx. e@(env) as a function from 

V= f-L,, 
-POt+#T) to itself. When applied to T one expects to get + 

rather than T. 

A consequence of the above suggestion is to cast some doubt upon 

the expected definition of composition in the bottom-level metalanguage. 

(It was defined in section 4.4 as fog = f*g. ) Intuitively one would 

expect fog and Ix. f(g(x)) to denote the same. This holds in the 

standard semantics but in an approximating semantics the expected 

definitions give 
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IjfDgD(env) = f*g 

gax. ý±q_(? ýHI(env) = lin(f'g) 

where f= I(f) and g= I(g). These may differ even when f= lin(f) 

and g= lin(g) as was shown in section 4.1. So one might consider 

to let lin(f*g) be the expected definition of fog. 

The strong approach 

The idea behind the partly collecting semantics was to pass from 

f: DY-E-, YF in the standard semantics to g: D9f(E)--ve(F). This may be 

approximated by an approximating semantics h: DVB--*C. At this point 

it is conceivable that one may want to extend the data flow analysis 

considerations to include also the first argument. So from g one 

would pass to g': f(DVE)-i1(F) and this may be approximated by using 

approximations to e(D*E) and f(F). From h it is less clear what to 

pass to. Perhaps it should be hl: J(D)*B--PC fork some kind of tensor 

product. Again this may be approximated by using approximations to 

g(D). It is not clear how to accomodate such a development. A 

potential application is to perform data flow analysis for a nondeter- 

ministic language. 

To agree with data flow analysis intuitions it should be possible 

to view the powerdomain as a certain collection of subsets. For this 

reason it may be well not to base the development on the powerdomains 

of /Plo82/: for it was conjectured in section 5.2 that these were not 

atomically generated. HOWever, it may be that the convexity assumption 

used in the definition of g(D) excludes subsets of interest. The 

following example seems to show this. 
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Example Consider an imperative language with procedures of one 

argument and let S and V be sets of states and-values respectively. 

A procedure may be modelled as a function from S. LXV. L to S1. and 

evaluation of an argument as a function from SI to S. LýVL. Consider 

the following program: 

let p(value y) be skip in 

let q(name y) be skip in 

if x is even then LOOP else skip; 

call p, (x) 

The set of states possible before call p(x) will include L and some 

sCS. Evaluation of x in these states give j. and some v6V, respectively. 

So the set of state and value pairs possible before transfer to p 

includes (. L, JL) and (S, V). By convexity it must include (s, -L) as well. 

This is unfortunate because p and q differ upon (s, A) although they 

are equal upon (. L,. L) and (s, v). It is safe to replace the call to p 

by a call to q but the collecting semantics will produce a set from 

which this cannot be seen! 

It is unclear how to get around this problem. If convexity is 

0 

abandoned then J(D) is not even partially ordered by the Egli-Milner 

order. If a powerdomain like J(D) is to be used it seems that the 

collecting semantics is useless for some program transformations. 

Neither outlook is comforting. 

I 
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